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ABSTRACT
Topics in Diachronic English Syntax
September, 1977

Cynthia Allen, B.A., University of Iowa
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor

S.

Keyser

J.

This dissertation is an investigation into the history of certain

syntactic constructions in English from Old English to Late Middle English.
The facts presented here are based on an examination of approximately

seventy texts.
The thesis is divided into three major parts, the first two of

which are basically descriptive, and the third, theoretical.
is

a

presentation of some Old English syntax.

Part One

The constructions focused

clauses.
on are relative clauses, questions, and comparative

Another

it was possible
major question dealt with in Part One is that of when
in Old English.
to have a "dangling" or "stranded" preposition

English involving
Part Two traces the changes from Old to Middle
the constructions dealt with in Part One.

cussed is the loss of
several constructions.

a

One of the major changes dis-

in
prohibition against "stranding" prepositions

questions,
Other changes in relative clauses and

demonstrative relative pronouns by
such as the replacement of the old
conof questions to infinitival
the wh-pronouns, and the generalization

structions, are also discussed.

Interesting changes in comparative

material
English rule moving the compared
clauses are the loss of the Old

ix

to the front of certain types of comparative clauses, the development of

the Modern English "proportional" comparative (as in the more
the tireder

I

feel

)

,

I

sleep

,

and the advent of "analytical" compared adjectives

such as more intelligent (compared with Old English intel 1 igenter )
Part Three is

a

discussion of the theoretical implications of the

facts discussed in parts One and Two.

The importance of both the syn-

chronic facts of various stages and of the different changes between
stages are considered.
is

One of the major synchronic theoretical results

that Old English must have had two types of relativization, one by

movement, the other by unbounded deletion under identity.
sion is reached by

a

This conclu-

consideration of the differences of preposition

stranding in two types of Old English relative clauses.

An approach in-

volving surface filters to deal with these preposition stranding facts

within an analysis of both types of relatives as involving movement is
shown to be inadequate.

Another important result is that Old English

movemust have also had two types of comparative formation, one involving

ment, and the other deletion.

From a diachronic point of view, inter-

of lexical
esting findings include the fact that morphological identity
and that reanalysis
items plays an important role in syntactic reanalysis,

remains in the language
of a construction may take place even when there

rather than the newer, anallearner's data evidence supporting the older,
ysis.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Aims and Method of Investigation

.

This thesis is an investi-

gation into the history of certain constructions in English.

In parti-

cular, it is an examination of certain changes which took
place in relative clauses, questions, and comparative clauses from Old to
Late Middle

English.

The unifying feature of these constructions is that they all

involve types of complementation.
is of

The history of English complementation

interest not only to those especially concerned with historical

syntax in general or the history of English syntax

in

particular, but al-

so to those focusing primarily on synchronic syntactic theory.

A great

deal of recent research has been devoted to exploring the application of

rules across complementizers.

The complementizer has become

a

focal

point of the so-called Extended Standard Theory, as developed by Chomsky
in his works from around 1970 to the present,

because of the theory pro-

posed by Chomsky that all constructions exhibiting certain characteristics

involve the movement of

a

wh-pronoun into the complementizer position,

even if there is no direct surface evidence that movement has occurred.

Because of this, the history of the system of complementation in English
is

of great potential

interest to anyone seeking evidence for or against

Chomsky's hypotheses concerning movement rules.

As it turns out, both

the synchronic facts of Old English and the diachronic facts concerning

changes in the complementation system and movement rules present problems
for Chomsky's system.

I

will argue that there is evidence in Old English

for relati vization by means of unbounded deltion under identity, as

2

well as by movement.

It will

also be shown that certain other construc-

tions, such as comparative clauses of

a

certain type and infinitival

constructions of the pretty to look at type, among others, are also
best analyzed as involving deletion under identity, rather than move-

Most of the evidence for this position concerns

ment.

a

difference in

behavior with respect to preposition stranding in constructions in

which movement was directly apparent on the surface, versus ones
which it was n©f.

It will

in

be argued that these facts about preposi-

tion stranding; cannot be dealt with effectively by

a

surface filter

of the type proposed by Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming).

Not all
will

be dealt

aspects of complementation in Old or Middle English

with here, nor will the discussion be strictly limited

to complementation.

Little will be said about the semantic conditions

selecting the type of complement, although some discussion of this

matter will be found in Chapter Two.

Instead, the investigation will

concentrate on types of complements in which movement or deletion takes
place.

Some matters not directly related to complementation, such as

the behavior

of prepositions with pronominal objects,

will be dis-

cussed because these matters bear directly on the question of how piedpiping and preposition stranding is to be treated in movement rules,
constructions
which in turn bears on the question of whether certain

involve movement.

The discussion will naturally have to be limited to

great enough freconstructions which appear in the texts studied with

quency to determine their characteristics.
read through Old and
The method of my investigation has been to

3

Middle English texts, collecting examples of the constructions under

consideration and noting the non-occurrence of certain constructions.
A list of texts examined, numbering about seventy, appears in the

Appendix, along with brief descriptions of the manuscripts on which
the texts are based and an explanation of the abbreviations found in
the citations of examples.

The facts presented concerning Old and Middle English are all

based on my own investigations into the texts, although
ly turned to the works of the traditional

of my own findings.

I

have frequent-

grammarians for confirmation

The facts presented here are not simply

ation of facts already presented by others.

a

reiter-

For example, facts about

preposition stranding in Old English are available in Wende's (1915)

excellent study, but

I

know of no study tracing this phenomenon care-

fully through the centuries, nor is it possible, as far as

I

can deter-

mine, to piece together the history of preposition stranding from dif-

ferent works.

I

know of no work covering preposition stranding in a

large corpus of Middle English, and general history of English grammars

cannot be detailed enough, by their nature, to give

a

blow-by-blow des-

cription of changes in any construction.
studWhile the behavior of prepositions in Old English has been

viewpoint of a dified before by various people, although from the

ferent theoretical framework,

I

have seen no mention in the literature

movement, discussed in Chapof the comparative construction involving
ter Four and Chapter Seven
own results.

entirely my
so the facts presented here are

Furthermore, even when

a

construction has been much-stud-

4

ied, such as tme relative clause, the theoretical orientation of
the

previous literature results in
of the present thesis.

a

focus very much different from that

For example,

a

great deal of the study of

relative clauses concerns which type of pronoun was used with what
type of antecedent (such as the use of which as a relative pronoun

with human antecedents),

a

topic interesting in its own right, but of

only marginal iinterest here.
tional

The different orientation of the tradi-

literature has made it less useful to this study than it would

have been if ttoe same questions that
is

interested

fin

a

transformational grammarian

had been considered to be of paramount interest by

the earlier investigators.

Nevertheless,

owe

I

a

great debt to those

who have already written on the history of English syntax, and no one
investigating diachronic English syntax can afford to ignore the very
fruitful labors of previous investigators into the subject.
It is

appropriate at this point to make

literature of diachronic English syntax.
into two parts-

a

brief survey of the

This survey will be divided

The first will be concerned with works on diachronic

syntax in general, and the second with works on the history of English,
both general historical grammars and works on specific constructions.
1.2.

S urvey of

1.2.1.

Literature .

Diachronic Syntax

notoriously neglected field.

-

General

.

Historical syntax is

a

The literature contains more laments a-

attempts to remedy
bout our lack of knowledge of historical syntax than
this situation-

Because we have relatively few studies of syntactic

expect in syntax.
change, we know little about what kinds of change to

5

while we know quite

a bit

(or at least, much more) about what types

of phonological change to expect.

Nevertheless, there has been

a

cer-

tain amount of speculation on the way syntax changes.

Traugott (1965) summarized some of the more recent proposals
concerning language change (originally proposed for phonological
change, and extended to syntax), blending them into

guistic change.

a

theory of lin-

The first proposal is that language changes by means

of a series of individual innovations, primarily in the addition of

single rules to the grammar of the adult speaker.

Second, these in-

novations are generally made at some "break" in the grammar, such as
before the phonological rules eliminating boundary markers, etc.
Third, the innovations are passed on to the younger generation, which

either internalizes the adult grammar, or more likely, simplifies it.
Fourth.,

the.simpl ification of the grammar by the child brings about a

discontinuity in transmission from generation to generation, which
may result in radical changes, such as restructuring.

This linguistic

"generation gap" cannot be too great, or else the old and young of

a

speech community could literally not understand each other.

Traugott notes that the intelligibility criterion, which limits
(althe amount of divergence between the grammars of the generations

resulted
though how much divergence is possible remains undefined) has
in a general

assumption that synchronic grammars reflect the chronol-

reanalysis).
ogy of rule addition (except in the case of
of
cause it is generally assumed that the addition

a

This is be-

rule at

a

low level

6

level

(i.e. at

the end of the grammar) will

cause less disruption in

the grammar than an addition at a higher level.

This assumption was

adopted by Klima (1964) in his study of the case-marking on relative
and interrogative pronouns in various styles of English.

Traugott's own observations on these proposals, based on an investigation of the history of the auxiliary in English, are that there
is little reason to believe that changes take place at breaks

grammar or that mutation (restructuring) is rare

in

in the

syntax, but that

the other proposals discussed seem valid, and that any theory of lan-

guage change must provide that language changes by means of single

additions to an adult's grammar, by transmission of these innovations
to new generations, and by reanalysis.

While the proposals discussed by Traugott make some suggestions
as to how syntactic change proceeds from generation to generation,

they say little about the exact nature of the changes.

Types of pho-

nological changes generally assumed to exist are rule addition, rule
loss, modification of a rule (particularly by generalizing it), reor-

dering of rules, and restructuring.

The last three types of these

changes were proposed by Klima (1964), who argued that the different
use of case marking on relative and interrogative pronouns in Modern

English are best described not by the addition of rules in one style
ordering from
to the grammar of another style, but by a change of rule
rule from
the first style to the second, a change in the case-marking

base rules from
the second style to the third, and a reanalysis of the
the third style to the fourth.

7

The two other types of change mentioned above, rule
addition
and rule loss, were also suggested by Klima (1965) in his
disserta-

tion as types of syntactic change, along with the types just
mentioned.

Klima's approach, then, is to treat syntactic change as being
similar
to phonological

change.

Of the types of linguistic change (both phonological and syn-

tactic), Traugott (1972) says that we usually find that language
change involves either simplification or elaboration, rather than the

rearranging of material already available.

Two kinds of simplifica-

tion which Traugott notes are rule loss and the generalization of one

pattern to another.

She hypothesizes that one of the principle con-

ditions for simplification is the presence of variable rules in the
grammar, giving as an example the optional ity of the rule inserting

£

before consonants and word-finally.

This optionality results in

a

more complicated grammar, she says, and later generations are likely
to reduce the complexity by eliminating the choice

The other major type of change, elaboration, Traugott considers
to be rarer than simplification.

The simplest kind of elaboration,

according to Traugott, is the addition of

a

Another type is the addition of restrictions

pattern to
on. a

a

language.

pattern.

Traugott

hypothesizes that adults change their grammars only by elaboration,

while children mostly simplify the grammar.

This hypothesis is based

point, a
on the assumption that after reaching the language maturation

person cannot usually restructure his grammar.
turing is virtually identical to simplification.

For Traugott, restrucShe says (p.

16).

8

Since it is the restructuring by children that brings about
major changes or mutations, and since that restructuring
nearly always involves simplification, simplification can
be regarded as the main types of change.
A similar claim is made by Bever and Langendoen (1971), who

say that children can replace learned grammatical

structures while

adults can only add rules to already learned structures.

However,

they add that it is not clear that even children are willing to drasti-

cally restructure their grammars either, and stipulate that the child's

grammar at one stage
ceding stage.

is

a

minimal change from the grammar of the pre-

How "minimal" is to be defined, however, is not clear,

as they note.

Another idea about syntactic change which has had some currency
is the notion that phrase structure does not change.

adopted by King (1969) and Traugott (1969).

This idea was

King claims that phrase

structure rules do not change from dialect to dialect, and probably
not from language to language.

King's statement reflects the idea

that the deep structure of a language represents the semantic or conceptual structure, and that the tremendous surface differences in sen-

tence structure in different languages are the result of the operation
of transformations.

This assumption about phrase structure,

a

basic

tenet of the "generative semantics" school of transformational grammar,
is not accepted by the proponents of the "extended standard theory"

and has been hotly disputed in the literature.

I

will not go into the

strucreasons for not assuming that all languages have the same base
there is
tures, but will merely note that without such an assumption,

9

no basis for supposing that change of the phrase structure is not

possible historical change.

a

Furthermore, certain changes, such as

the elaboration of the auxiliary system in English, are most easily
O

expressed as changes in the phrase structure rules.

whether phrase structure changes

is an empirical

Simplification of the grammar
by all

linguists.

more puzzling.

The question of

one.

is one type of change

expected

Elaboration of the grammar, on the other hand, is

Why should the language learner make his grammar more

complicated than that of his elders?

One approach to this question

was made by Bever and Langendoen (1971), who noted that what makes

a

language easy to understand can often make it difficult to learn.
For example, elaborate case marking is

perceptual aid to the listen-

a

er, making the grammatical relations in a sentence clear, but such

case marking is difficult to learn.

plification does play

a

buted to simplification.

They suggest that while rule sim-

role in change, not all changes can be attri-

They hypothesize that some changes are due

to the dynamic interaction between the rules required for the produc-

tion of sentences and the behavioral mechanisms (i.e. perceptual strat-

egies) used to process sentences.

In

particular, the restrictions on

the deletability of a relative marker in English became more compli-

cated because when case marking was lost,

needed to tell the listener when

a

a

perceptual strategy was

noun phrase was the subject of a

clause, and the obligatory presence of

a

relative marker when the rela-

tivized item is the subject of its clause enables such

a

perceptual

10

strategy to give the listener better results in processing

a

sentence.

The idea that the sources of linguistic change are not to be

found merely in the form of rules was extended by Labov
(1972), who

studied change, especially phonological change, in its social setting.
Labov
a

's

method was to study the occurrence of certain forms, such as

new pronunciation of a vowel, across the generations in

a

speech

community, comparing the frequency of occurrence and the environment
of the form im different age groups.

He found that sound change oc-

curs too rapidily to be attributed mainly to random fluctuations in the

pronunciation of

a

sound.

generally originate within

According to Labov,
a

a

sound change will

restricted subgroup of

a

speech community

at a time wherr that subgroup feels itself to be in danger of losing
its identity.

The change begins with an irregular distribution of

new form, whicih then becomes more general, affecting all items of

a

a

At this point the form becomes an "indicator," a

given word class.

sort of badge of group membership.

The form is then generalized fur-

ther by subsequent generations and begins to show stylistic variation.

Depending on

tihe

prestige of the group in which the change originated,

the change will either spread to other groups, stay within the original

group, or be completely suppressed.

From Labov'

s

findings, it seems that some linguistic change is

quite deliberate, a factor not usually taken into consideration when

explanations for change are sought.

Labov's type of investigation of-

syntax.
fers promising possibilities for the study of diachronic
it is often easy to see how one change led to another,

While

it is usually
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more difficult to find
place.

a

good reason why the original change took

The study of texts, while an invaluable source of information

for what types of changes have occurred in the history of

a

language,

and for insight into the peculiarities of the synchronic state of the

language, gives us little insight into the question of how change begins, and what types of change are made by children, compared with

Studying changes which are taking place within

adults.

a

living

1

an—

guage should help us find answers to these questions.
This concludes our survey of contemporary ideas on linguistic
No attempt has been made to cover all

change.

ideas about change or

the history of thought about change, but only the more recent proposals

and widely accepted ideas.

The one thing which all students of dia-

chronic syntax agree on is that we know very little about the subject,
and that investigation into particular changes is necessary before
real

theory of diachronic syntax can be formulated.

a

It is to be hoped

that the present study will add a bit to our knowledge of the types of

syntactic change.
I

have included little discussion about the merits of the pro-

posals mentioned in this survey, because my own ideas about change,

along with

a

discussion of the proposals presented here, will be found

in Chapter Nine.

1.2.2

Works on the History of English .

I

will make no attempt

which would
here to cover all works on the history of English syntax,
be an enormous task, but will confine myself to

a

brief discussion of

investigation and
works which have been particularly helpful in this
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the more recent works.

I

will first consider works on Old and Middle

English and general histories of English, and then works on specific

constructions.
0• 2. 2.

English .

1 .

Old and Middle English Grammars and Histories of

More has been done in the history of English syntax than on

the theory of syntactic change.

Nevertheless, most general histories

of English and Old English grammars are either completely lacking in
any discussion of syntax, or nearly completely lacking such discussion.

Such is the case with Campbell's (1959) Old English Grammar and Baugh's
(1951) History of the English Language .

Even recent histories of

English, such as Strang (1970) are quite deficient in discussion of

syntactic change, although Strang hints that she would give

a

fuller

treatment of syntax if more information were available about syntactic
change in English.
A notable exception to the generalization just made is Quirk

and Wrenn's (1955) Old English Grammar , which devotes an unusually

long (44 page) section to Old English syntax.

However, this book is

intended as

a

practical aid to students of Old English literature,

rather than

a

theoretical discussion of Old English, and the syntax

section is designed to facilitate the reading of Old English, rather
than to present constructions in detail and give analyses of them.

Perhaps the general lack of any discussion of syntax in historical

grammars is mainly due to the widespread (and in

n\y

opinion, quite

to Momistaken) view that Old English syntax was really very similar
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dern English syntax, differing mostly in minor
details.

It is common-

ly asserted that the main change in syntax from
Old to Modern English

was the change of English from

a

synthetic (that is, highly inflected)

language to an analytic (mostly uninflected, strict word-order)
one.

3

This viewpoint is expressed by Baugh (1951) who says
(p. 190), "The

changes in English grammar may be described as

a

general reduction of

infl ections.

The opinion that English syntax has changed very little through
the centuries has been expressed as recently as 1975 by Johnson in

her Transformational Analysis of the Syntax of Aelfric's Lives of

Saints

Johnson's method was to take

.

a list of

transformations for

Modern English and see how they worked for Aelfric's English.

Her

conclusion was that:
The differences between Aelfric's syntax and Modern English
syntax are few.
Many of them are due merely to a difference in the relative frequency of application of optional
rules.

Later Johnson says:
the English language, few changes in syntax have occurred
in a thousand years; and most of these few did result in the
clarification of a potentially ambiguous structure.
In

It seems clear that Johnson's conclusions result from her con-

centration on the over-all, very general similarity of the two stages
of the language.

She ignores any construction not found in her list

of transformations for Modern English but found in Old English, and

even most differences in detail of a transformation found in similar

but different forms in Old and Modern English.

She says nothing, for
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example, about the well-known fact that Old English
had
lative clause employing both

a

relative pronoun and

a

type of re-

a

relative particle

(the "se de" relative, discussed in Chapter Two
here), although her

list of transformations includes a relativization
rule.

She also says

nothing about the fact that Old English lacked the forto construction,
and has nothing to say about the differences between Old
and Modern

English in deadless relatives, comparative clauses, etc.
The only changes Johnson does note are the change in the position of the negative element in the sentence, the change in subject-

verb inversion from applying to all verbs to applying only to auxiliaries, the change from optional ity to obligatoriness in the reflexi-

vization transformation, and the possible non-existence of

a

there-

insertion transformation in Old English.
From Johnson's work one gets the impression that

Modern English would only have to learn
English reasonably well.

a

speaker of

a

new vocabulary to speak Old

On the other hand, works filled with examples

of interesting syntactic changes are not completely lacking.
(1963) Historical

Syntax of the English Language ,

a

Visser's

stupendous cata-

logue of constructions found in the history of English, is full of

obsolete constructions which should convince anyone that
amount of syntactic change has taken place.

a

considerable

Visser's sensitivity to

subtle syntactic distinctions makes his very detailed work an invaluable

reference for all students of historical syntax, or English syntax in
general.

Unfortunately, Visser's organization of the constructions

in

terms of syntactic units of one verb, two verbs, etc. often results in
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his discussing the same construction
in slightly different ways in

two places, making it difficult to
ferret out what one is looking for.

This organization also results in

a

lack of discussion of many (but

not by any means all) constructions which are
not easily characterized in terms of the number of verbs.

Despite these difficulties, any one interested in
diachronic
English syntax will find it well worth his or her trouble
to dig out

what Visser has to say about
that Visser's work is

a

given construction.

However, the fact

study of many constructions makes it natural-

a

ly impossible for him to go into the details of the history of
many

constructions in detail.

While he does trace some constructions through

the centuries, one will often find only examples of the construction

under consideration in different times, with little information about
when the construction entered the language, how frequent it was at
given time, or when it died out.

For example, Visser's information

on the history of preposition stranding is very sketchy.
is

a

This work

therefore in many places incomplete, suggesting avenues of further

research.

There are several other works which are basically grammars of

Modern English with discussion of how Modern English constructions
came about; for example, Jespersen's (1909) Modern English Grammar on

Historical Principles

,

Curme's (1931) Grammar of the English Language ,

and Poutsma's Grammar of Late Modern English .
ful

These are all very use-

works and give interesting suggestions as to the origins of many

constructions, although the history of few constructions are gone into
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in detail,

and by the nature of the enterprise, there is rarely any

mention of constructions found in Old or Middle, but not Modern English.
Among works devoted particularly to historical English we find
the second volume of Einenkel's (1916) useful Geschichte der Englischen

Sprache

.

In the transformational

History of English Syntax

.

framework, we find Traugott's (1972)

Traugott's aim was to present

a

broad out-

line of the history of selected sentence patterns and introduce the

reader to some of the theoretical issues in the study of language
change.

This book is basically

textbook to introduce students to

a

the study of historical English syntax and contains no detailed in-

vestigation into the history of any construction.
base is also rather small, and

a

Traugott's data

couple of factual errors in her book

will be discussed as the occasion arises.

A grammar devoted entirely to Middle English is Mustanoja's
(1960) Middle English Syntax

,

containing helpful information on the

development of for- to constructions, changes in the relative clause
system, etc.

Besides general syntaxes of Old English and histories of English
syntax, there are several works on the syntax of individual Old and

Middle English works and writers.

Wulfing's (1901) Die Syntax in den

Werken Alfreds des grossen is one of the best of these.

However, all

transfortraditional syntaxes of Old English are of less value to the

orientation.
mational grammarian than one might hope because of their

describing what
Most of the usual Old English syntax is devoted to
course an important
cases were used in which constructions, which is of
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part of the grammar, but larger constructions
are mostly neglected.

Bacquet's (1962)
alfre dienne is

a

^Structure

de la phrase verhale a

Tepooue

very important work which has helped
to dispell the

notion that Old English word order was
extremely free.

Bacquet pro-

posed that certain Old English patterns were
basic, while others were
"marked," being employed as stylistic devices.

Bacquet's study goes

beyond what is usually understood by the
transformational grammarian
as the "verb phrase," giving some discussion of
inter-clausal syntax.

However, Bacquet's failure to distinguish between
declinable relative

pronouns and indeclinable relative particles unfortunately diminishes
the value of his discussion of preposition stranding in
relatives.

Bacquet's use of

a

structural model, requiring the organization of

his data by the number of elements, etc.

also resulted in a lack of

any way of relating one pattern to another.
this is

a

Despite these shortcomings,

very important work because of its careful detail.

Goldman's (1970) thesis is an attempt to do, in

transforma-

a

tion case-grammar framework, for the Vercelli homilies what Bacquet

did for Alfred's writings.

This work is mainly concerned with word

order, and is useful in giving examples of the different types of orders, but gives no sophisticated analysis of any construction.

Other studies of individual Old English writers and texts include Carlton's (1970) Descriptive Syntax of the Old English Charters
and Sprockel's

(1973) Language of the Parker Chronicle

,

among others.

In the study of Middle English texts, we find Palmatier's

(1969) Des-

criptive Syntax of the Ormulum and Shore's Descriptive Syntax of the
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Peterborough Chronicle fr om 1122 to 1154

.

It

would take too long to

discuss all of these works individually here, so
that they all

I

will merely note

tend to be less helpful for our purposes here
than one

might expect, because of

a

lack of sensitivity to rather subtle but

important differences in constructions.

Different sorts of items are

often lumped together because of the arrangement by number and
position of elements, and usually too few examples of a construction
are

given for the reader to determine what the author considers to be the

defining characteristics of the construction under discussion.

How-

ever, these works generally contain useful statistics on word order
and information on the behavior of prepositions with pronouns and nouns
as objects.

Inter-sentential syntax, other than some discussion of

relative clauses, is generally ignored.
In

contrast to the works just mentioned, Visser's Syntax of

the English Language of St. Thomas More is an excellent treatment of
the syntax of that Early Modern English writer, exhibiting Visser's

usual

sensitivity to important syntactic distinctions, and full use of

examples.
This concludes our survey of works on general Old English syntax and histories of English syntax.

To summarize briefly, we can say

that although one might expect from the number of works on Old English

syntax that no further data gathering would be necessary for
as

a

work such

this, this is far from the truth, since the different theoretical

orientation of the earlier studies and of this study have resulted in
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attention to very different sorts of facts.
1.2. 2. 2.

Wot ks on Specific Constructions

.

Now let us review

briefly some works on particular constructions in Old English
and the
history of particular constructions.

Again, only those works of par-

ticular relevance to this study will be mentioned.
Much has been written on the history of the relative clause

in

English, but within the traditional framework such investigation generally concentrates on which relative pronouns were used with what types
of antecedents, when the relative marker was omitted, etc., rather

than questions of greater interest to the transformational grammarian.

Therefore there is still

a

need for further investigation into the

history of relative clauses.
S.

0.

Andrew's (1936) "Relative and Demonstrative Pronouns

in

Old English" is an attempt to distinguish which instances of demonstrative pronouns in Old English were truly demonstrative pronouns, versus

relative pronouns, since the demonstrative pronouns were used as relative pronouns.

Andrew's findings are always somewhat suspect because

he was a prescriptive grammarian where Old English was concerned.

ter finding that a majority of the cases fell under

a

Af-

certain general-

ization, Andrew would not hesitate to emend "faulty" examples in the

manuscripts to make them conform to his general rule.
are always useful

Andrew's findings

and suggestive, but cannot be taken completely at

face value.

Curme's (1912) "A History of the English Relative Constructions"
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is an

investigation into asyndetic relative clauses, that is,
rela-

tives with no overt relative pronoun or particle, in
the history of

English.

Curme

s

analysis of various relative structures will not be

convincing to most contemporary scholars.

His proposed explanation

for the development of the Middle English relative using the which
for example, is quite farfetched.

,

Curme also failed to distinguish

between manuscripts copied in the twelfth century and those originally

composed in the twelfth century and therefore fell into the error of
assuming that the which that type of relative in Middle English was

direct descendent of the Old English
ly held assumption will

sje

eta

relative.

a

This very common-

be refuted in Chapter Six.

The development of the wh-words as relative pronouns is studied
in

Karl berg's

also has

a

(1954) The English Interrogati ve Pronouns

.

This work

very helpful chart of Old and Middle English works by dia-

lect, with descriptions of the manuscripts and publication information.

Koch's

(1899) The English Relative Pronouns is another work

mostly concerned with which pronouns were used under what conditions.

McIntosh's (1847) "The Relative Pronouns Be and Bat

in Early

Middle

English" defined the distribution of the relative particles de and dat

when the former particle was losing ground to the latter.

Within the transformational framework we find Grimshaw's (1975)
"Relati vization by Deletion in Chaucerian Middle English" and Keyser's

"Partial History of the Relative Clause in English."
is a study of
a

the history of relative clauses

relative pronoun and

a

Keyser's article

in English employing both

particle (the wh-that construction, which

is
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discussed here in Chapter Six).

Keyser argues for an analysis of

Modern English relativization whereby the relative
pronoun is fronted
in

all

cases and then deleted in some cases, that
is, in that rela-

tives and relatives with no overt marker.

Keyser extends this analy-

sis to Old and Middle English in his study of
the cooccurrence of the

relative pronouns and that
In

.

contrast to this approach, Grimshaw argued for two types of

relativization in Middle English, one by movement, the other by deletion in place.

The facts upon which Grimshaw based her argument will

be discussed in Chapter Five.

In

Chapter Eight

I

will argue that Grim-

shaw's analysis of relativization for Middle English is correct for
both that stage of the language and for Old English.
A work within the transformational framework investigating not

only relative constructions, but also others, is Klima's (1965) Studies in Diachronic Transformational Syntax .

A good part of Klima's

thesis was devoted to accounting transformationally for the shape of
the relative markers in the various stages of English.

For example,

Klima gives an account of changes in the case marking of the wh-relative pronouns.

Wende's (1915) Uber die nachgestell ten Prapositionen im Angel

-

sachsischen is an excellent study of prepositions in Old English which
will

be referred to frequently in our discussions or preposition strand-

ing.

Useful works on other types of subordinate clauses are Burnham's
(1911) Concessive Constructions in Old English Prose

,

Mitchell's (1959)
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Subordinate Claus es in Old English Poetry
cessive Relation in Old English Poetry
As mentioned earlier,

I

,

and Quirk's (1954) The Con-

.

have been unable to find any detailed

discussion of the various types of comparative clauses
in Old English.
However, Small

s

(1929) Germanic Case of Comparison investigates com-

parison by means of

a

particle versus by means of case marking in not

only English, but the other Germanic languages as well.

Although the history of infinitive clauses will not be discussed
in detail

in this thesis,

it will

relative clauses and questions.

be touched on in our discussion of

Some excellent treatments of the his-

tory of infinitival clauses are available; for example, Callaway's
(1913) The Infinitive in Anglo-Saxon
im Mi ttel engl ischen

,"

Einenkel's (1914) "Der Infinitiv

,

Gaaf's (1928) "The Predicative Passive Infini-

tive," Stoffel's (1879) "Der Accusativus cum Infinitivo mid for im

Englischen," and Zeitlin's (1908) The Accusative with Infinitive and
Some Kindred Constructions in English

.

Thanks to these studies, the

histories of various infinitival constructions are quite clear, although
there is certainly much room for further investigation.
It should be noted here that some very good discussions of some

of these individual constructions are also found in more general works,
and anyone investigating any of these constructions will surely want
to see what Visser and Jespersen, at least, have to say about them.

This concludes our survey of the literature about Old English
and the history of English relevant to the investigation in this thesis.

Some relevant works have undoubtedly been inadvertently ignored, and
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this survey is of course limited to works which were
available to the

author, but the references here should be

a

representative sample of

the type of work on the constructions investigated here
and be val-

uable as starting points for anyone wishing to investigate
diachronic

English syntax.
and structural

The valuable results of the labor of the traditional

grammarians

remain, for the most part, to be util-

ized by transformational grammarians.

Furthermore, as noted earlier,

despite all the historical investigation which has already been carried out, it is still impossible in most cases to piece together, from

these works, a complete detailed history of

a

construction.

Carefully

detailed century-by-century studies of most constructions are still
lacking, and even when a construction has been studied

investigation with

a

a

good deal,

focus on different aspects of that construction

is needed.

Now let us review the major theoretical issues which will be

discussed in this thesis.
1.3

Theoretical Issues

.

Although this thesis is basically

descriptive, tracing the history of various constructions in English,
the data discussed bears on some questions concerning general lin-

guistic theory.

I

will outline here briefly the theoretical questions

which will be discussed in this thesis and the theoretical framework
in

which

I

shall be working.

The major theoretical questions which

I

will

touch on in this

thesis involve the nature of rules which appear to apply across

a

vari-

general, in
able, that is, rules which do not appear to be limited, in
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thei r application across an indefinite number of
clauses.

Much recent

discussion has revolved around the question of whether such
rules involve movement into the "complementizer,"
posed in Bresnan (1970).

a

syntactic category pro-

Complementizers are the particles intro-

ducing clauses, such as that and for in English.

Bresnan (1970) argued that WH (or Q) should be included in the

inventory of English complementizers.

By Bresnan's analysis, WH is

generated in the complementizer node of questions, and Wh-Movement
(the rule involved in question formation) moves the questioned phrase
into the complementizer, replacing the WH.
his recent works, Chomsky has adopted Bresnan's "movement-

In

into-COMP" analysis of Wh-Movement and has in addition proposed

a

sys-

tem of constraints on transformations in which movement into COMP plays
a

crucial

These constraints are intended to sharply limit the

role.

number of possible grammars.

Slightly different versions of Chomsky's

constraints are found in his different works.

I

present here the con-

straints as they are formulated in Chomsky (forthcoming).
Two of Chomsky's constraints refer to structures of the form
(1)

where

is

(l)

a

cyclic node (either NP or S):

...

X...

^

•

Y

...

...

X

...

The first constraint applying to such structures is the Tensed
S

Constraint or Propositional Island Constraint, which stipulates that

no rule may involve X and Y in such a structure where

clause.

cX

is a finite

This constraint is proposed to account for the difference in

grammatical ity between sentences like (2) and those like (3):
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(2)

The dog is believed to be hungry.

(3)

*The dog is believed is hungry.

Sentence (2) is derived from the string
(4), while (3) would
be derived from (5):
(4)

PRO believes the dog to be hungry.

(5)

PRO believes the dog is hungry.

Chomsky's explanation for the impossibility of passivizing
the

do£

in

(5), yielding

(3), as opposed to the grammatical ity of such

pass i vi zati on in (4) is that in (5), the dog is in a tensed
sentence,

while in (4) it is not.
The other condition applying to structure (1) is the Specified

Subject Condition, which asserts that no rule can involve

structure (1) where

contains a specified subject.

tion of Chomsky (forthcoming),
does not contain

Y_

a

specified subject is

and is not controlled by X.

X_

and

Y_

in

By the definia

subject which

This condition pro-

posed to account for the differences between sentences such as (6) and
those such as (7):
(6)

The candidates expected to defeat each other.

(7)

*The candidates expected Bill to defeat each other.

In

candidates

(6), each other is related by the Reciprocal
,

Rule to the

but in (7), where the specified subject intervenes between

the candidates and each other , this is impossible.
In

Chomsky (1970) it was proposed that rules cycled not only on

sentences, but also on noun phrases, and that the internal structure
of the noun phrase was similar to that of the sentence.

Extending this
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analysis, Chomsky proposed that the possessive noun
phrase has
J

ect

*

In

John's book , for example, John is the subject.

sub-

a

By this

analysis, the Specified Subject Constraint accounts
for the ungrammatical ity of the following example:
(8)

*Who did you see Bill's picture of?

This example is to be compared with the grammatical

(9), which has no

specified subject:
(9)

Who did you see

a

picture of?

Another condition, the Subjacency Condition, says that no cyclic
rule may move
and

phrase from position

Y_

to position

X_

(10), where

in

are cyclic nodes:
(

In

a

10 )

» • •

other words, this condition stipulates that

phrase over more than one cyclic node.

a

J

...

X

...

rule may not move

Chomsky claims

tiiat

a

it is this

condition which accounts for the difference in grammatical ity between
(11) and (12):
(11)

Who did you believe that John saw?

(12)

*Who did you believe the claim that John saw?

To account for the ungrammatical ity of sentences like (12),

Ross (1967) proposed the Complex NP Constraint,- which stipulated that
no element contained in a sentence dominated by a noun phrase with a

lexical head could be moved out of that noun phrase.

Chomsky argues

for the superiority of his Subjacency Condition over the Complex NP

Constraint as an explanation for the ungrammatical ity of (12) on the
grounds that his condition also accounts for ungrammatical sentences
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which the Complex NP Constraint cannot deal with:
(13)

*Who did you write articles about pictures of?

This sentence violates Subjacency, since who is
moved not only out of
t^ e ^P pictures of who

— jj

c ^ e_s_’
.

Since NP

is

,

but also out of the larger NP beginning with

assumed to be

a

cyclic node, this means that who

has illegally moved across two cyclic nodes.

Chomsky notes that there are many apparent counter-examples to
these conditions.

For example, (14) seems to violate all three of

these constraints with impunity:
(14)

Who did Bill say that Fred thought that Sam saw?

First, let us see how Chomsky accounts for the apparent violation of Subjacency.

Chomsky adopts a "successive cyclic" analysis of

Wh- Movement by which the wh-word first moves into the complementizer
of the clause in which the wh-word originates, and then by a special

"COMP to COMP" movement moves up the tree from complementizer to comp-

lementizer until

it reaches

its final

resting place.

In this

way,

the wh-word moves across only one cyclic node per application, and so

there is no violation of Subjacency in this example.

In

(12) and (13),

on the other hand, since there is no complementizer in an NP, we have

true violations of Subjacency.
We see that the movement- into-COMP analysis of Wh-Movement, in

conjunction with the language-specific COMP-to-COMP rule, provides

a

sort of "escape hatch" (the complementizer) for things to move through
in apparent violations of these conditions.

This escape hatch also pro-

vides the explanation for the possibility of apparently violating the
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Tensed
is

S

and Specified Subject constraints, if the
COMP to COMP rule

postulated to be exempt from the Tensed

S

and Specified Subject

Condition, under Chomsky's system, because the
initial movement of who,
into the complementizer position of the lowest
clause, does not move
who_ out of a

tensed clause, but only into the complementizer of the

same clause, and the remaining movements of the
interrogative pronoun
are from COMP to COMP.

Similarly, there is no violation of the Speci-

fied Subject Condition because although who is moved past the
speci-

tied subject Sam

,

it

does not move past it out of

a

cyclic node on the

first application of Wh-Movement, and it then moves from COMP to COMP.

Another fact which Chomsky's system accounts for is the general
inability to extract anything from

a

clause in which Wh-Movement has

already taken place (sometimes referred to as the "Wh island constraint).
(15)

*What do you wonder who ate?

Since who already occupies the complementizer position in the subordinate clause at the time when what is to be extracted, what cannot move
into the lower complementizer, and movement directly into the higher

complementizer violates the conditions on movement.
Chomsky notes that the rule of Wh-Movement exhibits the following characteristics:
(16)

a.

It leaves a gap.

b.

Where there is a "bridge" (a complementizer which the
wh-word can move into), there is an apparent violation of Subjacency, the Tensed S Condition, and the
Specified Subject condition.

c.

It obeys the Complex NP Constraint.
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d.

It obeys the

wh-island constraints.

It has been pointed out in various places, such
as Bresnan

(1975) and Bach and Horn (1976) that many constructions
which appear
to involve rules of deletion under identity over a
variable, such as

Comparative Deletion, Complement Object Deletion, etc. also exhibit
the characteristics in (16).
all

Chomsky (forthcoming) has argued that

constructions exhibiting the characteristics of (16) actually in-

volve Wh-Movement, after which the wh_-pronoun

where it does not appear on the surface.

I

is

will

deleted in the cases
refer to constructions

which, under Chomsky's approach, involve Wh-Movement after which the

wh-pronoun is deleted as involving "ghost" Wh-Movement.
Chomsky reanalyzes such rules as Comparative Deletion, Comple,

ment Object Deletion, and Topical ization as involving Wh-Movement and
suggests that since it seems possible (and by his system, necessary)
to analyze many constructions apparently exhibiting deletion under iden-

tity over

a

variable as actually involving Wh-Movement, it may be that

we can eliminate rules of deletion over

a

variable altogether from the

stock of permissible transformations

Chomsky's system raises at least four distinct, but related
questions of theoretical interest:
(17)

Does Wh-Movement move the affected item into COMP?

(18)

Is

(19)

Wh-Movement successive cyclic?

Assuming that Wh-Movement does move the affected item into COMP, is Wh-Movement involved in all constructions
exhibiting the same behavior with respect to Chomsky's
constraints as Wh-Movement?
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(20)

Do there exist unbounded rules of deletion
under identity?

These questions, while related, are not completely
dependent on

one another.

For example, we could agree that Wh-Movement
does move

the questioned item into the complementizer
without accepting

a

suc-

cessive cyclic formulation of Wh-Movement or Chomsky's constraints
and the hypothesis that all constructions exhibiting the characteristics of (16)
(19)

involve Wh-Movement.

Similarly, the answer to question

could be affirmative, but there could still exist

of deletion under identity over

a

a

class of rules

variable which did not show the

characteristics of (16) and therefore could not be analyzed as WhMovement, even under Chomsky's system.
I

have little to say about question (17), except that

I

find

the arguments forwarded for the movement-into-COMP analysis of Wh-Kove-

ment unconvincing and will assume that the wh-word does not move into
the complementizer, but to

a

position in front of the complementizer.

Assuming that the answer to question (19) is negative (for which
will

argue in Chapter Wine),

I

that is, assuming that there do exist

unbounded rules of deletion under identity with the characteristics of
(16), the particular formulation of Wh-Movement is not crucial

thing in this thesis, so

I

to any-

will merely refer the reader to arguments

by others that Wh-Movement does not move the questioned item into the

complementizer.

Such arguments are to be found

in

Bach and Horn (1976)

and Grimshaw (forthcoming).
In

Bresnan (1976), Bresnan has abandoned her own earlier analy-
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sis of Wh-Movement as involving movement
into COMP, and instead anal-

yzes this rule as Chomsky-adjoining the
questioned item to the clause,
giving surface structures like the following:

(21)

S

wh...

s’

(Comp)

i

will

S

also adopt this analysis, although

I

know of no compel-

ling reasons for assuming either sister adjunction or Chomsky adjunc-

tion of the wh-word.
cial

to any argument in this thesis.
I

is

Again, this particular formulation is not cru-

also have little to say about question (18).

Unless the COMP

to be used as an escape hatch in the manner proposed by Chomsky,

there is no reason, as far as

I

know, to assume a successive cyclic

application of the Wh-Movement rule.

At any rate, whether or not

Wh-Movement is successive cyclic will not make

a

difference to any of

the arguments in this thesis.

Question (19) is the theoretical question which will be discussed
the most in this thesis.

There are really two questions here.

First,

are the constraints which Chomsky has proposed the best way to account

for the data about Wh-Movement?

Secondly, supposing Chomsky's con-

straints are correct, can all rules behaving similarly with respect to
the constraints be analyzed as instances of Wh-Movement?
As for the first part of this question, various objections to
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Chomsky's constraints have been raised, and
alternative proposals for

explaining some of the facts these constraints
are supposed to account
for have been proposed.

See, in particular, Bach and Horn
(1976),

Bresnan (1976), and Grimshaw (forthcoming).
this particular controversy.

ter Nine

that there must be

I

have nothing to add to

On the other hand,
a

I

will argue in Chap-

distinction between movement and dele-

tion rules in Old English, on the basis of different behavior
of pre-

position stranding in constructions where there is surface evidence

of movement, compared with those where there
It will

is

no such evidence.

be argued that a way of treating the latter type of construc-

tion as involving movement suggested in Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming)

is

inadequate.

Since
in Old

I

English,

will
I

tion (20), as well
I

will

be arguing that there is a class of deletion rules

will be arguing for an affirmative answer to quesas a negative answer to question (19), because, as

show, the deletion rules proposed must apply across

and the deletion must be

a

a

variable,

controlled deletion, rather than just

a

free "pronoun drop" rule.
For an interesting argument for unbounded deletion under iden-

tity in another language, see Rijk (1972) and Bresnan (1976).

Rijk

found that in Basque, rel ativization appears to involve controlled de-

letion over a variable and obeys the Complex HP Constraint.

interesting because Basque has no rule of Wh-Movement.
Basque are formed simply by leaving

a

This is

Questions in

question word in place.

There-

fore, it cannot be plausibly argued that the Complex HP constraint must
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apply to some deletion rules.
For Modern English, Bresnan (1975) has argued that the
rule of

Comparative Deletion must involve deletion and has the characteristics
of (16).

Another question of theoretical interest, related closely to
questions (17) through (20), is the question of the role of surface
filters in the grammar.

It has been proposed by Chomsky and Lasnik

(forthcoming) that linguistic theory v/ould be greatly constrained
a

in

desirable way by the elimination of the devices of ordering, obliga-

toriness, and contextual dependency in transformations.

To achieve

the effect of these devices, since without them, many ungrammatical

sentences are generated, they suggest the use of surface filters ruling out certain ungrammatical

configurations at the level of surface

structure.
In

response to

a

discussion of preposition stranding

in Old and

Middle English in Grimshaw (1975) and Bresnan (1976), Chomsky and Lasnik propose two possible surface filters to enable

a

"movement

in

all

cases" analysis of Old and Middle English relativization to give the

correct results for preposition stranding.

These filters will be dis-

cussed in section 9.2.4, where it will be argued that both filters fail
on the grounds of both descriptive and explanatory adequacy.

This concludes our introduction to the theoretical questions

which will be important in this thesis.
mind that this thesis is basically

a

The reader should keep in

historical, rather than

a

theoret-
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icvil

one.

That is, the main thrust of the thesis is not
to attack or

support any theoretical position, but rather to explore
the histories
of various constructions and their consequences
for theoretical
1.4.

I

issues.

would like at this point to discuss the feasibility

of drawing conclusions about the history of English
syntax on the

basis of the texts available.

There

is

no doubt that we can learn a considerable amount

about the history of English syntax from the very large corpus of Old
and Middle English texts.

However, the extent of the knowledge we

can draw from such texts, and especially the reliance we may place on
such texts, may be questioned.

There are three major problems which

one must face in working with Old and Middle English texts:

possibility of foreign influence

in

a

(1)

the

text, (2) the difference be-

tween the spoken and the written language, and (3) the lack of negative data.

Let us consider these problems individually.

First, much of the Old English prose which has come down to us
are translations into English from Latin works.

Many other works,

such as some of Aelfric's homilies, are based on Latin works, although
not translations of

them/

The question naturally arises as to whe-

ther these works were greatly influenced by Latin syntax, as the Gothic

Bible was by Greek syntax.
The overwhelming concensus of students of Old English is that

Latin influence was negligible in the Old English texts,

lor example,

discussing the possibility of Latin influence on the Old English accusative-wi th-infinitive construction, Zeitlin (1908) says that while cer-
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tain similarities between the Latin and Old English
are found in the

translation of Bede's Ecclesiastical History, the Latin
construction
is

consistently translated by

a

completely different English construc-

tion in certain circumstances, such as when the Latin
construction

was used after impersonal verbs.

Zeitlin concluded that the trans-

lator generally did not imitate the Latin construction when this con-

struction went beyond the bounds of the native Anglo Saxon use, although, not surprisingly, sporadic examples clearly imitating the Latin

construction occur.
Latin influence is not a serious problem when dealing with Old

English texts.

The Latin influence is slight.

By comparing Latin

originals and the translations, we find many systematic divergences
between the Latin and the English, indicating that while the original
Latin might cause

a

few instances of artificial constructions or in-

crease the frequency of

construction used little in Old English,

a

but much in Latin, in general the translators were faithful to their

own language.

For example, in Old English texts we consistently find

preposition stranding in

a

certain type of relative clause, while pre-

position stranding was not possible in Latin relatives.
In

most cases, it is possible to compare the Latin original and

the Old English translation, since many of the Latin originals are
still extant.

In

these cases we generally find not only that the Old

English syntax is quite different from the Latin, but the translators
themes
also demonstrated their independence by often expanding on some
secbeyond the Latin original in some cases, and in others condensing
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tions.
It is possible to factor out Latin influence
not only by coinpat ing Latin

originals with translations, but also by comparing trans-

lations from Latin with original prose, such as the Peterborough

Chronicle, or poetry.
A word of caution should be said here, however.
to transl ations from Latin,

In

contrast

glosses of Latin works, such as the Ves-

pasian Psalter, are nearly useless from the syntactician
view, although they are of great use to the phenologist.

1

s

point of
In these

glosses, the English words are simply written beneath the Latin words,

telling us very little about the English syntax, since Latin word order is maintained.
It is not surprising to find that Latin influence is slight in

translations, when we consider the purpose of these translations, which
was to make these works available to those who knew no Latin.

To dis-

tort the English syntax radically on the Latin model would defeat the

translator's purpose.

Another language which had the opportunity to influence English
writings was Danish, since for
was under Danish control.
a

a

period the eastern part of England

With Danish, however, the problem is more

matter of whether certain changes in English can be attributed to

Danish influence, as opposed to natural, language-internal causes, rather than determining the artificiality of
case with Latin.

a

construction, as in

'.he

This is because Danish, unlike Latin, was a wide-
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spread, living tongue in England for

a

period (see section 6.2.1),

and the Danes assimilated to the English
culture, making

a

good deal

of mixture between the two languages possible.

Any Danish influence

in a text must be assumed to reflect
colloquial

usage, since in this

case it was not

a

question of translating from

a

literary language.

It is difficult to pinpoint Danish influence
in Old English

syntax, since the two languages were so similar in
structure to begin
with.

The greatest problem here, as just noted, is determining
whe-

ther a certain change, such as the sudden dropping of the
restriction

against preposition stranding in certain constructions, can be attributed to Danish influence.

One problem here

is

that there are no

Scandinavian texts dating from Old English times, so we can only be
sure there is no Danish influence when an English construction antedates the first Scandinavian texts if those first texts do not contain the construction.

Such is the case with preposition stranding,

discussed in section 6.2.1.
In

Middle English, it

is

French influence we must deal with.

Many

authors, such as Chaucer, were greatly influenced by French, since
French was the prestige language of the time.

However, others, who

were concerned with writing religious works for the illiterate who
knew no French may be assumed to be relatively free from French influence, or else their labors would have been lost, although French influ-

ence cannot be completely ruled out.
In dealing

with authors greatly influenced by French, the main

problem is determining how much of the French element

in

their works
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are reflections of the actual English which
they learned, versus deli-

berate attempts to imitate French.
a

One possible guideline is that if

construction which appears to be an imitation of French
suddenly

crops up, enjoys a brief vogue, and dies out without

assume that it was never

a

real

trace, we may

a

part of the language.

An example of

this is the sudden upsurge of infinitives without to in the
fourteenth

centuty in constructions in which an infinitive with to had always
been necessary in Old English, and is again necessary in Modern English.
For a useful discussion of the progress of French influence in

Middle English, see Baugh (1951).
To summarize, the problems presented by foreign influences on

Old and Middle English writings are by no means insurmountable.

In

Old English, Latin influence in the texts is negligible and easily
detected.
in

Danish influence is harder to detect, but not too crucial

determining whether the texts faithfully reflected the spoken lan-

guage, since any Danish influence in the texts was

influence in the spoken language.

French influence

atic, showing at times the artificial
tion.

a

importation of

result of such
is
a

more problemforeign construc-

Nevertheless, it is not impossible or even terribly difficult

to draw conclusions about English syntax in any period.

Even in the

texts of the period of greatest influence, English writings retain

a

basically English character, with many indisputably English constructions which deserve study.
in

Finally, most important syntactic changes

English (but not all) cannot be reasonably traced to foreign influ-

ence.
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The question of foreign influence on English writings
is closely related to, and indeed a sub-part of, the
question of how much the

written language differed from the spoken language.
tion which cannot be answered with any certainty.

that

a

This is

a

ques-

It seems clear

written language always diverges to some extent from the spoken

language, usually in the relative frequency of various constructions.
As for Old and Middle English,

I

can only say that in the texts

which were intended for the "lewd and unlearned" we may reasonably
expect

a

minimum of literary artificiality.

with those aimed at

a

Comparing these texts

better educated audience

is

helpful

in

pin-point-

ing divergences between the spoken and written languages.

general, one expects

In

a

written language to be more conserva-

tive than the spoken language it reflects.
is

often

a

We may assume that there

gap between the introduction of an innovation in the spok-

en language and its appearance in the texts, and similarly between

the demise of

a

construction in the spoken language and its disappear-

ance in the texts.

This means that it is usually impossible to deter-

mine precisely when

a

ever, the frequency of

construction entered or left the language.
a

How-

construction in different texts can give us

clues to its status in the spoken language.

When
al

a

construction first begins to appear sporadically in sever-

texts of the same period, we may generally assume that it has some

currency in the spoken language, but it has not yet gained complete

acceptance in literary circles.
borrowed from

a

However, if the construction is one

prestige language, we must assume that it will begin
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to appear in writings before it is entrenched in the
spoken language.

Finally, when a construction which has been common begins
to dwindle
and becomes sporadic in writings, we may assume that it has
become

defunct in the spoken language.
Each construction must be considered individually when trying
to determine differences between literary and colloquial

many factors may play

a

usage, since

Fortunately, the most important ques-

role.

tion is usually that of the relative chronology of two constructions,

rather than the absolute data of an innovation, and this is not such
a

difficult problem.
Finally, we come to what is probably the worst problem faced

by the historical

syntactician, that is, the fact that no negative

evidence is available.
a

This is

a

particularly difficult problem for

generative grammarian, who is used to making heavy use of the un-

grammatical sentence.
cal

Pillsbury (1967) expresses doubt that histori-

syntax can be done within

a

generative model, since the aim of

the generative grammarian is to account for all and only the grammatical

sentences of
I

a

language.

do not believe that it is impossible for a generative gram-

marian to study diachronic syntax on the basis of texts, because there
are ways to alleviate the problem of no negative data.

The syntactician may, first of all, content himself with pro-

ducing only

a

partial grammar of a dead language.

That is, he may

analconcentrate on constructions which are attested frequently, giving

yses of them and tracing their histories.

Much useful information can
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be found without considering the possible
nonexistence of some construetion.
On the other hand, it is not possible to
completely avoid making

some judgments concerning the possibility of
certain constructions.
If we say that a rule entered the language
at a certain time, we are

asserting that it did not exist before that time.
not always much of

a

problem.

However, this is

If we find no examples of a construc-

tion for say, four hundred years, and then find

a

few examples, and

suddenly a flood of them, we may assume with confidence that this construction formerly did not exist.

To make such conslusions, however,

one must study a number of texts from the different periods, or else
it may simply be a dialect difference that one is observing.

Matters are more difficult when only

construction are found.
few instances of
in

a

a

very few examples of

a

It is often difficult to determine whether a

construction are indications of

a

real

possibility

the language, or are simply performance errors, since people do say

things which they do not consider to be grammatical.
gid rule which one can adopt in such cases.

considered individually.

There is no ri-

Rather, each case must be

One important factor is the frequency one

might expect of the phenomenon under consideration.

For example, sup-

pose we are studying the history of preposition stranding in English,
and want to know if stranding was possible in

a

certain construction.

We find a few examples of stranding in this construction.

Whether or

not we conclude that preposition stranding was possible will depend,

among other things, on the frequency of the construction being studied.
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If we find that the construction has a very
low frequency, these few

examples are probably significant.

If, on the other hand, the con-

struction is quite common, but examples of preposition
stranding
ai

e

in

it

tare, we might conclude that these few examples
are simply mis-

takes.

The investigator can only use his or her judgment in
such

cases, and try to stick to constructions for which the facts
are clear,

whenever possible.
On the possibility of determining whether Old English obeyed

certain syntactic constraints, see Chapter Eight.
To conclude, there are certain problems inherent in the study

of the syntax of dead languages, but such problems do not preclude
useful work in the history of English syntax.

Similar problems are

found in many disciplines, especially history.

In some sciences,

too,

such as astronomy, one cannot experiment, but only observe, which is
in

some ways similar to the situation here, where we only have posi-

tive data.

The data are incomplete and influenced to some extent by

extral inguist
the sciences.

ic

factors, but similar situations are not unknown

Furthermore, even when studying

a

in

living language,

speakers' judgments are not always reliable and may be influenced by
a

number of factors.
We might adopt the following guidelines in studying syntactic

change by means of texts.
First, whenever possible, study a large number of texts.

By

studying many texts of different dialects, style, and purpose, one can
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factor out the idiosyncracies of individual authors
and some literary
artificial ity.

Second,

is

/it

important to learn something about the manuscript

upon which one's text is based.
a

copy of

a

is

many cases,

a

manuscript may be

much earlier one, thereby reflecting the syntax of an

earlier period.
exist, it

In

When different manuscripts containing the same work

very helpful to compare them to detect scribal errors,

dialect differences, etc.

In some cases,

as with Layamon's Brut, we

have earlier and later versions of the same work, which enables us to
see certain syntactic changes fairly directly.

In

other cases, such

as twelfth century versions of Aelfric's homilies, the later manu-

script is
is

a

word-for-word transcription of the earlier one, and so

unreliable for syntax.

For manuals to manuscripts, see the Biblio-

graphy.

Third, it is best to study constructions which occur frequently,

whenever possible.

In this way, one can get a good idea of the range

of variation within the construction.

Finally, one should keep in mind the sociological factors, such
as the existence of a prestige language or dialect, the intended audi-

ence, etc., and tailor one's conclusions accordingly.
1.5

Org anization of the Thesis

.

I

will conclude this intro-

duction with a brief explanation of the organization of this thesis.
The thesis is divided into three parts.

criptive, and the third theoretical.

The first two parts are des-

Part One is a description, with

analyses, of certain constructions in Old English.

Relative clauses
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and questions will receive special attention, and
preposition stranding and the pied piping of prepositions in many
rules will be exam-

ined.

Comparative clauses will also be discussed.

Part Two traces

the histories of the constructions discussed in Part
One from Old to

Late Middle English.

Where possible, explanations for the various

changes will be proposed.

The history of preposition stranding in

particular will be gone into in considerable detail.
Three is

a

Finally, Part

discussion of the theoretical consequences of the facts

presented in parts one and two.

The final chapter

is

a

discussion of

the types of changes observed, and what we can conclude from these

facts about the types of syntactic change we may expect in languages.

The reader who is interested only in the theoretical conse-

quences of the facts presented here may wish to go directly to Part
Three and refer back to earlier parts for clarification when necessary.
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Footnotes to Chapter One

However, in her 1969 article, Traugott says that the
change
from optional 1 ty to obligatoriness is an instance of
elaboration,
since it is a case of the grammar becoming more
restrictive.
The
change of viewpoint here points up the difficulty of determining
whether some types of change fall into the "simplification"
or "elaboration category, and suggests that this way of characterizing
types
of change may be deceptive.
For an analysis of the change in the auxiliary involving
radical changes in phrase structure, see Lightfoot
).
(
3

A similar viewpoint about the history of French syntax
expressed by Ewert (1943), who says (p. 123):

is

The history of the French language consists largely in the
abandonment of flexions in favour of particles and word
order, in the passage from a synthetic to an analytic
1 anguage.
4

Aelfric, abbot of Eynsham, is known as the most eminent stylist of Old English prose.
However, as far as I know, there is little
evidence for Traugott's (1972) (p. 66) suggestion that Aelfric was
"possibly the most Latinate of the well-known writers." Traugott's
suggestion is based on the fact that Aelfric's style was polished,
"clearly inspired in many ways by Latin rhetorical devices, especially those used in periodic sentence structure."
I
am not aware of
any rhetorical devices used by Aelfric which were not also used by
other writers of the same time.
In fact, it is not Aelfric, but King
Alfred (in his translations, that is) who seems to me to show the most
direct Latin influence in his syntax (although this influence is still
small).
The translator of Bede's Ecclesiastical History also shows
more Latin syntactic influence than Aelfric.
Aelfric, who did his writing around the year 1000, translated
parts of the Bible and wrote many homilies and lives of saints, among
In
other things, including a Latin grammar for English speakers.
the Latin grammar, it is interesting to see how Aelfric instructs the
reader to translate certain Latin expressions. These translations do
not slavishly follow the Latin.
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CHAPTER

II

SOME SIMPLE SENTENCE SYNTAX

2.0

Introduction

This chapter gives a description of some movement rules
applying

within simple sentences in Old English which will be of interest
discussion of preposition stranding later.

No attempt will

in the

be made to

cover all of Old English simple sentence syntax, but only those con-

structions which will be discussed further
the theoretical

in

later sections due to

interest of their syntax in Old English and the interest

of the changes they underwent in Middle English.
I

will not attempt here to account for Old English word order, or

even describe the possible word orders, but will merely note here

a

few

general facts about the order of constituents in Old English.
First, main clauses in Old English normally had the object some-

where after the tensed verb:
(1)

He andwyrde sona dam a rwurdan wer e.
(He answered quickly the venerable man=he answered the
venerable man quickly)
Ale. S. XXIX. 66

(2)

He daelde da his eahta ealle on aelmyssan
(He distributed ’then his property all in alms=
He then distributed all his property in alms)
Ale. S. XXVII. 195

(3)

Martianus haefde his sunu aer befaest to woruldlicre lare
(Martianus had Iris son earlier committed to secular
had earlier committed his son to secular
1 earriing=Martianus
1 earning)
Ale. S. IV.
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(4)

Ge ne magon understandan da micclan deopnysse
ealles
“
dyses godespel es
TYou“not may understand the great deepness all -gen.
thisgen gospel -gen. -you cannot understand the great
deepness
of all this gospel)

—

*

1

.

Alc.P.V.l 59
(5)

Se ylca uregorius wolde Gode araeran haliq mynsterlif

gehende anre ea
(The same Gregory would God-dat. erect holy monastery near
a river=the same Gregory would erect a holy
monastery for
God near a river)
Ale. P. VIII. 106
(6)

Baes we sceolan nu simle unabinnendl ice mid ealre heortan
meagomodnesse urum Drihtne danc seegan
(This-gen. we ought now ever unceasingly with all heart's
might our-dat. Lord-dat. thanks say~for this we ought
always to say thanks unceasingly to our Lord)
Blickling p. 123

As these examples illustrate, when there was both a tensed and
a

tenseless verb in

a

main clause, the object(s) followed the tensed

verb, but could either precede or follow the tenseless one.
An exception to the general

rule that the object followed the

tensed verb in main clauses is that if the object was

a

pronoun, it could

either precede or follow the verb, and in fact it was more comnon for
it to precede the verb:
(7)

He h i
onewaed . .
(He them answered.

.

,=he answered them...)
Ale. S. XXX. 250

(3)

We de will ad syllan gode mede
(We thee will give good reward=we will give you good reward)
Ale. S. XXX. 253

(9)

Se sylfa Faeder lufad eow
(The self Father loves you=the Father himself loves you)
Ale. P. VIII. 367

The normal SVO (subject-object-verb) order of the main clause

could be deformed by the rule of Topical ization, which fronted

a

con-
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stituent of the verb phrase, ordinarily an object or
phrase, giving the order OSV

,

a

prepositional

and the subject and verb could invert after

Topical ization or the fronting of an adverb, or if the verb was
preceded
by a negative particle:
(10)

Micele ding abaedon da maeran apostolas aet dam halgan
Feeder aefter daes Haelendes upstige
(Great things asked the great apostles at the holy Father
after the Savior's ascension=great things the great
apostles asked of the holy Father after the Savior's
ascension)
Ale. P. VIII. 73

(11)

Ba bead seo wydewe dam maedene sceattas
(Then promised the widow the-dat. maiden-dat. treasures 3
then the widow promised treasures to the maiden)
Ale. S. 11.141

(12)

Ne forbead he mid ealle aelene dom dam witan
(Not forbade he at all each judgement the-dat. wise-dat. 3
he did not forbid at all each judgement to the wise)
Ale. P. XIII. 88

(13)

Ba geworhte he durh his wisdom tyn eng la werod
(Then wrought he through his wisdom ten angels' bands 3
then he wrought through his wisdom ten bands of angels)
Hep. Intro. 54

Such inversion

is

obligatory in most of the Germanic languages

after Topical i ration, because these languages have

a

restriction that

the tensed verb must be the second constituent of the main clause.

In

Old English, however, inversion was optional:
(14)

Aefter dysum dome ure Drihten faerd to his heofonlican
Faeder
(After this judgement our Lord qoes to his heavenly Father)
Ale. P. XI. 519

(15)

On sumere tide mart inns stah to anre up-flora
(On one occasion Martin mounted to an upper floor)
Ale. S. XXXI. 601
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(16)

Bam biscope wulfhere se cining gesealde landes
fiftig hida
(The-dat. bishop Wulfhere the king gave land fifty
hides=
the bishop Wulfhere, the king gave fifty hides
of land)
Chad 58

'

While inversion is more common after Topical ization than
noninversion if the subject of the sentence was
no examples of inversion of a pronominal

topical ized object or prepositional

a

full

noun,

I

have found

subject with the verb after

a

phrase, even though such inversion

was possible with pronominal subjects after a fronted adverb, or when
the verb was negated, as examples

(12) and (13)

ing are examples of Topical ization with no

illustrate.

inversion of

a

The follow-

pronominal

subject:
(17)

Bas word we saedon hwilon on sumon odrum spell
(These v/ords we said on one occasion is some other story)
Ale. P. IX. 72

(18)

Fela ding he saede syddan his apostolum
(Many things he said afterwards (to) his apostles)
Ale. P. VII. 189

(19)

On da wisan he forgeaf done gylt dam wife
(In that way he forgave the guilt the-dat. woman-in that
v/ay lie forgave the woman her guilt)
Ale. P. XIII. 228

It seems probable that the difference in behavior of the pronom-

and non-pronominal

inal

subjects is related to the relative "lightness"

of pronouns, but it is hard to see why pronouns invert after adverbs
and with negated verbs, but not after noun phrases or prepositional

phrases.

Although the normal word order of the main clause was SVO, with
some permutations possible, as we have seen, if the object of the verb
was

a

pronoun, the order SOV was

a

possibility, and was in tact quite

common:
(20)

We de w i 1 lad syllan gode mede
(We thee will give good reward=we will give
you good reward)
Ale. S. XXX. 253

(21)

He him onewaed...
(He them answered=he answered them...)
Ale. S. XXX. 250

While SVO order was the rule in main clauses, with the
exception
just noted, in subordinate clauses wither SVO or SOV order
was possible,

whether the object were
(22)

a

... daet dis
drowige

pronoun or not:
is

selre, daet-te an man for eall folc dead

(that this is better, that one man for all people death
suffer=that this is better, that one man suffer death for
all people)
Ver. 1.56
(23)

Da waes aefter dam wordum, daet he Pilatus urne Crist
Iudeum agef
(Then was after these words, that he, Pilate, our Christ
Jews-dat. gave=then it was after these words that he,
Pilate, gave our Christ to the Jews)
Ver. 1.259

(24)

Da wundrode daet wif daet he wolde drincan of hyre faete
(Then wondered that woman that he would drink of her vessel than that woman wondered that he would drink of her vessel)
Alc.P.V. 1 23

(25)

and him waere selre daet he sodlice ne cude daere sodfaestnysse weg
(and him were better that he truly not knew the-gen. truthgen. way=and it would be better for him if he truly did not
know the way of the truth)
Ale. P. IV. 255

It should finally be noted that Old English word order was fairly

free, especially in the order of the constituents of VP, compared with

that of Modern English, although recent studies, such as Racquet (1962),

have demonstrated that there was less freedom in word order than has
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sometimes been assumed.

For details on Old English word order,
see

Bacquet's study, along with Gardner (1971), Pill
sbury (1967), Shores
(1971), Sprockel

order
will

is

(1

973), and Wulfing (1901).

also found in Quirk and Wrenn (1957).

Some discussion of word
For our purposes, it

suffice here to note that while the order of prepositional
phrases,

adverbs, and direct and indirect objects was much freer in Old
than in

Middle English, it was not generally possible to split up noun phrases
or prepositional

mally had

to

phrasesj

move as

a

When these constituents moved, they nor-

unit.

Noe that we have a rough idea of Old English word order, let us

consider some movement rules which applied
tences.

We will

in Old English

simple sen-

first consider further the properties of Old English

Topicalization, already discussed briefly.

2.1

We have already seen

a

Topicalization

few examples of Topicalization, with or

without accompanying subject-verb inversion.

Some more examples are

given here to illustrate properties of this rule:
(26)

Twa ding ic de gehet daet ic de wolde gelestan
(Two things I thee promised that I thee would perform=
two things I promised you that I would perform for you)
Sol .p.70.9

(27)

To daem sodurn gesaeldum ic tiohige daet ic de laede
(To the true happiness-dat. I intend that I you lead=
to the true happiness I intend to lead you)
Boeth.XXII .2 p . 51 .12
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(28)

...done modigan cedwallan mid his micclan werode
de wende
daet him ne mihte nan werod widstandan
(the proud Cadwalla, with his great army, who
thought that
him not could any army withstands . the proud
Cadwall,
with his great army, who thought that him, no army
could
withstand)
.

Ale. S. XXVI. 28
(29)

fordam de him nan man done godcundan geleafan ne taehte
(because that him no man the divine faith not taught=
because him, no man taught the divine faith)
Ale. S. XXX. 12

Examples (26) and (27) show that as in Modern English, OE Topical ization was not limited to applying only within the clause in which

the topic originated, since here an NP or PP is topical ized out of a

subordinate clause, ending up in the main clause.

Examples

(

23 ) and

(29), on the other hand, illustrate the fact that Topical ization could

also take place within

a

subordinate clause.

version in the subordinate clause in
nate clause in (28).

2

assume that the rule of Topical ization simply moved the

will

affected item to the front of
(30)

Such inversion in subordi-

28 ).

Such inversion in subordinate clauses is rare in

the Germanic languages.
I

(

Mote the subject-verb in-

clause:

a

Topical ization

s

[

J

W

1

2

3

2+1

0

3

W

2

1

]

For a discussion of an alternative analysis of Topicalization involving
the generation of the topic in the complementizer and wh-Movement, see

section 9.2.4.
The fact about Topicalization which is of the most interest to us
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here is that in Old English, unlike Modern English,
it was generally not

possible to topical ize the object of

whole prepositional phrase.

a

preposition without moving the

The phenomenon of a preposition moving along

with its object was dubbed "pied piping" by Ross (1967). 3

Pied piping

contrasts with preposition stranding, whereby the object of
tion is moved by itself, leaving the preposition "stranded."

a

preposiIn Old

English, pied piping was generally obligatory in Topical ization (and,
I

will

argue later, in all movement rules).

However, there are many

examples of preposition stranding with OE Topical ization which appear at
first to present counterexamples to this claim:
(31)

and me_ com daer-rihte to godes engel mid rode
(and me came directly to God's angel with cross= and
God's angel came directly to me with a cross)
Ale. S. VII. 356

(32) & him da siddan se feondscipe waes betweonum weaxende

(and him then afterwards the emnity was between growings
and between them emnity was afterwards growing)
Oros. p.232. 26

t

(33)

and him man gebrohte da to_ fela bedridan menn
(and him one brought then to many bedridden men~and to
him were then brought many bedridden men)
Ale. P. XVII. 14

Notice that in each of these examples, the topical ized item
pronoun, rather than
a topical ized

a

full

noun.

is a

Examples of preposition stranding with

pronoun are extremely common in Old English literature,

while examples of preposition stranding with topical ized full noun
phrases are very rare.^

stranding

in

To understand why pronouns allowed preposition

this construction, it is necessary to take a closer look at

the behavior of pronominal objects of prepositions in Old English.
2.1.1

P-Shift and PP-shift.

In Old

English, pronominal objects
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of prepositions could invert with their
prepositions:
and hi ne dorsten him fore gebiddan
(and they not dared him for pray= and they dared
not prav
for him)

(34)

Ale. P. XIX. 226

Gif ic eow frain ne fare
(If I you from not go=if

(35)

I

do not go from you)
Ale. P. XIII. 46

and hi m of gewann ealle da gcleafullum on his geladunge
(and him of won all the faithful into his congregation=
and won all the faithful from him into his congregation)

(36)

Hep. 1.482
0a ewaed se Haelend him to be dam hetelan deofle dus
(Then said the Savior them to about the wicked devil thus=
then the Savior said thusly to them about the wicked

(37)

devil

. . .

Ale. P. IV. 107
(38)

...daet ic on bigs pell urn eow to ne spraece
(that I in parables you to not speak=that I do not speak
to you in parables)
Ale. P. XIV. 35

(39)

0a urnon hym togeanes twegen de haefdon deofol seoenysse
(Then ran him towards two that had devil -sickness=then two
that were possessed by devils ran towards him)
St. Mat. 412

This optional process of inversion was quite common with pronominal

objects of prepositions, although it was quite rare with full noun

phrases, at least in prose.

Inversion with full noun phrases was more

common in poetry, especially with nouns of three syllables.

5

In the examples just given, after inversion the preposition and

its object are still
still

form

a

adjacent to each other.

That these two elements

constituent after they invert is demonstrated by the fact

that they may move around together by Topical ization and other rules

which move prepositional phrases:
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(40)

Hym to genealaehton his
leorningcnyhtas
(Him to approached his disciples=his
disciples approached
St. Mark. 81

(41)

1

(XIV. 15)

Drihten him to ewaed...
(Lord him to" said=the Lord said
to him...)
Ale. S. XIII.

That Topical ization must follow
inversion will be made clear in

a

moment,

On the other hand, after inversion
it was also possible for con-

stituents to intervene between the object
and its preposition:
(42)

9a wendon hi me_ heora baec to

(Then turned they me their backs to=then they
turned their
backs to me)
Boeth. II.p.8. 12
(43)

9a for daere ceorunge sende him God to
byrnende naeddran
(Then for the grumbling sent them God to burning
adders =

then for the grumbling God sent burning adders to
them)
Ale. P. XX. 314
(44)

9a geneal aehte hym an man to

(Then approached him a man to=then a man approached (to)
him)
St . Mat .

(45)

1

083 (XIX. 16)

9a feol'l Quirinus afyrht to his fotum, ofdraedd daet him
Godes yrre cm becuman sceolde
(Then fell Quirinus frightened to his feet, afraid that him
God's anger on come should=then Quirinus fell frightened to
his feet, afraid that God's anger would come on him)

Ale. P. XXIII. 118
(46)

Aefter dam faestene

hirn

comon faerlice to twegen scinende

engl as

(After the fast him came suddenly to two shining angel s=
after the fast two shining angels came suddenly to him)
Ale. S. XXXI. 449
(47)

Se deofu'l hym sume hwyle from gewat
(The devil him some while from went=the devil went from him
for a while)
St. Like 218
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(48)

...for dam do so heofonlica God him sonde
gelome to
heahfaederas and witogan
(because the heavenly God them sent often to
patriarchs and
pi ophets -because the heavenly God often
sent patriarchs and
prophets to them)

—

Ale. P. III. 115

(49)

and ewaed h i
sona to
(and said him soon to=and said to him soon)
Ale. P. XXIII. 163

Since nothing ever intervened between

a

preposition and its object when

the object followed the preposition (that is, when inversion did not
take

place), we must postulate

rule which could break up a prepositional

a

phrase when the preposition and its object were inverted.

That this break-

ing-up of such prepositional phrases was not accomplished by the inversion
rule itself is demonstrated by the fact that it was possible for inverted

prepositional phrases to behave as a constituent, as we have just seen.
To account for the facts about pronominal
I

will propose two rules.

The first rule, which

objects of prepositions,
I

call

"P-Shift," simply

/*

permutes

a

(50)

personal pronoun

0

and the preposition of which it is the object:

P-Shift
W,
1

npC P
PP

NP

]

W

l>pro]
+pers

1

2

3

4

1

3

2

4

2

An alternate way of formulating this rule would be to postulate that the

pronoun moves leftward.

Under the trace theory of movement, first pro-

posed briefly in Chomsky (1973) and developed by Fiengo (1974), among
rule
others, all noun phrases leave a "trace" when they are moved, so the
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would be formulated as follows:
(51)

P-Shift (trace theory version)^
w

ppC p

i

NP

W

.

2

r

[+pro]
+pers
1

3#

1

[

2

3

4

2

t

4

PP

Which formulation of the rule is correct is not crucial here.
tant thing is that the preposition and its object still form

The impora

constituent

after this inversion.
Now we come to the process which permits an inverted prepositional

phrase to break up.

As far as

I

can determine, there is no regular pat-

tern of what intervenes between the pronoun and the preposition after inversion.

In

(42) it is the direct object which separates the pronoun and

its preposition.

In

(43) through (45)

it is the subject, in

it is both the verb and an adverb, and in

(49)

(46)

and (48)

it is a single adverb.

The

only generalization that can be made is that the pronoun always precedes
its preposition when they are inverted.
in all

Otherwise, the pronoun appears

positions in which ordinary pronominal objects (or for that matter,

prepositional phrases) could occur.
In

the cases where the pronoun precedes the verb, we could attribute

the pronoun's separation from its preposition to

a

rule moving pronouns

to the front of the verb phrase, since pronominal objects could normally

precede the verb.

However, in other cases there is no justification for

supposing that the pronoun has been moved.

Furthermore, all the items in-

tervening between the pronoun and its prepositions are fairly mobile ones.
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For example, in (43) the subject intervenes
between the pronoun and its

preposition.

But subjects could move not only after the
verb, but beyond,

ending up after adverbs

,

prepositional phrases, and direct objects, 8
as

the result of subject-verb inversion after
Topical ization or the fronting

of an adverb.

An example of the subject coming last
in the sentence is

given in (46).

Examples of the subject appearing in other
positions with-

in the verb phrase are given here:

(62)

Ba com daer betwux dam of Samarian byrg an wif
to daem
waeterscipe
(Then came there meanwhile from Samaria town a woman to
the
well=then meanwhile a woman from Samaria came to the well)

Alc.P.V.ll
(53)

Be daere ylcan endebyrdnyssc awrat eac Iohannes
(About the same order wrote also John=John also wrote about

the same order)
Ale. P. XI. 459

Since subjects could move about in the verb phrase after subjectverb inversion, there is no reason to assume that in (43) the pronoun has
been moved in front of God , rather than God after the pronoun.

Similarly,

prepositional phrases and adverbs had great mobility in Old English, so it
is

reasonable to suppose that the different possibilities of constituents

appearing between the pronoun and its preposition was due to the movement
of those constituents between the pronoun and the preposition, rather than
to a rule moving either the pronoun or the preposition.

Therefore, we

need a rule which makes an inverted prepositional phrase into two non-con-

stituents, since otherwise it would not be possible for elements to move
in between

the pronoun and the preposition.

up of the prepositional

I

propose that the splitting

phrase is accomplished by

a

readjustment rule

which converts an inverted prepositional phrase into two constituents.

I
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will call this rule "PP-Split."

This rule converts the structure
(54) in-

to (55):
(54)

[MP

'

P]

PP

NP

(55)

[P]

PP

As far as

I

know, there is no way to formulate this
rule as

formation, since it involves only

mulate the rule as involving

a

a

trans-

change in bracketing, unless we for-

a

movement of the noun phrase to the left,

for which there is no justification.

It seems probable that rules which

merely adjust bracketing of constituents, breaking
up one constituent into two, are a different sort of rule from ordinary
transformations which

move elements.
ical ization

,

9

we can account for the fact that sometimes an inverted prep-

ositional phrase

pronoun
is

is

If we assume that P-Shift and PP-Split both precede Top-

is

topicalized as

unit, while at other times only the

a

topicalized, leaving the preposition behind.

optional, the inverted PP may be

a

constituent or

a

Because PP-Split

non-constituent

when Topical ization applies.
We have now seen how pronominal objects of prepositions could in-

vert with and be separated from their prepositions in simple sentences.

We are now in
a

a

position to understand why it was possible to topicalize

pronominal object of

a

preposition, stranding the preposition.

Shift and PP-Split had applied before Topical ization

,

If P-

pronominal objects

of prepositions which had undergone the first two rules would be available
to Topical ization and able to move without their prepositions, since the

pronoun and preposition no longer would form

a

constituent.

Thus we see

that the fact that only pronouns could strand their prepositions under
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Topical izati

follows directly from the fact
that only pronouns generally

underwent

ift and PP-Split 10

PI

.

Piping was

jatory for Old English Topical ization

c

preposition

To conclude, we m ay say
that pied

and the cases of

,

randing with Topicalization are due
to the application of

s

other rules.
2,1,2

disposition deletion and loca tive shift

.

Mow let us consi-

der the behavior of locative pronouns
in Old English, which also
present

some apparent counter-examples to the
claim that pied piping was obligatory with Topicalization in Old English.

The following are examples of

topicalized locative pronouns with preposition
stranding:
(56)

...daet daer waes butan seo swadu on
(that there was but the mark on=that only the mark
was (on)
there)
Mart. p.102.22

(57)

...od daet daer com to_ sum arfaest wif
(until that there came to some faithful woman=until some
faithful woman came (to) there)
J
Mart. p.96.12

(58)

and ealle da untruman men da de dyder comon to hy waeron sona

haele
(and all the infirm men who that thither came to, they were
soon well=and all the infirm men who came (to) thither, they
were soon well)
Mart.
(59)

p.

198.

daer donne befeoll e on^ odde oxa odde esol
(and there then fell in either ox or ass=and either ox or ass
fell in there)

&

CP 549.24

However, as with the examples just discussed, the apparent freedom
of preposition stranding in Topicalization of locative pronouns
sory.

is

illu-

Like the personal pronouns, locative pronouns participated in an

inversion with their prepositions:
1

(60)

ealle de daerbinnan
waeron
(all that there within were=all that were within that place)
Oros. p.200.16
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(61)

He^com to dam trewe, sohte waestm
daeron

,

and naenne ne ge-

(Hs came to the tree, sought fruit
thereon, and none not
10 Came t0 the tree> sought
fruit thereon, and found
none)

Alc.Th. vol .2 p.408.1
(62)

.daet cristene menn derto faran magan
ChriStian
theret0 90 ma y =that Christian men may
go
there)
Wulf.XVIII.35

(63)

Awyrtwala graedignysse of dinre heortan, and
aplanta daer
on da sodan lufe
TRoot up greediness from thy heart, and plant
therein the
true love)

. .

Alc.Th. vol .2 p.410.2
To account for this inversion,

propose

I

similar to the rule of P-Shift, to invert

a

a

rule of Locative Shift,

demonstrative locative pronoun

and its preposition:
(64)

Locative Shift
W
1

PP

[P

.

NP_
+pro
-wh

]

W
^

_+loc_

The feature -wh_ is included to capture the fact that interrogative loca-

tive pronouns, unlike their demonstrative counterparts, do not undergo Loc-

ative Shift.

There are no instances, to my knowledge, of hwaerto "where-

to", hwaerfor "wherefore", etc.

in Old

English.^

The first examples of

Locative Shift with the interrogative pronouns are found

in

the thirteenth

century (see section 5.1.1 for details).
The Locative Shift rule differs from P-Shift in that P-Shift does
not apply to demonstrative pronouns, and Locative Shift does.

It would

be possible to collapse the two rules by means of angle brackets, stipu-

lating that if the pronoun was +locative, it was also ^demonstrative, but

collapsing the rules in this way would capture no generalization, as far
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as

I

can see.

After Locative Shift applies, the inverted
prepositional phrases
resulting trom this rule should be able
to be broken up by PP-Spl i
and
t
,

this is in fact the case:
(65)

daet Ercol se ent daer waes to gefaren
(that Hercules the giant there was to
gone=that Hercules
the giant had gone there)
Oros. p.132. 10

(66)

...daet hie daer meh ten betst frid binnan habban
(that they there might best security
within have=that they
might have the best security within there)
Oros. p.116.

Thus we see that the possibility of preposition
stranding with the

Topical ization of daer and other locative pronouns is
due to the inversion
of these pronouns with their prepositions, as with personal
pronouns.

There
are
(67)

a

couple more rules which need to be mentioned involving

locative pronouns.

First, sometimes locative pronouns which participated

in Locative Shift did not have a locative meaning, but rather the
meaning

of neuter demonstrative pronouns:

9aet is daes godan weorces maegen, daet man daeron durh-

wunige
(That is the-gen. good-gen. work's virtue, that one thereon
continue=that is the virtue of a good work, that one continue therein)'
,
VT
,
.

,,

Angl .Horn. XII .148

(63)

Nu wylle we eow geopenian daet andgit daerto
(How will we you open the meaning thereto=now we will open
the meaning to it for you)
Ale. P. XIII. 35

(69)

He urum gyltum miltsad, and daertoeacan daet heofenlice rice

behat
and there-in-addition the heaven(He our guilt has-mercy-on
ly kingdom promises=he has mercy on our guilt, and in addition to that promises the heavenly kingdom)
Alc.Th.vol .2 p. 84.8
,
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(70)

Bonne bid se sunnandaeg daeraefter
Easterdaeg
taster=the " the
after ihat

V

Lchdm.

1 1

1.

244. 18 (BT)

(71)

Swa swa we eft heraefter secgad
(As we later hereafter say=as
we will say later after this)
Bede 3.30

(72)

Hig to lyt daerymbe dencead
Ut1e thereabout thl'nk=they think too little
about that)

Wulf.N. 273.1
To account for this fact, we can
postulate

neuter demonstrative pronoun to
(73)

a

a

rule changing

a

locative pronoun:

Locative Replacement

ppt

P

flP

]

W«
L

+pro
+neut
-f-dern

1

2

1

2

3

4

3

4

+ loc

This rule converts

a

neuter demonstrative pronoun into

by changing a feature.
"it"

a

locative pronoun

The pronoun in (68), for example, would be hit

if the feature +locative were not present.

in the Germanic languages.

It is

Such rules are common

interesting to compare the Old English

situation with that of Modern Dutch, which also has

a

locative shift rule

and a rule substituting locative pronouns for the neuter pronominal ob-

jects of prepositions.

while it was optional
(74)

However, in Dutch, this latter rule is obligatory,
in Old English:

*Hij weet niets van dat.
(He knows nothing of that)
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(75)

Hi j

weet niets daarvan.

(He knows nothing thereof=he knows
nothing of that)
(76)

weet niets van dat boek.
(He knows nothing of that book)

Hi j

Furthermore, in Dutch this rule applies not only to
demonstratives, but
also to interrogative pronouns:
(77)

Waarvan is het gemaakt?
(Whereof is it made=what

As in Old English, such prepositional

is

it made of?)

phrases can be broken up in simple

sentences:
(78)

a.

Daarvoor doe ik het niet.

b.

Daar doe ik het niet voor.
(There do I it not for=I am not doing it for that)

It should be noted here, however, that in Dutch there is some evidence

for

a

specific movement of locative pronouns from the prepositional

phrase, since the locative pronoun always goes to

a

position immediately

to the right of the subject, not counting the verb of a root sentence,

when it is separated from the preposition, although another rule, such
as Topical ization

tion.
is

,

as

in

(78b), may subsequently move it from this posi-

See Riemsdijk (1977) for

a

discussion.

The important thing here

that these prepositional phrases are separable in simple sentences,

while lion-inverted prepositional phrases are not.
To see that this rule of Locative Replacement was optional, com-

pare example
(79)

(80)

(79) with

(70), and (80) with (69):

Aefter daem for Hannibal ofer Bardon
(After that went Hannibal over Bardon=after that, Hannibal
went over Bardon)
Oros. p.186.32
Toecan daem he him waes swide ondraedende daet him his fiend
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waeren aefterfyl gende
(In addition to that he him was
greatly fearing that him hi?
enemies were after-fo liowing=i n addition
to that, he was
greatly fearing that Ins enemies were
following after him)
Oros. p.84.8

After Locative Replacement, the locative
pronouns were non-locative meanings were also available to PP-Split:
(81)

Be dem du meaht ongietan daet du daer
nane myrhde on naef-

—

dest

(By that you may understand that you there
no joy in not-had
-by that you may understand that you had no joy
in that)
Boeth.VII. i p.15.11
(82)

Gel ef me, nu ic hit de seege: naefst du daer
nauht aet
(Believe me, now that I it thee say: not-hadst though
there

nothing at=believe me, now that
nothing from that)

say

I

it

to you: you had

Boeth.XIV.ii p.31.15
(83)

an he eac swilce wisan daer syl f toeacan geihte
(and he also such practices there* sel f in-addi tion-to added=
and he also added similar practices in addition to that)
A1 c. S.XXI

The final
is

1 1

.

B.26

rule we need to consider concerning locative pronouns

the one involved in the following sentences:
(84)

Ic daer cwom to dam hringsele
(I there came to the ring-hall =1

came there, to the ring-

hall)

Beo.2009
(85)

Haesten daer cumen mid his herge
(Was Haesten there come with his army=Haesten had come there
with his army)
VJaes

P.C.894
(86)

Gif daer man an ban finded unforbaerned
(If there one a bone finds unburned=if one finds a bone unburned there)
Oros.I.l p.21.12

(87)

Sume daer bidon
(Some there waited-some waited there)
Beo.400

(88)

and manega untrume fram mislicum codum daer wurdon gehaelede
(and many infirm from various diseases there were healed=
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iUf '

eases)^

m

pe0p1e were healed there from
various disAlc.S. XXVII. 131

In these

ject of

examples, the locative pronoun

understood as the ob-

is

preposition, although there is no
preposition apparent on the

a

surface.

In

(84) and (85), the understood preposition
is to.

through (88), the understood preposition

aet "at."

is

aet daer, to daer are not found in Old
English.

In

(86)

The combinations

Rather, when daer is un-

derstood as the object of aet or to, either
deer by itself occurs, or else
the aet or t£ is postposed by Locative
Shift.

These Old English facts are similar to Modern
English facts about

locative pronominal objects of prepositions.

Consider the following

facts
(89)

(90)

(91)

a.

John went to school.

b.

*John went to there.

c.

John went there.

a.

At what store does John work?

b.

*At where does John work?

c.

Where does John work?

d.

Where does John work at?

a.

The place at which John works

b.

*The place at where John works is

c.

The place where John works

d.

The place where John works at is

(Dialectal)

is

a

To account for such facts, Katz and Postal

deleting

a

object.

If

a bakery.

is

preposition which immediately precedes

a

bakery.

bakery.
a bakery.

(Dialectal)

(1964) proposed a rule
its pronominal

locative

this rule is ordered before Relative Clause Formation and
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Question Movement, the (c) sentences in
(90) and (91) will be generated.
On the other hand,

if the Preposition Deletion rule is
ordered after

these rules, the (d) sentences will be generated,
so the difference in

dialects with respect to the grammatical ity of the
(d) sentences

is ac-

counted for by the different ordering of these rules in
different dialects
ilo^e

that this rule of Preposition Deletion must not apply
to all

prepositions.

For example, the following sentences are grammatical:

(92)

We went from there to Spain.

(93)
(94)

John is in there.

It seems that only

nouns.

1

and

to_

ajt

must be deleted before locative pro-

We may formulate the Preposition Deletion rule thusly:

Preposition Deletion
to
PP,[L aet

NP

+pro
+loc

1

2

3

4

1

0

3

4

Note that in Old English, Preposition Deletion must be ordered
after P-Shift, or else all instances of daer to and daer aet would be
ruled out.

With P-Shift ordered before Preposition Deletion, aet and to

can be inverted with their objects, and the resulting configuration does

not fit the structural description of Preposition Deletion.
2.1.3

S ummary

of 0E topical izati on facts

cussion of Topicalization in Old English.

.

This concludes our dis-

To summarize, we have found

that preposition stranding was not possible in Old English Topicalization

and that apparent counterexamples to this generalization can be accounted
for in

a

principled way by the operation of independently motivated

rules, namely P-Shift, Locative Shift, and PP Split.

The changes in
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preposition stranding in
Totalization (and other rules) in Middle
English will be described in
section 6.1, and the theoretical
importance
of the facts discussed above
and in section 6.1 will
be discussed in
section 9.2.
I

present here a list of the rules
proposed in this section, in

the order in which they apply:
(95)

List of Rules Concerning OE Topical
ization
a.

P-Shift (50)

b.

Locative Replacement (73)

c.

Locative Shift (64)

d.

PP-Shift (54-55)

e.

Topical ization (30)

dot all of these rules are crucially ordered
with respect to all

of the others.

The P-Shift and Locative Shift rules are not
crucially

ordered with respect to each other, nor

is

the Locative Replacement rule

crucially ordered with P-Shift, although it must be ordered
before
Locative Shift.

PP-Split must be ordered after all the rules which pre-

cede it in this list, and Topical ization must be ordered after
PP-Split.
2.2

Old En glish Passivization

.

Let us now discuss briefly an-

other rule which applied in simple sentences in Old English.

As in Mod-

ern English, in Old English it was possible to make the logical object of
a

transitive verb the subject of the sentence:
(96)

Oys is durh God gedon
(This is through God done=this is done through (i.e. by)
God)
Ale. P. III. 34
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(97)

Burh daes waeteres styrunae waes pap

Ale. P. 11.130
(98)

and se brosnigenda lichama bid mid
deade fornumen and to
(and the corruptible body is by death
destroyed and to dust
turned-and the corruptible body is destroyed
by death and
turned to dust)
Ale. P. 11.107

(99)

9a weard him gebroht to sum witseoc man
tihen was him brought to some mad man=then a madman was
brought to him)

Ale. P. IV.

Sentences of this sort are generally considered to be the
result
of a rule of Passivization which turns the object of a
transitive verb
into a subject.

In

Old English, the newly created subject did not have

to occur in first position, as the examples above illustrate, due
to

the mobility of subjects in Old English.

However, the nominative case

marking of the subject created by Passivization indicates that these
former objects are in fact subjects.
t

will assume, following Bresnan (1976) that the deep structure

for a passive sentence like John was killed (in both Old and Modern

English)

is as

follows:

(100)

NP

Aux
,

was

.VP
'

V

\NP

killed

The object NP is then promoted to the empty subject position by
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the rule of Passivization, which

I

will formulate here following Bresnan

(1976):
(101)

Passivization
W

NP

Aux

V

1

W
2

NP

W
3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

6

3

4

5

0

7

nothing in our discussion of OE Passivization, either here
or
1

a te y

as

,

depends crucially on the deep structure and rule proposed
here,

long as it is assumed that Passivization involves some sort
of move-

ment of an object into subject position.^
The only fact about OE Passivization which is of particular inter-

est for our purposes is the fact that unlike Modern English, in Old

English there are no passive sentences of the sort John was laughed at

where the object of

a

preposition is passivized.

,

The advent of passive

sentences of this sort in Middle English will be discussed in section 6.1,
and it will be argued in Chapter Nine that the fact that such passives

were not possible in Old English is best accounted for by

a

general

restriction against the movement out of

a

was dropped in Middle English.

also be shown that the lack of

It will

prepositional phrase, which

this sort of passive construction in Old English cannot be attributed to
a

lack of "compound verbs" in that stage of the language.
2.3

Conclusions

.

In this

chapter we have discussed some movement

rules which applied in simple sentences in Old English, namely Topical i-

zation, Passivization, and other movement rules affecting the operation

of Topical ization.

These rules will be discussed further in Chapter

Six and Chapter Nine, where the changes these rules underwent in Middle
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English and the theoretical import of the
Old and Middle English facts
will

be explored.
In

the remaining three chapters of Part
One we shall see that the

facts about preposition stranding described
in this chapter tie in with

the facts about preposition stranding in
Old English relative clauses,

questions, and comparative clauses.
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Footnotes to Chapter Two

1

C

J'^L

n

1n
En
ish
broke up convex
“'l
?!
noun phrases “n
One ,rltl
of these ru 1 es , whi
ch“a 1 i owed"cer t‘a i n'gen i t i ve’noun
phiases to split up, will be discussed briefly
in Chapter Four
The
important fact here is that determiners and adjectives
could not move
away from the nouns they modified, at least
in prose.
It was also possible for prepositional phrases to be split
up in Old English afte/a
piocess inverting prepositions and their
pronominal objects.
These facts
are discussed in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.

2

2

However, Annie Zaenen has informed me that such inversion
after
Topical ization in subordinate clauses also occurs in
Modern Icelandic.
3

piping refers not only to a preposition being moved along
with its object, but also to the phenomenon of a more
inclusive NP being
moved when one might expect only a less inclusive HP or PP to
be moved,
as
The children, pic tu res of whom were hanging on t he wall
were
However, the type of pied piping we will be most concerned
XjtLy.. c u te
with here is the movement of the preposition along with its object.
.

.

,

.

•

.

4

This statement is based on n\y own examination of all the Old
English texts listed in the Appendix, but agrees with Wende's (1915)
findings.
Bam folce eode aetforan symle Godes wolcn
(The people-dat. went before always God's cloud=the people, God's
cloud always went before)
Alc.vol .2 p. 196.7
Bam deowan is beboden & dus t£ cueden
(The servant-dat. is promised and thus to said=the servant is
promised and thus told)

Wende notes that the second example is somewhat dubious, since the preposition stranding is probably due to the fact that a verb not taking a
preposi tional object is conjoined with one that does.
He notes that the
to may be an adverb here.
Wende found more examples of prepositions separated from their
full NP objects in Gregory's dialects, in which he also found a greater
frequency of simple inversion (without separation) of prepositions and
full NP objects.
The fact that stranding is more common in this text
in which inversion is also more common indicates the validity of attributing the possibility of preposition stranding with topical ized proIn
nouns to the ability of pronouns to undergo P-Shift and PP-Spl it.
well
as
nouns,
full
to
Gregory's dialogues, P-Shift and PP-Spl it applied
stranding
as pronouns.
We may conclude, therefore, that preposition
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V

b
° d Engllsh Topical ization.
Apparent counterexamples
w t
u *‘ noun Phrases are so rare in most
texts
to be considered merely
}
J f
mistakes,
an extension of PP Split to full noun phrases.
For statistics
on the stranding of prepositions with topicalized
pronouns, see Wende s
study.
,.ende found only two examples of topicalized
full noun phrases
separated from their prepositions in the texts he examined,
excluding
Gregory's Dialogues
'

1

1

.

For statistics on the frequency of inversion of pronouns
vs.
full nouns with prepositions, see Wende (1915).

Personal pronouns were the only ones which regularly underwent
P~>hift.
Wende found only four examples of a demonstrative pronoun preceuinq t tie preposition of which it was an object in the texts that lie
examined, compared with 484 examples of inverted personal pronouns. He
found no examples of an interrogative pronoun prece-ing its preposition.
^

7

$uch a trace- theory version of this rule is proposed for Dutch
by Riemsdijk (1975).
Q

However, there seems to have been a constraint that a full NP
object (as compared with a pronominal object or a prepositional phrase)
could not intervene between the verb and the subject when the subject
followed the verb.
9

.

.

A similar rule to readjust the bracketing of certain noun phrases
is proposed in Chomsky (forthcoming).
This rule breaks up the NP
jvi cture of John , for example, into an NP and a PP.
Chomsky notes that this
rule could also be an extraposition rule, but is probably a readjustment
rule.

There are a few cases of full HP's undergoing PP-Spl it, and also
examples of topicalized full noun phrases with stranded preWende found one text in
For statistics, see Wende (1915).
positions.
phrases
than in the other
with
full
noun
which P-Shift was more common
full
noun phrases was
texts, and preposition stranding with topicalized
strandpreposition
also more common. Wende's findings are evidence that
ing in OE Topical ization was a result of P-Shift and PP-Spl it.
a very few

compound on inn an , which could
be either a preposTtffon (taking dative or accusative cbjectsT, binnan
is listed in Bosworth and Toller's dictionary as being only a preposiThe following is an example of binnan with a non-pronominal object:
tion.

^Although binnan was historically

a

9aet heo maest call genom daet binnan daere byrg was
(That is most all took that with the-dat. city was=that it took
almost all that was within the city)
Oros p.180.18

/4

12

,

however , the interrogative pronouns were
also used as indefinii-n
6
pronounS in Old English, and in this
capacity, I have noted one exam^'
f
Ac donne hi hwaeni fro hweorfende biod
Wh ° fr °'" depart1ng are= ^t when they
are departing
from anySne^?if)

Boeth.VII.2 p. 16.14
For further discussion of the use of
interrogati ve pronouns as indefinite
pronoun 5 in Old Eng sh especially in free
relatives, see section
crtcJe C 91 5 } found no examples
of
preposition
strandingJ with
*
interrogative
pronouns.
'

1

.

However, notice that when in does not mean
"inside," but merely
expresses location, it is deleted:
a.
b.

He lives in that town.
He lives there.

In (b), it is not completely clear whether i_n
or at has been deleted,
since both these prepositions are used to cxpressTocation.
The (b)’
sentence could also be used as an alternative to (c.):
c.

He lives at that address.

It seems likely that rather than referring to specific prepositions,
the Preposition Deletion rule should refer to semantic features.
However, the exact characterization of which prepositions are deleted by
this rule is not important here.

14

By this analysis, the _by_ phrase in sentences such as John was
kille d by Bill does not originate as the subject, to be turned into a
prepositional phrase by the Passivization rule, but is generated as a
PP within the VP.
Under this analysis, there is no deletion of an unspecified agent in sentences such as J ohn was killed. Again, this particular formulation of Passivization is not crucial ~to any argument here.
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CHAPTER III
SOME COMPLEX SENTENCE SYNTAX

3.0

In the

ple sentences.

Introduction

second chapter we studied some rules applying
within simIn

this chapter we will

investigate some types of complex

sentences in Old English and rules relating items in
subordinate clauses
to ones

in main clauses.

particular, we will study relative clauses,

In

both headed and free, and questions, both direct and indirect.

We will

be particularly interested in the facts about preposition stranding
in

these constructions.

These facts will be crucial

to our discussion in

Chapter Nine concerning whether certain constructions

in Old English

offer examples of unbounded rules of deletion under identity.

We shall

see that preposition stranding was possible only in Old English in con-

structions in which there was no overt surface evidence of movement.
Besides relative clauses and indirect questions, some other types
of subordinate clauses will be discussed here, as this discussion will
help us to understand how the complementizer that came to be found in

wide range of subordinate clauses, including indirect questions,
fourteenth century,

a

a

in the

phenomenon discussed in Chapter Eight.

Let us first consider relative clauses with heads.
3.1.1
3. 1.1.1

H eaded
Be

relative clauses

relatives

.

.

The most common type of relative clause in

Old English was one introduced by an indeclinable relative particle de.
This type of relative clause basically corresponds to relatives with that
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in

Modern English.

The following are examples of
the Old English con

struction:

0

)

Gemyne he daes yfeles de he worhte
r h

(

e?Ttta t

t

ttat he wrou3,lt=let

remember the

te |!™SSii)

Sweet CP 25.54
(

2

)

...be dam drim dingum de se Haelend saede
(about the three things that the Savior
said)
Ale. P. VII. 84

(3)

*,

aeres t ymb min land de ic haebbe, & me
god lah
I
have, and me God lent=first about
fny land uhat I have, and
God lent me)
S.OET CT 41.3
(835, Kentish)

(nrst about my land that

(

4

)

Hi getacniad da geleaffullan on godes
geldunge de mid
geleafan underfod da eladan gecydnysse
(They betoken the faithful in God's congregation
that with
faith receive the old testament)

Ale. S. XV. 56
(5)

Her sindon daera manna naman awritene de deosse wisan
geweotan sindon
(Here are the men's names written that this-gen. will witnesses are=here are written the names of the men that are
witnesses to this will)
S.OET Ct.45.54

In the first three of these examples,

object of the relative clause J

the relatived item is the

In the remaining two,

the relativized

item is the subject of its clause.
It was also possible for the relativized item to be the object of
a

preposition within the relative clause, in which case the preposition

was always stranded:
(6)

Ac he sylf asmeade da up-ahefednysse de_ he durh ahreas
(But he self devised the presumption that he through f el 1 =
but he himself thought up the presumption that he fell
through)
Ale. Th. XIII p. 192
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(7)

Seo gesyd de we god myd geseon
scylon is angyt
that
0d wi h SGe sha11 is understanding=the
Iinhr?h^
sight that we shall see ^God with is
understanding)

f'

Sol.
(

8)

67.6

For don de hie us gelaeddon durh da
lond de da unarefnedl ican
cyn naedrena & hrifra wildeora in
waeron
(Because they led us through the land
that the unbearable
>eed adders-gen. and firce-gen. wild
beasts-gen. in were=
because they led us through the land that
the unbearable
breed of adders and fierce wild beasts
were in)

~

3

(9)

p.

OE p. 9.4

dam burgum de he on geworhte his wundra
(the cities that he in wrought his miracles=the
cities that
he wrought his miracles in)
•••

Ale. P. XVII. 54
Ic sceal

(10)

(I
I

aerest afyllan da dineg dc_ ic fore asend eoni
shall first fulfill the things that I for sent am=
shall first fulfill the things that I am sent for)
Ale. S. XXIV. 119

he naenigre waetan onbitan nolde,

(11)

de^

druncennysse durh

come
(He no liquid swallow would, that drunkenness through came=
he would drink no liquor that drunkenness came through)

St.Guth. 2.82
As in Modern English that relatives, it was not possible for

preceded by

a

de_

to be

preposition.

Such examples of preposition stranding in de relatives are ex-

tremely common in all the Old English texts.

One might suggest that in

these examples the apparently stranded preposition

separable prefix to the verb.

2

actually an in-

The Germanic languages commonly have

verbs consisting of a preposition plus

exception.

is

a

verb, and Old English was no

A few such verbs in Old English were ofer-deon "to excel,"

in-gan "to go in," and durh-stingan "to stab through" or "to pierce."

That the particle preceding the verbs in these cases were not true pre-

positions, but part of the verb, is shown by the fact that these parti-
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cles always preceded the verbs:
(12)

He on daes gesides hus ineode
(He in the-gen. companion's house
in-went=he entered in
the companion's house)

Bede 5.4
(13)

... daet he hine selfne ne durhstinqe
mid dv sweorde
‘
unryhthaemedes
(that he him self not through-sting with the
sword fornication-gen.=that he not pierce himself with the sword
of
fornication)

CP 318.8

However, the preposi tion+verb combinations given in
the relative

clauses above are not listed in the Bosworth and Toller
Anglo-Saxon

dictionary as verbs, as the verbs with particles just discussed are.
Furthermore, these combinations which are not listed as verbs with prefixes occur only in
de_

de_

relatives and in other constructions similar to

relatives in not allowing pied piping, proving that (6) through (11)

contain true examples of preposition stranding, since otherwise we

would have the inexplicable fact that many "verbs with prefixes" occurred
only in constructions

in

which no movement was apparent on the surface

(that is, constructions which

I

am analyzing as involving deletion,

with preposition stranding possible).

Wende (1925) also argued that

examples of this sort were true examples of preposition stranding, rather
than examples of verbs with prefixes.

The existence of verbs with prefixes in Old English means that

many possible examples of preposition stranding are ambiguous between
being real cases of preposition stranding and instances of such verbs

with prefixes, especially since stranded prepositions nearly always
immediately preceded the verb.

In

giving examples of preposition strand-
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mg,

I

will be careful

to use only examples with combinations
of pre-

positions and verbs which are not listed in
the Bosworth and Toller

dictionary as verbs with prefixes.

It should also be noted that
Wende

was very sensitive to the difference
between verbs with prefixes and

stranded prepositions before verbs, making his
study all the more
val uable.

Three important facts about de relatives are illustrated
by the
following examples:
(14)

Bis is se rihta geleafa de aeghwylcum men gebyred daet
he wel gehealde & gelaeste
(This is the correct belief that each-dat. man-dat.
behooves that he well hold and perform=this is the correct
belief that it behooves every man to hold and perform well)

Blickl ing

p.

Ill

(15)

Ne meaht du da drowunge gelettan, de^ Faeder woldc
& goteohod
daet ic for mancynnes haelo gedrowian sceolde
(Not might you the suffering prevent that Father would
and intended that I for mankind's salvation suffer should 3
you cannot prevent the suffering that Father willed and
intended that I should suffer for mankind)
Ver. 1.42

(16)

...ealra daera deoda de ge nu wilniad swide ungemetlice
daet ge scylon eowerne naman ofer tobraedan
(... all the-gen. people-gen. that you now desire very
immoderately that you shall your name over extend=all the
people that you now very immoderately desire that you
extend your name over)
Boeth. XVIII. 1 p. 42.24

(17)

Ac for daem he genedde swidost ofer done munt die he wiste
daet Flamineus se consul wende daet he buton sorge mehte on
daem wintersetle gewunian
(But because he ventured quickest over the mountain that he
knew that Flamineus the consul thought that he without care
might in the winter quarters dwell=but because he ventured
most quickly over the mountain that he knew that Flamineus
the consul thought he might dwell on in winter quarters
without care)
Oros. p. 188.3
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In all

these examples, there appear to be
be violations of the

Tensed

S

tion.

For example, the underlying structure
of the relative clause in

and Specified Subject constraints,
discussed in the Introduc-

(15), leaving out constituents not essential
to the structure of the

relative clause, must be something like
(18):

(18)

NP

de

NP

VP

!

Faeder

V

/V
S

wol de

da drowunge

The relativization rule (whether it

gedrowian

is

a

movement or

a

deletion

rule) relates the relative marker de and the relativized NP da drowunge

across the cyclic boundary of the tensed
fied subject

Chapter Nine.

i_c.

d aet

clause and over the speci-

These facts will be important to the discussion in

Notice, incidentally, that in (17) relativization must

take place over not only one tensed clause, but two.
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Another interesting fact about de relatives
is that it was possi
ble to relati vize the subject of

09)

a

subordinate clause:

Mine gebrodra, ne lufige ge disne middangeard
de ge y
qeseod
daet lange wunian ne maeg
(ny brethren, not love you this world
that you see that lonq
last not may=my brethren, do not love
this world that yvou
see cannot last long)

—

'

'

Ale. Th. XL. p.614
(

20 )

(21)

Fordam de we habbad gecanawen fela daera fortacna
de
Crist sylf foresaede daet cuman scolde
(Because that we have observed many the-gen.
portents-gen.
that Christ self predicted that come should=because
we have
observed many of the portents that Christ himself said
should come)
Wulf VI .197
.

(22)

Ac ic wolde witan hu de dute be daem monnum dia wit aer
ewaedon daet unc duhte daet waeren wildiorum gelicran
donne monnu
(But I would know how thee seemed about the men that we
earlier said that us seemed that were wild beats like-er
than men=but I would know how it seemed to you about the
men that we said earlier seemed to us to be more like
wild beasts than men)

(23)

Boeth. XXXVI
p. 122.13

1

.

dis eower sunu de ge seegad daet blind waere acenned?
this your son that you say that blind was born=is
this your son that you say was born blind?)
John IX. 19
Is

(Is

(24)

In

Mu ge habbad gehyred hwile des god is de ge wendon daet
eow gehaelde
(Mow you have heard what this god is that you thought that
you healed-'now you have heard what this god is that you
thought healed you)
Ale. Th. XXXI. p.467

Modern English, such relative clauses are possible only if

the relative marker is deleted:
a.
b.

*He is the man that Bill said that bought the house,
He is the man that Bill said bought the house.

Similarly, in Modern English it is impossible to question the subject of
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of

a

subordinate clause without deleting the
complementizer.
(25)

*Who do you think that bought the house?

a.

b.

Who do you think bought the house?

,

To account for .such facts, Bresnan
(1972) proposed
the Fixed Subject Constraint, which prevents
extraction of

next to

complementizer.

a

constraint,

a

subject

a

This constraint is assumed to be language

specific, rather than universal, although it may correlate
with certain
typological features of languages.

claim that only languages with

a

Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming)

free pronoun dropping rule violate the

o

Fixed Subject Constraint.

As noted By Bresnan (1976), however, Old

English had no free pronoun dropping rule.
provides

a

This means that Old English

counterexample to Chomsky and Lasnik'

s

claim about the typo-

logy of languages not obeying the Fixed Subject Constraint. 4
I

until

will defer discussion of how de relatives are to be analyzed

section

will be given.

3. 1.1. 4,

where analyses for the various types of relatives

Let us now turn our attention to another type of Old

English relative.
3. 1.1. 2

Se relativ es.

English was one in which
pronoun.
In

a

The second type of relative clause

demonstrative pronoun was used as

a

in.

Old

relative

This type of relative is very common in the Germanic languages.

Modern German, for example, the demonstrative pronouns are still vying

with the interrogative ones as relative pronouns.

In Old English,

interrogative pronouns were used as relative pronouns only
tives (see sections

3. 1.2. 2

and 3. 1.2. 3).

in

the

free rela-

Since the masculine singular

nominative form of the demonstrative pronoun was

se^,

this type of rela-
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tive is traditionally referred to as the se
relative.

The following are

examples of such relatives:
(26)

Ac.ge onfod daem maegene Halges Gastes se cymd
ofor eow
(But you receive the-n.d.s. power-n.d.sTHoly-m.g.s.
Ghost s-m.g.s. who-m.n.s. comes over you=but
you receive
the power of the Holy Ghost, who comes over
you)
Blickling p 1 1
.

(27)

Her feng to Dearne rice Osric, done Paulinus aer
gefullode
(Here succeeded to Deira kingdom Osric-nom.
whoin-rn.a.s.
Paulinus earlier baptizedMn this year Osric, whom
Paulinus
had earlier baptized, succeeded to the kingdom of
Deira)
P.C. 643

(28)

9a man ofsloh des Caseres gerefan se was Labienus gehaten
(Then one killed the emperor's reeve'-m.a.s. who-m.n.s.
was Labienus called=then the king's reeve, who was called
Labienus, was killed)
P.C.

Prologue

The various forms of the demonstrative, personal, and interrogative pro-

nouns are listed in the Appendix.
In

contrast to the de relatives,

the

in

relativized noun phrase was the object of

a

se^

relatives, when the

preposition, pied piping

of the preposition was obligatory:
(29)

Weordian we eac da cladas his hades, of daem waes ure gekind
geedneowod
(Honor we also the clothes his person-m.g.s by which-m.d.s.
was our race renewed=let us also honor the clothes of his
person, by which our race was renewed)
.

B1 ickl ing

(30)

p.

1

...ure yfelan word wid done we geremodon
(our evil word-n.a.'s. with which-n.a.s. we provoked)
Ale. S. XV. 190

(31)

...daet he us dingige wid done Heofonlican Cyning, for daes
naman he drowode
(that he intercede for us with the Heavenly King, for whose
name he suffered)
Ale. Th. XXIX p. 436
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(32)

11

arfaeSta God mine stefne

cleopie

>

mid daere ic earm to de

(H 2 ar

thou gracious God my voice-f.a.s.
with which-f d s
thee cry = hoar thou, gracious God,
my voice,
with which I, miserable, cry to thee)

Blickling

p.
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have found no counterexamples to the
generalization that pre-

I

position stranding was impossible in

sia

relatives in Old English.

findings accord here with those of Wende
(1915).

My

The only exceptions to

obligatory pied piping of prepositions in these
relatives are found
relative clauses with

daer.,

strand prepositions.

These relatives with daer wi

section

3. 1.1. 5,

in

the locative relative pronoun, which could
1 1

be discussed in

where it will be shown that these relatives do not con-

stitute true counterexamples to the rule that pied piping of
prepositions
was obligatory in se relatives.
Note that in all the examples given here, if the case of the head
NP differs from the case which the relativized NP should have according
to its role in the lower clause, it is the lower clause case which the

relativized NP exhibits.

For example, in (27) the head noun, Osric

,

is

the subject of the higher clause, but the corresponding noun in the

lower clause is the object of that clause, and accordingly receives

accusative case marking, rather than nominative.
des Caseres gerefan

,

the head of the relative clause, is in the accusa-

tive, being the subject of the verb ofsloh

turns up in the nominative form,
is

se_,

there are

a

,

but the relative pronoun

because the relativized noun phrase

the subject of the relative clause.

se relatives

Similarly, in (28)

It is in general

the case with

that the pronoun exhibits the lower clause case, although
few examples where the relative pronoun "attracts" into the

35

case of the head noun phrase.

Like the

relatives, the

de_

se_

relatives exhibit apparent viola-

tions of the Tensed S, Specified Subject, and
Subjacency conditions:
(33)

Ic seolfa cude sumne brodar, done ic wolde
daet ic naefre
cude
(I self knew some brother-m.a. s. whom-m.a.s.
I
would that
I
never knew)

Bede
(34)

442.9

p.

& of dam

i lean
bocum tyn capitulas, da_ ic geond stowe
awrat & ic wiste daet swidost neddearlecu waeron, sealde
ic him
(and of the same book ten chapters, which-f.a.p. I passageby-passage transcribed and I thought that most needful
were, gave I them=and I gave them chapters of the same
book which I transcribed passage-by-passage and thought
were most needful)

Bede p. 278.1
(35)

Eode da to sumum maessepreoste, from daem he gewende daet
him haelu weg aeteawed beon meahte
(Went then to some mass priest, from whom-m.d.s. he thought
that him salvation say shown be might=he went then to a
mass priest, by whom he thought that the way to salvation
might be shown to him)
Bede IV. 25 p. 350.16

(36)

&

ongan arweordian da drowunge dara haligra martyra, durh
da he aer wende daet he acyrran meahte fram aefestnysse
(and began honor the suffering the-gen. holy-gen. martyrs,
through-f.a.s. he earlier thought that he them turn might
from devotion=and began to honor the suffering of the
holy martyrs, through which he had earlier thought that
he might turn them from devotion)
Bede

p.

40,19

By Chomsky’s system, therefore, these relatives must involve

movement into COMP,

Example (34) is also an example of

a

violation of

the Fixed Subject Constraint.
As noted earlier, the relative pronouns which we are denoting

collectively by se were also demonstrative pronouns.

These demonstrative

pronouns were furthermore frequently used in place of the personal pro-
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nouns
(

37

bif du heafst aenige feond send done
to dam feo
(If you have any enemy, send
that-m.a.s. to the treasure=
if- you have any enemy, send
him to the treasure)

)

Ale. S. XXV. 802
9a weard daer an daera engla swa
scinende...

(38)

—

daet se waes

Lucifer genemned
(Then was there one the-gen. angel s-gen.
so shining that
that-m.n.s. was Lucifer named=then there was
one angel so
shining that he was named Lucifer)
Wulf.VI.27
Because of the identity of the relative pronouns with
these pronoufis

,

it is of con difficult

determine whether

to

really demonstrative or relative.

a

given pronoun is

For example, it may be that

a

better

translation for example (28) would be "Then the king's reeve was
kill edhe was called Labicnus."
is

actually

pronoun.

topical ized demonstrative pronoun, rather than

a

It

Similarly, in (27) it is possible that done
a

relative

is generally agreed that the se_ relative developed from

such sentences where

a

demonstrative pronoun was fronted.

could easily be reanalyzed as relative clauses on

a noun

Such sentences
in the pre-

ceding sentence , with the demonstrative pronoun being analyzed as

a

relative pronoun.
An analysis of the

se:

relative will be given in section

3. 1.1. 4.

Let us now consider the third major type of relative clause in Old
Engl ish.

Se de relatives

3. 1.1. 3

appears to be

a

.

The third type of relative clause

combination of the first two, exhibiting both the demon-

strative pronoun and the indeclinable particle.

"s£

de_"

This type is called the

type, and here the pronoun may have either the case of the rela-
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tivized NP or that of the head.

The pronoun optionally attracts
into

the case of the head noun only when the
relativized item is the dative

or accusative object of the higher clause.

The following are examples

of this type of relative clause:
£39)

Ic wat wytodlice daet ge secad done haelend
done de on
rode ahangen waes
(I know truly that you seek the-m.a.s.
savior-m.a.s. whomm.a.s. that on cross hung was=I know truly that you
seek
the Savior, who was hung on the cross)
St. Mat. 1766

(XXVIII. 5)

(hu/

No we ne durfon secan ofer sae ne ofer land mid widgire
worunge, done welwillendan God, done de daet arfaeste mod
mid him aefre haefd
(Nor we not need seek over sea nor over land with wide
roving the-m.a.s. well-willing God-m.a.s. whom-m.a.s. that
that merciful spirit with him ever has=nor do we need to
seek over sea nor over land, with wide roving, the wellwilling God who is always merciful)
Alc.P.V.185

(41)

Ne he hid tudeum anum seald, ac he bid eallum deodum, dam
de on God gelyfan will ad
TNot he not is Jews-d.p. alone-d.p. given, but he is all
d.p. people-d.p. whom-d.p. that in God believe wilT=he is
not given to t lie Jews alone, but to all people who will
believe in God.

(42)

Ure Drihten araerde anes ealdormannes dohtor, seo de laeg
dead
(Our Lord raised an aldorman's daughter-f.a.s. who-thatf.n.s. lay dead)
Ale. P. VI. 176

(43)

Swa swa Aaron waes, se arwurda bisceop, done de God sylf
geceas
(As Aaron was, the-m.n.s. worthy bi shop-in. n.s. whom-m.a.s.
God self chose=as Aaron, the worthy bishop, whom God himself
chose, was)
Ale. P. XX. 243

(44)

and sendon to domiciane, dam deoflican casere se de aefter
nero genyrwde da cristenan
(and sent to Domitian, the-m.d.s. devilish caesar-m.d.s.
who-m.n.s. (that) after Nero oppressed the Christians)
Ale. S. XXIX. 190
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(45)

wolde eac done cyning swilce mid dissum
wilwendlicum
daern de he daes heofonlican rices
wuldor
openede

wuldngan,

(46)

a a rum

(would also the-m.a.s. king-m.s.a. with these
temporal
distinctions glorify, whom-m.d.s. that he the-gen.
heavenly
kingdom s glory opened=he would also glorify
the king, (to)
whom he opened the glory of the kingdom of heaven,
with
temporal distinctions)
Bede

I.

XVII p. 90.10

Ac gif we asmeagad da eadinod i can daeda da de he
worhte,
donne dined us daet nan wundor
(But if we consider the-f.a.p. humble-f.a.p. deeds-f.a.p.
which-f.a.p. that he wrought, then not seems us that no
wonder=but if we consider the humble deeds which he wrought,
that will seem no wonder to us)
Blickling p. 33
1

In

the first three of these examples, we see the effects of case

attraction.

In

(39), the relativized item is the subject of the rela-

tive clause, but the relative pronoun appears in the accusative case

because the head of the relative clause is accusative.
of (40).

In

The same is true

(41), the relativized noun phrase is again the subject of

its clause, but here it attracts into the dative case of the head noun

phrase.

In

(42)

through (45) there

is

no case attraction.

In

(42), for

example, the head noun phrase is accusative, but the relative pronoun is
(47)

nominative, since the relativized item
As with the plain
(48)

sj?

dj?

_se

is

the subject of its clause.

relatives, when the relativized item in

relative was the object of

a

prepositional phrase, pied piping

a

was obligatory:
Eala du wundorlice rod, on daera de Crist wolde drowian
(Hail, though wonderful cross, on which-f.d.s. (that)
Christ would suffer)
Ale. S. XXVII. 115

Wa dam men durh done de byd mannes sunu belaewed
(Woe the-dat. man-dat through whom-m.d.s. that is mannes
sunu betrayed=woe to the man through whom the son of man
.
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is betrayed)

St. Mat. 1561

(49)

Da gesoiiinodon da sticceo hi
wae-ter fleow

in da druh durh da de daet
1

(Then gathered the pieces they in the channel-f.a.s.
through
which-f .a.s. that the water flowed=then they gathered
the
pieces then in the channel through which the water
flowed)
Mart.
(50)

p.

16

Nu ne sceolon da maedenu heora moodru forseon, of dam
de^ hi comon
Wow not shall the maidens their mothers despise, of whomf. d.p. that they came=now the maidens
must not despise
their mothers, of whom they came)

Angl.Hom.III.322
There is no possibility that the
an optional

the se de relative is simply

part of the relative pronoun, because the

from the relative pronoun when

a

genitive noun phrase

de_

may be separated

is

relativized:

(51)

and daet he hine betaehte dam heofonlican Gode, durh daes
m ihte de he afl igde daera haedenra godas
land that he him consecrate the-m.d.s. heaven ly-m.d.s. Godin. d.s.,
through whose-m.g.s. might that he drove out the
heathens' gods=and that he consecrate him to the heavenly
God, through whose might he drove out the heathens' gods)
Ale. P. XXI. 634

It is

not difficult to see how the se

have developed

pre-literary English.

in

ficially very similar to
section

de_ in

3.

a

The

_de

type of relative must

s^e

de relatives are super-

type of relative, which will be discussed in

1.2.1, which had demonstrative pronouns as heads.

These rela-

tives correspond roughly to Modern English relatives like he th at
in a glass house .

.

.

etc.

In such

l

ives

relatives with demonstrative heads,

there is no reason to propose any movement of the demonstrative pronoun.

Rather

i't

seems clear that the pronoun should be regarded as the

head of the relative.

In

preliterary Old English, it is probable that

the juxtaposition of such demonstrative-headed relative clauses and noun
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phrases related to those clauses led to

a

situation whereby these rela-

tives were reanalyzed as involving movement of the
pronoun.

consider example, (46).

For example,

Here it is impossible to determine for certain

whether the relative clause

is really a clause on the head da eadmodl
ican

daeda, or a parenthetical relative clause with

a

pronominal head, in which

case it should be translated, “if we consider the humble deeds, those
tnat he wrought.

On the other hand, when the object of

a

preposition is

relativized, as in (47) through (50), there is no structural ambiguity.

Movement has clearly occurred in these relatives, since the prepositional
phrases could not be generated in the main clause.
ever the origins of the

sje

ete

Thus we see that what-

relative, it clearly involved movement of

the relative pronoun by literary times (in some cases at least).

Unlike the

d_e

and

s_e

relatives,

I

have found no clear examples of

violations of Chomsky's constraints in the se de relatives, probably
due to their ambiguity that have case attraction.

However,

I

do not

believe that this really indicates that such apparent violations were not
possible in this construction, because the

se_ de_

relative was considera-

bly rarer than the other two types, so there was less opportunity for

such examples to crop up.

Also, as noted, many possible

were structurally ambiguous, and

I

se_ de_

relatives

have not considered any such ambiguous

examples in my search for violations of the constraints.
A great deal of effort has been expended by many people to find

out what, if anything, besides caprice determined which type of relative

marker was used in what contexts
that the

se_

in Old English.

S.O. Andrew has argued

relative marker was appositive, the de relative was restrict-

with
ive, and the se de relative was restrictive when the pronoun agreed
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the antecedent, otherwise appositive.

However, as Mitchell

(1959) points

out, Andrew was only able to support
these claims by numerous
unwarranted

emendations of texts to make them conform
to his rules.
cludes (p.

Mitchell con-

136) that "It must be agreed that the
various relatives appear

to be used in accordance with no
discernable principle."

The practice of

limiting the indeclinable particle to
restrictive relatives is
one.

In Old English,

ete

a

modern

could be used in non-restrictive relative

clauses, as well as in restrictive ones.

However, Mitchell does give some general
tendencies of usage, although there are no rigid rules.

Clauses introduced by de do tend to

be predominately limiting.

the most common non-restrictive marker,

Se_ is

but is found just as frequently in restrictive
clauses, Mitchell found
in

his detailed study of poetry.

restrictive.

$ed_e clauses are predominately

addition, heads containing

In

a

determiner (such as se

man "the man") tend to take de, presumably because the fact that
the case,

gender, and number of the head is given in the determiner makes the relative pronoun unnecessary.
3. 1.1. 4

Analyses of the relatives

.

Now let us consider how the

different typos of relative clauses might be analyzed.
that the

se_

It seems clear

relatives should be analyzed as involving movement of the

relative pronoun.

If not, we would expect these pronouns to have the

case determined by the upper clause, instead of the case expected of the

relativized NP, and we would not expect pied piping of prepositions to
be possible.

The question now arises as to whether the pronoun should be moved
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into the complementizer or merely
to the front of the sentence.

1

have

no arguments one way or the other
about this matter, but will
merely

assume here without argumentation
an analysis whereby the relative
pronoun is just moved and Chomsky
adjoined to the front of the clause:
Old English Relative Movement 5

(52)

rw.
Jw

np

1

s

1

ru
[w

X

[2

1

=

3-4-5

_[2

p ro

2

+dem

w

3

]

W

3

4

6

0

0

6

4]

S

This particular formulation will not be crucial

in any

argument

here.

Now we turn to tne question of how the
analyzed.

relatives are to be

It seems clear that de_ itself is to be analyzed as a comple-

mentizer (or in more traditional terms,
rather than

de_

a

a

subordinating conjunction) 6 ,

relative pronoun, since it is indeclinable and cannot be

preceded by a preposition, in contrast to the true Old English relative
pronouns, which were declinable and furthermore had to be preceded by
any preposition of which they were the object.

of

de_

Assuming this analysis

to be correct, we are left with the question of whether the rela-

tivized item in a

tte

relative is deleted in place, or first moved to the

front of the sentence (possibly into the complementizer) and then deleted.
I

so

will argue in Chapter Nine against a movement analysis of
I

will assume here that

of the relativized item.

de_

relatives are formed by

a

die

relatives,

deletion in place
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Now we must consider the problem
of whether the deletion is
trolled deletion, that is,

a

con

deletion of the relativized item
under

identity to the head of the relative,
or
pronoun.

a

a

free deletion of a relative

The latter analysis has some initial
plausibility, since there

are examples of "returning pronouns"
in de relatives:
(53)

Fordon de hi habbad manega saula on
heora gewaldum de
him wile git God miltsian
(Because that they have many souls in their
power that
them will yet God have-mercy-on=because
they have many souls
in their power that God will yet
have mercy on)
Blickling p. 47

(54)

and his brucan mot aeghwylc on eordan de
him eaqna qesihd
sigora sodcyning syllan wolde
(and it-gen. enjoy may everyone on earth that
him eyes'
sight victory's true-king give would=and anyone that
the
true king of victories would give eyesight may enjoy
it)
Exeter Wonders 65

—

One might argue that the deletion rule is optional, explaining
the occasional presence of these pronouns.

However, for this argument

to go through, one would have to show that there were no returning
pro-

nouns in S£ or se de relatives, where we clearly have movement of the

relative pronoun.

But in fact these relatives could also have returning

pronouns:
(55)

Se Drithen, se daes setl ys on heofenum
(The Lord, wlTo hilf seat is in hcaven-the Lord, whose seat
is in heaven)
Ps. Th. 10.4 (BT)

(56)

...daes aedelan weres, done Datianus se casere seofan gear mid
unasaecgendl ice witum h ine dreade daet he Criste widsoce
(the holy man-gen., whom-acc. Datianus the caesar seven
years with unspeakable tortures him-acc. impelled that he
Christ repudiate=of the holy man, whom Datianus the caesar
impelled for seven years with unspeakable tortures to
repudiate Christ)
S.OLT Mart. p. 178.40
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(57)

...daet se ne maege oderra monna scylda
ofaducan, se se do
e donne giet his agena onherigead
ifhat h e not may other-gen. men's guilts wash-away, he who
that him then yet his own harass=that
he may not wash away
0t ^ Gr men>
w 10
own (Quilts) still
harrass)

—~~

h- 1R

*

Sweet PC

73.17

p.

These facts indicate that these returning
pronouns were inserted

after relative movement, rather than being
generated in the base.

7

In

the case of relative deletion, the presence
of a returning pronoun could

simply mean that deletion failed to apply.

There are also

a

couple more considerations against a free pro-

noun deletion analysis of de relatives.
a

general

First, Old English did not have

rule of pronoun deletion, as noted by Bresnan (1976b).

To my

knowledge, free-pronoun-del etion analyses of relativization have been

proposed only for languages which have general free deletion of not only
relative, but all pronouns.
was the object of

with

a

a

Secondly, if the head of the relative clause

preposition and if that preposition was identical

preposition in the relative clause of which the relativized item

was the object, the whole lower PP could be deleted:
(58)

and aefter disum wordum his hors bestrad, on dam sidfaete
de he dider com aweg-ferende
(and after these words his horse mounted, on the way that
he thither came away-going=and after these words his horse
mounted, going away on the way that he came (on))
Alc.Th.vol
2 p. 136.3
.

(59)

(

60 )

and he waes eft-cyrrende durh done ylcan sidfat daes westenes
de he aer dyder becom
(and he was returning through the same path the-gen. wilderness-gen. that he earlier thither came=and he was returning
through the path in the wilderness that he earlier came
there (through))
Alc.S.XXIIIb.641

Iudas se swicola hrade eode to dam arleasum
aer gespraec

e hterum

,

de he
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to the impious persecutors

Alc.Th. vol .2 p.246.7

Tne underlying structure of
(60), for example, must be something

like (61

)

(61)

dam arleasurn
ehterum

Comp
i

de

gespraec

Clearly,

a

simple pronoun deletion rule could not delete the whole

prepositional phrase.
is

I

conclude that

a

rule of deletion under identity

needed, with identity being defined on either an NP or PP head:
(62)

Old English Relative Deletion

I

_
S

1

[W,
1

=
X

[W

?

Pro

+dem
4
0

W

3

]

w

4]
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As for the so de relatives,

variations of the
been tttained.

I

will assume that they are
merely

relatives, in which the complementizer
do has

_se

It seems probable that
the greater frequency of case

attraction in the

seje relatives

is due to their superficial

similarity

to relatives with demonstrative
pronoun heads.

Before concluding this section,

would like to make note of an

I

other type of relative clause in Old
English, which had no relative
marker:
(63)

Bonne is odor stow elreordge bcod on
(Then is other place barbarous men are
in=then there
another place barbarous men are in
3 OE

hotc the stranded preposition.

p.

is

60.9

will analyze relative clauses

I

without relative markers as being de relatives, with the
deletion of
the relativized material, and the subsequent deletion
of the relative

complementizer.
English texts.

Such relatives do not appear frequently in the Old
For

a

discussion of these relatives, see Curme.

Now let us turn to another type of Old English relative.
3. 1.1. 5

Ba er relatives

.

We have seen that the demonstrative,

rather than the interrogative, pronouns were used in Old English as

relative pronouns.

This was also the case in relatives on locative

heads, in which we find the demonstrative locative pronoun daer
than

its

interrogative counterpart hwaer

(64)

,

rather

:

Baet waes sio stow, daer man nytenum hira andlifan sealde
(That was the place, where one bcasts-dat. their food gave=
that was the place where one gave beasts their food)
Ver.V.

1

57
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(65>

*" drM * het Cyrican

*«**•"

j*" d after this the holy Andreas ordered church
buildpUe “ V, ere the column stood=and after this
!
thP*hn?
' Ch “ rCh t0 be bUiU
the

^

u^re ^e

co'iunn

P'*“

iZif

Click! i ng p. 247
V.hen

daer was the object of

a

preposition, it was possible for

the daer to be relativized,
stranding the preposition.

This was true

whether the daer was truly locative
or the result of the rule of Locative
Replacement (see section 2.1.2):
(o6)
(67)

And se stede aefre syddan v:aes aeratig,
daer heo aer on stod
(And the place ever after was empty,
where it earliefon
Stood and the place where it earlier
stood (on) was empty
ever after)
Angl

(68)

.

Horn. V.

86

...daet se dael daere ciricean ne maeg habban hrof
daer
daes haelendes fotlastas sindon under
(that the part the-gen. church-gen. not may have
roof where
the savior's footmarks are under=that the part
of the roof
where the savior's footsteps are under may not have
a
roof)

(69)

Mart. p. 76.11

—

and ferdon to dam yglande, daer se halaa were Guthlac on
~
waes
(and went to the island, where the holy man Guthlac on was=
and went to the island where the holy man Guthlac was (on))
St.Guth. 1 1 .6
(70)

...rordi daet he wolde us to his rice gebringan
daer we to
~
~
yesceapene waeron
(because that he would us to his kingdom bring, where we to
created were=becausa he would bring us to his kingdom, to
(i.e. for) which we were created)
Alc.Th.Vol .2 p. 6.25

hot only daer, but other locative pronouns, such as dvder "thither"

could also participate in this construction:
...durh da scinendan heofcnan, dvde r de he to sceolde^
for his sodan ge leaf an
(through the shining heaven, whither that he to should for
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the shinin9 heaven

-

w,,ither hs shou,d

Ale. P. XIX p .235

These loc-acive relatives with stranded
prepositions at first seem
to offer counterexamples to the claim
that preposition stranding was

not possible in se relatives, if daer is
considered

a

form of se, and in

any case to the claim that preposition stranding
was not possible in
any movement rule.

However, recall that we saw in section 2.1.2 that

locative pronouns could invert with their prepositions and
separate

from them even in simple sentences.
of

a

We accounted for this fact by means

Locative Shift rule, coupled with the independently needed rule of

PP Split, motivated in section 2.1.1.

If Locative

Shift and PP Split

are ordered before Relative Movement, the facts about preposition stranding in locative relatives fall out automatically.

Let us consider, for

example, the derivation of example (66):

P

on

NP

stod

daer

We have Locative Shift applying in the subordinate clause, followed by
PP Split, yielding

tiie

following structure in the subordinate clause:
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Relative Movement then applies, along with
the extraposition of
t" e

relative clause, giving this surface structure:

(73)

S

aefre syddan

waes

aemtig

NP

S*

/\

/
daer

Comp

S

A\
VP

IP

/\
heo

PP

V

I

P

I

stod

on

Thus we see that the locative relatives do not constitute true

counterexamples to the claim that no movement rule in Old English per-

mitted preposition stranding, since the preposition stranding

is

a

func-

tion of the PP Split rule.

Since PP Split was optional, we would expect to find some locative
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relatives with inverted locative pronouns and
prepositions wherein the
entire PP has been fronted, and such examples
do indeed exist:
(74)

Se.engel me laedde daerrihte to east-daele
into anre
byrig, daer binnan waes swide smede fold and
brad
(The angel me led immediately to east, into
a city wherein was very smooth field and broad=the
angel immediately
led me to the east, into a city wherein was
a very smooth
and broad field)
Alc.Th.Vol .2 p. 352.5

On the status of binnan as a preposition, see
footnote

11

to

Chapter Two.
(75)

By feordan daege he waes on Simones huse daes 1 iceroweres
geat daet wif da deorwyrdan smerenesse on his heafod
(The fourth day he was in Simon's house the-gen. leper's,
wherein poured the woman the precious ointment on his
head=the fourth day he was in the house of Simon the
leper, wherein the woman poured the precious ointment on
his head)
da_eri_n

Blickling

There is interesting confirmation in

a

p.

73.2

modern language for the hypo-

thesis that preposition stranding in daer relatives was due to Locative

Shift and PP-Split.
inverted with

tiie

In

Dutch, as in Old English, the locative pronouns

prepositions of which they were the objects in simple

sentences (see section 2.1.2).

Dutch, unlike Modern English, does not

generally allow prepositions to be stranded:
(76)

(77)

a.

Van wie is die pi j p?
(Of whom is this pipe=whose pipe is this?)

b.

*Wie is die pijp van?
(Who is this pipe of?)

a.

Het meisje met wie je sprak...
(The girl with whom I spoke)

b.

*tiet

meisje wie je sprak

/
l

met
mee

1
J
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However, when the locative pronouns are
used, preposition stranding is possible in both relative clauses
and questions:
(78)

(79)

a.

Waaraan denk je?
(Whereon think you=what are you thinking of?)

b.

Waar denk je aan?

a.

Di t is het boek waar ik gisteren
voor naar de
bibliotheek gegaan ben
(This is the book where I yesterday for to the library
gone am=this is the book that I went to the library
for yesterday)
(This example is from Riemsdijk (1977))

b.

Dit is het boek waarvoor ik gisteren naar de bibliotheek
gegaan ben
(This is the book for which I went to the library
yesterday)

Tie fact that pied piping is not obligatory in Dutch relative
clauses

and questions just in case the prepositional phrase can be broken up
by another rule is confirmation for the hypothesis that the possibility
of stranding prepositions in Old English daer relatives is due to the

inversion and subsequent separation of prepositions and daer

.

Note

that in Dutch, unlike Old English, Locative Shift applied to interrogative

pronouns, as attested by example (78), which also illustrates the fact
that the inverted preposition and its locative object could move as a
unit.

It is striking that in Dutch, preposition stranding was

with interrogative locatives, while in Old English it was not.

possible
This

fact follows from our hypothesis that preposition stranding with daer

was due to the fact that daer underwent Locative Shift.

Since

h’-'aer

did

not participate in Locative Shift in Old English, preposition stranding

with hwaer was not possible, but preposition stranding with the corresponding Dutch interrogative is possible because the Dutch Locative Shift
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rule differs from the Old English
rule in not having the feature
-wh.
3,1,1

*

6

g^Lj^jatives.

We have seen that in Old English
£e_

was the ordinary complementizer for
relative clauses.

However, even

ui Old English, daet "that"
was occasionally used in relative
clauses.

We sha11 see

in

section

3

Encash, used especially

-

3 -l

that daet was

a

complementizer in Old

in indirect discourse.

At the moment we will

limiL our attention to the use of daet in
relative clauses.
Engl

i

sh

,

this use was very limited.

In Old

The use of relative daet was most

frequent in the following types of relatives:

(1)

relatives with

a

neuter head,
(80)
(2) relatives on temporal heads, and (3) relatives with
g al

"all" as their head.

The following are some examples of the first type:
Se Haelend him saede daet daet he s.ylf wiste
(The Savior him said that that he self knew=the Savior said
to him that which he knew himself)
Ale. P. XII. 178
(81)

Ond daet seolfe waeter, daet heo da baan mid dwogon, guton
in aenne ende daere cirican
(And the self water-n.a.s. that they the bones with washed,
poured-out in one end the-gen. church-gen. -and poured out
the water that they washed the bones in at one end of the
church)
Bede I I. 2 p. 184.3

(82)

Ba for he ford bi daem scraefe daet he oninnan waes
(Then went he forth by the-n.d.s. cave-n.d.s. that he
within was=then he-, went forth by the cave that he was
?
L

within)

Sweet CP p.197.12

Notice that in examples (81) and (82) we have stranded prepositions.

This fact makes the question of how to analyze daet relatives

an important one.

Before turning to this question, however, let us see

examples of the other two common types of daet relatives.

Examples of
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daet relatives with temporal heads:
(83)

e

a

fealdan mane

"

de ° S W ° rUld

time ' m n
-

-

s

-

that

’'

S

tllis

many evils)

gemaenc 9 ed m1d

wmlQ-

world Is confused with

Wulf.V.24
(84)

Se Haelend wiste daet his tid
com daet he he wolde gewitan
of dyson middanearde to his Faeder
(The Savior knew that his time-f.n.s.
came that he would
depart of this world to his f-ather-The
Savior knew
ns time approached when he would eoart from this that
world
to his Father)
St.

(85)

John XIII.

Mitte-de hit da daere eadegan tide nealaehte
daette^
~
Dryhten lichomlice wolde wesan geboren
(When that it then the-dat. blessed-dat. time
neared, that
Lord bodily would be born=when it neared the
time that the
Lord would be born bodily)

Ver.VI.19

Finally, daet

v/as

nearly always used with eall

11

(86)

Sawl a^ nergend se us eal forgeaf daet we on 1 i gad
f
(Soul's savior who us all gave that we on live=soul's
savior, who gave us all that we live on)
Ex. Gnomic 135

(87)

Eall

daet du waere, ic waes dis eall on de
that you were, I was this all in you=al
were, I was all that in you)
(All

1

that you

Ver. IV. 312

How are the daet relatives to be analyzed?
come to mind.

Two possibilities

First, the daet relatives could simply be a variation of

the de relatives, with relativizat ion by deletion, and daet inserted

into the complementizer position instead of

de_.

Secondly, it is possible

that in these relative clauses the daet is actually a relative pronoun,

since it is homophonous with the nominative and accusative singular forms
of the neuter demonstrative pronoun.
It

is clear that

if

we are to maintain the hypothesis that preposi-
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non

stranding was not possible in relative
clauses with movement, we

must analyze daet as

undergone movement.

a

complementizer, rather than

a

pronoun which has

This is because relatives with daet
frequently

exhibit preposition stranding, as in
(81), (82), and (86).
there is independent evidence that daet
is not
these relatives.

a

Fortunately,

relative pronoun in

12

First, we nave seen that daet was used in
relative clauses with

temporal heads.

If this

daet were

a

relative pronoun, we would expect

that it could only be used with neuter heads,
temporal or otherwise.

But in examples (83) through (85) we see that daet
is used with masculine
and feminine heads.
(88)

Another, non-temporal example is given here:

Fordan daer ne waes oderu stow on dam gisthuse, daet hio
daet cild meahte on-asettan
(Because there not was there place in the guest-house, that
she that child might i n-set=because there was no other
place in the guest-house that she might place that child
in)

Ver.V.26
If ^ aet is a pronoun in these relatives,

v/e

will have to stipu-

late somehow that daet is the only relative pronoun which does not have
to agree with its head in gender.

Secondly, daet was also sometimes used as
plural

a

relative marker with

heads:
(89)

..hwaer hie landes haefdon daet hie mehten an gewician
(where they lands had that they might on camp=where they
had lands that they might camp on)
Oros. p.80.8
.

Again, if this daet is

a

pronoun, we must exclude daet from the

usual requirement that a relative pronoun agree in number with its head.

Finally, consider again example (82).

Bacquet (1962) noted that
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the preposition

oninn^ required

a

dative object, and that if daet
in

this example were a pronoun, we
should expect it to be in the
dative
case.
daejt

Instead-,
as

a

it is either accusative or
nominative.

If

v/e

treat

complementizer, however, there is no problem.

To summarize, we see that there is no
reason to consider the

daet occasionally found in relative
clauses to be

a

pronoun in all

cases, and there is good evidence to believe
that it could be

mentizer.

a

comple-

Therefore, examples of preposition stranding in
daet relatives

do not offer counterexamples to the claim that
preposition stranding

was not allowed in Old English movement rules.
3. 1.1.

7

Infinitival relatives

relative clause taking

a full

.

The final

type of Old English

noun phrase head was the infinitival

rela-

tive, very similar to its modern descendent:
(90)

Ic haebbe mete to etenne done de ge nyton
(I have meat to eat which that you not-know=I have meat
to

eat which you do not know)
Alc.P.V.72
(91)

...cwaed daet he naefde daet feoh him to alenenne
(said that he not-had the money him to pay=said that lie did
not have the money to pay him)
Alc.Th. vol .2 p.178.2

If the relativized item was

the object of a preposition, the pre-

position was always stranded:
(92)

& wyle us forstandan aet dam awyrgdan diofle, de of daere
stylenan belle cumad mid his scearpan straelum us mi_d
to scotianne
(and will us stand-before against the cursed devil, that
of the hard hell come with his sharp arrows us with to shoot
and will stand before us against the cursed devil, who
comes from the hard hell with his sharp arrows to shoot

us with)

Ver.IV.375
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(93)

~

Seo cwen ... baed
Osweo
t0 timl

1Q

on to^bu i ?
d^the-dat?°af oremen
»

a

.

^^"352 2SS
i

i

P,;>Ce
t i oned

™ nastery

'

God

Place there to build

a

monastery on)

Bede p. 238.22
]

fuUon!es but0 " h1

* selfes his
(God not needs no
other help but hie se
cq i-p«
with to rule=God doesn't
., 1f s ns creations
b
Me
p ^ ut lis own to rule
his creations with)

gesceaftf^to^ealdanne

t

f^

•

f

.

,

*

Boeth.XXXV.3 p.96.32

xsr ®

l,s)

n

to support=if there°is

also be

a

c
L

t

then^a 'mid *7t0 ?
be#t
stafflS support w?ti()
L’

Gr

?

also staff vnth
let there
’

WUh

Sweet CP 126.1

>»»"»"'«»
men in with the money of
the wise men)

7
St. Mat. 1660

a

to

le

(XXVII. 8)

As with the de relatives,
the stranded preposition
generally preceded the verb,
tiote that there can be
no question of the prepositions

really being prefixes to the verb
here, since the preposition and
the
verb are separated by to, while the
verbs that take prefixes, to precedes the prefix:
(97)

Ba craeftas ne sint to widmetanne
~
~~ wid daere sawlp nvoftaa
aenne
(These crafts not are to compare with the
soul's crafts
alone-these crafts are not just to be compared
with the
crafts of the soul)

Boeth.32.1
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Beah tie he no si his foregengan
to widnetenne
(Though that he not is his ancestors
to compare=though he
is not to be compared to his
ancestors)

(98)

Bede 5.8

Hwaet eart du swa wunderlic on anes
mannes hiwe us to
oferdryfenne
ThhaFtrFl^u so wonderfully in a man's guise us to
over
ccme-what are you to overcome us so wonderfully
in the
guise of a man?)

(99)

—

Nicod.Thw.16.20
(BT)

Unlike the Modern English infinitival relative,
it was never

possible for

a

relative pronoun to be used in the Old English relative;

there were no relatives corresponding to

only

a.,

friend to t alk to

.

a

friend to whom to talk

tnat these relatives, like the
a

but

Thus, there is never any surface evidence of

movement in Old English infinitival relatives.

Under

,

de_

Therefore,

I

will

assume

relatives, are formed by deletion.

movement analysis of infinitival relatives, there would be two

possible ways of blocking infinitival relatives with pronouns.

First,

we could hypothesize that Old English infinitival phrases had no comp-

lementizer, so there could be no Wh-Movement to the front of the infinitive.

tival

Secondly, we could say that Wh-Movement could apply within infiniphrases
For

a

,

but

a

surface filter blocked the output of this rule.

brief discussion of how infinitival relatives with pronouns

came in in Middle English, see Chapter
lie

full

V.

have now examined the various types of relative clauses with

noun phrase heads in Old English, and have found that preposition

stranding was possible only in relatives in which there was no surface

evidence for movement.

Apparent counterexamples have been accounted

for by independently motivated analyses of certain constructions,

ilow
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let us turn our attention to relative clauses with pronominal heads, or

no heads at all.

3.1.2

Free relatives

.

In

this section we will explore the types

of "free" relatives in Old English, or relatives that appear to have no

antecedents.

with whoever

Some free relatives in Modern English are those beginning
,

wh atever

,

etc.

We shall see that some Old English free

relatives had heads, while others did not.

First let us consider

a

type

of free relative with demonstrative pronouns.
3.

section

Relatives wi th

1.2.1

3. 1.1. 3,

d emonstra

Old English had

a

tive heads

.

As alluded to in

type of relative clause roughly equi-

valent to the Modern English "he who" type.

The following are some

examples of this construction:
(100)

Baet is, daet man for-gife, dam de wi d 'nine gegylted
(That is, that one forgive him-dat. that against him sins=
that is, that one forgive him who sins against him)
Ver.III.170

(101)

Micele mare miht ys rnenn to gescippene donne to araerenne
done de aer waes
(Tfuch greater might is man to create than to raise him-acc.
that earlier was=it is much greater power to create a man
than to raise him who was earlier)
Ale. P. VI. 122

befaeste he mid his lifes bisenum da lare daeni de
his wordum ne geliefan
(and confirm he with his life's example the teaching thosedat. that his words not believe=and let him confirm the
teaching with the example of his life to those who do not
believe his words)
Sweet CP p.25.2

(102)

&

(103)

Ne ha fast du aenige mihte wid me butan da de ic wille

daet du haebbe
that
(Not have you any power against me except that-f.a.s.
except
me
I
will that you have=you have no power against
that which I desire that you have)
Ver. 1.237
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It might be suggested that
these relatives involve
movement of

the demonstrative pronouns, as
in the se de relatives.

However, we saw
tnat case attraction of the relative
pronoun was optional in the se.de
relatives.
In these relatives, on the
other hand, the case marking of
tne pronoun is always that
demanded by the upper clause.

example, the relative pronoun

is

in

In

(100), for

the dative case, as the object
of

for-aife, while its role in the subordinate
clause is that of subject.
I

suggest that in these relatives the
demonstrative pronoun is actually

uie head.

In

other words, these relatives are simple de
relatives, in-

volving deletion, which happen to have
pronominal heads.

Assuming this

analysis, it is not surprising to find that
preposition stranding was

possible in these relatives:
(104)

Fordon de we nabbad da_ de he on drowade
(Because that we not-have that-f.a.s. that he on suffered 3
because we do not have that which he suffered on)
Alc.Th.vol

.2

p.306.22

(105)

...daet he wolde mancynn ahreddan durh done de he ealle
gesceafta mid geworhte
(that lie would all mankind redeem through him-acc. that he
all creatures with wrought=that he would redeem mankind
through him who he wrought all creatures with)
Alc.Th. p.192.20

(106)

& he

tobryst done de he onuppan fyld
(and it crushes him-m. a. s. that it upon falls=and it crushes
him who it fal Is upon)
St. Mat. 1249

(107)

He is se liflica wylspring, and dam ^ de he on wunad ne dyrst
on eenysse
(He is the vital well-spring, and him-dat. that he in
dwells not thirst in eternity=he is the vital well-spring,
and he who he dwells in will not thirst in eternity)

Alc.P.V.148
For clarification, let us see how example (104) would be derived:
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(

108 )
NP

we

V

NP

I

nabbad

\

NP,

S

1
(

da

Comp

\

|

de

NP

VP

\

/

1

he

PP

/
P

V

\

\

NP
2

on

NP
2

In

in the

roles

drowade

da

is simply deleted under identity to NP-j.

all

the examples given so far, the pronouns are "in place"

main clause; they are in the positions we would expect from their
in

the main clauses.

There is a different construction, showing

some superficial similarities with the construction just discussed, in

which the demonstrative pronoun

is

fronted:

(109)

Ba de his leasungum gelyfad, dam he arad
Tfhose-nom. that his lies believe, those-dat. he honors*
those that believe his lies, those he honors)
A1 c.Th. Preface p.6

(110)

.fordam se de synqad hys sawul ne loefad
(because he that sins, his soul not 1 i ves^because he that
sins, his soul does not live)
.

.

Ale. P. VI. 140

(111)

and dene de du nu haefst, nis se din were
(and him-acc. that you now have, not-is he your husband=
and the one that you not have, he is not your husband)
Alc.P.V.37

Note that when the subordinate clause is fronted, as in these

examples, there is

a

returning pronoun in the main clause.

Ill

Ross (1967) proposed a rule
of Left Dislocation,
which moved a

constituent to the left and replaced
it
pronoun.

I

in

its original

position with a

will assume that such "left
dislocation" structures are

base-generated, rather than created
transformationally, but this matter
is not crucial here.
The important point is that in
the left-dislocated
structures, the relative clauses we have
been considering must involve

movement, or else we cannot explain
the case marking of the pronouns.
In

tnese structures, the relative pronoun
is not the head, but is

generated in the subordinate clause, and
moved to the front, accounting for the fact that the case
marking of the pronoun is that which we

would expect from its role in the lower
clause.
structures that the "left dislocated" clause
*

by

;,P,

I

am assuming in these

is an S’

possible dominated

under the main S, generated by the following
phrase structure

rule:
S

It

is

^

S

S

not clear whether the rest of the material

(the main clause) of

the sentence should be dominated by another S under the
highest S, but

tnis matter is not crucial

here.

For example, the deep structure of

(109) would be (112)

012)

S

du

Adv.
i

nu

V
i

haefst

NP
\

done
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Relative Movement applies, giving
the surface structure:
(113)

As we v/ould expect, there are no examples
of preposition stranding

in these left-dislocated relatives,

relatives with demonstrative heads.
piping of

a

(114)

I

in

contrast to the "in place"

have found one example of pied

preposition in this construction:
Ofer done de du gesyht nyder stigende Gast and ofer hine
wuniende, daet is se de full ad on Hal gum Gaste
(Over him that you see descending Spirit and over him
remaining, that is he that baptizes in Holy Ghost=the
one that you see a spirit descending and remaining over
him, that is he who baptizes in the Holy Ghost)
St. John 1.33

However, examples of left-dislocated relatives of this sort are
quite rare when the relativized item is anything other than the subject
of the relative clause.

The "in place" pronominal ly-headed relatives are

much more common when the relativized item

is

an object of the lower

clause.

The left-dislocated relatives must not be confused with relatives
such as the following which are fronted with no returning pronoun in the
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main clause:
(115)

Ac dam de on he 1 1 e beod ne gehelpd
nan forddingung
CBut those-dat. that in hell are not helps
no intercession=
but those that are in hell, no intercession
helps)
Ale. P. XI. 242
In

such examples, the relative clause is fronted,
but only by

the rule of Topical ization.
ing pronoun.
its >ole

in

In

The difference is that there is no return-

these cases, the case marking of the pronoun is that of

tne main clause, indicating that these are instances of

pronominally-headed relatives.
3. 1.2. 2

Relatives with wh-pronoun head s.

In Old English the

interrogative pronouns were also used as indefinite pronouns, meaning
"anyone," "anything", "someone," "something," etc.

The following are

some examples of this indefinite use:.
(116)

And da nis nan neod daet de hwa ahsige
(And thee not- is no need that thee who ask=and you have no
need that anyone ask you)
Ale. P. VIII. 48

(117)

gif du hine gesawe on hwelcum eardodu
(if you him saw in any-dat. difficulty=if you saw him in
any difficulty)
Boeth.X

(118)

Uenst du daet hit hwaet niwes sie ... daet de on becuman is?
(Think you that it anything new-gen. is... that (which)
thee on come is?=do you think that that which has come
upon you is anything new?)
Boeth.VII ii
.

(119)

Oft donne hwaem gebyred daet he hwaet maerlices & wunderlices geded ,... donne ahefd he hine on his mode
(Often when anyone-dat. happens that he anything great and
wonderful does, then raises he him in his mind=often when
it happens to anyone that he does anything great and wonderful , he becomes puffed up in spirit)
Sweet CP 38.6
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These wh_-pror,ouns could also be used to
form relative clauses,
hnen used in a relative clause, the wh_-pronoun
was both preceded and

followed by swa, which meant ‘so" or "as.

11

Swa was also used as a deter-

miner with quantifiers, as in Modern English
"so tall," "as tall," etc.
For details of the use of swa in comparatives,
see Chapter Four.
we

v/i 1 1

Here

be concerned only with the use of swa in relative
clauses.

The following are examples of relatives in Old English
using the wh-pro-

nouns

:

(120)

ure sawle dearfe, da de sculon bion on ecnesse aefter
dyssurn life mid sawle & lichoman in swa-hwaedrurn-swa
we her nu ge-earniad
&

(and our soul's need, who that shall be in eternity after
this life with soul and with body in so-what-dat. -as we
here now* earn=and the need of the souls of us who will
be in eternity after this life with soul and body in
whatever (state) we now earn here)
Ver 11.132
.

(121)

Faeder and moder moton heora beam to swa hwylcum craefte
gedon s wa him leofost byd
(Father and mother must their child to so which-dat.
occupation put as him liefest is=father and mother must
put their child to whatever occupation is most pleasing
to him)
Ale. P. XIX. 54

(122)

Sodes ic de sylle swa hwaet swa du me byddest
(Truly I you give so what-acc. as you me ask-truly I give
you whatever you ask of me)
St. Mark 290

(123)

9onne mihte me micle dy ed gedolian swa hwaet earfodnessa
swa us on become
"(Then might we much the easier endure so what-acc/nom.
miseries as on us come=then might we much the more easily
endure whatever miseries came to us)
Boeth. X

(124)

Nefne god sylfa, sigora sodeyning, sealde dam de he wolde
(he is manna gehyld) hord openian, efne swa hwylcum manna
swa him gemet du'nte
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(Unless God himself, victories-gen. true
king gave him
that he would (he is men's protector)
hoard open, even so
which-dat. men-gen. as him fitting
seeined=un1ess God Himself, the true king of victories (he
is the protector of
men) gave it to him that he chose,
even to whichever man
seemed fitting to him, to open the hoard)
Beo. 305
In

these examples, the relative clauses are
"in place" in the

main clauses, and we find that the wh-pronouns
have the case marking

demanded by their roles in the main clause.

In

(120), for example,

the pronoun, as the object of the preposition
in has dative case marking, although it plays the role of an accusative
direct object in the

lower clause.

In

(121) the relativized item is

lower clause, but the pronoun

is

the subject of the

dative, as the object of to.

In

(122),

if the pronoun took its case from its role in the lower clause,
we would

expect genitive case marking, because the verb byddan requires
tive object as the thing requested, and so on.

of the pronoun

is

a

geni-

Since the case marking

always determined by its role in the main clause,

I

will assume that the pronouns are the heads of these clauses, generated

where they end up, rather than being moved from
clause.

a

position in the lower

These relatives, then, are parallel to the relatives with

demonstrative pronouns as heads.
How is the second swa in these relatives to be analyzed?

It is

clear that this swa cannot merely be attached to the indefinite pronoun,
as soever in Modern English whosoever

,

etc., since in examples (121),

(123), and (124) swa is separated from the pronoun.

analyze the second swa as

a

I

will therefore

complementizer selected for by the determiner

swa (in both relatives and comparatives).

This situation of

a

deter-
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miner selecting for

a

in Modern English.

When we wish to make

containing such
(125)

,

like

ete

wi

1 1

a

a

close parallel

relative clause on

a

head

we must use the complementizer as:
Such snakes as we saw on Black Mountain
were uninteresting.
*Such snakes that we sa w on Black Mountain were
uninteresting.

a.

b.

I

particular complementizer has

assume, then, that these relatives are formed
exactly

relatives, with the pronouns being the head of the
relative

clauses and the relativized item deleted under identity to
the head.
Since preposition stranding wa s possible

in de_

relatives and relatives

with demonstrative heads, we would expect to find that preposition
stranding was also possible in these relatives with indefinite pronominal

heads, and this prediction is borne out:
(126)

1!3

Se de radost com on done mere aefter daes waeteres styrunge
weard gehaeled fram swa hwilcere untrumnysse swa he on
waes
(He that quickest came in the lake after the-gen. water's
stirring was healed from so which-dat. infirmity as he in
was he who came most quickly into the lake after the stirring of the water was healed from whatever infirmity he
was in)
;;

St.

(127)

John V.4

And heo gefret softnysse odde sarnysse, swa hwaeder swa
heo on bid
(And it feels softness or pain, so which-acc. as it in is=
and it feels softness or pain, whichever it is in)
Ale. P. XI. 218

The underlying structure of (126), then, must be something like
(128), given in two parts:
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(

128 )

se

Adv.

V

PP

pp

I

radost

aefter

swa hwilcere

Comp

/

untrumnysse
|

swa

NP

S

daes wateres
styrunge

\
/

|

he

PP

V
i

waes
on

swa hwilcere

untrumnysse

Relative Deletion then applies in both
following surface structure:

S-j

and S^, giving the
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(

129

)

NP
I

se

radost com

.

.

swa hwilcere

Comp

untrumnysse
swa

3

3.

1.2.1

.

1

.

2

.

3

Free relatives with Wh-Movement

.

We saw in

ect i on

s

that left-dislocated free relatives with demonstrati ve relative

pronouns in Old English were best analyzed as involving movement of
the pronoun.

The same is true of free relatives with indefinite (wh)

pronouns which were left dislocated.

In these relatives we find

that

the case of the pronoun is that of its role within the subordinate,

rather than the main clause.

Also, when the relativized item

is

the

object of a preposition in the subordinate clause, the preposition was

obligatorily pied piped:
(130)

and swa hwaes swa hie rihtlice biddad for dinum naman &
for dinum gearningum hi g hyt onfod
(and so what-gen. as they rightly ask for thy name and
for thy merit, they it receive=and whatever they ask for
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thy name and thy merit, they receive it)
OE p.

3

74.4

(131)

and swa.
man swa nele his ceapes & his waestma
done teodan dael for Godes naman daelan,
donne ne bid
daem selad Drihtnes mildheortnes
(and so which-nom. man as not-will his goods
and his
harvest the tenth part for God's name distribute, then
not is him given Lord's mercy=and whichever man will
not
distribute the tenth part of his goods and his harvest,
then the Lord's mercy will not be given to him)
Blickling p. 49.22

(132)

Fordan de Drihten cwaed to him daet swa hwylcne swa
he on eordan gebunde, daet se waere on heofonuin gebunden
(Because that Lord said to him that so which-acc. as
he on earth bound, that he was in heaven bound^because
the Lord said to him that whichever he bound on earth,
that he was bound in heaven)
B1 ickl

ing p.49.15

(133)

ond durh swa h wel ces b ene swa he gehaeled sy, disses
geleafa & wyrcinis seo lefed God onfenge
(and through so which-gen. prayer as he healed is, thisgen. faith and works be believed God acceptabl e=and
whoever' s prayer his is healed through, let his faith
and works be believed acceptable to God)
Bede II. 2 p.98.31

(134)

And to swa hwilcere leode swa we cumad, we cunnon daere
gerebrd
(And to so which-dat. people as we come, we know their
language=and whichever people we come to, we know their
1 anguage)
Alc.Th.vol .2 p.474.2

(135)

Ond on swa hwel ere sto we swa min drowunge awriten sy
ondman da maersige, afyrr du, drihten from daere stowe
bl indnesse
(And in so which-place as my suffering written is and one
it celebrates, drive you, Lord, from that place blindness=
and whatever place my suffering is written in, Lord, and
is celebrated, drive blindness from that place)
Mart. p. 116.8

Note the returning pronoun in the main clauses.
is not a returning pronoun, but a full

noun phrase.

In

(135)

there

Such examples indi-
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cate that left-dislocated sentences are not formed by

leaving

a

is

movement rule

pronominal copy, but are base generated.

The derivation of (134) would be as follows.
'

a

The deep structure

(136):

(136)

S

cumad

NP

P

^12

I

to

swa hwilcere leode

The surface structure is derived by the application of Relative

Movement:

leode

we

V

cumad

3.1.3

Conclusions about relative claus es.

This concludes our

discussion, for the moment, about Old English relative clauses.

The

theoretical importance of our findings here will be discussed in Cnapte

121

Nine.

To summarize our findings about relative clauses, we have seen
that in relatives where there was direct surface evidence for the move-

ment of

relative pronoun, pied piping was obligatory in Old English.

a

Where there was no such direct evidence, preposition stranding was obligatory.
a

free relatives, we found that sometimes what appeared to be

In

relative pronoun was actually the head of the relative, in which case

we get preposition stranding.

In

left-dislocated free relatives,

vie

found that movement was involved, with obligatory pied piping of prepositions.
3.2

Questions

.

In this section we will

some basic facts about questions in Old English.

discuss very briefly
We will

first consider

direct questions, then indirect ones.
3*2.1

Direct questions

.

Most direct questions in Old English

were parallel to those in Modern English, except that

in

Old English

there was subject-verb inversion between any tensed verb, rather than

just the auxiliaries, and the subject.
tense and number carrier.

Another difference is that in Old English

pied piping was obligatory in questions.
this rule.
(138)

Do was not used as an empty

The following are

a

I

have found no violations of

few examples of direct questions in OE:

Hwelc wife wene we daet se felaspraecea scyle habban, de
simle on oferspraece syngad?
(Which punishment think we that the loqnacious shall have,
that always in loquacity sins?=Which punishment do we
think that the loquacious, who always sins in loquacity,
shall have?)
Sweet CP p. 281 .14
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(139)

Ac hwaet saegst du donne daet sie forcudre donne
sio

ungesceadwisnes?
(But what say you that is wickeder than fool ishriess?=
But what do you say is wickeder than foolishness?)
Boeth.XXXVl .8
(140)

To hwaem locige ic buton to daem eadmodum?
(To whom look I but to the humble?=But to whom
should
look but to the humble?)

I

Sweet CP p.299.19
(141)

And gif ic on his naman adraefe deofla of mannum, on hwaes
naman adraefad eov/re suna donne?
(And if I in his name drive-out devils of men, in whose
name drive-out your sons then?=And if I drive devils out
in his name, in whose name do your sons drive them out?)
Ale. P. IV. 25

(142)

Od hwelce cneorisse sculon cristne men mid heora maeguin
him betweohn in gesinscipe gedeodde beon?
(To which affinity shall Christian men with their kin
them between in marriage joined be=up to what degree of
affinity may Christian men be joined in marriage with
their kin?)
Bede p.68.26

Note that in (138)

a

noun phrase is questioned out of

a

subordi-

nate clause, apparently violating the Tensed S, Specified Subject, and

Subjacency conditions.

Thus, by Chomsky's approach, Old English Ques-

tion Movement would have to involve movement into COMP.

subject of

a

In

(139) the

subordinate clause is questioned, with the complementizer

remaining, apparently violating the Fixed Subject Constraint, along

with the Tensed
common.

For

a

S

and Subjacency conditions.

discussion of the theoretical

Such examples are quite

importance of the Old

English violation of the Fixed Subject Constraint, see Chapter

IX.

Another way in which Old English direct questions differed from
Modern English questions was that it was possible for direct yes-no

questions to begin with hwaede r

,

"whether":
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(144)

Hwaenne mot ic hine geseon? Hwaeder ic mote lybban
oddaet
ic hine geseo?
(When may I him see? Whether I may live until that I
him
see?=When may I see him? May I live until I see him?)
Alc.Th.Vol.I

Note the lack of inversion in the hwaeder question.

p.

136.30

There was

generally no subject-verb inversion in hwaeder questions in which the
truth of

a

wnole clause was being questioned, although inversion was the

rule if only a sub-part of the sentence was being questioned:
(145)

I

will

Hwaeder cwede we de ure de daera engla?
(Whether say we or ours or the-gen. angels-gen.=shall we
say "ours" or "the angels")
Alc.Th.vol.l p. 220. 20

not pursue the question of how these constructions are to be

analyzed in this thesis, but merely point out their existence. 15
3.2.2

Indirect questions

.

A major difference between Old and

Modern English indirect questions is that in Old English, pied piping
of prepositions was obligatory in this construction, while in Modern

English it has become nearly impossible to pied pipe prepositions

indirect questions.

The following are

a

in

few examples of Old English

indirect questions:
(146)

8a ongon heo gelomelice in gesomnunge dara sweostra secan
S ascian, i_n hwel cere stowe dacs mynstres heo woldon daet

heom liictum geseted waere
(Then began she often in meetings the-gen. sisters-gen.
seek and ask, in which-dat. place-dat. the-gen. convent
they would that them cemetery set were=then she began to
often ask and seek of the sisters in meetings in which
place they desired that a cemetery be set for them)
Bede p.284.1
(147)

Seolfa ne cude, durh hwaet his worulde gedal weordan
sceolde
(Self not knew through what-acc. his world-separation
become should-he himself did not know through what his
death should come)
Beo.

3067
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(148)
Ic nat ful

geare ymb hwaet du giet tweost
not-know full well about what-acc. you yet
doubt=I do
not know full well about what you still
doubt)
(I

Boeth.

/

V.

Gehyran we nu forhwon se blinda leoht onfeng
(Hear we now for what-inst. the bling light
received=let
us now hear what the blind man received
light for)

(149)

Blickling p.19.21

Fordaem sio halige gesomnung durh gesceadwisnesse
gesihd
& ongietad of h waem aelc costung cymed
(Because the holy assembly through sagacity sees and
understands from whom-dat. each temptation comes)
Sweet CP p 64 .24

(150)

.

Incidentally, (149) illustrates

a

construction

in

which pied

piping has become impossible in most dialects of Modern English.

We

can no longer say, "For what did you do that," but only "What did
you
do that for."

The question word in (149), hwon

,

instrumental case of the interrogati ve pronoun.
the interrogative case was hwi

,

which became

a

was

a

form of the

The more usual form of
frozen form and is the

ancestor of wh y_.
Mote the apparent violations of Tensed S, Specified Subject, and

Subjacency in (142).

Another fact of interest about Old English indirect questions was
that it (151)
was not possible to form them within infinitival complements.

There are no sentences of the sort

I

don't know how to do it in Old

English.^

On the other hand, it was possible to question out of an

infinitival

phrase to the front of the sentence:
Ac daer du ongeate hwider ic de nu tiohige to laedenne
(But when you understand whither I you now intend to lead=
but when you understand where I intend to lead you now...)
Boeth. XXII. 2 p.51.6

The restriction, then, is not simply on questioning an item with-
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in an

infinitival phrase.

It could be that the question rule simply

did not apply within infinitival phrases, but only within
fully tensed

sentences.

By the movement into COMP approach, we could account
for

this fact by not generating a COMP in infinitival phrases.

Otherwise,

we could formulate the Question Movement rule to apply only to S, not
VP, assuming the infinitival

phrases were just verb phrases.

approach to accounting for the facts would be
to rule out the ungrammatical
The

devise

a

surface filter

outputs.

situation with questions

to that with infinitival

to

Another

relatives.

in

infinitival phrases was similar

We saw earlier that infinitival

relatives in Old English, unlike Modern English, never exhibited relative pronouns, with or without accompanying prepositions.
A final

fact about indirect questions, and one which we will

return to in Chapter Eight, is that the interrogative pronouns never co-

occurred with

de_,

daet , or any other complementizers, unlike the rela-

tive pronouns.
This concludes our discussion of questions in Old English.

Now

we will examine some other types of complements in Old English.
3*3

O ther c omple ments with de and daet

.

In

order to understand

how relatives and interrogatives with wh- that came into the language

Middle English, it will be necessary to take
in Old English.

look at other complements

The complements that we will be interested in here are

those introduced by

de_,

cle, and daet "that".
3.3.1

a

in

which we have already seen as

a

relative parti-

Let us first look at the uses of daet

Baet complements

.

.

The complementizer dae t was homophonous

prowith the neuter singular nominative and accusative demonstrati ve
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nouns.

It is generally assumed that the use of daet
as a complementizer

arose out of its demonstrative use, since Indo-European
apparently had
no complementizers (see Lehmann 1972).

This could happen when daet

was used as a pronoun to refer to the next sentence, as in
he said that
Jot in

left

.

:

The Old English uses of daet were pretty much the same as

its modern uses.

It was used to report discourse indirectly, and similar-

ly, thoughts and beliefs:

(152)

Ba he da Crist cwaed, daet his rice heonon ne waere of
dyssum middangearde , da cwaed Pilatus to him
(When he then Christ said that his kingdom hence not was
of this world, then said Pilate to him=When he, Christ,
said that his coming kingdom was not of this world, then
Pilate said to him.. .)
Ver. 1.178

(153)

We secgad swadeah daet si eadre to betenne da yfelan
gedohtas donne da yfelan daeda
(We say however that are easier to atone the evil thoughts
than the evil deeds=we say however that the evil thoughts
are easier to atone for than the evil deeds)
Ale. P. XV. 99

(154)

Nu we witon sod! ice daet du wast ealle ding
(Now we know truly that you know all things)
Ale. P. VIII. 47

It was also used to introduce clauses of intention or purpose:

(155)

Ba sende he his deowan to dam foresaedum till' urn daet hi
underfengon daes wineardes waestmas
(Then sent he his servants to the aforementioned husbandmen, that they collected the vineyard's fruits=then he
sent his servants to the aforementioned husbandmen so
that they would collect the fruits of the vineyard)
Ale. P. III. 10

(156)

Wepen we on disse med-myclan tide, daet we ne durfon eft
wepan done ungeendon wop
(Weep we in this short time, that we not need after weep
the eternal weeping=let us weep in this short time, that
we need not weep later the eternal weeping)
Ver. IV. 67
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(157)

Eall swa eadlice naeg se aelmightiga
God belucan da deofla
on €iam deorcan fyre, daet hi daeron
cwylmion
(All s ° e a s ily may the almighty
God confine the devils
in the dark fire, that they therein
suffer)
Ale. P. XI. 487

In

conjunction with swa 'so', daet was used to
introduce clauses

of result or extent:
(158)

and da manful lan Iudei swa dyrstige v/aeron
daet hi dorston
hine acwellan
(and tlie wicked Jews so so audacious were that
they dared
hnii kill^and the wicked Jews were
so audacious that they
dared to kill him)
Ale. P. III. 127

(159)

And se Gallicanus weard syddan swa halig daet he wundra
worhte
(And this Gallicanus became afterwards so holy that he
miracles wrought=and this Gallicanus afterwards became
so holy that he wrought miracles)
Ale. P. XXII. 56

Finally, daet was the complementizer used for other sorts of non-

relative or comparative clauses:
(160)

Da wundrode daet wif daet he wolde drincan of hyre faete
(Then marvelled that woman that he would drink of her
vessel =then the woman marvelled that he would drink of
her vessel

Alc.P.V.123
(161)

and him waere selre daet he sodlice ne cude daere sodfaestnysse weg
(and him were better that he truly not knew the truth's
way=and it would be better for him if he truly did not
know the way of the truth)
Ale. P. IV. 255

(162)

synn him waes de gesawon his wundra, daet hi no! don
gelyfan on done leofan Haelerid
(Great sin them was that saw his miracles, that they notwould believe in the dear Savior^it was a great sin to
those who saw his miracles, that they would not believe
in the dear Savior)
Micel

Ale. P. VII. 90
In

general, we can say that daet was the complementizer used
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When nothing in the lower clause,
nor the whole clause itself;
referred
back to anything in the main clause.
Baet was also limited to clause-

initial position; it never followed
a subordinating conjunction,
another

complementizer, or

a

relative or interrogative pronoun.

Baet was even

more limited in this respect in Old
English than in Modern English we
can say things like now that you'
ve left.

I

have nothing , but in Old

English nu 'now', when it introduced
subordinate clauses, was not followed
by daet:

(163)

Hwaet mage we la don, rm des man dus wyrcd
fela tacna?
hat may we do, now this man thus works
(
many signs?)
Angl .Hom.V.4

(164)

Ac se mildheorta Crist wolde him aeteowian,
on his agenuni
gylte, nu he odrum sceolde mannum gemiltsian
on mislicum
gyl turn, nu he eallunge haefd heofonan rices
caege
(But^the mildhearted Christ would him show in his
own
guile, how he other-dat. should men-dat. show-mercy
in various guilts, now he fully has heaven's
kingdom's
key=but the mildhearted Christ would show him in his
own guilt how he should have mercy on the other men in
various sins, now that (i.e. since) he fully has the
key to the kingdom of heaven)
Alc.TH.Vol.2 p.250.4

It should be noted here that in the older texts, that is,
the

ones composed before the end of the tenth century, an augmented form of

daet

,

namely daette was frequently used:
(165)

9a eode he eft Iohannes to dam geat-wearde & aespraec,
daette he Petrus infor-lete
"(Then went he later John to the gate-keeper and spoke,
that he Peter let-in=and then he, John, went and spoke
to the gate-keeper, in order that he let Peter in)
Ver. 1.68

(166)

Nu ic wilnige daette does spraec stigge on daet ingedonc
daes leorneres
(Now I will that this discourse rise in the mind of the
learner)
CP p. 23. 16
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Baer waes swide swete stenc swa daette ealle
da slenan
de daer waeron
(There was very sweet smell so that all those
slept that
there were=there was a very sweet smell, so
that all
those that were there slept)

(167)

B1 ickl ing

p. 145.

29

The form daette was apparently descended from daet+de,
with the
initial

consonant of de assimilating to the final one of daet

possible that daet de was
ot' i-det

,

a

.

It seems

reflex of the earlier demonstrative status

with de appended to show subordination of the second clause to

the first.

know of no evidence, however, to suggest that daette was

I

anything more than

a

variation of daet during the literary period.

There seems to be no reason to analyze daette as

mentizer, or as
While

a

demonstrative pronoun plus

a

complementizer.

assimilated to daet when daet was

de_

did not when daet was clearly

a

sort of double comple-

a

a

complementizer, it

pronoun:

I
com to secenne and to gehaelenne daet de on mancyyne
losode
(I came to seek and to save that that in mankind was-lost=
I
cam to seek and to save that which was lost in mankind)
Ale. Th. XXXVIII

(168)

p.

582

Later authors, such as Aelfric and Wulfstan, who wrote at the end
of the tenth century and the beginning of the eleventh, use only the

simple daet

.

For the use of daet as
see section 3.

1

.

1

relative complementizer in Old English,

.6.

Be c omplements

3.3.2

a

.

Now let us see how de was used as

a

comple-

mentizer, other than in relative clauses.
3.3.2.

1

Be was regularly used to introduce the sentential

ccmple-
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ments of prepositions in conjunction with
is, a preposition which had a sentential

a

demonstrative pronoun.

That

complement was normally followed

by a demons t rat ive pronoun, usually in
the dative or instrumental case,

which was in turn followed by de:
(169)

geleafa is mara donne daere maenigu waere, for dam
we gelyfad on daes lifigendan Godes Sunu
(Our faith is greater than the crowd's was, for
thatdat. that we believe in the living God's Son=our
belief
is greater than that of the crowd's,
because we believe
in the Son of the Living God)
lire

Ale. P. III. 176

(170)

S wa

swa se engel ewaed be him aer dan de he acenned waere
(As the angel said about him before that-inst. that he
born was=as the angel said about him before he was born)
Ale. P. 11.96

(171)

Mid dy de heo gehyrde done fruman daes godcundan tuddres,
da ewaed heo...
(With that-inst. that she heard the beginning this-gen.
divine issue, then said she=when she heard the beginning
of this divine issue, then she said...)
Blickling p. 7

(172)

Mid dan de he dis clypode, da ewaed him sum wif to...
(Wi th that-inst. that he his said, then said him some
woman to=when he said that, then some woman said to him...)
Ver.VIII.46

(173)

He gehaelde his untrumnysse mid dam de he het hine arisan
(He healed his infirmity with that-dat. that he commanded
him rise=he healed his infirmity when he ordered him to
arise)
Ale. P. 11.186

(174)

For dan de du lufudest me, aer dam de middaneard gewurde
(For that-inst. that you loved me," before that-dat. that
earth was=because you loved me before the earth existed)
Ale. P. XI. 532

(175)

9aet mod deah haefd micle frofre on dam de hit gelyfd and
geare wot daet da gel imp and da ungesaelda disse wurlde
ne beod aece
(That mind though has great comfort in that-dat. that it
believes and well knows that the fortunes and misfortunes
this-gen. world not are eternal=the mind, however, has
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great comfort in the fact that it believes,
and knows
well, that the fortunes and misfortunes
of this world are
not eternal
Sol.

(176)

p.

68.6

ac we do aeton mid him, and eac swilce
druncon, aefter
aam de he aras of dam deade gesund...
(But we that ate with him, and also drank,
after that-dat.
that he rose of the death sound=but we who
ate with him,
and also drank, after he rose sound from

death...)
Alc.P. IX. 161

(177)

Swa swa hit seoddan gelamp, xl wintra aefter don de
hie
Crist on rode ahengon
(As it happened afterwards, 40 winters after that-inst.
that they Christ on cross hanged=as it afterwards happened,
40 winters after they hanged Christ on the cross)
Blickling p. 79

(178)

Hys nama is Haelend, for dan de he gehaelp his folc
(His name is Savior, for that-inst. that he helps his
folk=his name is Savior, because he helps his folk)
Alc.P. 11.95

The presence of de was optional

in

these constructions, as the

following examples illustrate, but it was much more common for

dja

to be

present:
(179)

Min gast wynsumad on God minum Halende, fordon he sceawode
da eadmodnesse his deowene
(My spirit rejoices in God my savior, because that-inst.
he showed the condescension his servant=my spirit rejoices
in God my Savior because he showed great condescension to
his servant)
Blickling p. 7

(180)

Utan we nu fordan efstan to Gode, aerdan us se dead gegripe
(Let us now therefore hasten to God, before that-inst. us
the death seize=let us therefore hasten to God, before
death seizes us)
Ver. 11.138

(181)

Ne se goda man ne sceal for hys godnysse. .done synfullan
forseon, for dam hit swa getimad foroft daet se synfulla
mann his mandaede behreowsad
(Nor the good man not shall for his goodness the sinful
despise, for that-dat. it so happens often that the sinful
man his evil -deeds repents=nor shall the good man despise
.
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the sinful because of his goodness, because it often
happens that the sinful man repents of his sins)
Ale. P. VI. 294

The fol lowing is

a

partial

list of the prepositions taking

de_

comple-

ments in Old English:

Construction
aer dan de
aer dam de

^

Meaning (s

before

for dan de
for dam de

because

mid dam de

when
by the fact that,
on condition that

mid dy de

when

aefter dan de
aefter dam de

after

The variation between the instrumental and the dative cases of the demon-

strative pronoun in these constructions reflects the fact that all these

prepositions could govern either the instrumental or the dative case.
The following are examples in which the objects of those prepositions
are in the dative case:
(182)

Ure Haelend Crist ne cymd na to mancynne open lice aeteowed
on dissere weorlde aer dam mice! an daeue donne he mancynne demd
(Our Savior Christ not comes not to mankind openly revealed
cn this world before the-dat. great day-dat. when he mankind judges=our Savior Christ will not come openly revealed
to mankind in this world before the great day when he

judges mankind)
Ale. P. XVIII. 383

(183)

9a wunode he twegen dagas on daere ylcan stowe, and aefter
dam ewaed to his leorningcnihtum. .
(Then dwelled he two days in the same place, and aiteif *-hatin the
dat. said to his disci pi es=then he dwelled two days
same place, and after that said to his disciples...)
Ale. P. VI. 19
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(134)

0a waeron da cild mid hira blodc gefullode ond da
modor
tearum gefullode for dam sare de hie aet dam

mid[ dam

cildum gesawon
(Then were the children with their blood baptized and
the
mothers with the-dat. tears baptized for the-dat. sorrow
that they at the children experienced=then the children
were baptized with their blood, and the mothers were
baptized with their tears for the sorrow they experienced
on account of the children)
Mart, p.10.7
Compare these with the following examples, where the objects of
the same prepositions are in the instrumental:
(185)

Hio donne aefter dan gedale aslidan scile in da ecean
helle-wi tu
(It then after the-inst. separation slide shall into
the eternal hel l-punishments=it then shall slide after
the separation into the eternal punishments of hell)
Ver. 11.87

(186)

Rade aeft er do_n on fagne flor feond treddode
(Soon after that-inst. on shining floor enemy trod=soon
after that the enemy trod on the shining floor)
Beo. 724

(187)

Aer don we waeron steopcild geworden
(Before that-inst. we were stepchildren become=before that,
we had become stepchildren)
Blickling p. 107

(188)

Utan we nu fordan efstan to Gode
(Let us now for that-inst. hasten to God=let us now therefore hasten to God)
Ver. 11.138

(189)

Ca het he sumne scinlaecan him sellan etan daet flaesc,
daet waes geattred mid dy werrestan attre
(Then ordered he some sorceror him give eat the meat that
was poisoned with the-inst. worst poison=then he ordered a
sorceror to give him meat to eat that was poisoned with

the worst poison)
Mart.

p.

82.6

The instrumental case was already moribund by the time of the old-

est texts, having in most cases collapsed with the dative.

It remained

only in the masculine and neuter demonstratives, and in some adjectival
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declensions.
tential

The instrumental forms of the demonstratives in
these sen-

complements of prepositions lingered on after the
instrumental

case had disappeared in English.
is

Nevertheless, the important point here

that in Old English, when the instrumental case still
enjoyed

a

limited

Productivity, the instrumental demonstrative pronouns are found
in these

complements after just tne prepositions which could govern the
instrumental

,

as the dative ones are found after prepositions
which could

govern die dative.

In

contrast to this, the prepositions durh 'through'

and od 'until', which normally governed the accusative, were followed

^

daet, rather than don or dam

lement.

,

when they introduced

a

sentential comp-

Examples (190) and (191) show that these prepositions could

govern the accusative, while (192) through (194) illustrate their use
in

subordinate clauses:
(190)

Burh da_ duru we gad in
(Through the-f.a.s. door-f.a.s. we go in)
Alc.Gr.47

(191)

Ac he heold witodlice daet weorc him sylfum od da geendunge
dysre worulde
(But he holds truly that work him self until the-f.a.s.
ending-f.a.s. this-gen. world=but he truly keeps that work
to himself until the end of the world)
Ale. P. VI. 129

(192)

Baet hy & heora yldran me swa gegremedan durh daet hy noldan
mine lage healdan
(That they and their ancestors me so angered through thatacc. they not-would my law hold=that they and their ancestors so angered me through not holding my law)
Wulf p. 71
.

(193)

ac hira bliss ne bid na swadeah gewanod durh daet daet
hi geseod da synfullan on witum
(but their bliss not is not however diminished through thatacc. that they see the sinful in punishment=but their
bliss is not diminished, however, through seeing the sinful

in

punishment)
Ale. P. XI. 264
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(194)

9a sceolon to witum faran, and of dam witum
drowian. od

daet hi wurdon claene
(They shall to punishments go, and in the punishments
suffer, until that-acc. they become clean-they
shall go
to punishments, and remain in the punsihments,
until they
become clean)
Ale. P. XI. 188
It may be that the daot in some of these
examples

is

a

izer, rather than a neuter accusative demonstrative
pronoun.

even if it was

a

complementHowever,

complementizer, it seems clear that the reason these

prepositions took daet instead of don or

darn

is

that they normally took

accusative, rather than dative or instrumental objects, and the comple-

mentizer daet was homophonous with the demonstrative pronoun appropriate
for these prepositions.

The fact that in the sentential complements of

prepositions, the demonstrative pronouns appear in the case one would
expect of the objects of the yiven preposition suggests that the demon-

strative pronouns in these constructions are in fact the objects of the
prepositions, and that aer don
pression meaning "before."

,

for example, is not just

a

frozen ex-

This hypothesis finds diachronic support in

the fact that when all case marking disappeared in the demonstrative pro-

nouns, don and dam in these constructions were replaced by that
had become the universal

,

which

form of the demonstrative, indicating that these

constructions were still analyzed as containing demonstrative pronouns.
The following examples from the Ormulum, written around the year 1200,

illustrate this point:
(195)

& affter datt tatt he v/aes dead ne toe sho widd nan oderr
(and after 'that that he was dead, not took she with none
other=and after he was dead, she did not take up with any

other)
Orm. 7667
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(196)

Biss ill ke Ezeckiel wass an wurrdfull & heh
profete full
mikell fresst biforrenn datt datt Crist comm
her to manne
(This same Ezekiel was a honorable and high
prophet full
great time before that that Christ came here to
man=this
Ezekiel was a honorable and high prophet a long
time before Christ came here as a man)
Orm. 5800

Since there are two occurrences of that in these
examples, the

first cannot be

a

complementizer, but must be

to say that none of

a

pronoun.

This is not

the constructions under discussion became "frozen."

(197)
remained
as "because," even though the instrumental case was long

gone:

Acc ure Laferrd Crist ne wass durrh nan fandige wundedd,
forrdi datt he forrsoc to don de lade gastesse wille
(But our Lord Christ not was through no temptation wounded,
because that he refused to do the loathsome spirit's
will=but our Lord Christ was not wounded through any
temptation, because he refused to do the loathsome's
spirit's will
Orm. 11803
The important point, however, is that not all of these construc-

tions became so frozen.
I

propose that constructions such as for don de, aer don de, etc.

be analyzed as having the following structure, or one similar to it:

(198)

Under this analysis, these structures are exactly like relative clauses,
except that there is no shared material in the upper and lower clauses.
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Instead, the head of the clause, in these cases

demonstrative pronoun,

a

tefeis to the whole subordinate clause, as in Modern
English the fact that,
E-fyr.

s

ugges ti on that

,

t he

idea that

,

lower clause coreferential with fact

etc. when there is no HP
,

suggestion

or idea.

,

in

the

If the sugges-

tion that these constructions are a type of relative clause
is correct,
v,e

now have an explanation for why these clauses have do, rather
than

daa^t,

as a complementizer, since 4e_ was the normal

complementizer for

relatives.
We saw earlier that the usual complementizer for clauses of pur-

pose or extent was daet

.

strative pronoun head and
cases, we find daet

,

What happens if such
is

a

clause also has

the object of a preposition?

rattier than

die,

In

a

demon-

these

so it seems that meaning, rather

than structure, may have been the more important factor in the selection
of complementizers.
(199)

The relevant constructions are the following:

Construction

Meaning(s)

to don daet
to dam daet

to the end that,
so that

for don daet
for dam daet

so that

to daes Adj. daet
to dam Adj. daet

in order that

so Adj.

that

Examples
(200)

Nis daet; to wundrigenne deah de he waere costod se to don
com daet he acweald beon wolde
(not- is that to wonder though that he were tempted, who to
that- i ns t. came that he killed be would=it is not to be
wondered at that he was tempted, who came in order that
he be killed)
Blickling p. 33
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(

201

)

9a saende he his moder da halgan
faemnan elenan mid myclum
werode to dare wuldorful lan hierusalem
to dam daet hio
daer ofaxian da halgan rode
(Then sent he his mother the holy
woman Helena with great
company to. the wonderful Jerusalem
to that-dat. that she
un e inquire the holy cross=then
he sent his mother, the
o y woman Helena, to
Jerusalem to inquire about the holy
M.

(

202 )

Halgan Rode

p.

7

6od_ laett libben da

yfele maenn for dan daet qode beon
durh heom gefandode
(God lets live the evil men for that-inst.
that good be
through them tested=God lets evil men live
so that the
good may be tested through them)
Warner XLV. p.142.22

(203)

Ac da yflan for hiora yflum weorcum waeron
gewitnode &
oferswidde, for daem daet da witu gestirden odrum daet
hi
swa gedon ne dorsten
^But the evil for their evil works were punished and
overcome, for that-dat. that the punishments stirred others
that they so do not dared~but the evil were punished for
their evil works and overcome, in order that the punishments might move others not to dare to do as they had

done)

Boeth.XXXIX.il
p. 134.4
(204)

Waes se winter eac dy geare to daes grim daet maniq man
his feorh for cyle gesealde
(Was the winter also that year to that-gen. cold that
many man his life for cold lost=the winter was also so
cold that year that many a man lost his life on account
of the cold)
Blickling p. 213

(205)

Fordan ne bid naefre se man to dam swide synful , daet
him symle ne sie sio bot alyfedu
(Because not is never the man to that-dat. very sinful,
that him truly not be the assistance granted=because a
man is never so sinful that assistance will not be granted
to him)
Ver. 11.136

A few words need to be said about to dam and to daes as "to the

extent."

Both the dative and the genitive cases could be used to ex-

press extent.- although it is difficult to find examples where the extent
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is not

expressed in
(206)

a

whole clause:

9aet he das halgan tide gehealde mid claenuni faestene
to
anes maeles
(The he the holy time held with clean fast to one-gen.
meal -gen. -that he held this holy time with a clean fast
to the extent of (eating only) one meal)

Wulf.285.1
(207)

...to anum maele faestende
(to one meal fasting=fasting to the extent of (eating
only) one meal)

Alf.S.I. p.20.42

The fact that when

to_,

denoting extent, introduces

a

subordinate clause,

it takes the same cases of its objects as in simple sentences is further

support for the analysis in (198).
We may conclude that in Old English, de was basically limited to

being

a

relative complementizer, while daet was used for all sorts of

other complements, except comparative clauses, especially clauses of purpose and result or extent.

In the

de and daet is quite clear-cut.

older texts, the distinction between

For dam de always means "because," for

dam daet always means "so that," etc.

However, just as daet was occa-

(208)

sionally used in ordinary relative clauses, it was also beginning to
creep into these complements of prepositions

,

although rarely, in the

late tenth century texts:
Ac daes wundredon men, na fordi daet hit mare wundor
waere, ac fordi d aet hit waes ungewunelic
(But this-gen^ wondered men, not for that-inst. that it
greater wonder was, but for that-inst. that it was
unusual =but men wondered at this, not because it was a
greater wonder, but because it was unusual)
Alc.Th. p. 1 84.29
In

Chapter Eight we shall see how daet replaced de everywhere.
3. 3. 2. 2

Beah de.

One type of clause regularly introduced by de
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was the type that began with deah "although".

This construction does

not conform to the types discussed above, since
it has no nominal head
bin.

is

introduced by de.

nominal head, since deah

a

We would not expect this sort of clause to
have
,

which also meant "however" in

tence, could not take objects.
t

equi red de

,

rather than daet

,

What

is

a

simple sen-

problematic is the fact that deah

as a complementizer:

waeron daes Haelendes gewitan, deah de hi hine dacjyt
ne cudon
(They were the Savior's witnesses, though that they him
then-yet not knew=they were the Savior's witnesses,
although they did not yet know him)
Alc.Th. p.84.4

(209)

Hi

(210)

Swa eac de ne fremad, deah de du da halgan lare gehyre,
butan du hi to godum weorcum awende
(So also thee not help, though that you the holy teaching hear, without you it to good works turn=so it also
does not profit you, though you hear the holy doctrine,
if you do not turn it to good works)
Alc.Th. vol .2 p.402.3

(211)

daet he haefde mod mi cel, deah de he his magum naere
arfaest aet ecga gelacum
(That he had courage great, though that he his kin notwere kind at sword play=that he had great courage, though
he was not kind to his kin at sword-play)
Beo.

I

have found no examples of deah daet

satisfactory explanation for deah de

,

I

.

1167

do not have any very

although it seems possible that the

presence of de is due to the fact that deah clauses, although they had
not heads, had

a

relative-clause like meaning.

paraphrased by "in spite of the fact that."
pi

That is, they could be

It should be noted here that

"if" was never followed by a complementizer in Old English, whether

de or daet.
3. 3. 2. 3

Other de complements

.

A few other types of complements
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beginning with de remain to be mentioned.
hwile "while" took

First, clauses headed by da

de_:

helpan ure sylfra da hwile de we magan
& motan
(and help our selves the while that
we can and niay=and
help ourselves while we can and may)

(212)

&

Wulf.III.75
Daes marines sawul is belocen on his
lichaman da hwile de
he lybbende bid
(The man's soul is locked in his body the
while that he
living is-man s soul is locked in his body while
he is

(213)

1

iving)
P. XI. 481

Since hwi
d_a,

w hi

t.h

1

was

a

feminine noun, as reflected in the determiner

the accusative feminine singular form, these clauses are

is

exactly parallel to the complements of the fact that

presence of de is predictable.
use of hwi

1

The following

is

,

etc., and the

an illustration of the

as a noun in a simple sentence:

Waes seo hwi 1 mice!
(Was the while great=it was

(214)

a

great while)
Beo.

A second type of complement was headed by dy laes

the instrumental

form of the determiner.

in Old English in t he m ore, the tireder

we shall see

in

'lest'.

de_

Note

1

This was the case always used
etc.

(see Chapter Four).

the discussion of comparatives, any clause with

its head required a

construction.

,

,
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As

dy_ in

complementizer, no matter what the meaning of the

Therefore the appearance of de after dy laes

is

expected.

Some examples:
(215)

Heald de nu heonon ford daet du ne syngie, dy laes de de
sum ding wyrse gelimpe
(Hold you now hence forth that you not sin, the less that
you some thing worse happen=be careful now that you do not
sin henceforth, lest something worse happen to you)
Ale. P. 11.55
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(216)

We ne durran gelencgan na leng dysne
traht...de laes de*
eower sum ceorige on mode
(We not dare lengthen no longer this
exposition the less
that you-gen. some complain in mind=we dare not
extend
this exposition any longer, lest some of you
complain in
your minds)
Ale. P. VI. 367

Finally, there are
nouns as heads.

d!e_

These fail

complements with genitive demonstrative prointo two types.

First, some verbs in Old

English took genitive objects:
(217)

Drihten, gehelp ure
(Lord, help our=Lord, help us)
Ale. P. XVII. 209

(218)

Hie Gode dancundan daes sig es
(They God-dat. thanked the-m.g.s. victory-m.g.s.=
they thanked God for the victory)
Blickling p.203.33

(219)

Ba baed he done halgan were daes feos
(Then asked he the-acc. holy man the n.g.s. money-n.g.s.=
then he asked the holy man for the money)

Alc.Th.Vol .2 p.178.1

These verbs sometimes take
is

a

complement with

a

head, and the head

then genitive, as one would expect:
(220)

Ac we sculon doncian deodne maerum awa to ealdre daes de
us se eca cyning on gaeste wlite forgiefan wille
(But we shall thank lord great ever to age that-gen. that
us the eternal king in spirit beauty give will=but we
shall thank the great lord for ever and ever that the
eternal king will give us beauty in spirit)
Ex. Wonders. 31

(221)

Heom donne on daeg Crist sylfa to clypad & luflice
gedancad daes de hi on life him rihte gehyrdon
(Them then on day Christ self to speaks and lovingly thanks
that-gen. that they in life him rightly obeyed=on that
day Christ himself will speak to them, and lovingly thank
them for obeying him in life)
Wulf.VII. p. 145

However, verbs like donci an did not have to have an HP object wnen

M3
they took

a

complement.

complement of doncian
(222)

,

In the cases

where there

we find daet as

a

is no head to the

complementizer:

Ic dancige de daet du me
geladodest to dinum wistum
thank you that you invited me to your
feast)

U

Bright 84.17
This shows that it is not the verb
itself which requires the

complementizer

<Je,

but the fact that the clause has

The second type of clause with
a

temporal clause meaning "after".
(223)

a

head.

a

genitive demonstrative head was

The following are some examples:

On dam feowerteogedan daege daes de he of
deade aras he

astah to heofonum
(On the-dat. fortieth day that-gen. that
he of death arose
he ascended to heaven~on the fortieth day after
ho arose
he ascended to heaven)
Ale. P. XI .a. 153

(224)

Cud is daette nrade Drihten, daes de he of dam fulwihtes
baede eode, da faestte he sona
(Certain is that quickly Lord, that-gen. that he of the
baptism's bath went, then fasted he soon=it is known
that the Lord, fasted soon after he went from the bath of
baptism)

Blickling p.27
i

he use of the genitive here is again predictable, since the geni-

tive is used to mean "after" in simple sentences:
(225)

Ond da daes aefter sectene gearum da forlet he done
laemnan ofn daes maenniscan lichoman
(And then this-gen. after sixteen years then left he the
earthen furnace the human body=and sixteen years after
this he left the earthen furnace of the human body)
Mart, p.18.11

(226)

Ba on daere eahtodan nihta hyre fulwihtes da gegyrede heo
hy mid haerenre tunecan
(Then on the eighth night her baptism-gen. then dressed
she her with hair tunic=then on the eighth night after
her baptism she dressed herself in a tunic of hair)
Mart, p 190.27
.

Assuming that daes de

5

has a structure like

a

relative clause.
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the de is also predictable.
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Footnotes to Chapter Three

(n

azm

dt

1,1

spro e the laim of Sever and Langendoen
y
(1971)
?
re ^ atl ve clauses introduced solely
by the

^

relative
particle |e, the shared nominal could be
deleted only if it was the
'r

,

SS ’° n ° f

see Kennedy

(192o“

^ Mst0ry

°f

Verbs with P refixes in English,

Chomsky and Lasnik further claim that there
is no Fixed Subject
Constraint, but rather a surface filter which rules
out the ungrammatical sequences.
See Chapter Nine for further discussion
Zj.

u0an rlaling has informed me that Modern Norwegian is
another case
or a language with no pronoun drop rule which
violates the Fixed

Subject
Annie Zaenen informs me that the same is true of her dialect
Dy tch.
Iherefore, it seems that there is no validity to the claim
0;
tnat only languages with free pronoun drop rules permit violations
of
the Fixed Subject Constraint, although it does seem to be true that
sucn violations are more common in pronoun-drop languages.

Constraint.

5

It should be noted that this is merely an informal way of stating the rule.
In the notation adopted by Bresnan (1976a), it will not
be necessary to formulate the rule as moving three items.
Rather it
will be stipulated that terms 2 through 6 must together constitute an
"S ,
terms 3. through 5 constitute an X, etc.
In this way we merely state
that the X made up of terms 3 through 5 is moved.
Furthermore, we can
state that this term is Chomsky-adjoined to the S" made up of terms 2
through 6 without making use of a bracket in the structural chain.

g

Similar arguments exist for the complementizer status of relative that in Modern English.
See footnote 11 below.
^The exact mechanism involved in the use of the returning pronoun
not crucial here, but a few observations are in order.
First, if
the returning pronoun is a copy of the moved material, it cannot be an
exact copy.
In (55) the relative pronoun is nominative, while the
returning pronoun is genitive.
In (56) and (57), the returning pronoun
is a personal pronoun, while the relative pronoun is of course demonstrative.
One possibility is that an appropriate pronoun is simply insrted in the "hole" left by the moved material, and its form is determined by its role in the lower clause, rather than directly by its relaUnder the trace theory of movement,
tionship with the relative pronoun.
the trace left by the movement of the relative pronoun would mark the
is
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spot for insertion.
The nominative case marking on the relative pronoun in
(55) is
rather problematic.
Without a returning pronoun in the lower clause, a
genitive relative pronoun would never "attract" into the case of the
head of the relative, as appears to havn happened here.
This fact
suggests that perhaps there is no movement in this example, and the
relative pronoun is generated where it appears.
In (56), on the other
hand, there must be movement, since the relative pronoun has the case
of its role in the lower clause, rather than the case of the head.
The
important fact for us here is that in examples such as (56), we have
both movement and a returning pronoun, so the returning pronoun cannot
be base generated.
g

In is listed in Bosworth and Toller's dictionary as being only
preposition, although it is sometimes used as a variant of inn which
is an adverb meaning 'in, within.'
In ne was only an adverb, meaning
'within, in, indoors.'
I nnan
could be either an adverb or a preposition, meaning 'within, in, into, from within.'

a

,

g

For

a

discussion of the form daette

,

see section 3.3.1.

^For a discussion of the use of daet with eal
English, see McIntosh (1947).

in Old and

Middle

^For arguments that Modern English that in relative clauses is
not a pronoun, see Bresnan (1972) and Jespersen (1904-1949).
1

As mentioned earlier, it was more common for daet to appear with
It seems likely that this is due to the homophony of the
neuter heads.
complementizer da et and the neuter nominative and accusative pronouns.
^

3

required

The pronoun is in the dative case because
a dative subject.

d vrs

tan "to thirst"

14

Hov/ever, such wh~ headed relatives with preposition stranding
I
believe that this is because with wh_-relatives, left
were rare.
much more common than "in place" relatives, a situation
was
dislocation
exactly opposite to that with free relatives with demonstrative proThere are no counterexamples that I have found to the generalizanouns.
tion that preposition stranding was obligatory in "in place" wh-relahave found pied piping of prepositions only in the leftI
tives.
dislocated wh-relati ves
15

Traugott (1972), evidently unaware of the fact that inversion
only part of the
was possible in Old English in hwaeder questions when
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sentence'was being questioned, says
(p. 119) that the order whether
verb subject was an innovation of
Middle English.
But the facts found
S WrUl
S (up n which T au
9 0tt bases her statement)
n kp

thf

pn ?f

e

^

of the
sentence is questionedr

seem
?
r
0f 0Id English, with inversion
when a sub-part
9 qUeStl0ned ’ and n0 Aversion when the
whole

Wher shal I calle you my lord daun
John or daun Thomas, or elles
daun Albon?
(Whether shall I call you my lord Don John,
or Don Thomas, or
else Don Albon-Shall I call you my lord
Don John, or Don Thomas,
or else Don Albon?
Ch.B.Mk. 3118

Wheither seistow this is ernes t or in play?
(Whether say you this in earnest or in jest=Do
you say this
earnest or in jest?)

in

Ch.A.Kn. 1125

But whethir swiche men ben freendes at nede, as
ben conseyled
by fortune and nat be vertu?
(But whether such men are friends at need, as are
counseled by
fortune and not by virtue?=But are such men, who are counseled
by fortune and not by virtue, friends at need?)
Ch.Bo.3.5 735-40.

Lord, whether thou yit thenke upon Criseyde!
(Lord, do you still think about Cressida?)
Ch.TC 734
16
I

base this conclusion on my own observations of the texts, but

it was also reached by Visser (1963) (p. 976).
01 d Engl i sh was far from unique in its restriction against ques-

tions within infinitival phrases.
Modern German does not allow such
questions, nor does Modern Swedish.
I
have been informed by Anke de
Rooij and Annie Zaenen that such questions are also generally impossible in Dutch, although questions on simple neuter objects are much more
acceptable than one on preposi tional phrases or' non-neuter objects.
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CHAPTER

IV

4.0
COMPARATIVE CLAUSES IN OLD ENGLISH

Introduction

In this

chapter we will explore certain aspects of
comparative

clauses in Old English.

Section 4.1

is a

discussion of the heads of

comparative clauses, in which we will see that there
is no reason to
postulate an underlying more in Old English compared
adjectives.

In

4.1

section 4.2
rule and

tures

a

I

argue that Old English had both

a

Comparative Deletion

Comparative Movement rule, which applied to different struc-

.

The Structure of the Heads of Comparatives

In this

chapter

I

will discuss certain aspects of the structure

of the heads of comparative clauses in Old English.

We will

see that

there is no reason to posit an underlying quantifier in the Old English

equivalents of tal 1 er

,

etc., an analysis which has been proposed for

4.1.1

Modern English by Bresrian (1973).
Before discussing the question of whether compared adjectives

in

Old English had underlying quantifiers, it is necessary to see why one

might want to adopt such an analysis for Modern English.
Much deletion

.

In

her important investigation into the

structure of Modern English comparative clauses, Bresnan (1973) noted
that while most quantifiers may appear with determiners, the compara-
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tive forms of those quantifiers may not:
(1

)

a.

Too many appl es

b.

so

c.

as many men

d.

*so less fruit

e.

*too fewer apples

f.

*as fewer men

much fruit

Bresnan proposed to account for this fact by analyzing
the compar-

ative ending er as
is

a

determiner like so, too,

1

obligatorily shifted around the quantifier by

cizing

etc.

as_,

a

This determiner

rule of er-Encliti-

presented informally by Bresnan as follows:

,

Er-Encliticizing (Bresnan)

(2)

Later rules of suppletion substitute more for many+er and much+er and
1

ess for

1

1

ttle^er

With er as

.

a

determiner, the impossibility of

* too

more

,

etc.

is

accounted for since the underlying structures for these impossible combinations would have two determiners

in

hand, too many more, so much less

and as many fewer are possible, since

in

,

one determiner slot.

On the other

these constructions there are two quantifiers, and one determiner per

quantifier:
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(

3

)

Q
,Q

Det
I

^Q 1
I

too

many

many

brosnan assumes that compared adjectives like more intelligent
and

j_ess_ in tel

1

igent are derived from underlying structures in which

mo re and less are quantifiers:

or

much
1 i ttle

intelligent

As Bresnan notes, there is a problem with this analysis as it

stands.

If structure (4)

is

correct, we would expect non-compared quanti-

fiers to be able to appear before adjectives, giving such ungrammatical

sequences as * much int elligent ,

*1 it tle

reasonable

.

This fact, Bresnan

says, shows that one of the following alternatives must be true:
(5)

a.

More does not derive from er much er many or it derives
from these forms everywhere except before adjectives.

b.

Mor e does derive from er much, er many everywhere in
deep structure, but there is a rule deleting much obligatorily when it modifies adjectives and adverbs.

,

;

I
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Bresnan adduces evidence in favor of the second alternative, noting
that
LTH£!l

remains before compared adjectives, but not before non-coinpared ones:
(6)

*as much intelligent
as intelligent
as much more intelligent
as much taller
*as taller

Since much can appear before
by using more or the suffix

compared adjective whether it is compared

a

e_r,

Bresnan concludes that compared adjectives

like tal 1 er are derived from more tal l, and proposes

a

rule of much

deletion to account for the facts in (1):
(7)

Much Deletion (Bresnan)
much

A]

* 0 /

Ap

Bresnan assumes that much deletion applies after er-Encl i ticizing,
so that much deletion does not apply if er has been encliticized to the

quantifier, as in (8):
(

8)

2

A

et
I

0

A

Q

/ \
much

'

er

intelligent

Much deletion is blocked here because

er.

intervenes between much and the

adjective.

Some problems which have been raised with Much

discussed in Chapter Eight.

D eletion will

be

For the moment, let us address ourselves

to the question of whether such an analysis can be justified for Old

English.

besides
For discussions about Modern English comparatives, see,
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Bresnan's article just discussed, Selkirk
(1970), Bresnan (1975a), Andrews
(1975), and Jackendoff (forthcoming).

4.1.2

Old English compared adjectives

4. 1.2.1

Assumptions.

.

As a preliminary to our discussion of
Old

English comparatives, it is necessary to make
explicit some assumptions

about the structure of noun phrases, adjective
phrases, and quantifier
pnrases.

I

will

adopt here for Old English basically the system
proposed

for these phrases in Modern English by Jackendoff
2
(forthcoming), with

some modifications which will be noted.

It

is

beyond the scope of this

discussion to go in detail into Jackendoff's system, but the
basic features of interest to us here will be outlined.

Jackendoff postulates four levels to each of these types of phrases,
the X

3

,2

X

,

,1

,

X

,

q

and X levels.

At the X" level of the noun phrase, for

example, we find genitive phrases and determiners:
3

(9)

N

3
N

N

Dct

N

John's
the

2

1

N

boat

Adjective phrases are generated at the
phrases:

?

N

level, as are quantifier
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(

10

.,3
)

V

Det

\

Det

/

1

the

A

3

1

the

Q

|

|

1

A
1

V

3
i

I

2

N

N

1

1

1

i

1

A

boat

I

1

men

Q

|
i

A

Q
i

|
1

1

red

At the N

many

1
1

evel

as partitive phrases

are generated certain complements

c

J
:

(ID

1

Q

PRO

of the men

l

Q
!

many
The major difference between Jackendoff's structures and those of
Bresnan is that in Bresnan's system, the determiner is generated at the
2

N

level, while Jackendoff generates it at

3
tiie

N

Therefore, re-

level.

cursion within the quantifier phrase takes place at the Q

3

level within

Bresnan's system, but within the determiner in Jackendoff's:
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(Bresnan)

(12)

much

(13)

(Jackencioff)

i

Q

much

Which of these formulations is correct is not crucial to our dis-

cussion here.

The issue at stake is whether compared adjectives should

be analyzed as containing an underlying quantifier.
4

.

1

.

2.2

Much and

l

it tle

in O ld E nglish.

The justification

positing an underlying more in Modern English compared adjectives

fo

is that
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semantically similar comparatives such as
more
have identical syntactic distributions.
is no such

parallelism.

i

ntelligent and taller

However, in Old English there

Old English, in traditional terms, had
only

synthetic" comparatives, that is, comparatives
formed by means of

a

suffix, as opposed to "analytic" comparatives,
that is, those built up

of more than one word, such as more intellige
nt.

justification for positing an underlying more

in

Thus, there is no

Old English compared

adjectives.
The comparative suffix for adjectives in Old English
was ra.

compared adverbs, it was or (with some phonological variations).
pared adjectives could

1

For

Com-

urther be declined according to the weak adjec-

tival declension.

Just as there were no analytic comparatives in Old English, there
were no analytic superlatives.

The superlative suffix ost (or ast) was

used for both adjectives and adverbs.
For

a

discussion of the advent of analytic comparatives and super-

latives in Middle English, see Chapter Eight.

Although the Old English equivalent of more was not used to compare adjectives or adverbs in Old English, the form ma "more" did exist,
but only as the (suppletive) comparative form of the quantifier or adverb micle "much" (and sometimes, "many"):
(14)

Ac hi oferwunnon mi cel e ma donne daer genamode waeron
(But they conquered many more than there named were=but they
conquered many more than were named there)
Alc.Th.vol .2 p 21 8.26
.

(15)

Swa mi ccle ma da gesceawiad da opennysse daere godcundan
onl ihtnysse
(So much more they behold the openness the-gen. divine
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enlightenment-gen. =they behold so much more
the openness of
the divine enlightenment)
Alc.S.XXII Ib.41
(16)

Hit mare daes_ landes forbaernde donne
hit aefre aer dyde
(It more the-gen. land-gen. burned-up
than it ever earlier
did=it burned up more of the land than
it ever did before)
Oros. p.220. 16

(17)

Ic
(I
i

t

wolde giet hi s mare aet de geheran
'/.ould yet it-gen. more at thee
hear=I would hear more of
from you)
Boeth. XXXV.

Micle was originally
>..iid

a

2

p.96.7

form of the adjective mice! "great, large,"

it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
the adverb or quantifier

from the adjective.
mara_,

The ordinary compared form of the adjective was

while the normal form for the adverb or quantifier was ma, although

mare is also found here.

quantifier modifies

a

Mare seems to be especially used when the

noun, as in (16) and (17), as opposed to when it

stands by itself, as in (14) and (15).
•Notice that in

(16) and (17) the noun phrases modified by mare

are in the genitive case.

Most quantifiers in Old English, along with

numerals, induced genitive case marking on the noun phrases they modified just in case the noun phrase was definite (either

taining
is

a

definite determiner), giving

parallel

a

a

pronoun or con-

partitive construction.

This

to the situation in Modern English where of is found between

many quantifiers (such as many ) and definite noun phrases.

In

Old

English the genitive case was not normally (although it was occasionally)
expressed by the preposition of, either after quantifiers or nouns:
(18)

.mid monigfaldum sar e daes mo des a d aes flaesces
(with manifold pains the-gen. mind-gen. and the-gen.
flesh=with manifold pains of the mind and the flesh)
.

.

CP p 251 .11
.
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and da dry getacnodon done dryfealdan
dead daere svnfnli™
1
sawle
If nd the three betokened the-m.a.s. threefold death-m.a.s.
tlie-f.g.s. sinful-f.g.s. soul -f.g.s. =
and the three betokened the threefold death of the sinful soul)

(19)

Alc.P.V.172
(20)

swa swa heora rnaen ig dyde
(as they-genf many did=as many of them did)
Ale. S. XXVII. 183

(21)

A l
da era de synne wyred, he bid donne daere synne deow
(Lach those-gen. that sin performs, fie is then the-gen.
sin's servant-each of those that performs sin, he is the
servant of the sin)

Alc.Th.vol.2 p.223.3
that in (17) and (20)

iNOte

fier.

It

the genitive pronoun precedes the quanti-

was in general possible for

a

genitive noun phrase to either

precede or follow the rest of the material in the NP of which it was

daughter, whether the other material was
material.

a

a

quantifier or other nominal

Genitive pronouns nearly always preceded the material they

modified or which modified them, while full noun phrases sfiowed more
flexibility.

A reflex of this optional ity in Modern English is the

alternation between John

's

death and the death of John

,

But with

etc.

quantifiers, only the structure with of has survived.
When the quantifier precedes

a

(genitive) definite NP, there is no

possibility of its being an adjective, since adjectives did not precede
determiners or pronouns, nor induce genitive case marking on nouns.
If Old English compared adjectives are not to be analyzed as

having an underlying mi cl e+er

would be to analyze er as

While Bresnan

's

a

,

how are they to be analyzed?

One way

determiner, following Bresnan and Jackendoff.

system did not allow for determiners of adjectives,

Jackendoff does postulate

a

determiner or degree node under A

comparable

158
to that under

and Q^.

In this way,

so much and so tall

etc.

,

are

generated in parallel fashion, without much
deletion:

too

so
too
as

|

as

Q

A
l

A

I

much

tall

Since there is no evidence for an underlying much+
er in Old English

comparatives, if er is
A

3
,

as well

as Q

a

determiner, then it must be

a

determiner of

3

just like so and

,

t

er

A^

A
tall

However,

I

will

adopt the assumption that adjective phrases have

determiners (in both Old and Modern English), but not the assumption that
er is a determiner.

Instead,

I

will

analyze er as

a

simple suffix, both

of quantifiers and adjectives, similar to other case endings.

problem that

I

The only

know of with this approach is the fact that it gives us

no direct way to account for the facts presented in (1).

In Old English,

as in Modern English, quantifiers did not generally modify adjectives,

unless the adjective was either compared or preceded by
(24)

a

determiner:

Se laece bid micles to b eald
(The doctor is much too bold)
CP p.61.2
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(25)

nici es to foal a wind wid gocyndo
(They-gen. much too many war with
kind-much too many of
them war with their own kind)

Booth. Met.

13.16

(26)

...dy laes hie siddan geearnigen swa
micle hefigre wite
Uest they afterwards earn so much heavier pun
CP. p.247.9

(27)

& he

fordaem sua mi cl e bet his agen dysig oncnew
(and he therefore so much "better
his own' folly realized=
and therefore he realized his own folly
so much better)
CP p.295.7

Analyzing er as

determiner like

a

so_

or too

we could account for

,

this fact by stipulating that while adjectives
did not generally select

for quantifiers, some determiners, such as too
and er, did.

If er is

not a determiner, this explanation is not available.

However, there is another possible approach.

It could be that

the semantics of the adjective phrase determine whether or not
the ad-

jective may be preceded by
ejr,

a

some kind of comparison

quantifier.
is

Mote that with both too and

always being made.

So, on the other

hand, which does not imply comparison, does not allow quantifiers; * much
so tall

is not possible.

Also, the adjectives

which allow quantifiers, as in much alike
ently comparative.

,

li

al

ike and differen t,

ttle diff erent, are inher-

It seems possible, then, that the comparative nature

of some adjective phrases allows them to take quantifier phrases.

At

any rate, even if we postulate much deletion, we need some way to rule

out *much so intell i gent

much intelligent

,

etc., which should be generable as much so

.

Given these assumptions,

a

compared adjective such as swa micl

eadmodre "so much humbler" (an attested form, St. Ben.

p.

e

107.5), would
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have this deep structure:

(28)

a

3

The underlined adjective phrase in
(24) would have this structure:
(29)

to

The situation with laes "less" in Old English was similar
to that
of ma.

Laes was the comparative of the quantifier lytle "little", 8
and

was not used with adjectives.

Instead, to make comparisons of smaller

degree, our linguistic forbears simply attached the prefix un to

positively compared adjective or adverb.
English, but in Old English

un_

This is not possible in Modern

was more productive than it is today,

combining freely with words of nearly all categories.
a

a

The following are

few examples taken from Bosworth and Toller's dictionary on un used in

ways in which it cannot be used in Modern English:
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(35)

Form without un

Form with up

amansumode: excommunicated
bletsung: blessing
dime: secretly
eade: easy
bliss: happiness
deop: deep
wine: friend
dom: judgment
Strang: strong
feor: far away

The following are examples

sf

unamansode:

un-excommunicated

unbletsung: cursing
undirne: openly
uneade: difficult
unbliss: unhappiness
undeop: shallow
unwine: enemy
undom: unjust judgment
unstrang: weak
unfeor: not far off
ing how un+adj+ep was
used to form

unfavorable comparisons:
(36)

Leofre me is, daet he mec to
deade svll
e donne unaedel ra
J
mon
(Liefer me is, that he me to
death give than un-nobler
man- 1 had rather that he do
rue to death than a
less noble
man (did))
PC

(37)

p.

247.9

Ealle steorran weordad gebirhte of
daere sunnan, sume deah
beorhtor, sume unbeorhtor
(All stars are illuminated of
the sun, some though brighter
some un--brightly-er=al 1 stars are
illuminated by the sun
some, however, more brightly, some
less brightly)
Boeth. XXXIV.5 p.36.5

Tne fact that Jaes_ never was used in
comparing adjectives and adverbs
lends even more support to the hypothesis
that comparatives of adjectives

and adverbs did not have underlying quantifiers
in Old English.
4.2

Comparativ e moveme nt

a nd

deletion

.

Now that we have an idea

of the structure of the heads of comparative clauses
in Old English, we

may preceed to an investigation of the rules extracting
compared material
from comparative clauses.

I

will argue that Old English had two rules

of comparative formation, one of deletion, the other of movement,
which

applied to different structures.
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4.2.1

Bonne comparatives.

In Old English,

comparatives of

inequality were generally formed by
means of the complementizer donne 9
"than" and were generally parallel
with than comparatives in Modern

English:
(38)

Se waes betera donne ic
(He was better than I)
Beo.

(39)

469

And deah de hi sume lybban leng^ donne
hi sceoldan
(And though they some live longer than
they should=and
though some of them live longer than they
should...)
A. XIII. 309

(40)

Hu is geduht daet him sy sumera dinga eadlicor
to araerenne
done deadan of dam duste, donne him waere to
wyrcenne ealle
gesceafta of nahte
(How is thought that him is some thing easier to
raise the
dead of tne dust, than him was to make all creatures
of
nothing-now it seems that it would be easier for him to
raise the dead from the dust than it was to create all
creatures out of nothing)

Alc.Th.vol
(41)

(43)

.1

p.

236.

11

and Drihten hine bletsode swidor on ende donne on angynne
(and Lord him blessed more on end than on beginnings
and the Lord blessed him more at the end than at the beginning)

Alc.Th.Vol .2 p.453.19
(42)

& da

eordlican gestreon swidor lufode donne he his gast

dyde
(and the earthly acquisitions more loved than he his spirit=
and loved earthle acquisitions more than he did his spirit)
Blickling p.195.10

Bonne hwaem hwaet cymd odde goodes odde yfles mare donne
de dined daet he wyrde sie, ne bid sio unrihtwisnes no on
God
(When anyone-dat. anything comes either good or evil more
than you seems that he worthy is, not is the unrighteousness not in God=whenever anything, either of good or of
evil, comes to anyone more than you think that lie is
deserving of, the unrighteousness is not in God)
Boeth. XXXIX. 10
p. 132.28
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(44)

aeortriewe ic na Gode daet he us ne
maege gescildan
to beteran tidun donne we nu
on sint
pair
" 0t GodZ3at
iM»y^°V?!
shield for better time than we now
1

that he us not may
in are=but I do not
despair of bod that he may shield
us to a better time
tnan we no w are in)
-

.

Oros. II .V
p.86.3

..ne aeac maran getilige to haldaenne
donne ic gemetlice
beon mage, and da men on_ gehabban
and hehealdan de ic
t ordi an
seel
(nor also more strive to have than I
moderately by be may,
andthe men on have and hold that I maintain
shall=nor also
strive to have more than I may moderately
live by -and have
and hold with
the men that I shall maintain)
Sol. p.72.16

(45)

.

~

Example (43) demonstrates that Old English
Comparative Formation,
like its Modern English counterpart, allowed
removal of the compared

material more than one sentence down from the head, apparently
violating

Subjacency
tion.

,

the Tensed S Constraint, and the Specified Subject Condi-

Examples (44) and (45) show that Comparative Formation could

strand prepositions.

1

ihere is one way in which donne comparatives differ with Modern

English tha n comparatives.

In

Modern English, than comparatives are

normally only used when the than clause contains material identical
with its head.
(46)

1

?

*It was raining harder than

I

was able to take

a

walk.

When we want to compare clauses with no shared material, we

generally use the for- to construction with too
(47)
In Old

It was

:

raining too hard for me to be able to take

English, infinitives never had subjects, so full

a

walk.

tensed

clauses were used in places where infinitival clauses would be used

Modern English.

in

One of the places was in comparative clauses in which

1G4

the

cci: 'parative

clause contained no material identical
with the head or

part of it:
(48)

e G ° deS
a mara in semyndum, donne
he menniscum
drlm! aegnan wolde
T,
erymme
(Him was God's fear greater in mind
than he human glory
wish would the fear of God was too
great in his mind for
him to wish for human glory)

L

Exon. Th. 112.6 (BT)
(49)

Seo is bradre donne aenig man ofer seon
maege
(It is broader than any man over see
may=it is too broad
for any man to see over)

Oros.I p.19.19

Since nothing which has been moved ever appears
on the surface

with these comparatives, it is reasonable to assume
that they are formed
by means of a rule of deletion under identity over
a variable, if such

deletion rules exist.

This rule will be formulated after our discussion

of comparatives of equality.
4.2.2
4.2.2.

of a^ was swa
It was

Sw a comparatives
1

Ordinary swa comparatives

.

We have already seen swa used in headless relatives.

also used both as

a

determiner and

The Old English equivalent

.

a

complementizer in compara-

tives of equality:
(50)

Waes daet wite swa Strang, swa Godes gedeld aer mycel waes
(Was that punishment as severe as God's forbearance
earlier greater was=that punishment was as severe as God's
forbearance had earlier been great)
Blickling p.79.27

(51)

9a weard Tiberius Ronianum swa wrad & swa heard swa he him
aer waes milde & iede
(Then became Tiberius Romans-dat. as angry and as hard as
he them before was mild and easy=then Tiberius became as
angry and hard to the Romans as he had earlier been mild
and easy to them)
Oros p, 254. 29

1G5
(52)

)

Bonne maeg ic de secgan butan
aelcum tweon daet <ju heafst
sna feola dara ancra begyte swa du
heafst dara lusta on
wurlde forlaeten
(Then may I you say without any
doubt that you have so
many the-gen. anchors obtained as
you have the-gen. pleasures
in wor d abandoned=then may I
say to you without any
doubt that you have obtained as many
of the anchors as you
have abandoned the pleasures of the
world)
Sol. p.62.16
'

(5 3

(54)

Nat ic nan din 9 me swa cud swa ic wolde
dad me god were
(dot know I no thing me so known as I
would that me God
wete-I know of nothing so (well) known
to me as I wish
that God were)
Sol.

Ba wolde se wisa mon his fandian, hwaeder
he
swa he sylf wende daet he waere
(Tnen would the wise man it examine, v/hether
were as he self thought that he was=then the
desired to examine whether he was as wise as
thought that he was)

p. 57.1

swa wis waere
he as wise
wise man
he himself

Boeth. XVIII .4 p.45.8

The last two examples demonstrate that as with dorine comparatives,
(55)
the compared material may be more than one sentence down from the head.

At times eal
eal 1(1 )swa

"all" combined with the determiner swa

,

giving

:

He is sodlice daes Aelmihtigan Godes Sunu, ealswa mihtiq
swa his Faeder
(He is truly the Almighty God's Son, as mighty as his

Father)

Alc.Th.Vol.I
p. 190.35
As a determiner eal Iswa changed phonological ly into

placed swa not only as
I

a

determiner but also as

a

as_,

which later re-

complementizer.

will asume for Old English swa comparatives with no apparent

movement and for donne comparatives the following rule of Comparative
Deletion.

The possibility that these comparatives involve

a

movement

rule similar to an independently needed rule moving phrases beginning
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with swa will be discussed in section

4. 2. 2. 4.

Comparative Deletion

(56)

=

[Det W,

]

W

1

X

[w

2

12
12

~[Det

j

S

W,]
'

X

V

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

0

0

7

This is a modified version of the
rule of Comparative Deletion

given in Bresnan (1975a) and (1976).

Since Bresnan was assuming an under-

lying mu_ch in all comparative clauses, her
rule was formulated to delete

only whole
an X
in

3

X

3,

s.

I

have formulated the rule so that it can delete
either

or just the determiner of it to account for examples
such as (50),

which only the determiner is deleted because the rest of
the

3
X

is

not identical with the head of the clause.
It

should be noted here that only those parts of the compared

phrase which are identical to the head are deleted, as noted by Bresnan,
by recoverabi

1

i

ty of deletion.

For

a

discussion of the identity condi-

tions for Comparative Deletion in Modern English, see Bresnan (1975a)

and (1976).
By these assumptions, example (50) is derived from this deep

structure:

13

167

Deg

\

2

2

v/aes

I,
I

swa

A

A
mi cel

Comparative Deletion then applies to delete the lower determiner
swa

,

and subject-verb inversion applies in the upper clause to give the

surface form.

The entire A

3

of the comparative clause is not deleted

because of the lack of identity between gedel
In

and mice!

.

the swa comparatives we have seen so far, there is no overt

evidence of movement.

However, there are swa comparatives in which

something appears on the surface which has been moved:
(58)

And daet tacn was da swa mi cel on geleafullum mannum, swa
swa nu is daet halige fulluht
(and that token was as great on faithful men, as great as
now is that holy baptism=and that token was then as great
among faithful men as baptism is now)
Alc.Th.Vol .1 p.94.1

mi cel
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(59)

Gregori us
cwaed daet swa mi cel werod menniscra manna sceal
astigan daet heofonlice rice, swa fela swa daera
gecorenra
engla on heofonum belifon aefter daera modigra
gasta hryre
(Gregory said that as great (a) band human-gen.
men-gen.
shall ascend that heavenly kingdom, as many as
the-gen.
beloved angels remained after the proud spirits' fa 11=
Gregory said that as great a band of human beings would
ascend to heaven as many of the beloved angels remained
after the fall of the proud spirits)
Alc.Th.Vol.2 p.82.7

(60)

Ne mihte se manful la ehtere mid nanre denunge dam lytl ingum
swa micclum fremian, swa mi ccl um swa tie him fremode mid
daere redan ehtnysse hatunge
(Not might the wicked persecutor with no service the little
ones so greatly favor, as greatly as he them favored with
the fierce persecution hate=the wicked persecutor could not
favor the little ones with any service as greatly as he
favored them with the hate of fierce persecution)
Alc.Th.Vol.2 p.84.10

(61)

fordan de hi geseod da fordonan swa micclum fram him geaelfremode, swa micc lum swa hi beod fram heora leofan Drihtne
ascofene
(because they see the condemned as greatly from them estranged,
as greatly as they are from their dear Lord separated-because they see the condemned as greatly estranged from them
as they are separated from their dear Lord)
Alc.Th.Vol.l p.332.24

(62)

Se waes swa micclum mid leahtrum afylled swa mi cclum swa
he waes mid eordlicum welum gewelgod
(He was as greatly with sins filled as greatly as he was
with earthly wealth enriched=he was as greatly filled with
sins as he was enriched with wordly wealth)
Alc.Th.Vol.l p.414.2

In

.

.

.

these examples, the compared material has been moved to the

front of the complementizer swa

.

The underlying structure for (58), for

example, must be something like (63), given in two parts:

14
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(

63 )

Coinp
i

swa

gel eaful

1

um

mannum
A
i

micel

swa

NP

Adv.

VP

I

daet hal ige
ful luht

nu

V

is

Det

A

Deg'

A

1

I

A

micel

The compared material

is

then moved to in front of the complement

izer, giving the following derived structure for the comparative clause

(after adverb placement and subject-verb inversion):
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nu

I

tives as

will
"

is

daet halige
fulluht

refer to the rule moving compared material in swa
compara-

$wa Movement."

Before considering how this rule is to be

formulated and whether what appears to be Comparative Deletion
can really
be Swa Movement, with subsequent deletion of the moved
material, let us

see tne operation 0
4. 2. 2. 2

i

Swa Movement in another type of comparative clause.

Proportional comparatives

.

To express the idea of one

quantity varying proportional ly with another, Old English had
of comparative with Swa Movement.

a

type

Such sentences correspond roughly to

Modern English sentences such as the more linguistics articles Fred
reads, the more confused he gets
this construction, which
in

I

.

The following are a few examples of

will refer to as "proportional comparatives,"

Old English:
(65)

for don swa micle swa he 1 aes haefde, swa micle hie waeron
beteran & ma ran
^because as much as he less had, as much they were better
and greater=because the less he had, the better and greater
they were)
Oros.V.XIII p.246.8
.

(66)

Fordi swa mi cl an swa he furdur on weordmynte forlaeten bid,
swa mi clan he sceal geornl icor Godes gerihta healdan
(Because as greatly as he further in honor granted is,
as greatly he shall zealously God's writ hold=because the
more honor he is granted, the more zealously shall he hold

God's writ)
St. Ben. p.135.19
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In these

examples, we have Swa Movement in both
clauses.

Seman-

tically, these sentences consist of two
clauses, one subordinate to the
other, similar to construction such as
when John left. Bill arrived :
rf. John leaves, Bill will

too

,

etc.

In

the proportional comparatives,

we nave two amounts, both of which vary,
and one of which varies according to the other.

The dependent amount is in the main
clause, while

the other amount, which we may refer to
as the "controlling" amount, is
in the subordinate clause.

There is evidence that the semantically dependent
clause is also

syntactically subordinate to the other.

In the

clause containing the

dependent amount, we find the complementizer swa, but not in
the other
clause.

find

s

*'

For example, in (65), at the front of the dependent clause
we
a

iti

i

c1 e

swa

,

which

swa.

In

is no

complementizer swa

is a

combination of

a

and the complementizer

the clause containing the controlling amount, however, there
,

but only a Q^, swa micle .

The rough (surface)

structure of such comparatives with fronted subordinate clauses, therefore,

will

I

assume to be as in (67):

S

S

Notice that in both of the clauses in the examples given so far,
there is

a

fronted Q

3
.

In this

way these comparatives seem to differ

from ordinary swa comparatives with Swa Movement, in which

fronted only in the subordinate clause.

a

phrase is

However, the fronting in the

main clauses in these examples is due to the fact that the subordinate

clause is preposed.

There is always fronting in the main clause in this
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construction when the subordinate clause

is

preposed, but there also

exist many examples of proportional
comparatives in which the subordinate clause is not preposed, and in
these examples we find Swa Movement

only in the subordinate clause: 15
(

68 )

And wite ge daet eower med on dam
ecan edleane swa miccle
mare bid, swa micclum swa ge mare for
Codes wilT^i^Id
(And know you that your meed in
the eternal reward as much
more is, as much as you more for God's
will toil=and know
that the more you toil for God's
will, the greater will be
your meed in the eternal reward)
Alc.Th. Vol .2

(69)

p.

1

28.4

Witodlice gif Godes oncnawennys us gearcad daet
ece life,
swa. mi_ccl_e swidor we efstad to
lybbenne swa micclum swa
we swidor on dissere oncnawennysse deonde beon
(iruly if God's knowledge us prepares that
eternal life,
so much more vye hasten to live as much as we
more in this
knowledge thriving are = truly, if knowledge of God prepares
the eternal life for us, (then) the more we are
thriving
in this knowledge, the more we hasten to live)
Alc.Th. Vol.

2

p.364.1

(70)

and hi habbad swa miccle maran edlean aet Gode, swa micclum
swa heora wuldor is 1 aesse mid mannum
Tand they have as much greater reward at God, as much as
their glory is less with men=and the less their glory is
with men, the greater reward they will have at God)
Alc.Th. Vol. 2 p.376

(71)

Wite he eac, daet he swa micle eadmodra beon sceal on regoles
underdeodnesse , swa micclum swa he furdor forlaeten is
(Know he also, that he as much humbler be shall in rule's
submission, as much as he further granted is=and let him
know also that the more he is granted, the humbler he must
be in submission to the rule)
St.

We will

Ben.

return briefly to the matter of the differences

p. 111.
in

23

these

constructions when the subordinate clause is preposed versus when it

is

not when we formulate the rule of Swa Movement.

Examples (68) through (71) are parallel to sentences in Modern

English such as you get the fatter, the more pizza you eat

,

which many
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speakers, myself included, find outrageously
ungrammatical, but others
find perfectly acceptable.

I

have noticed such examples in print.

In

both Old and Modern English, fronting of
the compared material in pro-

portionate comparatives is obligatory in subordinate
clauses, whether
or not the subordinate clause is fronted:

— - more
-

-

>zza

* you

get the fatter, you eat

not possible in any dialect, as far as

I

know, nor do

corresponding examples exist in the Old English texts.
In

Modern English, the proportional comparative is limited to

comparisons of inequality; that is, comparisons in which the
comparative
material contains more

,

less

,

or er.

In

Old English, however, this

construction was also used for expressing simple proportions:
(72)

Ac swa swide swa he for daere utran geornful nesse weoruldlicra daeda dam cynge waes liciende, swa swide he for daere
innlican gemeleasness Godes herenisse him seolfum mislicade
(But as much as he for the outer zeal worldly deeds the-dat.
king was pleasing, as much he for the inner carelessness
God's obedience him self displeased=but he displeased himself for the inner carelessness about obedience to God
as he was pleasing to the king for his outer zeal concerning worldly deeds)
Alc.Th.Vol .2 p.220.9

(73)

Swa micclum he bid andwerd anum gehwilcum men swa mice! urn
swa he hine seed mid sodum geleafan
(As much he is present a-dat. given man as much as he him
seeks with true faith=he is present to any given man to the
extent that he seeks him with true faith)
Blickling p.185.5

(74)

and fordi swa micclum swa hi her for Gode on hafenleaste
wuniad, swa micclum hi beod eft on dam toweardan wuldre
gewel gode
(and therefore as much as they here for God in indigence
dwell, as much they are later in the coming glory enriched=
and therefore they will be enriched in the coming glory in
proportion to the indigence they live in here for God)
Alc.Th.Vol
p. 550.16
.
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(75)

Swa

icclum swa win is deorwu rdre donne waeter,
swa micclum
1 are.
deorwurdre donne waere seo ealde“qFsetnys'
(As much as wine is precious-er
than water, as much is
Christ s teaching precious-er than was
the old law=Christ's
teaching is as much more precious than
the old law as wine
is more precious than water)
is

Lnstes

.

Alc.Th. Vol .2 p 56 .13
.

We cannot translate (75), for example,
as "the more precious

than wine water is, the more precious than the
old law Christ's teaching is," which would be a proportional

comparative.

Instead, this is

really just an ordinary comparative with Swa Movement
in which the

subordinate (that is, comparative) clause has been preposed,
inducing
Swa Movement in the main clause also.

We can conclude from these facts that the semantics of the pro-

portional comparative in Old English, unlike that of Modern English,

were identical to those of ordinary swa comparatives, since both types
simply expressed equality between two amounts, the difference being
that the ordinary swa comparative expressed equality between two absolute

amounts, while the proportional comparative expressed equality between
increases or decreases.

Since the proportional comparative, like the ordinary swa comparative, could either have the subordinate clause preposed or not, we may

propose that the preposed type is derived from the non-preposed type.

Sentence (65), for example, would have this deep structure (presented
in two parts):
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(

76 )

NP
I

hie

Q beteran

maran

i

micl e

swa

Q
Q

Q

laes

i

mi cl e

The

clauses:

S’

is

then preposed, and Swa Movement takes place in both
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micl e

micle

So far we have been talking about Swa Movement in a general way,

but have not formulated the rule.

Let us now consider exactly how the

rule operates.
In

3

the examples we have seen so far, what is moved is

all

consisting of the determiner swa and

a

quantifier.

In examples

a

Q

(59),

O

(65), (66),
a

(69)

through (71), and (74), the Q

in question seems to be

left branch of another phrase; in (59), the left branch of an N

(65) and (69), of a Q

3
,

and in (66), (70), (71), and (74), of an A

in

,

3
.

From these examples, we might suggest that instead of removing the highest possible X

inclusive

3

X

,

containing swa

,

Swa Movement takes the lowest, least

and is not subject to the Left Branch Constraint, proposed

by Ross (1967), which prohibits the removal of a left branch of a node.

However, although it is much more common for Swa Movement to move the
lowest

3

X

containing swa ,

I

have found

a

couple of examples in which

a

mere inclusive node has been moved:
(78)

Ac swa manegum leahtrum swa he gehyrsumiad swa manega deofla
him beod to hlafordum gesette
(But as many sins as he obeys, so many devils him are to
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lords set-but as many devils are set
as lords to him
as he obeys sins)

Alc.Th.Vol.2 p.228.11
(7.9)

Bonne is wen, swa micle swidor swa he dencd
daet he hit
adwaesce, daet he hit swa micle swidor ontyndre
(Then is probable that as much more as
he thinks that he
it quenches, that he it so much
more kindles=then it is
probable that the more he thinks that he quenches
it, the
more he kindles it)

Oros.IV VII

182.25

p.

It is possible that Swa Movement does
not move left branches, but

the highest X

3

containing swa, because it was in general possible for

large phrases to split up in Old English.
3
X

That is, an

3

X

within another

had a certain amount of freedom of movement out of the higher

3
X

.

Common examples of this involve genitive noun phrases:
(80)

Se engel hire saegde daet heo sceolde modor beon hire

Scyppendes
(The angel her said that she should mother be her Creator's=
the angel told her that she would be the mother of her
Creator)

Blickling p.9
(81

)

Bast du hi aford beo daera aehta and min
(That you lord be the-gen. treasure-gen. and me-gen.=that
you be lord of the treasure and of me)
Alc.S.II.l 59

(82)

Baet des ys Hael end sodlice middaneardes
(That this is Savior truly world-gen. =that this is truly
the Savior of the world)
Alc.P.V.288

(83)

Ac siddan Crist geboren waes, de ealles middangeardes is
sibb &_ frid
(But after Christ born was, that all-gen. world-gen. is
reconciliation and peace=after Christ was born, who is
the reconciliation and peace of all the world...)
Oros. p 48. 32
.

.

.

The ability of genitive noun phrases to split up was reflected in
the apparent ability to relativize left branches of genitive noun phrases
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(84)

Belumpun hi aer to Wintanceastre
bysceopscire daere de
Daniel se bysceop fore waes
(Belonged they earlier to Winchester
bishopric, whose that
aniel the bishop head was=they
belonged earlier to the
bishopric of Winchester, whose head
was Daniel the bishop)
Bede p.448.14

(85)

da el reordan fieode & da redan &
da ungel eafsuman, dara
ae he furdum gereorde ne cudon
(the barbarous people and the savage
and the unbelieving,
whose that he even language not knew=the
barbarous, savage
and unbelieving people whose language
he did not even
know)

Bede p.56.4
In the case of these

genitive relatives, however, it

that the relativized item is not

a

is

possible

left branch since, as we saw in sec-

tion 4. 1.2. 2, in genitive phrases it was possible
for the genitive-

marked item to appear to the right of the noun it
modified.
Like genitive phrases, Q^'s could sometimes float away
from the

higher Q

3

which contained them, even in simple sentences:

(86)

and hi swa mi cl urn beod on maran gedingde
(and they so much are in greater rank=and they are so much
greater in rank)
Ale. P. XVIII. 165

(87)

He waes swa miccl um mid leahtrum afylled
(He was so much with sins fill ed=he was so filled with
sins)

Alc.Th.Vol.l p.414.2

Such examples heighten the plausibility of explaining the left-

branch effects by appealing to
stituents.

highest

3
X

a

separate process breaking up large con-

We may hypothesize, then, that Swa Movement applies to the

containing swa and does not violate the Left Branch Constraint.

The rule must also be formulated to apply both within subordinate and

main clauses.

As noted earlier, Swa Movement must apply in main clauses

just in case the subordinate clause is Dreposed.

I

do not know how this
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restriction is to be encoded in the grammar.

One could propose two

separate rules of Swa Movement, one applying
within subordinate clauses,
the other applying in main clauses
following subordinate clauses, but

since the effects of the rule are so similar
in the two types of clauses,

we would surely not wish to resort to using
two rules.
as suggested in footnote 15, that
fronting of material
is

common in general when similar material

is

If it is true,
in

fronted in

main clause

a

a

preposed

subordinate clause, it may be that the restriction on
main-clause Swa

Movement should be

a

part of universal grammar.

I

will assume here a

single rule of Swa Movement, and assume that some
principle, rather
than the form of the rule itself, prohibits Swa Movement
from applying
in main clauses when the subordinate clause is not
preposed.

We may

formulate the rule as follows:
(88)

Movement^

Swa

[w,

_
is

2-3 #

.Jswa

r

S

W
2

]

l

1

2

3

4

_ n

0

0

4

Hi
4.2.2.

3

Micle deletion.

One more construction connected with

Swa Movement remains to be discussed.

Consider the following examples:

(89)

and swa he mare haefd swa he graedigra bid
(and as he more has, so he greedier is=the more he has, the
greedier he is)
Alc.Th. vol .2 p.220.9

(90)

And swa he forsewenl icor bed gewitnod for Godes naman, swa
his wuldor bed mare for Gode
(and as he ignoniiniously-er is tortured for God's name, so
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his glory is greater for
God-the more ignominiousl v he ic
tortured for God's name, the
greater his glory forGod)

Alc.Th.vol
C91>

6

36096 9l6t>

jigran

—

.1

p.

486 .23

'

he

bl d

SSi. hie biod ungesae -

Tan3~T thee say yet,

as it longer is, so they are
unhappier=
th6r ’ the l0nger ft is th =
'
^happi^

they are)

Boeth. p. 120.29
(92)

Fordon de swa hi sw idor dwelodon
on dwyrlicum daedum, swa
swidor fram dam Aelmihtigan Gode
fyrr gewiton
(Because that as they more dwelled in
perverse deeds so
they more from the Almighty God
further went=because’the
dwe ed ln P^verse deeds, the more
they turned
fli
further from lJ
the Almighty
God)
hi

.

Alc.Th.vol. 2 p.398.7
In

these examples we have swa by itself at
the beginning of each

clause, without a quantifier.

How are these sentences to be analyzed?

There are two possible approaches we might take.

First, we might pro-

pose that the same rule of Swa Movement is involved
in these sentences
as in the proportional

movement.

comparatives and other comparatives exhibiting

If this analysis is correct, we must propose an optional

deleting micle after swa at the front of

a

clause.

rule

This is because Swa

Movement, as formulated, only moves Q 3, s, not just determiners, and at
any rate the underlying structures without mi

cl

would be ungrammatical,

since swa graedigra "so greedier," swa forswencl icor "so more ignomin-

iously ," swa lengra "so longer," etc. were not possible base-generated

strings in Old English, any more than their Modern English counterparts
are.

The rule of Micle Deletion could be formulated thusly:
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(93)

[

s

J

[

swa micle

Q

]

1

s

s

s
1

2

1

0

3
This rule deletes micle only when
the Q
containing it is Chomsky-

adjoined to an

S or S,

that is, only when Swa Movement has
taken place.

By this approach, the sentences
(89)

through (92) would be derived

exactly like other proportional comparatives
or any swa comparatives with
movement, except that these comparatives also
involve Micle Deletion.

Al-

so, in the Micle Deletion sentences we
need another rule deleting the comp

lementizer swa when it is immediately preceded
by the determiner swa, that
is, when micle has been deleted.
By these assumptions, example (89) would have
this structure after

the subordinate clause is preposed:

Q

micle

mici e

Swa Movement then applies in both conjuncts, followed by Micl
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Deletion in both conjuncts and Swa Deletion

in

the subordinate clause:

graedigra
A variation on this approach which one
might propose would be that

the deep structures proposed here are correct, but
that in the sentences

under consideration

,

Swa Movement m-ves only the determiner swa, in-

stead of the largest X 3

preposed Q

but in

,

and Mi cl

,

which has remained in place, although its deter-

a Q

miner has been extracted.
a Q

3

By this approach, Swa Movement can move either

or just the determiner swa

fact an

X

3
,

being

a

Deg

Deletion does not take place in the

3

which under Jackendoff’s system

,

as noted in footnote 17.

,

in

is

However, it is clear

that Swa Movement in general could not just move the determiner, instead
of the whole "major" X

because we never find the following configura-

,

tion, where swa is the determiner associated with the Q 3

and M is a

,

variable:

J

* swa....

(96)

J

Q

W

]

Q

That is

Adj.-er, etc.
from the

3
X

,

we never find swa

. .

lytle

N

,

swa .

.

micle

N

,

swa

.

micle

.

The only time when swa appears to move by itself away

of which it is the determiner

is

precisely when the

3
X

•

it
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belongs to is

a Q

3

containing micle underlyingly

,

and the micle must

furthermore always be deleted.
To handle these facts under an
approach in which either the deter-

miner swa alone moved or the larger X 3
with swa moved, we need two rules
of Swa Movement, one moving an X 3 containing
and another, which

determiner swa
(97)

,

I

will call

"

swa_,

formulated in (87),

Swa Det Movement," to move only the

just in case it modifies micle:

Swa Det Movement (hypothetical)

.[

W,

^

[

swa micle

W0

]

]

-

!]
2

1

3

4

We furthermore need an obligatory rule of Micle Deletion which

operates only if swa has been moved away:
(98)

Mi cl

Deletion

(

Swa Det Movement approach)

^

[

t

micle

3

4

5

3

0

5

]

<T

The trace before micle is necessary to assure that micl

is de-

leted only if the preposed swa is its determiner.
It seems rather odd that Swa Det Movement should only apply to

determiners modifying micle , and at any rate the earlier proposal

is
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more appealing on the grounds of
simplicity, since it only
requires
Movement, Micle Deletion, and Swa
Deletion, while the proposal
under

—

discussion here requires in addition
to these rules (with the formulation of Micle Deletion modified as
in (98)) a rule of Swa Det
Movement.
The important question for us here,
however, is this:

supposing

the Swa Det Movement approach is the
correct way to account for examples
(89)

through (92), can the rule of Swa Det
Movement be the rule which is

involved in ordinary swa comparatives which
show no surface evidence of

movement?

The basic question we are concerned with
is whether Compara-

tive Deletion, along with some sort of Swa
Movement, is necessary to

account for all Old English comparatives.

We will consider this ques-

tion after exploring the other major approach
to accounting for facts
(89)

through (92).
The second possible approach to these facts is to propose
that

(89)

through (92) are not really parallel to proportional comparatives,

but to sentences such as Modern English as you sow, so shall you reap 18
.

In such sentences

the

as_

and S£ are not determiners, but it is not

completely clear exactly what they are.
adverb.

The

as_

might be an adverb or

a

The

so^

seems clearly to be an

complementizer.

Analyzing sentences (89) through (92) as being parallel to this
type of sentence in Modern English is plausible, because there clearly
do exist in Old English sentences in which a swa which is not the deter-

miner of an
(99)

3
X

appears at the beginning of two parallel clauses:

Swa swa reaf wlitegad done man lichamlice,
sode lufu wlitegad ure sawle mid gastlicre
(As garment adorns the man bodily, so also
adorns our soul with spiritual fairness=as

swa eac deo

gaegernysse
the true love
the garment
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adorns the body, so also the true love adorns our
souls
spiritual ly)
Alc.Th.vol.l p.528.25
(100)

Swa swa waeter adwaescd fyr, swa adwaescd seo aelmysse
synna
(As water extinguishes fire, so extinguishes the almsgiving sins=as water extinguishes fire, so alms-giving
extinguishes sins)
Alc.Th.VoT.2 p.106.6

Notice the double swa in the first clause of these sentences.
This double swa clearly indicates that the first clause is

a

subordinate

one, because neither the determiner swa nor the adverb swa (meaning "so")

was ever doubled, but the complementizer swa could be, both in comparatives and relatives with swilc "such" or swa as determiners in the head,
as

the following examples show:
(101)

Naeron gemette on ealre eordan swa wlitige wimmen swa
swa waeron lobes dohtra
(Not-were found in all earth so beautiful women as were
Job's daughters=as beautiful women as Job's daughters
were not found in all the earth)
Alc.Th.Vol .2 p.458.31

(102)

Ac he ne com na swa swutellice swa swa he syddan dyde
(But he not came not as openly as he later did=but he
did not come as openly as he later did)
Ale. P. VII. 70

(104)

Uton lufian ure gebrodra on Godes geladunge mid swilcum
mode swa swa des cydere da lufode his fynd
(Let-us love our brethren in God's congregation with such
spirit as this martyr then loved his enemy)
Alc.Th.Vol.l p.52.24

(105)

On swa hwilcum sunlicum monde swa swa se mona geendad,
se bid his monad
(In so which solar month as the moon ends, that is its
month=whatever solar month the moon ends in, that is its
(i.e.

the moon's) month)

Temp.Anni IV. 34

reduplicated when it
It seems probable that swa was optionally
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introduced

a

main clauses.
and daer.

subordinate clause, to help distinguish
subordinate from

Similar reduplication is found in
Old English with da

By itself, da could mean either
"then" or "when," but doubled,

it meant only "when"

either

there

(as a relative pronoun).

Similarly, daer meant

or "where" (again, in the relative
sense), but daer daer

meant only "where."

This reduplication was optional, and

able to find no principle to predict
when it happens.

I

have been

It seems to be

especially common when the subordinate clause
was preposed, probably
because this gave the listener

a

perceptual clue as to the structure of

the sentence.

This reduplication does not show that swa
swa was itself

mentizer in (99) and (100), but only that it introduced

a

comple-

a

subordinate

clause, since da and daer were not complementizers,
although it

is

possi-

ble that they occupied the complementizer position, through
Wh-Hovement.

There are also uses of swa swa (or just plain swa where it
)
that it is

a

(106)

not clear

complementizer:
Dod swa swa ic inc bebeode, donne beo gyt swa swa God
(Do as you-dual bid, then be you-dual as God=do as I bid
you, and then you will be like God)

Blickling
(107)

is

p.

29.23

Drihten asette on sunnan his hus, & of daem eode swa swa
brydguma of his brydbure
(Lord set in sun his house, and of it out-went as bridegroom of his bridal -chamber=the Lord set his house in the
sun, and went out of it like a bride-groom from his bridechamber)
Blickling p. 9.31

It seems clear that the swa swa in

(99) and (100)

is to be anal-

yzed the same way as those in (106) and (107), however that
analysis of this swa swa here is not crucial, but

I

is.

The

will analyze it as
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a

complementizer.

If

(89)

through (92) are to be analyzed
in the same

way as (99) and (100), then the
surface structure of (89) would
be (108)
given these assumptions:

mare
That the first clause is subordinate in these structures
also is

demonstrated by the fact that the first swa could be doubled, as in
(99)
through (104)
(109)

:^

8

and swa swa se geleafa strengra bid, swa bid daes costneres
miht laesse
(and as the faith stronger is, so is the tempter's power
1 ess=and
the stronger the faith is, the less the temDter's
power is)
Alc.Th.vol.2 p.392.19

have no synchronic evidence to decide between the Mi

I

approach and the other approach.

cl

Deletion

It is cases like these which make the

historical linguist wish for the ability to communicate with dead spirits,

because

a

more precise notion of the semantics of (89) through (92)

would help clear up the question of whether they were true proportional
comparatives or closer in meaning to (99) and (100), and this is
tion which cannot be answered by inspection of the texts.

a

ques-

However, in

Chapter Eight we will see some diachronic evidence suggesting that the
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—

Deletion approach may be the
correct one.

we are most concerned with at
this point

is

But again, the question

whether the sort of rule
or

rules needed to account for
comparatives where movement is
apparent on
the surface can be extended
to ones in which no movement
is apparent.
It is clear that the examples
in (89)

through (92) are of the as
you sow

so shall you reap type, any
rules involved in the placement
of the swa
in this construction are
irrelevant to the question of how
ordinary swa

and donne comparatives, without
apparent movement, are to be derived,

since neither of the swa's in these
examples, by this approach, are
determi ners.
Let us now take up the question of
whether Swa Movement, as

formulated in (87), or Swa Det Movement, as

in

(97), or both, can be

extended to account for ordinary swa and donne
comparatives in which

nothing which appears on the surface has been
moved.
4. 2. 2. 4

Swa Movement and Comparative Deletion

.

Swa Movement,

3
in conjunction with a rule deleting a fronted
containing swa (optionQ

ally in case the complementizer is swa

,

obligatorily with donne as the

complementizer), could account for examples such as (52).
f e1a could be

The Q

3

swa

generated in the comparative clause, then fronted to the

beginning of the clause (perhaps in the complementizer position), and

subsequently deleted.

But now consider examples such as (50) and (51),

in which only the determiner swa has been removed from the comparative

clause.

It is clear that Swa Movement, as formulated in

derive these examples.

must be as in (57).
mi cel

,

(87), cannot

The underlying structure of (50), for example,

Swa Movement would have to remove the entire A

and not just the determiner, so the rule removing swa in this

swa
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sentence cannot be Swa Movement.
Swa Oet Movement also fails to
account for such examples,
because
it must crucially be limited to
moving swa just if it is the
determiner

of the quantifier mule.
of the adjective mlcel

,

In

(50), the underlying swa is the
determiner

rather than of the quantifier.

(51) there can be no question of an underlying
micle

Mlde ijede
a

would be an ungrammatical sequence.

.

Similarly, in
since swa micle

It appears, then, that

rule of Comparative Deletion, as proposed
earlier, is needed in addi-

tion to the Swa Movement rule, and also
the Swa Det Movement rule, if all
the types of comparative structures are
to be accounted for.

It

would,

of course, still be possible to account for
these apparent deletions by

means of

a

Comparative Movement rule which differed from the Swa
Move-

ment rule by allowing the removal of

a

larger range of compared material.

The point here, however, is that two different rules
of Comparative

Movement would be necessary to account for all the facts, meaning
that

a

movement-only approach to Old English comparative clauses would not result
in a simpler grammar by eliminating Comparative Deletion, as had
been

argued for Modern English in Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming), for example.

Two rules for comparative clauses were necessary in Old English,

whether both were movement rules or one was
4.2.2.

5

a

9e in Old English comparatives

English proportional comparative used swa

,

deletion rule.
.

We have seen that the Old

rather than de.

However, in

Old English we can see the origins of the Modern English construction

with the more ... the more

,

etc.

In Old English,

the instrumental case

of the definite determiner or demonstrative pronoun

se_

was used in quan-
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tifier phrases, and meant roughly "so
much" or "that much":
(,10)

"'Ml

6 e0w gyt cudl1cor secgan
daet ge hit magon
,
de
3
t
cor ongytan
TButTldTl you yet certainly-er say, that you it
may the
cl early-er understand=but I
will say it more certainly
to you, that you may understand
it the more clearly)

swutel

—

i

N.Wulf II. p.15.7
.

(111)

Ba het ic ceorfan da bearwas & done
wudu fyllan daet monnum
waere dy_ edre to daeni waeterscipe to
ganganne
(Then ordered I cut the woods and the
forest fell that mendat. were the easier to the body of
water to go=then I
ordered the woods cut and the forest felled
that it would
be the easier for the men to go to the
water)
3 0E p 18.8
.

(112)

Swa bid eac micle de winsurnre sio sode gesaeld
to habbenne
efter da eormdum disses andweardan lifes
(So is also much the pleasanter the true
happiness to have
after the misery this-gen. present life=so it is also
much the pleasanter to have the true happiness after
the
misery of this present life)
Boeth. XXIII. p.52.7

The same distribution for de seems to hold in Old English as for
the

i

n

Modern English (except in proportional comparatives).

We find,

for example, micle de winsurnre in example (112), exactly parallel to

much the pleasanter in Modern English.

Andrews (1975) analyzes this Modern English the as
of quantifier phrases like

sjd,

as_

and too

.

I

will

a

determiner

adopt this analysis

for Old English also.
(113)

Now let us consider some examples in which
clause, and the quantity modified by
thing in

a

subordinate clause.

subordinate clause is always

die

is related

de_ is

used in a main

in some

way to some-

In such cases, the complementizer of the

ete:

swidor to buge de_ he haefde
hiera eal dhl afordes sunu on his gewealde
(He would that the folk him the quickly-er to turned that
he had their old lord's son in his power=he wanted the
He wolde daet da folc him

dy_
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??°P].

e

t urn

their old lord

to him the more quickly because
he had
son in his power)

s

Oros. Ill.xi
p. 148.32
(114)

And hit is ealles ete wyrse de his
aenig ende ne cymd
,
aefre
(and it is all the worse that
it-gen. any end not comes
ever=and it is all the worse that no
end to it ever
comes)
N.Wulf. III. p.26.13

(115)

Swa bid eac daes wisan med de mare, de
him wradre wyrd
& redre to becyd
(So is also the wise's reward the more,
that him angrier
fate and fiercer to comes=so is also the
reward of the
wise the more, that an angrier and fiercer
fate comes to
him)

—

Boeth.XL.3
(116)

p.

1

38. 20

Ac hio ne bid deah dy near daere sae de hio bid on midne
daeg
(But it not is though the nearer the sea than it is at
midday=but it is not, nevertheless, any nearer the sea
than it is at midday)
Boeth. XXXIX.3
p. 126. 12

(117)

Nis sic ofer-fyll don betere de se hunger
(Not-is the overfullness the better than the hunger=
overful l ness is not any better than hunger)
Ver.VII.108

As these examples show, adjective phrases with the determiner de

could appear with various sorts of sentential complements, but whatever
the type of complement, these phrases always selected for the comple-

mentizer

de_.

In

(113) and (114), the complementizer must be translated

as either that in a resultative sense or because or since .

lation of (115) is somewhat more problematic.
this sentence should be translated as

I

The trans-

It is not clear whether

have translated it, or as the

angrier and fiercer the fate that comes to him, the more the reward of
the wise shall be.

In

(116) and (117), the quantifier

_de

is

preceded
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by a negative, and the complementizer
de must be translated as than

The

.

obligatory selection of the complementizer de
by phrases with the quantifier de is similar to the obligatory selection
of the complementizer

—

in Modern English

relative clauses with the determiner such in
their

heads.
We might ask whether the second de in example
(104) is really a

complementizer or is the quantifier de, moved to the front
of the subordinate clause.

However, it is clear that in examples (113) and
(114),

there is no possibility of an underlying quantifier de in
the subordinate clauses.

There is no evidence that de moved in Old English.

It

seems likely that examples like (115), which could be analyzed as
involving movement of the second

like swa
tion.

,

eie,

helped lead to

a

reanalysis whereby de,

participated in movement, bringing about the modern construc-

This reanalysis will be discussed in Chapter Eight.

4.3

Conclusion

.

In this chapter we have investigated some pro-

perties of comparative structures in Old English.

We found that Old

English did not have an analytic comparative, and that there is no justi-

fication for postulating an underlying more in Old English comparatives
of adjectives.

We also saw that Old English had a comparative movement

rule, Swa Movement, and that this rule must be distinct from the rule

deriving comparatives in which there was no surface evidence of movement.
In

Chapter Eight the history of some of the constructions consi-

dered in this chapter will be discussed.

We will

see there how the swa...

swa type of proportional comparative was replaced by the more

—

the more

type, and also how the analytically compared adjectives entered the language.
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Footnotes to Chapter Four

/

(

Jhis analysis, first proposed, to my knowledge, in Selkirk
x
1Q7n
70), is also adopted in Jackendoff (forthcoming).

,

,

others

her d1s
0l s of Modern English
comparatives
^°r °^
?
1Q
970 ' Br6Snan (1976d) and 0976b), and
Andrews (1975)

^“j

see Selamong

discussions °T how partitive phrases are to be
analyzed,
see rSelkirk (1977) and Jackendoff (forthcoming).
4

There are a few counterexamples to this claim. However,
as
noted in Strang (1970), these rare examples of analytic
comparatives
are all translations of Latin analytic comparatives,
and cannot be taken
to indicate that this type of comparative was a
real possibility in Old
English.
.

5

.

M 1 cl
shows up in a rather bewildering varierty of forms.
For
example, it frequently appears as micclum
Micclum is a dative plural
.

form of the adjective mi cel
but cannot be considered to be an adjective,
since the dative plural form does not agree with any noun in the sentence, as in examples (60) through (62) below.
Campbell (1959) (p.276)
lists mice! urn as an adverb and gives other examples of the living caseforms used adverbally, such as unwearnum "irresistably ," which also
shows a dative plural ending.
The genitive singular neuter form micles is also sometimes used
to mean "much," parallel with eal 1 es "enti rely" (from eal 1 "all"),
sumes "to some degree" (from sum "some"), etc.
Thus the fact that an
adverb or quantifier may decline to a certain extent does not show that
it is really an adjective.
True adjectives agree in case, number, and
gender with what they modify, while quantifiers and adverbs do not.
,

g

I
am indebted to Lisa Selkirk for pointing out the feasibility
of this approach to me.

^Note that under Jackendoff's system it is impossible to characterize the semantics of an adjective plus its determiner in terms
because by this system the adof one syntactic constituent, say A
jective and its determiner are sometimes a constituent, but sometimes
not, since with recursion in the determiner, the determiner of an adjective may be generated under Deg2, and not as a sister to its adjecBy Bresnan's system, however, det+Adj. is
tives, as in (29) below.
,
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^try i ng't^characteri1Ze
2e

W

tifiers.

T™

r

a

of M^^laes%I°™h?le °t:a^nf ? j
lative form of both! but l*t]e
al

1

i

"'“

P
3
the s
of
d”
the
the°tyces
types of adjective
°l
phrases allowing quan-

^ tiVe

The

soHjSrthfs^f

i

spared

for™
6 SUPer '
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Suffix
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beina oriThe comparative of the’adjective lang

Such examples of comparatives formed on
the objects of preposiI
believe that this is because full comparetive clauses are fairly rare, since it
was more usual to reduce the
comparative clause, as in He ate more than Bill
t ons are rare, however.

.

12

However, comparatives with rather have no shared materialrather you went than he did

’

T'h

.

13

It is not crucial here whether the determiner should be
generated at the X3 level, as proposed by Jackendoff, or the X 2
level, as
proposed by Bresnan. The important thing is that no underlying micle
in the adjective phrase is assumed.
14

Bresnan (1973) assumes that the comparative clause is generated within the determiner of the upper clause, and then extraposed, but
Andrews (1975) argues that these clauses are generated in their surface
positions.
I
have assumed Andrews' position on this matter, but it is
irrelevant here where the comparative clause is generated.
1

Avery Andrews informs me that it is not unusual among the world's
languages for a "sympathetic" movement to take place in a main clause
when a subordinate clause with a similar movement is preposed, as with
Swa Movement.
16

It is possible that there is no splitting up in this example.
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Hid Teahtrum aj^Vjed could possibly be

a

constituent.

”*°te that

by Jackendoff's system, what I have
been referrinn
determiner" of a Q3 is often a Deg 3 and is
therefore an X 3
that
Movement as 1 1 is formulated, and in
the absence
n^rconditions
nlnv
of
or constraints, should be able to apply
to Swa alone
instead or only a. higher X 3 containing the
Deg 3 swa.
ThiFTncorrect
result, however, is ruled out by both the
A-over-A and the Left Branch
constraints.
It would furthermore be possible to
use a feature, + major
S C
Cate ?° rleS
9
fr ° m Q > etC ‘
SeemS
likplfin
likely to ml
me Jh
thatU 5h
the category Deg 3 should be eliminated,
since there
is no good evidence for different
levels of degree nodes.
The possibility that swa may move by itself
sometimes will be
discussed presently.
.

to as the

—

,

»

^

18
I

to me.

U

^

am indebted to Lisa Selkirk for suggesting this
possibility

a ccount for the double swa in such examples
under the Micle
Deletion approach, we could postulate that the first swa is
the determiner ^wa, and the second the complementizer, with Micle
Deletion, but
not Swa Deletion, having taken place to make them end up
together.
.
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CHAPTER

V

CHANGES IN RELATIVE CLAUSES AND QUESTIONS

5.0

In

this chapter we will

Introduction

trace

a

few changes in the relative clause

and question systems from Old to Late Middle English.

sented here are based on

a

The facts pre-

study of the texts listed in the Appendix,

rather than on the findings of others.

Divergences between the facts

presented here and the findings in studies by earlier investigators will
be noted.

The facts presented here, besides being of interest in their own

right to students of historical linguistics, will help us to understand
some other changes which will be discussed in Chapters Six and Eight.

Section 5.1 is

a

discussion of the extension of the interrogative

pronouns to their relative use, and the disappearance of the older Retype relative.

S£

ete

relatives.

Section 5.2 traces the decline in the use of the se and
Section 5.3 is

took place in free relatives.

In

a

discussion of certain changes which
section 5.4 we will see

a

couple of

changes which took place in questions.

5.1

Wh-words as Relative Pronouns

We saw in Chapter Three that in Old English it was the demonstrative, rather than the interrogative, pronoun which was used in relative

clauses (when any pronoun was used).

This situation changed in Middle
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English.

In the twelfth century, the
interrogative pronouns first began

to be used as relative pronouns.

Unfortunately, the twelfth century is

the poorest century for English texts, mainly
because of the ascendency

of French in England at this time.

Most of the English texts which do

exist from this period are copies of earlier works,
and what is more,
very faithful, word-for-word copies.

This fact is very important in

the study of which forms of pronouns are used.
nal

Comparing the few origi-

compositions of the twelfth century with twelfth-century copies
of

eleventh century works, we find that the latter are quite archaic in
their use of pronouns (among other things).

strative pronouns retain full

1

In the copies,

the demon-

(or nearly full) case marking, but this

case marking has for the most part disappeared in the original works of
the same period.

The original works also show

relative pronouns, while the copies do not.

a

few wh-words used as

Thus we must not base our

conclusions on the usage of the different kinds of pronouns on texts

which are not original compositions of their period.
composition,"

I

By "original

do not mean that the work in question must not be a trans-

lation from another language (in which case we have another problem,
that of foreign influence), but only that it must not be a copy of a

much earlier work in English.
The earliest examples

I

know of with wh-words as relative pronouns

are from twelfth century entries (nearly contemporaneous with the events

they describe) in the Peterborough Chronicle
(1)

3
:

Bis waes swide gedeorfsum gear her on lande durh gyld de
se cyng nan for his dohter gyfte & durh ungewaedera for
hwan eordwestmas wurdon swide ainyrde
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(2)

(T h i S wa S
e ry grievous year here in land
y
through money
that the king took for his daughter's
dowry and through unweather, for which harvests became very
spoiled=this was a
very grevious year in the land because
of the money which
the king took for his daughter's dowry
and because of the
bad weather, on akcount of which the
crops were badly spoiled)

P.C.

(3)

1111.23

...waes seo mycele eordbyfung on Lumbardige,
for hwan
manega mynstras & turas & huses gefeollan
(was the great earthquake in Lumbardy, for
which many monasteries and towers and houses fell=there was
the great
earthquake in Lumbardy, because of which many
monasteries
towers, and houses fell)
P.C.

1117.14

Ac syddan he afaren wes he wid done cyng geworhte,
forhwan
"
hine se cyng ealles benaemde
(But after he left was he against the king offended,
for
which him the king all-gen. deprived=but after he had
left,
he offended the king, for which the king deprived him
of

everything)
P.C.

1103

These three examples are the only examples of headed relatives

with wh-pronouns in the Peterborough Chronicle.
hwan

,

They all involve for

"for which," "on account of which," as the relativized item.
We also find some wh_-pronoun relatives in the early thirteenth

century texts which are originally of twelfth century composition, although examples are still quite sporadic in these texts:
(4)

Bis monne me mei sermonen mid godes worde for hwat he seal
his sunne uor-saken
(This man one may sermon with God's word for which he shall
his sins forsake=one may preach God's word to this man, for
which he will forsake his sins)
M.OEH Vol.I. p 81 .10
(12th cent.)
.

(5)

Efter dan drihten him bitahte twa stanene tables breode on
hwulche godalmihti heofde iwriten da ten lage
(After that Lord him gave two stone tablets broad on which
God Almighty had written the ten laws=after that, the Lord
gave him two broad stone tablets on which God Almighty had
written ten laws)
M.OEH. Vol.I. p.11.16
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(

6

)

fell

6 °f

Paradis from hwonne de engles adun
follon
adlse from whi ch the angels downp
(i.e. fell down))

Mn^^th^c

^

M.OEH.Vol

.

I. VI

.102

Curiously, in these early Middle English
texts, the interrogative
pronouns were only used as relative pronouns
in the genitive case or as
the objects of prepositions.

Occasionally, in the thirteenth century,

they were also used as datives without prepositions.
tion for this fact.

I

have no explana-

Curme (1912) attributed it to the fact that
the

genitive and dative forms of the demonstratives, daes_ and
daem , respectively, were similar to the corresponding forms of
the interrogati ves

hwaes and hwaem, while the nominative form of the
demonstrative, se or
de, was quite different from the nominative interrogative hwa.

However,

it should be noted that in Modern Dutch, the interrogative
relative pro-

nouns are still limited to the genitive

(

wiens and wier )

of prepositions (for which the form is wie ).

In

4

and the objects

other cases, die

,

the

feminine or masculine demonstrative, or dat , the neuter demonstrative,
are used:
(7)

Het boek dat U mij geleend hebt, is erg interessant.
(The book which you lent me is very interesting)

(8)

Wie is die Amerikaan, met wie je gistern in de schouburg was?
(Who is the American, with whom you were in the theatre
yesterday?)

(9)

De consul, die mijn vader kende, leende me het geld.
(The consul, who knew my father, lent me the money)

Note that in Dutch, the case, number, and gender marking of the

interrogative wie is exactly parallel to that of the demonstrative die .
so Curme's explanation will

not explain the distribution in Dutch.

It
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appears that there may be something
special about genitives and
objects
of prepositions here, but I do not
know what it is. At any rate,
the

interrogative pronouns in Middle English
become fairly common by the
middle of the thirteenth century:
(10)

Cumm nu widd me to sen din Godd widd
erdlig bodigsihhde
durrh Drihhtin sest nuggu widd innsihht
off din’

wj^du

(Come now with me to see they God with
earthly body-siqht
whom you through Lord see know with
insight of thy heart=*
come now with me to see your God with
physical sight, whom
6 n0W
rou 9^ the Cord, with the insight of
your
*

^

heart)

Orm.

13588

(11) and alle odere euele deden durch wyche
dinkes man ofserueth

det fer of helle
(and all other evil deeds, through which
things one deserves
the fire of hell
K.Serm. p.30

(

12 )

(13)

Eadi

is his spuse, hwas meldhad is unwemmet
(Blessed is his spouse, whose maidenhood is untouched)
H.M.578

habbe him... upo hwas nebscheft de engles ne beod neauer fulle
to bihalden
(have him upon whose countenance the angels not are never
full to look=have him upon whose countenance the angels are
never tired of looking)
H.M.587

(14) And alle deos weren min eldre of wan we beod ispronge
(And all these were my ancestors, of whom we are descended)
L.Brut 25081

(15)

Iesu al feir agein hwam de sunne nis boten a schadwe
(Jesus, all fair, against whom the sun not-is but a shadow=
Jesus, all fair, against whom the sun is but a shadow)
T.Wonunge p.1.9

By this time, the old

se^

relatives had died out, even though it

had not been replaced by the wh-relative in the nominative and accusative
(see section 5.2).
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It is not clear exactly why
the interrogative pronouns
began to

be used as relative pronouns.

It

is

frequently suggested (as in Curme

(1912)) that the interrogative pronouns were
pressed into service in

relative clauses on account of the decline
in inflection in the deter-

miner system (the determiners were identical
to the demonstrative pronouns), since the interrogative pronouns
were still fully inflected.
Besides the disappearance of inflection in
this system, the initial
of

se_

s

and seo began to be replaced by d, making the
descendent of se

(the masculine nominative singular demonstrative)
homophonous with the

relative particle de.

This new

de_

began to be used for all genders and

cases of the demonstrative pronoun.

While it seems plausible that the

loss of inflection in the determiner system should have
played

a

role in

the importation of the more highly inflected interrogative
pronouns into
the relative clause system, this was probably not the only or even the

most important factor.

Let us compare the situation in Middle English

with that of Middle Dutch.

Old Dutch, like Old English and the other

Germanic languages, used demonstrative pronouns as relative pronouns.
In

Middle Dutch, the interrogative pronouns began to be used

clauses along with the demonstratives.

in

relative

However, at this time the in-

flections of the Dutch relative-demonstrative pronouns were exactly parallel

to those of the interrogative pronouns.

Since the interrogatives

were no more highly inflected than the demonstratives, loss of inflection cannot have played a part in the spread of the interrogative pro-

nouns into relative clauses in Dutch.

Furthermore, note that even with

the loss of inflection in Middle English, there was no real need for

a
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new relative pronoun, since the
complementizers de and daet were
perfectly serviceabl e relative markers.

Another possible reason for the spread
of interrogative pronouns
as relative pronouns is that these
pronouns
had always been used in

free" relatives.

This was also true in Dutch.

they did not stay confined to this
usage.

It

is not

clear why

However, it seems likely that

once the interrogative pronouns were used
as relative pronouns in one
sort of relative clause, it was natural for
them to be extended to other
relatives.

5.2

The Demise of the se and se de Relatives

It is hard to determine exactly when the
£e relative died out,

because of the general difficulty in determining which
occurrences of

demonstrative pronouns were just demonstrative pronouns, and which
were
relative pronouns, and also because of the scarcity of twelfth century
texts, the twelfth century being the period of decline in the se relatives.

We can ascertain, however, that there was a great decline in the

use of this relative pronoun during the twelfth century, if it was still
in

fact

a

relative pronoun.

This decline came about in spite of the fact

that the use of wh^pronouns as relative markers was still quite sporadic,
and the wh^pronouns did not really fill the gap left by the loss of the
se relative.

Instead, it was much more common in this period to use de

or daet in all relative clauses, rather than using any relative pronoun.
For more information on the use of daet as

Chapter Seven.

a

relative complementizer, see
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The death of the se relative seems
to have come about basically

with the decline in inflections on
the demonstrative pronouns (as
nearly everywhere else).

In the

early twelfth century texts, we find
great

confusion in the cases of these pronouns

-

accusative forms used instead

of nominative, nominative instead of
the other cases, etc.

Clark (1970)

believes that the inflections on the determiners
had already disappeared
in the dialect

(East Midlands) of the Chronicle

,

and the inflected forms

were used in rather inept imitation of the earlier
parts of the chronicle, or of West Saxon, which was still

the more prestigious literary

dialect, and which she hypothesizes to have still had
inflected determiners (the copies in the West Saxon dialect of earlier
compositions still

show inflected determiners at this time, although the initial
seo, has turned into

identical

d_,

of se,

s_

making the masculine nominative singular form

to the indeclinable relative particle de)

.

The inflections on

these pronouns died out the earliest in the northern part of the country.
At any rate, at the beginning of the twelfth century there are
still quite a few possible examples of ^e relatives in the nominative

case, but

se_

relative pronouns in other cases are quite rare.

found these examples of possible

se^

I

have

relatives on the objects of preposi-

tions or genitives:
(16)

& sum wife hine underfeng into hire huse, daere waes to name
Martha
(and some woman him received into her house, whose was name
Martha=some woman, whose name was Martha, received him into
her house)
W.XL1II. p. 1 34.2

(17)

& his

agene dohter Mariaen he geaf Alpheon of daere waes
geboren Jacob se laesse
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(and his own daughter Mary he gave
Alphaeus, of whom was
born James the Less=and his own daughter,
of whom was
born James the Less, he gave to Alphaeus)
W . XL III.
(18)

p

.

1

39 .12

Seo waes bewedded Zebedeo, of daere waeron
geborene Jacob
se mycele, & Johannes se godspellere
(She was wedded Zebedea, of whom were born
James the Greater
and John the gospel-wri ter=she was wedded to
Zebedee of
whom were born James the Greater and John the
gosper w riter)
W XL III p 1 39 .19
.

.

(19)

feng Iohan of Gaitan to dam Papdome, dam waes
Oder nama
Gelasius
(and succeeded John of Gaeta to the Papacy, whom
was other
name Gelasius=then John of Gaeta succeeded to the
papacy,
whose other name was Gelasius)
P.C. 1118.19

(20)

...mid daes cynges Heanriges mannan, togeanes dan he maneqa
gewealc & gewinn haefde
(against the king Henry's men, against whom he many struggles and contests had=with the king Henry's men, against
whom he had many struggles and contests)
P.C. 1100.55

&

With the death of the

disappeared also.

se^

relative, the

se_ de_

It is usually assumed that the

relative naturally

se_

de relative was the

direct ancestor of the wh- that relative of later Middle English.
this cannot be, because the

see

de_

However,

relative was very clearly defunct by

the end of the twelfth century, at the latest, and the first headed wh-

that relatives do not appear until the very end of the thirteenth century or the beginning of the fourteenth.

least

a

century between the last

se^

Since there is

a

gap of at

d£ relatives and the first wh-that

relatives, some other origin for the wh-that relative must be sought.
This question will be taken up in Chapter Seven.

mains to establish the lack of
I

se_ de_

For the moment, it re-

relatives in the twelfth century.

believe that the generally held assumption that the se de relative led
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directly to the wh-that relative (apart
from the fact that this seems
very reasonable progression, given the
replacement of se by wh and de

a

by that) is due to the fact that the
twelfth century texts which are

copies of earlier works do have

se_

de relatives.

Belfour's volume of

twelfth century homilies, for example, has many
examples of se de relatives:
(21)

Drihten arerde anes ealdormonnes dohtor deo de
laeaa
dead
(Our Lord raised an alderman's daughter, who
(that) lav
dead)
Lire

Bel. II. p.
(22)

136.4

& on

his godcundnysse, on daere de he God is
(and in his godhead, in which he God is=and in his
godhead
in which he is God)
Bel. II. p.

*

20.8

But most of these homilies are known to be copies of eleventh

century texts, and the rest are thought to be.

We have the eleventh

century originals of some of these homilies, and when we compare the two
versions, we find that the twelfth century manuscripts are not free renderings of the earlier ones, but rather word for word transcriptions.

I

have compared several of these homilies to ascertain that this is so,
but here it will suffice to compare example (21) with the sentence in

homily of Aelfric's of which it is
(23)

b're

a

a copy:

Drihten araerde anes ealdormannes dohtor, seo de laeg

dead
Thus we see that the twelfth century copyists, while they changed the

spelling of words in the eleventh century manuscripts to reflect their
own dialects, left the syntax intact, so the presence of
in these copies cannot be taken as an

se_ de_

relatives

indication that these relatives
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were a part of the spoken language.

I

have found no se de relatives
in

original compositions of the twelfth
century, although it must be admitted that the data base is small,
since the only original compositions
we have of this period are parts
of the Peterborough Chronicle and
some

isolated homilies.

But at any rate,

I

have not found any clear examples

of se de (or se daet ) in the thirteenth
century.
This discussion points up the
importance of distinguishing be-

tween

Gi

iginal

texts of

5.3

a

period and copies.

Changes in Free Relatives

Another interesting change which took place in
Middle English
involved free relatives with wh-pronouns.

We saw in Chapter Three that

in Old English free relatives with wh-pronouns,

on either side by swa .

In

the pronoun was flanked

the early twelfth century, this was still

usually the case:
(24)

Ba bed se kyng heom daet hi oldon cesen hem aercebiscop to
Cantwabyrig swa hwam swa swa hi wolden
(Then bade the king him that they should choose them archbishop to Canterbury so whom as they would=then the king
bade them to choose for them as archbishop to Canterbury

whomever they pleased)
P.C.

1123.8

During the twelfth century, however, swa frequently weakened to
se

,

and the first swa began to drop off:
(25)

£e seid daet he bo hal him solf wat best his smirte
(Who so says that he is healthy himself knows best his

Wa_

pain)

Poema Morale 114
(Lambeth 487,
late 12th cent.)
(26)

Luue dine nexte

al

swa de seleun, hwat manne swa he
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aeuere bie!
(Love thy neighbor al so thy self,
what man as he ever is=
love thy neighbor as thyself, whatever
man he is!)
V&V p.67.5
(27)

(28)

^aet hwuch of ton swa is lest ladeliche
X grureful , mihte
he such as he is to monkin him scheawe
(that which of them as is least loathsome
and horrible
might he. such as his is to mankind him show=that
whichever
of them is the least loathsome and horrible,
he might show
himself to mankind such as he is)

T.Wohunge 127

(29)

(30)

Wh a mm se du seost datt Godes Gast inn aness cullfress
heowe
of heoffne cumedd uppon himm & upponn himm
bilefedd, he
ful lhtnedd all datt fullhtnedd is
(Whom so you see that God's spirit in a dove's shape of
heaven comes upon him and upon him remains, he baptizes
all that baptized is=whomever you see such that God's
spirit comes upon him in the shape of a dove and remains
upon him, he baptizes all that is baptized)
Orm. 12604

What se haefde richedom, he hine maked wraecche mon
(What so had riches, he him made a poor man=whoever had
riches, he made him a poor man)
L.Brut 6555
Baet hwa swa halt dis write and dis bode, da wurde he efre
wuniende mid God
(That who so holds this writ and this command, then be he
ever dwelling with God=that whoever holds this writ and
command, may he ever dwell with God)
P.C. 675

By the beginning of the thirteenth century, the first swa of the

swa hw swa construction had completely disappeared, even in the dialects
in which swa did not weaken phonological ly.

We will

see in Chapters Six

and Seven that this change in headless relatives had far-reaching effects
in relative clauses with heads, and even in questions.
In Old English,

the complementizer swa always appeared in these

free relatives with wh-words because the swa in the head selected for it.

However, once the first swa disappeared, there was no longer any need
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for the complementizer to be swa, and
this complementizer began to be

replaced with that or de:
(31)

Albanakes folk folden iscohten but while
dat der atwond
durh wode
(All Albanaca's folk ground sought but
which that there
escaped through wood=all of Albanaca's folk
sought the
ground, except whoever escaped from there throuqh
the
wood)
A1

L..

(32)

Brut 2165

Hwilce dai de he tobreke godes forbode, he scolde dead
dol igen

(What day that he broke God's command, he should death
suffer=whatever day he broke God's command, he should suffer

death)
V&V p. 113. 17

Since

(33)

Hwa dat sehe denne hu de engles beod isweamed... stani
were his heorte gif ha ne mealte i teares
(Who that saw then how the angels are disturbed, stony
were his heart if it not melted in tears=then whoever saw
how the angels are disturbed, his heart must be stony if
it did not melt in tears)
H.M. p.23.233

(34)

& hwi 1 c abbot de bed daer coren of de munecan daet he beo
gebl etsad
(and which abbot that is there chosen of the monks, that he
be blessed=and whichever abbot is chosen by the monks there,
that he be blessed)
P.C. 675

de_

and dat could generally be optionally deleted, they sometimes

deleted in these relatives:
(35)

Hwa ne dod hwen ha mei , ne seal ha hwen ha wolde
(Who not does when they may, not shall they when they
would=whoever does not do it when they could, they will not
(be able to) when they would)
T.A.Wisse p 1 53. 24
.

(

36

)

9e ho 1 i gost...hine dealed to warn him beod lofue
(The holy ghost it gives to whom him is pleasing=the holy
ghost gives it to whomever is pleasing to him)
L.Brut (Otho) 9081
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(37)

ich biteche dat bred dat ich on
wyne wete, he me
schal bitraye
(Whom I give the bread that I in wine
wet, he me shall
betray=whoever I give the bread that I wet
in wine, he
shall betray me)

Jesus Ms. Passion 103
(38)

0at is min red
£uam du is findes, dat he be be dead
yhat is my advice, with whom you them find, that
he be
dead-this is my advice: whoever you find them
with, he
should be killed)
,

G&Ex.
(39)

1768

Ac seid to hwam he wid speked, hwi sholde ich
him luuien?
(But says to whom he with speaks, "Why should
I
him love"=
but says to everyone he speaks with "Why should
I
love him?")
M.OEH Vol.2 XXIX
p. 183.32

As these examples show, there were still

two types of free rela-

tives, one in which the wh-word had the case marking of its
role in the

subordinate clause and the subordinate clause was fronted, with

a

return-

ing pronoun in the main clause, and the other in which the pronoun
had

the case of its role in the main clause, and preposition stranding was

possible.
The fact that free relatives now did not have to have a comple-

mentizer (either swa or that

)

made them superficially extremely similar

to the new headed wh-relatives.

The effects of this fact will be dis-

cussed in Chapters Six and Seven.

Another change which took place in the free relatives involve the
word ever

.

In Old English, ever was used in free relatives only inci-

dentally, with ever retaining

a full

temporal meaning.

However, in

Middle English, ever began to be associated with the pronoun in free
relatives, even when there was little or no temporal meaning.
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(40)

Luu| dine nexte
e

in^
love

al

swa de seluen, hv/at manne
swo he aeuere

hy nel
bor a11 so th y self, what man
so ever is=
f^
?^
thy neighbor
as thyself, whatever man he
is)

(41

——

ne

hifbeod^bohr
(42)

V&V p. 67.5

— der eauer

of cume

,

to deore

(What good or what joy so there ever of
comes, too dear is
it bought whatever good or joy comes
of it, too dearly
J
is it bought)
H.M.

388

Beo he cangun Oder crupel , beo he hwuch-se
he eauer beo du
most to him halden
(Be he idiot or cripple, be he which-so
he ever he be you
must to him hold=be he an idiot or a cripple,
be he whatever he is, you must hold to him)
H.M. 479
’

(43)

Son se du telest te betere den an oder-beo hit
hweruore
se_ hit eauer beo-...du merrest din
meidhad
(Soon as you count you better than an other, be
it wherefore so it ever is, you mar your mai denhood=as soon
as you
count better than another for whatever reason it may be

you mar your maidenhood)

H.M.
In

p.60.639

the early thirteenth century, the ever in such free relatives

clearly still belonged to the lower clause, since it was frequently

separated from the wh-pronoun, as in these examples.

However, ever began

to occur more and more frequently at the beginning of the subordinate

clause:
(44)

Bench get det hwo se euer hermed de Oder eni wo ded de,
scheome, grome, Oder teone, dench det he is godes gerd
(Think yet that whosoever harms you or any woe does you,
shame, anger, or suffering, think that he is God's rod=
think yet tha- whosoever harms you or does you any woe,
shame, anger, or suffering, think that he is God's rod)
A.Riwle p. 81 .26

(45)

Mai nogt longe me ben for-holen quat-so-euere on londe
wurd stolen
(May not long men be hidden whatsoever on land is stolen=
whatever is stolen on land cannot be long hidden from men)

Gen&Ex.2331
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When ever appeared at the front of
such clauses, it was possible
to mistake ever as being a part of as
or so, resulting in the use
of
ever before the complementizer in the late
fourteenth century:
(46)

And what as evere that ye seie, riht as
ye wole so wol
(And whatsoever that you say, just as
you will

I

so will I)
Gower CA. i 1 830
.

(47)

This mayden...as hastily as ever that she
myghte, shal
wedded be unto this Januarie
(This maiden as hastily as ever that she
can, shall be
wedded to this January)

Ch.E.Mch. 1693

However, when these first examples of ever before
the complementizer occur, it is still more common for the ever to
follow the comple-

mentizer:
(48)

But natheles I wole not blame religious folk, ne hem
diffame, in what habit that ever they go
(But nevertheless, I will not blame religious folk, nor
defmae them, whatever habit they go in)
Ch.RR 6151

(49)

'Who so that evere,' quod I, 'douteth of this, he ne mai
nat consider the nature of things'
(Whosoever, I said, doubts this, he cannot consider the
nature of things)
Ch.Bo.4 p. 2.1205-10

Thus it appears that in Chaucer's time, there were two competing

analyses of ever , even with the same speaker.

Sometimes ever was treated

as belonging to the subordinate clause, other times it was treated as

part of the head of the clause or the wh-pronoun.

During Chaucer's period, that was the most frequent complementizer
in free relatives, when any complementizer was employed.

the descendent of swa, and as, a new form which was

a

However, so,

reduction of also ,

may have also been complementizers at times in free relatives, because
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they sometimes appeared separated
from the wh-pronoun:
(50)

S°

**

thurghout his anwre it wol kerve

and ‘byte

uV 0U
S

smite

^

throughout his armor it will
carve
thr ° Ughout his

^

>

e

?? wiif carve and bite)

Ch. F.Sq.

(51)

1

57

...or in what wi se so you 1 este
m3nner aS you please=or in whatsoever
manner
you please)
Ch.TC. III. 1045

On other occasions, however, the so
or as is clearly part of the

wh-pronoun:
(52)

But wh^-som-ev^r woo they fele, they
wole not pleyne
(But whatsoever woe they feel, they will
not complain)
Ch.RR. 5041

It is not clear whether the so or as in the
cases in which these

items are separated from the wh-word are truly
complementizers, or fill
a

new slot in the relativized NP, but at any rate
it seems that yo and

its variant

as^,

like ever , were analyzed in two ways for

situation will be discussed

5.4

5.4.1

a

a

while.

The

bit further in Chapter Ten.

Changes in Questions

Questioned infinitives

.

It was mentioned in Chapter Three

that in Old English, it was not possible to question within an infinitive
phrase.

This situation changed in Middle English.

ples of questions within infinitival

The earliest exam-

phrases (as opposed to questions

out of infinitival phrases to the front of the sentences, which were al-

ways possible) are from the Katherine cycle, around or
the middle of the thirteenth century:

a

little before
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(53)

...ant nuste hwet seggen
(and not-knew what say=and did not
know what to say)
St.Kath. 1535

(54)

Elewsius ward wod ut of his witte ant nuste
hwet seggen
(Elewsius became crazy out of his wits and
not-knew what say=
Eleusius became crazy, out of his wits, and
did not know
what to say)
St.Jul. R.216

These examples are the only ones

I

know of from this period.

(55)

There is another example near the end of the thirteenth
century from
the later (Otho) manuscript of Layamon's Brut:

For nusten hi i wa mene
(For not-knew they to whom talk=for they did not know
to whom to talk)
Brut (Otho) 11114

Notice that in these examples the infinitive is bare, rather than
being preceded by

to_.

The earliest examples of questions on to infini-

tives are from the very end of the thirteenth century and the beginning
of the fourteenth:
(56)

Heo nusten hwat for to do
(They not-knew what for to do=they did not know what to do)
SEL 27.1624

(57)

and bispeken bi hwulche feolonie to don dis ludere dede
(and spoke by which felony to do this evil deed=and
spoke about which felony to do this evil deed)
SEL 17.62

(58)

He nuste hwat with dat bodi to do
(He not-knew what with that body to do=he did not know
what to do with that body)
SEL 15.227

In

the South English Legendary , at the beginning of the fourteenth

century, such examples are fairly common.

examples of questions of bare infinitives:

In this

work we also find
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(59)

So urdih was tie prince dat
he nuste hwat for wrathde do
WaS t,e PnnCe that he now knew what for wrath
do-thI°nri
$ ° Wr ° th that he did
" ot k "™ >*«t to

t

for^ath)'^

SEL 15.26
(60)

He nuste hwat for Ioye do
6 " What f° r j °y d ° =he did " 0t
know what t0 d0

for

joy)^

-

SEL 18.388
(61)

He he nuste hware heom finde
(Nor he not-knew where them find=nor did
he know where to
find them)
SEL 47.64

As far as

I

can determine, the to infinitive and the
bare infini-

tive were in free alternation in this construction
during this period.
In Chaucer's time,

such questions on to infinitives were quite
common:

(62)

But trewely myn herte is troubled with this sorwe
so
grevously, that I noot what to done
(But truly, my heart is troubled with this sorrow so
greviously that I do not know what to do)
Ch.B.Mel. 2190

(63)

So glad he was, he niste what to seye
(So glad he was, he did not know what to say)

Ch.B.MLawe 384
(64)

My righte lady, my salvacioun, is in affray, and not to
whom to pleyne
(My right lady, my salvation, is in fright, and does not
know to whom to complain)
Ch.Mars. 214

(65)

and now wote y neuer what forto done
(and now know I never what for to do=and now I never know
what to do)
B.Brut p.19.14

(66)

and wist nouht what to done
(and knew not what to do=and did not know what to do)
B.Brut p.55.32

(67)

...dat dai nist wner forto abide
(that they did not know where to stay)
B.Brut p.158.15
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Examples of questions on bare infinitives
seem to be rarer at
this time, but there are some:
(68)

And of al this I not to whom me pleyne
(And of all this I not-know to whom me
complain=and
I do not know to whom to
complain of all this)

Ch.Comp.L.50
The use of the bare infinitive was greater
in the fourteenth

century than at any time before or after that
period.

In Old English,

the bare infinitive was restricted to almost
exactly the same environments
as

in

Modern English

-

fourteenth century saw

after verbs of perception, modals, etc., but
the
a

short-lived expansion of the bare infinitive

into constructions where it had not been possible earlier,
nor is it

possible any longer:
(69)

God hath suffred yow have this tribulacioun
(God has allowed you (to ) have this tribulation)
Ch.B. Mel. 2684

(70)

But it is good a man been at his large
(But it is good (for) a man to be at his large (i.e.,
generous with money)
Ch.Kn.2287

It seems very likely that the profusion of bare infinitives in

the fourteenth century was due to French influence, since French does
not have

a

to_

infinitive, and since the bare infinitive in these construc-

tions died out after the period of greatest French influence.^

It seems

likely, in fact, that the possibility of forming questions on infini-

tives is due to French influence, since this is not possible, in general,
in the other germanic languages and was not possible in Old English.

The possibility of French influence in questions on infinitives

is

sug-

gested by Visser, who gives the following example illustrating the same
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construction in French from Ware's Brut during
the Middle English period:
(71)

All

La fille ne sotque respondre
h
n0t
Wh3t answer=the 9irl did not know
what
to answer)

questions on infinitives in Middle French were
on bare infinitives,

as they still

are in Modern French.

It is striking that the first

examples of questioned infinitives in Middle English
are bare infinitives, suggesting that the construction was originally
borrowed directly

from French.

The bare infinitive never really took hold in
English,

however, and although the questioned infinitive quickly
became

a

real

part of the language, the more native t£ infinitive was
the one which

came to be used in this construction.

Another possible explanation for the advent of questioned infinitives is that in Old English, infinitives never had subjects, while in

Late Middle English they began to.

It is possible, therefore, that in

Old English infinitival phrases were merely verb phrases, but became
full

sentences in Middle English, and once they were full sentences, it

was possible to form questions on them.

This seems

a

plausible explana-

tion, but it is not clear whether the infinitive with subject preceded
the questioned infinitive, as this hypothesis would predict.

Rather,

it seems that the questioned infinitive became common slightly before

the infinitive with subject did.

Furthermore, the fact that Modern French,

which has questions on infinitives (as did Middle French), does not allow subjects with infinitives, shows that subjects with infinitives are

not a necessary precondition for questioned infinitives.

Related to the questioned infinitive is the infinitival relative
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using a wh-pronoun.

In Old English,

finitival relative with

it was not possible to form an
in-

pronoun, although infinitival
relatives with

a

no pronoun (and with preposition
stranding) were possible, as we saw in

Chapter Three.

The pronominal

infinitival relative has apparently never

been as common as the questioned infinitive,
and

limited today.

still much more

is

While the object of an infinitive can be questioned

(within the infinitival phrase) in Modern English,
it cannot be rela-

tivized by means of
(64)

a

pronoun:

a.

I

don't know what to do.

b.

I

need

c.

*1 need a friend who(m)

friend to visit.

a

to visit.

Only prepositional phrases may be relativized pronominally in in-

finitival phrases:
(65)

For

a

a.

I

b.

*1

need a friend to whom to talk.
need

a

friend who(m) to talk to.

discussion of these facts, see Emonds (1976).

The pronominal

infinitival relative appeared

English than the questioned infinitive.

a

little later in

The first examples are from

Chaucer's period, and such examples are not common in that period:
(66)

...and seide he nade no more lande wherwid her for to
marie
(and said he not-had no more land wherewith her for to
marry=and said he had no more land with which to marry
her)

B.Brut. p.17.24
(67)

She hath no wight to whom to make hir mone
(She has no man to whom to make her moan=She has not man
to whom to complain)
Ch.B.ML.656
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If it is true that the advent of
the questioned infinitive was

due to French influence, rather than
to the expansion of infinitival

phrases inco full sentences, we can
describe the change as
the structural description of the WhMovement rule.

a

change in

Under the movement

in to- COMP approach to Wh-Movement,
we would have to postulate some sort

of infinitival

complementizer if infinitives were not full
sentences,

since for Wh-Movement to take place there
must be some sort of comple-

mentizer.

By the approach that Wh-Movement merely moves
the affected

item to the front of the clause, however, we could
formulate the new

Wh-Movement rule in the following way:
(68)

Question-Movement (Late Middle and Modern English)
X

3
]

+wh

1

2

3

0

3

The change from Old to Middle English in this construction is ex-

pressed by the addition of the VP to the structural description of the
rule.
As for the infinitival

pronominal relatives, we could either ac-

count for them with the same rule as for questions, with surface filters
to rule out the bad sequences, or else we could restrict the Relative

Movement rule to applying only within tensed sentences, and postulate
another rule especially for pronominal infinitival relatives, moving
only prepositional phrases:
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(69)

Infinitival Relative Movement

[

W

VP

2#

[

pp
+rel

]

1

2

3

1

0

3

VP

5-4

-

2

Locative Shift in Questions

.

We saw in Chapter Two (sec-

tion 2.1.2) that in Old English, only the aernonstrative
(including relative) pronouns underwent Locative Shift, the rule permuting
locative pro-

nouns and the prepositions of which they were the objects.

In

Middle

English, Locative Shift, and also Locative Replacement (the rule
optionally substituting

a

locative pronoun for

a

neuter pronominal object of

a

preposition) were generalized to interrogative pronouns:
(70)

Hare confort & hare delit, hwerin is hit...?
(Their comfort and their delight, wherein is it=their
comfort and their delight, what is it in?)
Hal

i

M. p.39.1

(71)

He sahh dat sho widd childe was, & nisste whaeroffe
(He saw that she with child was, and not-knew whereof=he
saw that she was with child, and did not know from what)
Orm. 2931

(72)

He mai seon hweruore he ah to si ken sare
(He may see wherefore he ought to sigh sorely=he may see
what he ought to sigh sorely for)
A.Wisse p.160.6

(73)

Sc dinked euerlic wis man de wot quor-of man kin bigan
(So thinks every wise man that knows whereof mankind began)
Gen & Ex. 2407

The first examples are from the early thirteenth century.

At the

same time when Locative Shift began to apply to interrogative pronouns,
it was also beginning to apply to wti-relative pronouns:
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(74)

""

boon°i sturbed

S1 99 en

iSSU duruh hire silence muwe

h'n
r Say wherethr °ogh here
silence may be
disti,rh 0 rf°H^ not
? do
n° or say
disturbed-do
anything through
which her S1
y
silence may be disturbed)

(75)

^^

A.Riwle

194.32

^

5
Scand1e ne cume nis nawt much
strengde
(Of things without whereof scandal
not comes not is not
much strength-outer things which scandal
does not come of
are not important)

A.Wisse
(76)

p.

p.

11.7

Bat in de haues all ding hwer fore mon
ah beo luuewordi to
006 P
(That in thee have all things wherefore one
ought to be
love-worthy to another=that you have all the
things for
which one person should be worthy of love to
another)

T.Wohunge 621
It is striking that Locative Replacement
and Locative Shift

were extended to wh-pronouns (both interrogative and
relative) at just
the time when the wh^pronouns were first being used
frequently as rela-

tive pronouns.

It seems clear that the reason for this extension was
the

now morphological

nouns.

identity between the interrogative and relative pro-

Since Locative Shift and Locative Replacement could always apply

to relative daer, and since relative daer and relative hwaer were now
in competition with each other, it was natural

to generalize these rules

from applying only to demonstrative pronouns to applying to all relative

pronouns, and furthermore to interrogative pronouns, since these were now
identical in form to the relative pronouns.

Chapter Ten.

For more discussion, see

The new Locative Replacement rule, differing from the old

one only by the loss of the feature +demonstrati ve, may be formulated

thusly
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(77)

Middle English Locative Replacement
[P

Wi

NP

PP

W9

]

2

+pro
+neut

1

2

1

2

4

3

+ loc

4

The new Locative Shift rule also differs from its ancestor only
in the loss of the feature +demonstrative:

(78)

Middle English Locative Shift
W,

[

P

NP

1

PP

In

phological

about

a

+pro
+loc

1

2

3

4

1

3

2

4

Chapters Six and Seven we will see other cases where the moridentity of the relative and interrogative pronouns brought

change.

5.5

In this

Conclusion

chapter we have traced

and question systems.

a

few changes in the relative clause

We have seen how the wlv-pronouns were extended

to relative clauses, and how this change brought about a simplification

of the Locative Replacement and Locative Shift rules.

Another result of

the replacement of the demonstrative relative by the wh_-relative, in con-

junction with the loss of swa in headless relatives, was that headless
relatives became superficially similar to headed ones.

This change had
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important effects which will be
discussed in later chapters.
Finally,
we have seen that the Middle
English period, a time of so
much syntactic

change in English, was the period
in which the questioned
infinitive
entered the language, along with
the pronominal infinitival
relative.
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Footnotes to Chapter Five

lpor

a lis t of original works and
copies of earlier works inn the
\
thp
twelfth century, see the Appendix.
.

There is also some possibility of dialect
difference here since
a
tGXtS ° f tl lis time are in the East Mid lands
dialect, ’while
mn!t°
most off lh
the copies are in the West Saxon dialect.
There are not enouah
9
texts to determine how much the differences
in these texts are due to
0pp0Sed ,to differences between copies and
origin^p dialect difference,
niu" One
nals.
however, is well known: the northern
lalects began to lose the inflections on the
demonstrative pronouns
earlier than the southern one, so we would expect
the se relative to
linger longer in the southern dialects.
r 9

^

—

3

There
however, a couple of examples of wh-rel ati ves in
the
vercel 1 i homilies.
These examples both involve for hwon "for which" and
are copies of similar constructions in Latin, so it
seems that Latin
influence is involved here, especially since these examples are
so
isolated.
4

The genitive pronoun, however, is confined to the written lanIn speech, die is used with a returning genitive pronoun
for
genitive relatives.
guage.

5

For details, see Frank (1910), Te Winkel

(1898) and Loey (1951).

^It is impossible to tell whether daere is genitive or dative
here, since the forms were identical for the feminine pronoun, and since
the dative case was sometimes used instead of the genitive to express

inalienable possession, as in example (19).
^For a discussion of when French influence was at its height in
English, see Chapter Eight, and also Baugh (1951) and Jesperson (1955).
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CHAPTER

VI

CHANGES IN PREPOSITION STRANDING

6.0

In this
in

Introduction

chapter we will see how preposition
stranding came about

wh-relatives and questions in Middle English
and also how passives

0f the sort

j]g~.was

laughed at came about.

We will also examine a couple

of possible reasons for these changes.

6.1

The Changes

Before discussing preposition stranding

in

Middle English, it is

appropriate to review briefly the Old English preposition
stranding facts.
We saw in Chapter Two that preposition stranding was not
possible in Old English Topicalization, unless the prepositional
object was
a

pronoun, in which case the preposition stranding could be attributed

to the effects of an independently needed rule permuting pronominal ob-

jects of prepositions and their prepositions, after which the pronoun
and the preposition could split up freely.
tion of the object of

a

We also saw that passiviza-

preposition was not possible.

In

Chapter Three

we saw that preposition stranding was obligatory in de relatives, but
nori-existent in S£ and

se^ de_

relatives.

Apparent counterexamples to

this generalization involving locative pronouns were accounted for by an

independently motivated rule permuting locative objects of prepositions

with those prepositions, in conjunction with the PP Split rule motivated
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in

Chapter Two.

Preposition stranding was obligatory
in infinitival

relatives, which in Old English never had
relative pronouns on the
surface.

Preposition stranding was not possible in
questions.

In

free

relatives, we found that preposition stranding
was possible in free
relatives of the sort in which the pronoun
independently must be anal-

yzed as being the head of the relative clause, while
it was not possible
in free relatives which must be analyzed
as involving movement of the

pronoun.

To summarize, preposition stranding was not
possible in any

construction in which the moved object of the preposition
was apparent
or.

the surface, unless PP Split had applied.

On the other hand, in con-

structions in which there was nothing on the surface which had
been
moved, preposition stranding was obligatory.
Let us now see how this situation changed in Middle English.

The first sporadic examples of preposition stranding in wh-relatives with movement and questions appear at the very beginning of the

thirteenth century:^
(1)

Nuste nan kempe whae he sculde slaen on_
(Not-knew no soldier whom he should strike on=no soldier
knew whom he should strike at)
L.Brut 27487

(2)

Her is whamm guw birrd follgenn, whamm all mannkinri birrd
lefenn onn
(Here is whom you behooves follow, whom all mankind behooves
believe in=here is the one whom it behooves you to follow,
who it behooves all mankind to believe in)
Orm. 12887

The second of these examples is a headless relative, but the dative
case of the wh-pronoun indicates that the wh-word has been moved.

How-

ever, this example is dubious, since in Middle English, as in Old English,
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the headless relative with movement of
the pronoun was ordinarily re-

stricted to the left dislocation construction.

Some confusion with case

marking was setting in at this time, and
it is possible that the oblique
case marking here is due merely to the
post-verbal position of the wh-

pronoun.

If this is so, then the pronoun is
the head, and deletion,

rather than movement, is involved.

At any rate, clear examples of prep-

osition stranding at the beginning of the thirteenth
century are very
rare in the literature, as attested by the fact
that these two examples
(3)
are the only ones to be found in these two exceedingly
long works.
By the middle of the thirteenth century, examples of
stranding in
(4)

wh-rel atives and questions become

a

bit more common, although still rare:

And getenisse men ben in ebron guile men mai get wundren on
(And giant men are in Hebron, which men may yet wonder
on (i.e. atj)
G & Ex. 3715

Wiste noman of werlde do quat kinde he was kumen fro
(Knew no man of world then what kind he was come from=no
one in the world then knew what kind he had come from)
G & Ex. 901
(5)

Hwam se heo biseched for is sikerliche iborhen
(Whom so she prays for is surely saved)
M.OEH.Vol

The last example is somewhat dubious.

appear to be

a

.

I

p.

261

The case marking makes it

movement headless relative, but the lack of

a

returning

proncun suggests that this is really an 'in place' free relative with
pronominal head, and the case marking is
During this same period,

a

a

mistake.

few rare examples of preposition strand

ing in topical ized and passivized structures are also found:
(6)

a

Ah de gode ich ga aa bisiliche abuten
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(But the good

I

go ever busily about)

St.Marg.

30.35

Hosen^wid ute yampez 1 igge jin
hwa se liked
(Hose without feet, sleep in
whoso pleases=whoever cares
to may sleep in hose without
feet)

(7)

(

p.

8)

ITe:™

ofl^

attre ib0llen> leafdi1uker
Jeoten^ of den

s he shall

be greater honored, lady-like-er
thought of than
lady of home-she shall be more
greatly honored, more
lady-1 ike thought of, than a
house-wife)
T.A.Wisse p. 58.7
(

a

Visser mentions example (8) as being
the first example of
formed on

a

verb+preposition.

passive

It is the only occurrence of this
con-

struction in the thirteenth century.
passives become more common.

a

2

In the fourteenth century,
such

Visser finds passives with 24 new combina-

tions of verbs and prepositions in this
century, and 57 more in the fif-

teenth century.

It is striking that at just the time when
sporadic ex-

amples of preposition stranding in wh-relatives
and questions are found,

sporadic examples of preposition stranding are also found
in Topical ization and Passi vization.

And in the fourteenth century, when preposition

stranding was becoming more common in the former types of construction.
it was also becoming more common in the latter types.
In the early fourteenth century, preposition stranding was still

rare in Topical ization

,

Passivization

,

wh-relatives, and questions.

I

have found no examples of preposition stranding in these constructions
in several

manuscripts of the fourteenth century.

de Hampole, born c.

However, Richard Rolle

1300, was an enthusiastic preposition strander.

Several examples of preposition stranding in wh-relatives are found in
his sho»"t volume of prose treatises edited by Perry:

3
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and make de free fra charge of besynes
whilke dou ert
bounden to
y ° U freS fr ° m thS Cdre ° f bus1ness which
bound"to)

(9)

Hampole XI. p. 32.4
(10)

A scolere at Pares had done many full
synnys, de whvlke
he hade schame to schryfe hym of
(A scholar at Paris had done many foul
sins, the which he
had shame to shrive him(self) of)

Hampole IV p. 7.16
(11)

and dat es de lossyng of thy ryght-wysnes
whilke dou was
mad in.
(and that is the losing of thy righteousness
which thou
wast made in)

Hampole XII. p. 44.4

Rolle's dialect was

a

northern one, and it is possible that prepo-

sition stranding in movement rules became common earlier in
the north
than in the south, as was the case with many innovations.

It is also

possible that Rolle, writing for religiously oriented people, was less

influenced by French than those writing for an audience at court, such
as Chaucer.
In

the later fourteenth century, preposition stranding in movement

rules became more common.

In Chaucer's writings, as noted in Grimshaw

(1975), preposition stranding was fairly common in wh_-relatives and

questions with inne
(12)

:

Now have

I

told what peril he is inne
Ch.TC 3.9111

(13)

And thouqhte anon what foly he was inne
Ch.TC 1.820

(14)

For nadde they but a sheete, which that they myghte
wrappe hem inne a-nyght
Ch.6.CY.879

However, there are also

a

few examples of preposition stranding
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with other prepositions in these
constructions which apparently
escaped
Grimshaw's notice:
His lady, certes, and his wyf also,
the which that lawe
of love accordeth to

(15)

Ch. F. Frank. 797

(16)

But to king Alla, which

(17)

What sholde I tellen ech proporcioun of
thinges whiche
that we werche upon

I

spak of yore... I wol retourn
Ch.B.M.Lawe.984

Ch.G.CY.754
Yet hadde I lever payen for the mare which he
rit on.
then he sholde with me stryve

(18)

Ch.H.Man.78

These four examples are the only ones that

have found with

I

stranding of prepositions other than inne in wh- relatives in the
Canterbury Tales

4
.

I

have also noted one example of preposition stranding

with Topical ization:
(19)

Now swich

a

wyf

I

pray God kepe me fro

!

Ch.E. March. 2419
In

the writings of Lydgate, ^ born in 1371

Chaucer's birth), we also find
in

a few

(thirty one years after

examples of preposition stranding

wh-relatives:
(20)

But had he ete and take his part of this fruyt which I
of telle. ..
TBut if he had eaten and taken his part of this fruit which
I
tell of...)
Lyd. R&S.4416

(21)

The fruit of thys ilke tre, which that I to forn of spake,
sodeynly was torned to blake
(The fruit of this same tree, which I spoke of before, was
suddenly turned to black)
Lyd. R&S.3998

During this period, it was also fairly common for pied piping to
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occur, but for a copy of the
preposition to be left behind:
(

22

6 k1n 9 ht

)

Mn

SL which

lagoon

(Until

the knight that

I

speke of thus, ...shoop

I

spoke of thusly prepared to
leave)
Ch.F. Frank. 807

(23)

And eek in what array that they
were inne
(And also what array they were in)
Ch.Pro.41

It is possible that such examples
represent a sort of intermediate

stage between pied piping and preposition
stranding.
It is unfortunate that our late
fourteenth century texts are so

heavily influenced by French,
tion stranding.

a

language which does not permit preposi-

Chaucer and Lydgate show tremendous French influence

in their lexicons, and the Brut belonging
to this period (edited by Brie),

which shows no preposition stranding in the constructions
discussed, is
translated from the French Brut d'Angleterre

.

It seems very probable

(25)
that preposition
stranding in the language of those not speaking French

was much freer than these works indicate.
(26)

At any rate, by the end of the

fifteenth century, preposition stranding in movement rules was firmly
rooted, and we find examples in nearly all texts:
(27)

That mervayle we off
(That we marvel of)
Malory VIII

p.

447.5

Yet made he an heed to speke which answerd of a 1 1 e that
whiche he was demanded of
(Yet he made a head which answered all things that which
he was asked of)
Caxton

XIII. 48

and what jouparte I have been in
(and what jeopardy I have been in)

Malory VIII

p.

410.10
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(28)

& so to Lorayn,

de place wher she come first fro
(and so to Lorraine, the place where she
first came
from)

B.Brut
It was not until

G.

512.8

the seventeenth century, when writers looked
to

Latin as their model, that the modern prejudice against
preposition

stranding (not only in wh-relatives and questions, but also
in that
relatives, where preposition stranding has always been possible)
set

in.

How can the changes in preposition stranding in Middle English
be accounted for?

One possibility, and the one which

will

I

adopt, is

that in Old English there was a prohibition against movement, but not

deletion, of NP out of PP.

Assuming that

de_

relatives, infinitival

relatives, and other constructions in which there is

a

gap, but no

surface evidence of movement, involve deletion, rather than movement, we
can account for the preposition stranding in Middle English as being
the result of the loss of the prohibition against movement out of PP.

This approach will be argued for in Chapter Nine, where two other ap-

proaches to the preposition stranding facts will be considered.

For the

moment, let us assume that the approach adopted here is correct, and con-

sider what might have brought about the change in preposition stranding
in Middle English.

5.2

5.2.1

Possible Causes for the Changes

The possibility of Scandinavian influence

.

The modern

Scandinavian languages all have preposition stranding in movement rules,
and since England was subjected to repeated invasions by Danes and Nor-

wegians, one might propose that it was Scandinavian influence which
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brought about the freedom of preposition
stranding in English.

Let us

now consider the extent of Scandinavian
influence and the plausibility
of attributing English preposition
stranding to it. 6
In

850 there were invasions by large armies
of Danes and Norwegians

and extensive settlement in the eastern
part of England by the invaders.
In 878,

King Alfred managed to subdue the invaders,
who were then con-

fined to eastern England, which became the Danelaw,
subject to Danish
rule.

and

a

The Danish incursions continued until the early
eleventh century,

Danish king, Cnut, even occupied the English throne in
1014.

Soon

after the restoration of the throne to the English, the
Norman invasion
put an end to further Danish invasions.

Since there was

a

large popu-

lation of Scandinavians in eastern England for an extended period,
the

question arises as to whether Scandinavian influence may not have played
a

role in the introduction of preposition stranding into movement rules

in English.

The plausibility of this hypothesis is enhanced by the fact

that the Danish and English languages were very similar, making borrowing from one to the other easy.

That the Danish language did have

a

strong influence on English is shown by the fact that English borrowed
7

very basic words, such as deyy "they"'

from Danish.

Therefore, the

possibility that preposition stranding was borrowed from Danish deserves
attention.
First let us consider the possibility that Danish was responsible
for the stranding in

ete

relatives in Old English.

Since our oldest

English texts are from after the first invasion (the first taking place
in 787), this is not out of the question.

Unfortunately , the oldest
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lengthy Scandinavian texts date from the
twelfth century, so we do not
know exactly what the syntax of these
languages was like during the Old

English period.

Let us assume for the sake of argument
that it was not

significantly different from that of the Old Norse
sagas of 1150 through
1350.

In these sagas, there is preposition stranding
in the relative

clauses which use an indeclinable relative particle es: 8
(29)

...sa madr es hann tok arf efter
(the man rel he took inheritance after=the man that
he
took inheritance after)

AM 315 D 2:9
(30)

...fiat es hann styGvesc wid
(that rel he would be offended with=that which he would

be offended with)

Holm 15

Could this have influenced the similar English construction with de?
The answer seems to be no.

Most Old English texts are written in the

West Saxon dialect, but it was precisely in Wessex that Danish had the
least influence, since Wessex was the stronghold against the invasions.

During the Old English period, Scandinavian loan-words were generally

limited to the northern and eastern dialects, and we would expect that

where lexical influence

is

small, syntactic influence will be even less.

In the eleventh century, when the Danes were becoming assimilated

with the English, Danish influence was more persuasive.

Although the

eastern and northern texts exhibit the largest number of loan-words,
even the southern and western manuscripts have some.

Nevertheless,

there is no reason to attribute the spread of preposition stranding in
the thirteenth century to Scandinavian influence, for two reasons.

First, it appears that Danish of the eleventh century did not have prepo-
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sition stranding in questions or relative clauses
with pronouns.
course, the earliest texts are from

a

Of

century later, but let us assume
for

the sake of argument that the Scandinavian languages
did not change sig-

nificantly during this century.

At any rate, it is most unlikely that

they changed from having such preposition stranding to
not having it,
and then back again in modern times.

In

Blaisdell's study of preposi-

tions in Old Norse, he gives examples of preposition stranding
is es

relatives and in comparatives, but none in questions.

He does not speci-

fically say that there are no examples in questions, but since he is

only concerned with what does not appear, the question of preposition

stranding in questions is not mentioned.

It seems certain that if such

examples existed in the texts he examined, he would have included them.

Therefore it appears that preposition stranding in the Scandinavian
languages at this time was restricted in the same way as in Old English,
and cannot have been responsible for the change in Middle English.
The second consideration against Scandinavian influence is the

fact that Early Middle English texts such as the Ormulum written in the
very heart of the Danelaw and exhibiting many Danish loan words have no

clear examples of preposition stranding in movement rules.

Even suppos-

ing Danish did have such preposition stranding, these texts, which are

the ones we would most expect to reflect Danish influence, show no such

stranding.

We therefore conclude that the spread of preposition strand-

ing in English was parallel

to a similar development in the Scandinavian

languages, rather than derived from it.
6.2.2

Influence of the free relatives.

If the spread of prepo-
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sition stranding into new constructions
is not to be attributed
to foreign influence, we must look for a
language-internal explanation for
the facts.

I

believe that the loss of the prohibition
against movement

out of PP can best be attributed to the combined
effect of

a

couple of

the changes in the relative clause system
which we have already discussed.
We saw in Chapter Five that in the thirteenth
century two factors

conspired to greatly increase the differences between free
and headed
relatives.

First, the wh-pronouns, which had always been used in
free

relatives, began to be used in headed relatives.

Secondly, the swa

preceding the wh-word in free relatives dropped off, meaning that
the

complementizer swa following the wh-word, which used to be selected for
by the first swa could be replaced by that

deleted.

,

which could in turn be

With no determiner before the wh-word and no complementizer

after it in headless relatives, and with wh-words now being used in

headed relatives, the free and headed relatives became superficially
very similar.
We saw in Chapter Three that in Old English preposition stranding

was possible in free relatives which were "in place" and which were hypo-

thesized there to involve deletion under identity to the head, which was
the wh-pronoun.

Since preposition stranding was possible in these rela-

tives, and since these relatives were now superficially much more similar
to ordinary wh^relatives

,

it would be very easy for a language learner,

hearing preposition stranding in one construction with wh_-pronouns

,

to

extend preposition stranding to other constructions, such as ordinary
relatives involving Wh-Movement.

Once this step was taken, there was no
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longer any evidence for

a

prohibition against movement out of PP.

And

when this prohibition was dropped, we
would expect preposition stranding
in not only relative clauses and
questions, which used wh-words, but

also in other constructions involving
movement, such as Topicalization
and Passivization.

As we have seen, this is precisely what
happened,

since preposition stranding began to occur in
all these constructions
at pretty much the same time, as we have seen.

It seems, then,

that the

morphological identity of the pronouns used in free and
headed relatives
may have caused the two constructions to be confused,
bringing about

preposition stranding in movement rules.

6.3

Conclusion

In this chapter we have seen how preposition stranding spread

from constructions in which no movement was apparent on the surface into ones in which there was clearly movement.

A possible explanation

for this change, based on the new similarity of headed relatives, which

formerly did not allow preposition stranding, and
tive which did, was proposed.

a

type of free rela-

The possibility of Scandinavian influence

was considered and ruled out.
In

Chapter Nine the theoretical importance of the preposition

stranding facts will be discussed, and the assumption that the Old English
facts are to be accounted for by a prohibition against movement out of
PP will

be justified.
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Footnotes to Chapter Six

Vis e

^

1963 ) m kes a couple of statements which are
?
inconsistent
First, he says (p. #400):

* 4 u
+ u! ;
with
this statement.
,

-

When the relative pronoun is whom of (the) which
the preposition is placed either before the pronoun or at the
end of the
clause.
Both types are represented in English from the
beqinninq
of the Middle English period on.

Despite Visser s claim that preposition stranding occurs
with wh-relatives from the beginning of the Middle English period, he
fails~~to back
up his assertion with examples.
His first example of such preposition
stranding is the sentence presented as example 2 of this chapter,
(
)
which
is from the early thirteenth century.
I
have searched the earlier texts
listed in the Appendix and References here, and have found no earlier
examples.
Without examples, there is no reason to accept Visser's
claim.
Concerning questions, Visser says (p. 406):
When an interrogative sentence or dependent clause opens with
whom or what the preposition has end-position. The putting the
preposition before these pronouns has always been less usual.
As it stands, this statement is grossly inaccurate.
As noted, I have
found no examples of preposition stranding in questions before the

beginning of the thirteenth century.
Perhaps what Visser means is that
once the option of preposition stranding was available, it was then widely used in indirect questions.
At any rate, the earliest example which
Visser gives illustrating the point he is making here is from Shakespeare.
In another place, he gives the example presented here as (1) in this
chapter, which is from the beginning of the thirteenth century, and this
is the earliest one I have found, either in the texts or in Visser's
examples.
Therefore, Visser's claims about preposition stranding are
not to be accepted, unless relevant examples are brought forth.
It is
significant that Visser fails to give early examples here, since he
generally gives a wide range of examples, including early and late ones.
?

For a discussion of the possibility that the lack of preposition
stranding in passives was due to a lack of "compound verbs" comprised
of verbs plus prepositions, such as laugh at , see Chapter Nine.
3

The manuscript from which these treatises are edited is unfortunately a later copy (c. 1430), so there is some possibility that the
frequency of preposition stranding in this work is due to the work of
However, a comparison of these treatises with others of
the copier.
Rolle's which are extant in a fourteenth century manuscript reveals that
the earlier manuscript has similar examples of preposition stranding,
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such as the following:

...and of contempl ayti f lyfe, de whilk dou hase taken dp tin
at mens syght
(and of contemplative life, which you have taken
yourself to in
the sight of men)
This example is taken from the fourteenth century MS Cambridge
Dd V.64,
edited by Horstman. We would at any rate expect less changes by a
scribe
in something like preposition stranding than in something
like the form
of the pronouns.
4

Stranding in wh-rel atives seems to be considerably more common
than in questions in this period.
This is probably because preposition
stranding was also possible in that relatives.
Preposition stranding
aiso seems to have spread a bit more quickly in passives than in other
constructions, which could be due to the fact that if the speaker wished
to passivize the object of a preposition, he had no choice but to strand
the preposition, since Passivization did not apply to prepositional
phrases, but only to noun phrases.
5

My data base here is small, as I have read only the first volume
of Reson and Sensuallyte , so preposition stranding could be more common
in Lydgate's work than my data indicates.
^The following facts are taken from Geipel

(1971).

^In Old English, the third person plural pronoun was heo

,

identi-

cal with the feminine nominative singular pronoun.

^These examples are taken from Blaisdell (1959). Blaisdell's
study is on Old Icelandic, not Old Danish, but the North Germanic languages were not greatly differentiated at this time, and we have no
Danish texts before c. 1250.

y
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CHAPTER VII
THE SPREAD OF THAT IN SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

7.0

In

Introduction

this chapter we shall see how the complementizer
daet spread

in Middle English into types of subordinate
clauses in which it was not

found in Old English, and how it came to co-occur with
wh-pronouns in

questions and relative clauses in the fourteenth century.

We shall see

that the morphological identity of the rela-ive and
interrogative pronouns in Middle English played

ysis of certain data.

a

crucial role in the historical reanal-

One of the main points brought out here is that

contrary to the general assumption, the wh-that construction in Middle
English (that is, the use of both

a

pronoun and that to introduce

tive or interrogative clause) cannot be
se. de_

a

a

rela-

continuation of the Old English

relative construction.
We will begin with a description of the distribution of daet in

Early Middle English, see how this situation changed in the fourteenth

century, and finish up with

a

discussion of the loss of that in many

subordinate clauses.

7.1

Baet in Early Middle English

We saw in Chapter Three that in Old English there was a generally

clear-cut distinction between de and daet, with

4e_

being limited to rela-

tive or relative-like clauses, and daet introducing indirect statements,
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clauses of extent and purpose, etc.

However, we also saw that even
in

Old English, daet was beginning to encroach
upon de's territory, being
used occasionally in relative clauses.

In

Middle English, daet began to

appear in more relatives and also in different
sorts of clauses.

Let us

first see how daet was used in relative clauses
in Early Middle English.
7-1.1

Oaet in headed relatives

which was found only in
section

3. 1.1.

a

.

In the

twelfth century, daet ,

few types of relatives in Old English (see

6), began to be used more generally as a relative marker,

in competition with de.

For a while, there was still some distinction

between the two complementizers in relatives.

In a

study of the distri-

bution of relative de and daet in certain late twelfth century texts,

Macintosh (1947) found that in the Peterborough Chronicle, de was used
only with animate antecedents, while daet was used with inanimates.

The

obvious explanation for this fact is that daet was originally

a

demonstrative pronoun, and was therefore frequently used as

relative

complementizer with neuter antecedents
cal

in Old

a

neuter

English, so when grammati-

gender was replaced by natural gender in late Old English, the use

of daet was naturally extended to all

inanimate antecedents.

Macintosh

found, however, that the use of daet varied considerably in the different

dialects.

Grammatical gender disappeared in the north and east before

it did in the south, and as one might expect, there was

a

strong correla-

tion between the loss of grammatical gender and the frequency of daet .
In

the Ormul

urn

,

a

northeastern text written around 1200,

completely replaced by datt

.

de_

has been

On the other hand, the Book of Vices and

Virtues, written about the same time in the extreme south of the midlands.
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has retained de, rarely using daet as a relative
complementizer.
in

the Katherine cycle,

Finally,

1

texts of the southwest midlands, Macintosh
found

that relative de was generally used after inanimate
antecedents, and

sometimes after plural inanimates (the reason for this
presumably being
that demonstrative daet was singular only).

It

was also used after

a

few inanimate singular antecedents, but mostly ones which
were grammati-

cally masculine or feminine in Old English.

On the other hand, det

"that" was used after some animate, but grammatically neuter heads,
in

addition to being used with indefinite heads like alle

,

as

in Old English,

and also after antecedents which were either personal names or personal

pronouns.

Thus we see that although the facts are

a

bit fuzzy in some

dialects, the distinction between relative de and daet (or det according to the dialect)

inanimate one.

in Early Middle English was basically an animate-

Macintosh suggested that this distinction was important

roughly between 1130 and 1230.

After this,

de_

was completely replaced

by daet in relative clauses in all dialects.
It seems likely that the triumph of daet over

fact that daet , unlike

de_,

was used as

a

de_

was due to the

complementizer in clauses other

than relatives in Old English, so when its use as a relative complement-

izer increased, it had a much wider distribution than de.

used as

a

It was also

relative complementizer with temporal and indefinite heads

in Old English, widening its distribution in Middle English and giving
it the edge over

de_,

which had become the minority relative complement-

izer.

We saw in Chapter Five that the se de relative died out in the
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twelfth century.
in

2
I

have found no examples of daet co-occurring
with se

either Old or Middle English.

In the twelfth century, the se
relative

also died out and was replaced by the wh-pronoun
relative.

Middle English daet did not co-occur with wh-pronouns

,

either

tions or relatives, but in the fourteenth century it did.
how this situation came about in section 7.2.

In

Early
in

ques-

We will see

Now let us see how daet

behaved in free relatives in Early Middle English.
7-1.2

Baet in free relatives

.

Baet (and in the southern dialects,

dej first began to be found in free relatives with wh-pronouns in the

thirteenth century.

We have already noted this development in Chapter

Five, but let us review it here.
We saw in Chapter Three that in Old English free relatives in-

volved an indefinite wh-pronoun preceded and followed by swa

.

This was

true whether the pronoun was to be analyzed as being the head of the

relative clause or as having been moved to the front of the clause.

We

saw in Chapter Five that this situation remained stable into the early

twelfth century, but that by the beginning of the thirteenth century, the
first swa was frequently dropped.
tury, this swa was always dropped.

By the middle of the thirteenth cen-

Since the determiner

first

swa_ (the

swa ) selected for the complementizer swa , once the determiner disappeared
in free relatives, there was no longer anything to force the complement-

izer swa to be used, and de or daet , the ordinary relative complementizers, began to be used in free relatives in competition with swa
(1)

:

Bonne de cumd eft sum euel Oder sum ungelimp, an hwilces
kennes wise de hit aeure cumd, ne gelief du naht. al swa
sume
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(2)

(When you comes then some evil or some
misfortune, in
whatever kind way that it ever comes,
not believe you not
as some-when some evil or misfortune
comes to you, whatever way it comes in, don't believe as
some...)
V&V p.

(3)

(4)

29.6

and wnader unke re de maei of odere dat
betere biwinne habben
al dis oderes lond
(and which-us-two that may of other the better
win have al
the other's land=and whichever of us wins the
better of the
other (shall) have all the other's land)
L.Brut 23597
Hwo det_ bere a deorewurde licur...in a feble uetles. .
.nolde
heo gon ut of drunge bute gif heo were fol
(Who that bore a precious liquid in a frail vessel, not
would she go out in crowd but if she were fool=whoever bore
a precious liquid in a frail vessel, she would not go into
a crowd unless she were a fool)
A.Riwle p. 72.35

Hwilch harm Oder hwilc ungel imp de de to-cumd, dench dat
du art wel wurde des eueles
(Which harm or which misfortune that you comes, think that
you are well worthy the evi 1-gen. =whatever harm or misfortune comes to you, think that you are well deservinq of
this)
V&V p.29.10
At the time when daet first began to be used in free relatives.
swa was still used sometimes as

a

complementizer in these relatives:

(5)

Be wilde bor ne mei nout buwen uorte smite hwam se ualled a
dun
(The wild boar not may not bow for to smite whom so falls
down=the wild boar cannot bow down to smite whomever falls
down)
A.Riwle p. 126.15

(6)

Hwam swo din wille was te senden dis loc to ofrien, he was
geherd
(Whom so your will was to send this sacrifice to offer, he
was heard=whoever it was your will to send this sacrifice
to offer, he was heard)
V&V p. 85.22

(7)

Hwat weole Oder hwat wunne se der eauer of cume, to deore
hit beod aboht
(What good or what pleasure so there ever of comes, too dear-
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ly it is bought=whatever good or whatever
pleasure that
comes of it, too dearly it is bought)

H.M.388

Whatt mann se wile cwemenn me, to winnenn eche
blisse, datt
like mann birrd draghenn fra gl uterrnessess
esstess
(What man so will please me, to win eternal
bliss, that
same man behooves take from glutony's del
icacies=whatever
man will please me, to win eternal bliss, it
behooves him
to take himself from gluttony's delicacies)
Orm.11543

(8)

At this time, both swa and daet were complementizers in
these

headless relatives, as evidenced by the fact that whenever the
wh-pronoun was not the last item in the relativized NP (or head, as
the case

may be), they appeared after the last item, rather than directly after
the wh-pronoun.

We saw in Chapter Five that this situation changed in

the fourteenth century, when so began to be reanalyzed as part of the

relative pronoun.
The replacement of swa by daet in the free relatives led to

a

situation where the wh-pronouns and the complementizer daet frequently
co-occurred.

However, even though wh-daet was

in free relatives,

relatives

3

it was still

or questions.

a

possible combination

not possible at this time in headed

Before seeing how wh-that became possible in

these constructions, let us see how daet spread into other constructions
in Early Middle English.

7.1.3

Other subordinate clauses

.

As daet was replacing

de.

in

relatives, it was also replacing it in the sentential complements of

prepositions (for

a

discussion of these in Old English, see section

3. 3. 2.1):

(9)

Schrift shal makien dene mon alswuch ase he was biuoren det
he sunege
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(Confession shall make the man as such
as he was before that

he sinned)

A.Riwle
(

10 )

and halden dene wraecche
(and hold the wretch until
until he dies)

a

p.

136.11

dat he for-wurde
that he dies=and hold the wretch

L.Brut 19488

(H)

& hu seinte peter efter dat he hefde
forsaken him... was
wid him isahtnet
(and how Saint Peter after that he had forsaken
him was with
him reconci led-and how Saint Peter, after
he had forsaken
him, was reconciled with him)
A.Wisse p. 171.26

As noted in section 3. 3. 2.1, in the Ormul

of double datt after

a

rn

we find many examples

preposition, with the first datt replacing the

demonstrative pronoun and the second replacing de:
(12)

Afft.er datt datt te Laferrd Crist de waterr haffde wharrfedd
til win... for he widd hise posstless intill an oderr tun

(After that that the Lord Christ the water had turned to
wine went he with his apostles to another town=after the
Lord Christ had turned the water into wine, he went with
the apostles to another town)
Orm. 15538
(13)

For durhh datt tatt teyy wolldenn ba gaen Godd wurrshipe
winnenn, daerdurrh hemm oferrcomm de fend
(For through that that they would both come against God
honor win, therethrough them overcame the fiend=for through
the fact that they would both win honor against God, through
that the fiend overcame them)
Orm.

For more examples, see section

3. 3. 2.1.

12372

This double datt con-

struction is limited to constructions which in Old English had both

demonstrative pronoun and

a

complementizer.

In

a

other sentential comple-

ments of prepositions, such as the descendent of od daet 'until', which
had only the complementizer in Old English, we find only one datt
(14)

Forr nollde nohht te Laferrd Crist beginnenn forr to
spel lenn. . . til 1 datt he wass fullwaxenn mann

:
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(For not-would not the Lord Christ begin
for to preach
until that he was full-grown man=for
the Lord Christ
would not begin to preach until he was a
full grown man)
Orm. 10890

This indicates that the double datt construction
is

tion of the demonstrati ve+de construction.

text in which

I

a

continua-

The Onnulum is the only

have found this use of double datt

In

.

other dialects

of this period (the early thirteenth century) there is
only one daet
in these constructions.

It seems

likely that one daet was deleted in

these dialects because of the phonological identity of the pronoun
and
the complementizer.

Even in the Ormulum there are examples with only

one datt alongside of similar double datt constructions:
(15)

In

tatt he ne cneow himm nohht biforr datt he wass fullhtnedd
(that he not knew him not before that he was baptized=
that he did not know him before he was baptized)
Orm. 12692

Orm's dialect, this deletion was optional, while in others

it was obligatory.

When this deletion became obligatory, there was no

longer any reason to analyze these complements of prepositions as having
nominal heads as in Old English.

For convenience,

I

repeat here the

structure proposed in Chapter Two for such constructions in Old English:

When de was replaced by daet , and the demonstrative pronouns were also
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levelled to daet in all cases

in

the singular, resulting in
the deletion

of one daet for phonological reasons,
the language learner hearing
be fore daet, etc. but not before
daet daet , etc. must have analyzed

this construction in a new way:
(17)

PP

before

s

This reanalysis may have played

a

role in the spread of daet in-

to the complements of adverbs, such as now

,

since with the NP head no

longer appearing in the complements of prepositions, such
complements

were now much more similar to the complements of adverbs than formerly.
Two other places where daet replaced de were the constructions
da hwi le de and deah de :
(18)

For mi fader Uther mile dat he was king her louede swide
his dohter

(For my father Uther while that he was king here loved
greatly his daughter)
L.Brut (Otho) 22199
(19)

9e wile dat de worle steond me wole of him telle
(The while that the world lasts men will of him tell =whi 1
the world lasts, men will tell of him)
L.Brut (Otho) 18850

(20)

Whil datt gho wass widd hire kinn att hame, com Godess
enngel
(While that she was with her kin at home, came God's angel)

Orm.2393
As examples

miner at this time.

(18) and (20)

illustrate, wile was losing its deter-
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<21)

6

wene

^

tU

^

bikahht durrh hi ™> dohh

am

tu swa ne

(Then are you so caught through (i.e.
by) him thouah
that
h
=the " dre y ° U S ° CdU9ht by h 1
'"’
thOU
h
you
9
do'U? ?hink sC)
Orm. 12288
(

22

)

|o
jatt Sannte Peterr wass aer borenn her
to manne
Mj.
dohhwheddre com he lattre till to fefenn uppo
Criste
(and though that Saint Peter was earlier
born her as man
nevertheless came he later to believe in Christ=and
thouqh
Saint Peter was born here as a man earlier,
nevertheless he
came to believe in Christ later)
&

Orm. 13204

Another construction in which daet began to appear
was with da
’when*
(23)

(24)

Bo dat hit wa ayen dan euen so ha kam into de Marcatte
so
he fond werkmen det were idel
(When that it was approaching evening as they came into
the
market, so they found workmen that were idel=when it was
approaching evening, as they came into the market they
found workmen that were idel)
K.S. p. 33.33
9o dat_ de time com disne cnaue ich hadde
that the time came, this boy I had)
Brut (Otho) 15729

When

This construction is

a

descendent of OE da da "when."

usually meant "then," but could mean "when."

mine how the Old English

da_ da_

One da by itself

It is difficult to deter-

construction should be analyzed.

particular, it is not clear how the second da should be treated.
da_ da_

construction was very similar to

ble daer

a

In

The

locative construction with dou-

:

(25)

and afylde daet hus daer daer hi inne saeton
(and filled the house there where they within sat= and
filled the house where they sat within)
Ale. P. XI. 58

(26)

and ge seegad daet on Hierusalem si seo stow daer daer

gedafenad to gebidenne
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(and you say that in Jerusalem
is the place there where
it behooves to pray=and you say
that in Jerusalem is the
place where it behooves (one) to
Pray)

Alc.P.V.42
It may be that these constructions
involve reduplication, to dis-

tinguish the demonstrative da and daer from
their subordinating counterparts.

Whatever the origins of these constructions,
in the twelfth cen-

tury the second da became phonological
ly weakened to de:
(27)
(28)

B_ade_ Crist gann arst to spellen, dat was,
do de he qiede
tram f lumen Iordan, da sade he...

(When Christ began first to preach, that was,
when he
went from (the) river Jordan, then said he...)
V&V. p.121.5

Ba de_ iwepned wes de rahge da gon he to uarene
(When armed was the stern-man, then began he to
go=when
the stern man was armed, then he began to go)

L.Brut 23787
It seems probable that when daet began to replace
relative de, it

also replaced this

de_,

which was not related to relative de, giving

rise to da dat , as in examples (23) and (24).

When

da_

was replaced by

its interrogative counterpart, we find hwan det:
(29)

Bote mare schome du doledes hwen dat te sunefule men idi
neb spitted
(But more shame you suffered when that the sinful men in
your face spat=but you suffered more shame when the sinful men spat in your face)
T.Wohunge VI. 388

(30)

alle da buffetes dat tu doledest ...hwen dat iudes scarioth
brohte da helle bearnes de to taken
(all the buffets that you suffered when that Judas Iscariot
brought the hell children thee to take=all the buffets that
you suffered when Judas Iscariot brought the children of
hell to take you)
T.Wohunge VI. 459

However, in most dialects the adverbial demonstratives were used
as relative pronouns long after the other demonstrative pronouns were
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replaced by the wh-pronouns in relatives.

quently used there as

a

Chaucer, for example, fre-

relative pronoun even though he never
used demon-

strative pronouns instead of whom , which etc.
,
31 )
(32)
v

And ther I lefte I wol ageyn bigynne
(And where I left I will again begin)

Ch.A.Kn.892
Er that the wilde wawes wol hire dryve unto the
place ther
she shal arryve
(Before that the wild waves will her drive to the place
where she shall arrive=before the wild waves drive her to
the place where she shall arrive.)
Ch.B.ML.467

The temporal demonstrative pronoun did not last quite so long as
a

relative pronoun, but was still widely used in this function in the

thirteenth century.

Since hwan was not frequently used as

a

relative

pronoun in that period, we find few examples of hwan dat.
So far, all

the constructions with daet can be traced back to an

Old English ancestor with

de_,

something later replaced by
a

or else

de_,

a

construction which involved

as with da_

de_.

Now, however, we come to

construction in which daet appears for no apparent reason.

This is

the if daet construction:
(33)

Ac gif dat he forlost his wit donne is his redpurs al toslit
(But if that he loses his wit, then is his idea-bag all
slashed up=but if he loses his wit, then his idea-bag is
all slashed up)
Owl &N. 693

(34)

For gi ff datt tu forrwerrpesst her din faderr
du best forrworrpenn att te dom
(For if that you despise here they father and
you are despised at your judgement=for if you
here your father and your mother, you will be

your judgement)
0rm.9075

&

tin moderr,

they mother,
despise
despised at
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(35)

Gef dat ha benched wel o de dom
of domesdai... lihtlice
nntlice
nule ha nauwt folhi flesches licunge
(If that they think well on
the judgement of judqement-dav
lightly not-will they not follow flesh's
desire4f they
think wel
on the judgement of the judgement
day. they
will not lightly follow the desire
of the flesh)
A.Wisse p. 63.2

(36)

Gef det tu wilnest were de muche wlite
habbe, nim him of
hwas wlite beod awundret-of de sunne
& te mone
(if that you desire man that much
beauty has, take him of
whose beauty are astonished the sun and the
moon=if you
desire to have a man that has much beauty,
take him of
whose beauty the sun and the moon are astonished)
H.M.587

It should be noted here that in the
thirteenth century if that

was almost entirely limited to conditional clauses,
and did not generally

appear in indirect questions, although rf by itself did.

This is in

accord with the fact that that never appeared in indirect
wh-questions
until the very end of the thirteenth century.

examples in the Ormul

urn

There are two counter-

to this generalization about if that

:

(37)

9a dreo kingess i deyyre dohht o Drihhten haffdenn bonedd,
datt he deyym gaefe rad datt nahht durrh Hal i g Gastess
rune giff datt teyy sholldenn oderr nohht eff wendenn till
He rode
(The three kings in their thought on Lord had prayed that
he them gave counsel that night through Holy Ghost's
counsel if that they should or not again return to Herod=
the three kings prayed in their thoughts to the Lord, that
he give them counsel that night through the counsel of the
Holy Ghost, whether or not they should return to Herod)
Orm. 7469

(38)

Loc nu giff datt tu narrt rihht wod
(Look now if that you not-are right crazy=look now whether
you are not right crazy)
Orm. 4676

Whether these examples are just mistakes, caused by the existence
of if that in conditional clauses, or reflections of

a

real

possibility
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in the language, is difficult
to determine.

pothesis for two reasons.

I

incline to the former hy-

First, it is only in this text
that such

examples occur in the thirteenth
century, while if daet in conditional
clauses is found in various other
early thirteenth century manuscripts.
The Orm ulum is very long, and the
fact that only two examples of this

construction are found in it, as compared
with

a

large number of condi-

tional £iff datt (such examples occur
approximately every other page in
this text) indicates that if this construction
was grammatical, it was
at least very rare.

Secondly, datt does not occur in any other
indirect

questions in the Ormulum including whether questions,
semantically nearly identical

to

if.

questions.

These facts seem to indicate that these

two examples were merely the result of confusion of
the two types of if.
It seems

likely that such confusion helped pave the way to the spread
of

daet into indirect questions and headed relative clauses.

For more dis-

cussion along these lines, see the next section.
It is not completely clear

why

daet began to appear in conditional

clauses at this time, since nothing which would be mistaken for if daet

appeared in the data which the language learner of this period had to
deal with (as far as we can determine from the texts).

If daet must have

been either a generalization from another construction or

innovation on the part of

a

group of speakers.

daet was built on the analogy of deah datt .

a

deliberate

It is possible that if

Such a generalization could

have occurred at any point, but it may be that the replacement of

4e_

by daet facilitated the change, since now instead of being governed by

fairly simple rules, the distribution of daet now depended in part on
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lexical contexts, such as with da, destroying
any simple guidelines for
its

use.

Since there was no longer

a

simple rule to govern the use
of

daet^ it was easier to extend daet to
new contexts.

Because the facts about daet in the thirteenth
century are complv
cated and vary from dialect to dialect,

I

include here

a

chart showing

in what sorts of subordinate clauses
daet and de occurred in the texts

of this period, excluding those constructions
in which these complementizers also occurred in Old English:
(39)

That in subordinate clauses in thirteenth century texts
a.

The Ormulum (c. 1200, N.

E.

Midlands)

giff datt (if)
ti 1 datt (until
b efore datt (datt), after datt (datt) etc.
doh datt (although)
whi le datt
possible free wh-relative with datt
1
Note:
mostly swa in free relatives. Also, used the
strong forms of the adverbial demonstrati ves-danne,
daer, so no de or datt with these
1

b.

The Book of Vices and Virtues (S. E. Midlands, c. 1200)

Oar de (where)
0a _de (when)
5o de (though)

Hwlch N Be_ (headless relatives. Note: only has de in
headless relatives when the wh_-word is separated
from de by something)
Note:
This text rarely has daet as a relative marker.
c.

Layamon's Brut (Two MSS-A. is from West Midlands, c.
MS Otho is from
1200.
1200-25, but composition c.
1250-75.
Only facts from MS A are
S. W. Midlands c.
given here)
a^

dat (until

da_ de_,

da_ da_

while dat
who dat, etc.

(when)

(headless relatives-2 examples)

2b4
d.

The Katherine Group (West Midland,
c. #1200.
Since all
e WC kS ir this c cle dre °f
the
y
same dialect (in
Mc
n
ir
\
MS Bodley 34), they are not
differentiated here
See
footnote 1)

Gef det (if)
hwi 1 det (while)
after det , before det
for hwon det" (Note: there is some disagreement
about
what this means - "when" or "because")
hwa det , etc. (headless relatives -2
examples)
e.

Be Wohunge of ure Lauerd (West Midlands,
c. #1225)

gif det
hwen det
hwi
det
hwa det (headless relatives
f.

-

1

example)

Ancrene Riwle (MS Nero A 14, West Midlands, 1225-50,
composition c. 1200)
uoren det (before)
for hwon det
hwo det (headless relative
Bi

g.

-

1

example)

Ancrene Wisse (Independent version of Ancrene RiwleMS Corpus Christi Coll. Camb. 402, West Midlands,
1225-50)
gef det
efter det (after), biuore det (before)
for hwon det
hwi 1 det
for di det (because-c. f . 0E for dan^ dej

h.

The Story of Genesis and Exodus (MS
tion c.
1250, East Midlands)

c.

#1300, composi-

dat (when)
ti 1 dan dat (until
guiles dat
quern

i.

The Owl and the Nightengale (SW Midland,
composition early thirteenth century)
gif dat

j.

Kentish Sermons (Kentish, MS 1250-1300)

c.

#1225-50,
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do dat (when)
for det (because)

Layamon's Brut (Otho MSS-see (c) above)

k.

wi 1 e dat (while)
do dat (when)

wo dat etc,
As far as

(headless relatives)

can determine, there is no structural
explanation

I

for the distribution of daet in the
thirteenth century.
of

d aet

in many cases stems from the replacement
of some other comple-

mentizer, such as
tion.

The presence

de_

or swa

,

by daet , leading to a very complex situa-

Let us now see how this situation was simplified
in the fourteenth

century.

7.2

That in the Fourteenth Century

At the very end of the thirteenth century and the beginning of
the

fourteenth, we find the first instances of that in indirect questions
(other than the two if that questions noted in the Ormulum) and headed

relatives:
(40)

Sone heo wende to hire fader and bad dat he ire telle scholde
gwy dat he so mourninde geode
(Soon she went to her father and asked that he her tell
should why that he so mourning went=soon she went to her
father and asked that he should tell her why that he went
so in mourning)
SEL 24.45

(41)

Ban myght dey wyte redly what shame dat dey were wurdy
(Then might they know readily what shame that they were
worthy (of))
H.Synne 2139

(42)

Ban askede he here, why dat hyt was dat she suffred swyche
peyne
(Then asked he her, why that it was that she suffered such
H.Synne 3287
pain)
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(«)

...a yong man wiche dat wowen hir
bigan
n Wh ’ Ch that W °° h6r
be9an=a

man who began

to woo"her)

A&M. A. 770
(44)

with

a gastely syghte of it,
h°w foul
how paynful
dat it es

,

how uggly , and

Hampole XI.
(45)

p.

35.7

He tolde what day dat he shuld deye
(i.e. die)

H.Synne 2335
(46)

Vor der ne is non toyans huam det dou
ne hest agelt
(For there not is none against which that
thou hast not
sinned-for there is none agsinst which you
have not
sinned)
Ayen.p. 20.20

(47)

And wyted wel nuas det hi byed
(And know well whose that they are)
Ayen.p. #38

At the beginning of the fourteenth century, there
are only spo-

radic examples, but by the middle of that century, such
examples are

quite common:
(48)

I

am she which that saved hath youre lyf
Ch.D.WB. 1092

(49)

And telle you, as pleynly as
whi ch that I bygan

I

kan, the grete effect for

Ch.A.Kn.2481
(50)

Tel me wliat that ye seken

(i.e.

seek)

Ch.D.WB. 1002
(51)

Nat wot I wel wher that I flete or synke
(Not know I well whether that I float or s i nk= I do not well
know whether I am floating or sinking)
Ch.PF.7

(52)

As for Britaigne & Fraunce which dat he helde, odere
truage he wolde none paie
(As for Britain and France which that he held, other tribute
he would none pay=as for Britain and France which he held,
he would not pay any other tribute)
B.Brut p. 87.30
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(53)

And after dai say to ham dat dai
go into anoder contre,
mntr»
wher da_t dai mowen leue
T^d after that they said to them that they go
into another
country where that they might live=and
afterwards they
told them to go into another country
where they migh/live)
B.Brut

p.

50.27

(54)

Coppa turnede ageyene to de host fro
whens that he come
(Coppa turned again to the host from
whence that he came)
B.Brut p. 63.19

(55)

For men weten nought wheder dat he leued
or is dede
(For men know not whether that he lives
or is dead)
B.Brut

p.

90.25

(B6)

...dat noman wist who dat hade de better partie
(that no one knew who that had the better part)
B.Brut p. 90.13

(57)

For that belongeth to thoffice of Prest. whos ordre
that I bere
Gower CA 243

A plausible explanation for the spread of that into
these con-

structions is that the wh-that found in free relatives was generalized
to all wh-words.

This is especially plausible in view of the fact that

some free relatives involved movement, making them quite similar to
headed relatives or questions.

Hearing that in many types of clauses,

and especially in free relatives, which began with wh_-pronouns and seemed

very similar to headed relatives and questions, the language learner's

generalization was that that could appear in any subordinate clause.
By extending the that insertion rule to insert that in any subordinate

clause complementizer position, the language learner simplified the

grammar and did away with the complicated distribution of that noted for
the thirteenth century.

The fact that that begins to appear in relative clauses with heads
and in indirect questions at the same time

4

is

evidence that in neither
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of these constructions was wh- that a
generalization from the other con-

struction, but rather, both are due to

a

single generalization of the

that insei tion rule to all subordinate clauses.
It was suggested in Chapter Three that the origin
of the se de

relative in preliterary Old English was similar to that
of the wh-that

relative and indirect question in the fourteenth century;
that is, it
seems probable that the se de relative was the result of
of the type of relative clause with
It is

a

a

reanalysis

demonstrative pronoun as its head.

interesting to note here that in Old English there was no general-

ization of de to indirect questions; questions with wh-de_ are not found
in Old English.

It seems very likely that the difference has to do with

the fact that in Old English the relative pronouns were quite distinct

from the interrogative pronouns, while in Middle English they were

morphologically identical.

In Old English,

the environment for de-

insertion was (581:
(58)

W-j

(X)

Comp

+dem

+rel

where Comp is in a
subordinate clause

Wp

If de had been generalized to all

subordinate clauses, this envi-

ronment would have been slightly simpler, omitting the feature +dem
and +rel
a

,

but there was no reason for the language learner to make such

sweeping generalization from his data.

In

Middle English, on the

other hand, with the language learner hearing wh-that in relatives, it
was easy to generalize to all wh-words

,

and since that was also already

found in many other types of clauses, the complicated thirteenth century environment for that insertion was simplified to (59):
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(59)

Comp

W,

7.3

w

wh e r e Comp is in a
subordinate clause

2

Demise of the Wh-That Construction

The wh^that construction was thriving
in the middle and late

fourteenth century.

In

the works of Lydgate, that is found
in all

sorts of subordinate clauses:
(60)

For thingys which that be dyvyne unto
deth may nat
enclyne (i.e. give way)

Lyd.R&S 4671
(61)

For Pal l a, which that ys goddesse, and of wevyng
(i.e.
weaving) chef maistresse, wrought hyt
Lyd.R&S. 1161

(62)

to deme lych thy fantasye wher that Paris, to
thyn entent
a ryghtful Iugement

gaf

(to judge according to your opinion whether that
Paris,

your mind, gave

(64)

to

(63)

For the nerer that they went, ay the more her herte brent
(For the nearer that they went, ever the more their hearts
burned)

rightful judgement)
Lyd.R&S 2065

a

Lyd.R&S 2954
I

shal

shortly specefye what that

I

am

Lyd.R&S 2954

Such examples are also common in the early fifteenth century.

By

the end of the fifteenth century, however, wh- that was much less fre-

quently used than

a

century earlier.

Mustanoja (1960) notes that the

combination which that became rare by the end of the fifteenth century.
Caxton's and Malory's works show

a

few examples of that in headed rela-

tives and indirect questions, but the examples are much rarer in these

works than in those of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries.
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While that was disappearing in headed
relatives and indirect
questions, it was still very common
in some other constructions.
It
still occurred frequently with
after , before
In

the Tretyse

of_ Love_

,

though , while

,

etc.

(translated from French in 1493), there
are no

examples of wh-that in indirect questions
or headed relatives, but
examples of after that , etc. abound:
(65)

Now sease ye your wepynges and your sorowes,
fayr swete
moder, sy th that I goo now to my fader
(Now cease you your weeping and your sorrows,
fair sweet
mother, since that I go now to my father)
Tretyse

(

66

)

am lefte allone wythoute comforte tyll that
oute of this mortal 1 lyf
I

Tretyse
(67)

(

68 )

(69)

p.

Though that I coude speke wy tongue of angell
thys shuid nothynge profyte
Tretyse

I

p.

61.36
be passed

55.28

& man. ..all

p.

2.11

Haste you to go oute of sodom, for befor that ye be qone
may I do them none harme
Tretyse p. 6.3
The ofter that ye beholde them the more of fruyte ye shal
fynde in theym
Tretyse p. 126.11

Poutsma noted that these combinations occur roughly to the end of the

seventeenth century (see also Keyser (1975)).
One fact about the disappearance of wh-that which is not generally

noted is that that was still frequently found in headless wh-relatives

when it had disappeared in headed relatives and in indirect questions.
In the Tretyse of Love

(late fifteenth century) we find many instances

of free relatives with wh-that:
(70)

And who that is wythoute mercy

& pyte,

god wyll haue noo
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mercy nor pyte on him
Tretyse
(71)

Wbo

h0

K

p.

74.21

e et
ouermoche by wyll or custome, or
drink
lu .
?
natUrel fC"" CeS ° f the S ° Ule 0r body
sho1de

BT3ift^e“?.

(Whoever should eat too much by will or
custom or drink
yt n b whlch the natural forces of the
soul or body
^.
?
k
^
should
be disturbed...)
a

^

Tertyse
(72)

p.

99.25

Fyrst who that entendeth to be proude, bethynke
him of the
grete humylite of our lorde Ihesu cryst
Tretyse p. 90.15

That was also still used frequently at this time in
indefinite

comparatives, as in example (69).

In the texts which have a few, but not

many instances of wh-that in indirect questions and headed
relatives,
such as Caxton

s

and Malory's works, that is found much more frequently

in headless relatives and indefinite comparatives than in
the former

constructions.
How can we account for the facts in texts like the Tretyse of
Love?

Keyser (1975) suggested that in the stage where wh- that did not

occur, but after that , etc. did, English had the following output condition:
(73)

No clause may contain a relative pronoun directly followed
by that

This constraint may work for

a

later stage

(I

have not investi-

gated that in subordinate clauses beyond the end of the fifteenth century) but it clearly does not account for the facts in the Tretyse ,

since this constraint would also incorrectly rule out that in headless
relatives.

The restriction on that in this period depends on other

factors than just surface strings.
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One way in which headless
relatives differ from
headed ones is that
the wh-pronoun in the headless
relative behaves semantically
as the head
of the clause, even if it
is not structurally the
head, as in the movement free relatives.
It may be that during this
period, that could be
inserted into a non-clause-initial
complementizer position just in
case
the phrase preceding the
complementizer behaved semantically
as the head
of the clause.
Such an approach would also account
for why that appeared
in the first conjunct of
indefinite comparatives, since this
construction is very relative clause-like,
and the fronted item is
semantically

the head of the clause.

For discussion of these comparatives,
see

Chapter Four and Chapter Eight.
As for a fter t hat

,

before that

,

etc.

it seems probable that in

these constructions the word preceding that
is part of the higher clause.
We can characterize the two stages in the loss
of that by saying

that at one stage, that could be inserted in any
clause-initial comple-

mentizer position (and non-initial ly following

a

head-like phrase) while

in another stage that became limited to occurring
in the complements

of verbs and noun phrases.

Even in Modern English, however, the distri-

bution of that does not follow absolute rules, since there are
lexically-

governed exceptions to the general rule that that may not occur in the

complements of adverbs, such as now that

.

Also notice that in Modern

English, that sounds much better in certain relative clauses and indirect

questions if it is separated from the wh-word by

a

other material
(74)

a.

*Tell me who that she likes best.

sizable amount of
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(75)

b.

?Tell me which of those three men
that she liked best

a.

*1 gave him what that

b.

71

I

could find.

gave him what leftover turkey and cranberry
sauce
that I could find.

While the (b) examples may not be
completely grammatical, they
are markedly better than the (a) examples,
and

examples occur fairly often in speech.

have noticed that such

I

A possible perceptual explana-

tion for this difference is that when the
relativized or question item
is

lengthy, it is helpful to have something to signal
the beginning of

the subordinate clause.
The facts discussed here for Middle English can be
accounted for
by the addition in English of an obligatory that deletion
rule or a sur-

face filter (such as

a

modified version of Keyser's output condition),

but we are left with the question of why such

should enter the language.
this happened.

I

I

a

must confess that

rule or constraint
I

have no idea of why

would, nevertheless, like to comment briefly on one

proposed explanation for the disappearance of wh- that .
Bresnan (1972) suggested that the loss of wh- that might be connected with the development of for from a preposition to a complementizer.

She suggested that in Middle English, that was not

a

full-fledged comple-

mentizer, but only some sort of marker of subordination which could occur
with complementizers.
came

a full

When for became

a

complementizer, that also be-

complementizer.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that one change in the comple-

mentizer system, the introduction of for as

a

complementizer, may have
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been involved in another change,
the loss of wh-that, and it
is true
that these changes did take place
at approximately the same
time (al-

though wh-that did appear occasionally
in headed relatives and
indirect

questions in texts where for first behaves
like
ever, it is not clear just why the use
of for as

cause that to become

a

complementizer.

reason to believe that that was not

complementizer).

a
a

How-

complementizer should

Furthermore, there is little

complementizer in Middle English.

a

It was clearly one in Old English, and did
not co-occur with interroga-

tive or question pronouns in that stage of the
language.

quite odd if that changed from being

a

It would be

complementizer to not being one

and then back again.

One consideration against attempting to connect the loss
of wh-

that to the emergence of the for complementizer is that such an
explana-

tion cannot be correct for

a

similar change in Dutch.

In Middle Dutch,

dat 'that' could be used in both indirect questions and pronominal

relative clauses:
(76)

In een uutgehouwen graf, in dien dat noch niemant gheleit

was
(77)

Haers sceppers met wien dat

(78)

Dat ghi moghet sien ende horen, wanen dat ghi si jt gheboren

(79)

Daer wildi weten weder dat die beelden waren so hoi so vol.

(80)

Te vraghene wie dat hi ware.

si

keren ter glorien.

(These examples are taken from Stoett (1923)).
are no longer possible in standard Modern Dutch.

there is

a

These constructions

In Modern Dutch, while

construction similar to the for-to construction, subjects
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never occur with the equivalent of
for (om):
(

8 1)

Deze berg is te gevaarlijk om te
kunnen beklimmen
(This mountain is too dangerous
to be able to climb)

(

8 2)

*Deze berg is te gevaarlijk om jou
te kunnen beklimmen
m0Un ^ ain 1S t°° ^ an erous f° r you
9
to be able to
climb)

Example

(

8 1)

is

taken from van Riemsdijk (1977)).

Thus there is

no reason to suppose that om is a
sentential complementizer in Dutch,
so
it is unlikely that the loss of wh-dat
in Dutch was due to the intro-

duction of om.

The situation in Modern Dutch is similar
to that of for

in Middle English.

There is every reason to assume that for was
not

a

complementizer in Middle English in the for- to
construction, since it
never occurred with subjects (in early Middle English)
and was frequently
preceded by the object of the infinitive:
(

8 3)

wende dat he ilad weore limen for to leose
(He thought that he led was limbs for to lose=he thought
that he was being led (away) to lose his limbs)
E

Brut 15636
(84)

For he dude him seoluen bitweonen us & his feader de dreatte
us forte smiten

iFor he put him self between us and his father that threatens
us for to smite=because he put himself between us and his
father, who threatens to smite us)
A.Wisse p. 187.3
(85)

He badd himm brinngenn aenne cnif an appell

forr to
shraedenn
(He bade them bring a knife an apple for to pare=he bade
them bring a knife to pare an apple (with)
Orm.8117

It may be that for in Middle English and Dutch om are VP comple-

mentizers, but it is clear that the rise of such

complementizer in

a

English had nothing to do with the loss o f wh-that

,

since this sort of

for-to was exceedingly common long before wh-that first appeared.

Thus,
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it appears dubious that the demise
of wh-that had anything to do
with

the emergence of for as a complementizer.

7.4

Conclusion

To conclude this chapter, we have traced the
spread of that into

various types of subordinate clauses in Middle English,
and have found
that no clear-cut generalization about the distribution
of that can be

made for any stage, except the one in which that could appear
in any

subordinate clause.

It was demonstrated that the appearance of that

in indirect questions and headed wh-relatives cannot be
a continuation

of the Old English

S£

de^

sede pattern,

as is generally assumed, because the

relative died out by the beginning of the thirteenth century,

while the wh-that headed relative and indirect question did not appear
until

the beginning of the fourteenth century.

An alternative explana-

tion based on the replacement of swa by that in headless relatives and
the new morphological

tives was proposed.

time in their history

identity of the pronouns in headed and free rela
Since various Germanic languages have had at some
a

construction similar to the wh-that construction,

and some, such as Swedish, still do, it would be worthwhile to investi-

gate the origins of these constructions in these langauges to see if

similar explanation is plausible for them.

a

An investigation of languages

such as Dutch which have also lost this construction might help shed
light on the question of why wh-that was lost in English, if some similar condition in the two languages at the times of these changes can be
found.
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Footnotes to Chapter Seven

]

The Katherine cycle is found in MS Bodley
34 (c
1210 probably Herefordshire) and consists of the following
works:
St! Katherine.
St^—Margaret , St. Juliana , Hal i Meidhad
and Sawle's
.
Warde.

^1

have found one example of

and Virtues:

a se de

relative in the Book of Vices

on da hal

i
drinnesse, se^ de^ is on sod godd in onnesse, se de
liued and rixed aure ma a woreld
(in the holy trinity, which that is one true god in
eternity,
which that lives and reigns ever more to world (i.e. forever))

However, this was a standard closing in Old English, being a
translation of the Latin doxology, and so was a stock phrase. This
example no more indicates that se de relatives were a part of the language of this time than the line Our Father which art in Heaven , still
used in the Lord's Prayer, indicates that which is still used with
human antecedents or that art is a living verb form.
Even though I am assuming that some free relatives have (wh)
heads, I will use "headed relative" to refer to relatives with fuTT noun
phrase heads and "free relative" or "headless relative" to refer to
those with wh or demonstrative pronominal heads.
4

That seems to be more common in indirect questions than in headed
wh relatives in the earlier texts.
This may be due to the fact that at
this time, the w^-words were still not as common as relative markers as
they became in the later fourteenth century, a simple that being the
more frequent relative marker.
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CHAPTER VIII
CHANGES IN COMPARATIVE CLAUSES

8.0

Introduction

Comparative clauses in Old English were discussed in Chapter
Four.
In this chapter we will

see a couple of ways in which comparative clauses

changed in Middle English.

Section 8.1 is

a

discussion of the arrival

of the analytic comparative, and section 8.2 traces the history of the

proportional comparative to Late Middle English.

8.1

The Advent of Analytic Comparatives in Middle English

We saw in section 4. 1.2. 2 that in Old English adjectives were

compared only synthetically, by means of the suffix ra (Modern English
er)

.

Ma "more" and

1

aes "less" were not used to compare adjectives.

Middle English, this situation changed, almost certainly because of
French influence.

In
F

The normal comparative in Middle French, as in Modern

French, was an analytic one.

According to Ewert

( 1

933 ) ( p . 1 35 )

The Comparative and the Superlative were normally expressed in
Classical Latin by means of synthetic forms ( Major , Maximus , etc.).
In Vulgar Latin the analytic forms consisting of the adverbs
Magis or PI us+adjective, which were rare in Classical Latin,
are gradually extended, and plus+ adj. is the regular form in
This development is in accord with the general
Old French.
analytic trend of the language.
In the early

thirteenth century we find

aratives in English texts.

a

very few analytic comp-

There is one analytic comparative in the

Ancrene Riwle, as opposed to 88 examples of comparatives with er.

In
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Ml MJhad

there are 26 instances of er
comparatives and one mor^

comparative.

m

The situation is similar with
superlatives; 29 with

the Ancrene Riwle and one with
most.

one of each.

—

•

Miana

In

HaH

eU

Heidhad there is only

The Ancrene Riwle also has one
instance of lessfadjective.
has seven er comparatives and seven
est superlatives, with

nc more or le_ss
In the

comparatives, and one most superlative.

fourteenth century the use of the analytic
comparative

increased greatly.

In

Perry's collection of the prose treatises
of Ham-

pole, there are none er comparatives and
fifteen more comparatives, and
four est_ superlatives as opposed to eight
with most

Strang (1970) has

.

pointed out that when the analytic comparative
first began to be commonly used, there was no rule concerning number
of syllables for the use of
more_ and er, as there is in Modern English.

In

Chaucer's works, for

example, we find more brode "broader", but unworthiest and
rewefulleste
"most rueful", etc.
At the same time when analytic comparatives and superlatives were

coming in with more and most
least

they were also appearing with less and

In Chaucer's works we find lesse wondirful

.

mannish

,

,

leest worthy

,

,

lasse fre (free), lasse

leest agast , and leeste grevous

,

among others.

The timing of the increase in the use of analytic comparatives
follows that of the increase in French loan words in English.

In a

study of the number of French loan words in the different periods of

Middle English, Jesperson (1905) found that the highest rate of borrowing
is found between 1251-1400.

findings, says (p. 214),

Baugh (1957), elaborating on Jesperson's
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For a hundred years after the
Conquest there is no increase in
0f
ench ords bein 9 adopted.
In the last half of
the tweitth
twelfth century the number increases
slightly and in the
penod from 1200 to 1250 somewhat more rapidly.
But it does not
become really great until after 1250. Then
the full tide sets
a c ^' max at the end of the fourteenth
century.
By 1400 the movement has spent its force.
A sharp drop in the
fifteenth century has been followed by a gradual
tapering off
i

T

'''

Jesperson notes that his findings demonstrate that the
linguistic influence of French on English did not occur immediately
after the Conquest.

Baugh notes further that 'It is a striking fact that so
far as surviving

records show the introduction of French words into English
follows close
ly the progressive adoption of English by the upper classes.'

1

It was

not until the group of people who had been speaking French adopted
En-

glish that French made

a

significant imprint on the language.

should be kept in mind whenever the question of whether

a

This fact

construction

is due to French influence arises.

Now that we have seen a plausible reason for why Modern English
has two types of comparatives, let us consider how the French analytic

comparative was assimilated into English.

The upper classes newly speak-

ing English presumably alternated between the French and the English type,

and the new generation of language learners, ignorant of the fact that

one type was alien to English, had to assign some sort of analysis.

possible analyses for more and less at this stage come to mind.
there could be determiners of adjectives like s£ and too

,

of more and

1 i

ttl

First,

since they ap-

pear in some of the same environments, as in much too intelligent
more intelligent , etc.

Two

,

much

Jackendoff (forthcoming) proposes such an analysis

for Modern English.

Jackendoff further proposes that
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more and less are always determiners
(or in his terminology,
"degrees"),
even in quantifier phrases.
For more bread, for example,
he proposes the
underlying structure:

much
The motivation for supposing that more is a degree in
quantifier

phrases is that Jackendoff wishes to give parallel structures
for all
nodes of the same level, such as

and A^.

vation for this structure, as far as

I

There is no independent moti-

can see, and it necessitates the

postulation of an underlying quantifier much which must be deleted by ad
hoc rules turning more muc h and more many into simply more

Whether or not Jackendoff'

s

,

etc.

analysis of the more appearing in com-

pared quantifier phrases is correct or not for Modern English, it is clearly incorrect for Old English, since in Old English there is no evidence

that

ma_

or

1

aes were degrees on adjectives.

Since

ma_

and laes were only

found in quantifier phrases, it seems better to analyze them simply as
the compared form of the quantifiers in Old English.
In the

fourteenth century, then, it could be that the child learn-

ing the language, hearing more as the comparative form of the quantifier
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and also hearing it before adjectives,
analyzed more (and less) as
compared quantifiers in all cases. There
does exist evidence that more
and less were not degrees at this time.

First, more and less sometimes

separated from the adjectives which they modified,
while the degrees too
and

sio

did not:

Hy moye wene det more byed zuete an lostuoller
de quodes det

(2)

corned by de bodye

(They may know that more are sweet and
pleasant-er the goods
that come by the body=they may know that the
goods that
come of the body are sweeter and more pleasant)
Ayen.p. 92.24
V or de

more dat de guodes byed qreate, de more zorvpd dp
envuious
(For the more that the goods are great, the more
sorrows the
envious=for the greater the goods are, the irore the envious sorrows)

(3)

Ayen p. 28.26

Ac more is worse wydstondinge
(But more is worse rebellious conduct=but rebellious conduct
is (more) worse)
Ayen.p. 28.26

(4)

In
9 reate by

(3), de more is moved out of the adjective phrase containing

the descendent of the Swa Movement rule, which will be dis-

cussed in section 8.2.

It seems more plausible that this rule moved a

quantifier phrase consisting of de more rather than the quantifier, or
QP determiner

4e_,

and a degree or determiner, more

is simply participating in the general
3

X

's

to break up.

ability of

Note that in (4) we have

both the suffix er and more

.

a

In

.

3

X

's

(2) and (4), more

containing other

double comparative, using

This type of comparative will be discussed

presently.
The second consideration against analyzing more and less as de-

grees during this period is that at this time we find examples of non-
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compared quantifiers appearing with
adjectives:
(5)

Thy request is not too mochel dishonest
(Your request is not too (much! dishonest)
Ch.R.R.3442

(6)

am so

I

1 i

tel

worthy
Ch.Comp.L.88

(7)

and to muche defouled
Ch.I. Pars. 270-5

(8)

.

.

so moche embosed

Ch.BD.353
(9)

And saynt lob det wes zuo moche grat
(And Saint Job that was so (much) great
Ayen.p. 137

(10)
(11)

to libbe ine werre and wyyte mid dyeulen det zuo moche
byed wyse
(to live in war and fight with devils that so much are
wise=to live in war and battle with devils that are so
wise)
Ayen.p. 131 .8

ne moye y-wyte how moche det hi weren uayre
(They not may know how much that they were fair=they may
not know how fair they were)
Ayen.p. 126.24

Hi

Assuming that more and less were analyzed as quantifiers, we
could explain this fact by saying that because compared quantifiers could

appear with adjectives, other quantifiers could; that is, the general restriction against adjectives taking quantifier phrases was loosened.
problem is to explain why this restriction
English.

It could be that quantifiers

is

The

back in force in Modern

(except compared quantifiers) be-

fore adjectives were always somewhat artificial, and that after

a

period

of flux, a modified restriction, allowing only compared quantifiers be-

fore most adjectives, won out, or else that more and less were later re-
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analyzed as degrees, and the restriction
against quantifiers before
adjectives won out.

Another possibility is that what we are
really ob-

serving with these differences in too much
tall
ference, and that too much tal
Due to limitations of time,

I

.

etc.

is

a

dialect dif-

was never possible in some dialects.

have not closely observed these phenomena

in the fifteenth century, and it would
be helpful

to look more closely

at the dialects of the fourteenth century,
as well as those of later

times, to see how long quantifiers before adjectives
remained.

The point

here is that if it is true that the rise of too much
tall

is

connected with the advent of more tall
could be connected if more were
forward if more was

a

a

,

,

etc.

to be

it is difficult to see how they

degree, but the connection is straight-

quantifier.

Note that in examples (9) and (10) the quantifier phrases are

separated from the adjectives they modify in just the same way in which
we saw that more could be separated from the adjective it modified.

This

parallelism between quantifier phrases and more is further evidence for
analyzing more as
It is

a

quantifier.

interesting that during the period when quantifiers were

first being used in comparatives with frequency, we often find "double"

comparatives employing both more (and sometimes even less ) and
(12)

er_:

...the moore qretter the merite
Ch. I. Pars. 525-30

(13)

(14)

Mare gratter noblesse ne may ich habbe
(More greater nobility not may I have=greater nobility
may not have)
Ayen. p.100.25
For loue is more stranger danne drede
(For love is more stronger than dread)
Ayen. p.75.20

I
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Such examples seem to be particularly common
in the Ayenbite of
Inwit

,

a

Kentish work written in 1340.
Given the assumption that more was

a

quantifier, rather than

a

degree at this time, the A 3 in example (12) would have the
following
structure:
(15)

A

3

‘

1

gretter

Q
l

Q

moore
In

fact, there is no syntactic way to rule out such structures

with the assumptions we have made.

The question arises as to how such

combinations are to be ruled out in Modern English.
some structural

It could be that

change came about which prevented them, but it seems

more likely to me that they died out merely because they were redundant.
Even supposing more were reanalyzed as

a

degree after the fourteenth

century, more taller should still be structurally possible if

degree, as we are assuming.

er_ is

not

It seems probable that more tireder

also

a

etc.

appear in the fourteenth century because the comparative system was

in flux at this time, with more and less before adjectives still

pointed out that such combinations are common when

being an

Strang (1970) has

innovation whose exact role remained to be defined.
a

,

new construction
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enters

language.

a

Once more+adjective became

a

real

part of the grarmar,

the role of the compared quantifier in comparing
adjectives became de-

fined more clearly, and double comparatives died out.

speculative, since

I

This Is all very

have not checked on how long the double comparatives

lingered in the language with any frequency.

I

know that some examples

are still found in Shakespeare's works:

The enuy of lesse happier lands
(The envy of less happy lands)

(16)

Shaks.Rich. II.

1

.49

(OED)
I

do not know how common such examples were at this time.

It

would be interesting to see how long the double comparative remained, and

whether the loss of this construction correlates at all with the loss of
too much tired , etc.
We saw in Chapter Four that there is no motivation for positing
a

rule of Much Deletion for adjective phrases corresponding to too

tal

1 ,

in Old English.

etc.

positing such

a

There is also

a

telling argument against

rule for Modern English, as proposed by Bresnan.

Andrews

(1975) noted that while Much Deletion can account for the ungrammatical i ty
in Modern English of too much tall

matically of too little

tall

.

,

etc.

it

cannot account for the ungram-

There can be no rule of Little Deletion

to rule out such sequences, because such a rule would involve unrecover-

able deletion, and too tall could be derived from too little tall

volving

very drastic change in meaning.

a

,

in-

Furthermore, the same adjectives

which allow themselves to be modified by much also permit modification
by little
etc.

:

much alike

,

little alike

,

much different

This fact demonstrates that much and

1

,

little diffe rent,

ittle before most adjectives
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should be ruled out by the same mechanisms,
and allowed for the same reason before the exceptional

drews suggested

a

adjectives such as alike and different

.

An-

filter preventing quantifiers from modifying
adjectives.

The adjectives which are exceptions to
this filter will naturally permit
both

niuch_

and ]_i_ttle to modify them, accounting for
the fact that all ad-

jectives allowing much also allow

1

it tie

.

However, there are also prob-

lems with this approach, such as the fact
that this filter has to be

ordered between
here.

a

couple of transformations, which we need not go into

Jackendoff (forthcoming) proposes another solution to
this problem.

He suggests that most adjectives do not permit
quantifiers as modifiers
in deep stiucture, but alike

,

di f ferent

,

etc.

do.

Whatever the exact

mechanism for ruling out quantifiers before most adjectives, and allowing them before the exceptional

ones, the point here is that there is rea-

son to reject a rule of Much Deletion for Modern English, even though

English apparently went through a stage in which much and little could modify adjectives.

This concludes our discussion of changes in the heads of comparative clauses.
the fact that

The discussion has been very sketchy and speculative due to
I

have not had the opportunity to collect much data in this

area, but the facts

I

have discovered are presented here with the hope

that they may be of use as a starting point for further research.

8.2

In this

Changes in the Proportional Comparatives

section we will see how the Old English swa

.

proportional comparative changed into the Modern English the

.

.

.

.

swa type of
the type
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comparative.

We will see that there was at least one
dialect difference

with respect to this type of comparative in Middle
English.
Let us first briefly review the facts about Old English
proportional

comparatives which were presented

in

section 4. 2. 2. 2.

"Proportional

comparative" was the term we were using to describe comparatives

in

which

the idea of one quantity increasing or diminishing in proportion
to changes
in another quantity is expressed, as in Modern English the
more Hortense

revised her thesis, the longer it got , and so on.
We saw in section 4. 2. 2. 2 that in Old English, proportional comp-

aratives were formed by means of

containing the determiner swa .

a

I

rule of Swa Movement which moved an

3
X

repeat here for convenience example

(65) of Chapter Four to illustrate the rule of Swa Movement:
(17)

for don swa micl
swa he laes haefde, swa micle hie waeron
beteran & maran
(because as much as he less had, so much they were better
and greater=because the less he had, the better and greater
they were)
Oros.V. XIII. p.246.

We saw that the rule of Swa Movement involved in these proportional

comparatives was the same rule needed to derive swa comparatives not

involving proportions or movement in the main clause, but involving move-

ment in the subordinate clause, as in example (58) of Chapter Four, repeated here as (18):
(18)

And daet tacn was da swa micel on geleafullum mannum, swa
mi cel swa nu is daet halige fulluht
(And that token was as great in faithful men, as great as
now is that holy baptism=and that token was then as great
among faithful men as baptism is now)
Alc.Th.Vol .1 p.94.1

We further saw that in Old English, d£ "the" was a quantifier
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(or at least part of a quantifier phrase),
although it did not participate
in proportional

comparatives, as it does in Modern English.

repeat here

I

example (112) of Chapter Four to show how de
was used:
(19)

Swa bid eac rnicle de winsumre sio sode gesaeld
to habbenne
(So is also much the pleasanter the true
happiness to have=
so is the true happiness much the pleasanter
to have)
Boeth. XXIII

p.

52.7

Finally, we saw that sometimes it appeared that only swa
had been

moved to the front of the sentence:
(20)

and swa he mare haefd swa he graedigra bid
(and as he more has, so he greedier is=and the more he has,
the greedier he is)
Alc.Th. Vol .2 p.220.9

We noted that it was not possible that only the determiner swa

moved here, because the underlying sequences which such

a

hypothesis

would predict, such as swa mare in the above example, were ungrammatical.
Two explanations for this phenomenon were discussed.

First, it could be

that in such constructions where only swa appeared at the front of the

sentence, the swa

1

s

were not determiners.

In this case these construc-

tions would be parallel to as you sow, so shall you reap

could be

a

.

The first swa

complementizer, and the second an adverb.

The other possible analysis for these constructions was that they

were truly proportional comparatives involving Swa Movement, but that in
these cases an optional rule had applied deleting rnicle at the front of
the clause after swa
cal

.

In this

way we could derive (20) from

underlying string containing swa micl

e

mare and swa micl

a

e

grammatigraedigra

by means of Swa Movement and Micle Deletion.
By the beginning of the thirteenth century, it had become much
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more common for swa to appear by itself at the beginning
of the clause,
without micle
(21

)

:

Bote swa du el dere wex swa du pourere was
(But as you older grew, so you poorer were=but the
older
you grew, the poorer you were)

T.Wohunge 330
me deoppre waded i de feondes leiuen, se me kined up
leatere
(As one deeper wades in the fiend's swamp, so one comes
up later=the deeper one wades into the fiend 's swamp,
the later one comes up)
A.Wisse p. 1 68.4

(22)

Se_

(23)

So_

(24)

And eauer se^ du strongluker stondest again him, se_ he...
wodel uker weorred
(And ever as you strongly-er stand against him, so he
furiously-er wars=and ever the more strongly you stand
against him, the more furiously he wars)
H.M. p.21.201

(25)

me ear beginned her uorte don his penitence, so he
haued 1 esse uorto beten
(As one earlier begins her for to do his penitence, so he
has less to mend=the earlier one begins to do his penitence,
the less he has to mend)
A.Riwle p. 148.21

At this time, examples of swa micle , rather than just swa, at the

front of the sentence are extremely rare.

I

have only noted one:

Swa much qd daet meiden ic beo him de leoure swa ich derfre
ding for his luue drehe
(So much, said the maiden, I am him the dearer as I crueler
things for his love endure=the maiden said, "The crueler
the things I endure for him, the dearer I am to him")
St. Jul.Bod.152
It seems likely that the reason for the retention of the much

here might be that the fronted material is separated from the sentence by

parenthetical material.

In general,

we may say that Micle Deletion had

become obligatory, or nearly obligatory, by the early thirteenth century.
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assuming the Micle Deletion approach to accounting for
the Old English examples with only swa at the beginning of the clause.
swa mi cel

in proportional

The general loss of

comparatives cannot be attributed to

a

loss of the

Swa Movement rule, because we still find full adjective and
quantifier

phrases fronted in ordinary swa comparatives at this time:
(26)

for ase softe as he is her, ase^ heard he bid der
(Because as soft as he is here, as hard he is there=because
he will be as hard there as he is soft here)
A.Wisse p.157.15

(27)

Ase neih ase ure mud is to world-1 iche speche, ase ueor he
is god
(As near as our mouth is to worldly speech, as far it is God=
our mouth is as far from God as it is near worldly speech)
A.Riwle p.33.5

In the

employed swa

.

thirteenth century, the proportional comparative still
Around the beginning of the fourteenth century, however,

de replaced swa in this construction:

2

(28)

de swuddore de grece boillede de gladdore he i made
Tthe more the grease boiled, the gladder he him made=the more
the grease boiled, the gladder he became)
D'E SEL C.9.93

(29)

De better dou prayes, de wyseleere dou thynkis
TThe better you pray, the wisely-er you think=the better
you pray, the more wisely you think) Hampole XI p.34.29

(30)

This is to seyn, that the more that clooth is wasted, the
more it costeth to the peple
TThis is to say that the more the cloth is wasted, the more
Ch. I. Pars. 420
it costs to the people)

(31)

For ever the moore habaundance that he hath of richesse the
moore he desireth

It appears that the use of 4e in this construction appeared in

the South earlier than in the Midlands.

we find proportional comparatives with
form:

In the Book of V ices and Virtues,
dja,

al

though in

a

rather strange
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(32)

n~ u

-•

*

-

•

the stronger and better he is in good works)
V&V p . 29 .22
(33)

Full gewiss de du heiger art, de warliker
de seluen wilt
nederin
Full certainly, the you higher are, the
cautiously-er you
self will humble=certainly, the higher you are, the
more
cautiously you will humble yourself)

V&V p . 49 .19

The curious thing about these examples is that

itself, whereas in all the other texts

I

de_ is

know of having

fronted by

de. in

comparatives, either de+quantifier or de+adjective is fronted.

proportional
In exam-

ple (33) here, de is fronted by itself in the subordinate clause, but de+

adverb is fronted in the main clause.
is fronted?

Why should it happen that only de

It could be that the new generation of language learners,

which was substituting d£ for swa for the first time, based the distribution of

de_

on the surface, rather than on the deep, distribution of swa

.

Since swa in the proportional comparatives nearly always appeared by it-

self at the beginning of the clause, if
surface position of swa

,

tte

were merely plugged into the

the result would be that d£ would appear by it-

self at the beginning of the clause.

This would lead to an analysis

whereby the Be Movement rule moved de alone, rather than the whole
It is also possible that before de. replaced swa in the proportional

3

Q

.

comp-

aratives, the Swa Movement rule was reanalyzed as moving only the deter-

miner swa

.

This could have happened because of the increasing obliga-

toriness of Micle Deletion, which could have led to
the Micle Deletion rule.

a

complete loss of

The reason for the loss of this rule would be

that with Micle Deletion always being applied, the proportional compara-
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tives could be reanalyzed as involving only
movement of the swa.

If this

is what happened, the Be Movement rule could
be modeled directly on the

new version of Swa Movement.

Since in comparatives other than proportion-

comparatives, Swa Movement still moved swa plus something
else in the

al

adjective or quantifier phrase, this approach would necessitate
two rules
3
of Swa Movement (one moving only swa, the other moving the
whole X ).

While the Be Movement rule could be modeled on the surface distribution of swa in proportional comparatives or on

a

new Swa Det Move-

ment rule, the language learner also had at his disposal the possibility
of modelling his
3
X

'

s

.

in the

Be^

Movement rule on the Swa Movement rule moving entire

It seems possible that when

first began to substitute for swa

ete

proportional comparatives, the new language learners were uncer-

tain as to how exactly to treat

4e_

and sometimes modeled their Be Move-

ment rule on the basis of the surface distribution of swa
times on the Swa Movement rule itself.

In

,

and at other

the Book of Vices and Virtues

,

it appears that the surface distribution of swa was what was more import-

ant, since

de_

is usually by itself in the proportional

shall see that in other dialects,

comparatives.

Movement was modeled on Swa Movement.

Be_

We can express the normal behavior of

de_

in proportional

compara-

tives in the Book of Vices and Virtues by means of the following rule:
(34)

Be Movement-the Book of Vices and Virtues

W

3

[

de

]

W

3 ]

W

Q

1

We

2

3

4

5

3+2

0

4

5

4
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Why should de have replaced swa in the
proportional comparative?
We saw in Chapter Four that in Old English,
if de was used as
in

a

quantifier

the main clause of a sentence and was related
semantically to something

in a

subordinate clause, the complementizer of the lower
clause was al-

ways de, even though it might have
ed by either daet or donne

.

a

meaning that would usually be express-

Consider again

a

couple of examples from

Chapter Four, repeated here:
(35)

And hit is ealles de wyrse , de his aenig ende ne cymd
aefre
(And it is all the worse that it-gen. any end not comes ever=
and it is all the worse because no end to it ever comes)
Wulf.N. Ill p.26.13

(36)

Swa bid eac daes wisan med de mare, de him wradre wyrd &
red re to becyd
(So is also the wise's reward the more, that him angrier
fate and fiercer to comes=so is also the reward of the wise
the more, because an angrier and fiercer fate comes to him)
Boeth.XL.3 p. 1 38.20

In both cases, the second de must be translated as "because" or

"that."

In the

subordinate clause of (35), there can be no possibility of

de being a quantifier, since as a quantifier it always had to modify

either another quantifier or an adjective.
here.

Be is clearly a complementizer

On the other hand, in (36) there is a compared adjective in the sub-

ordinate clause with which the second d£, as
It seems probable that sentences such as

4e_

quantifier, could be related.

(36), in which a de at the front

of the clause could possibly be construed as

ysis whereby

a

a

quantifier, led to

was seen as being a fronted quantifier.

a

reanal-

This reanalysis

would be aided by the fact that swa was beginning to appear more frequently, and in fact nearly always, by itself at the beginning of clauses in

proportional comparatives.

A de by itself at the beginning of

a

construe-
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tion which could be
as

a

being exactly like

clause by means of

proportional comparative could easily be
interpreted
a

a Be

swa by itself, and being put at the front of
the

Movement rule.

We would expect such

a

reanalysis

only if such ambiguous sentences were common in the language
learner's
data, which is unfortunately difficult to determine from the texts.

The introduction of

a

Be Movement rule did not lead (at least im-

mediately) to the eradication of the Swa Movement rule.
Vices and Virtues

,

even though the

Be^

In the Book of

Movement rule moved only de, the

Swa Movement rule still moved quantifier phrases with swa
(37)

:

swo sodliche swa bread and win feded dane lichame...
swa sod! iche fett dis hali corpus domini bade saule and
lichame
(as truly as bread and wine feed the body, as truly feeds
this holy corpus domini both soul and body=this holy
corpus domini feeds both the soul and the body)
V&V p.53.2
all

Although

de_

was used in proportional comparatives in the Book of
1

Vices and Virtues in the thirteenth century, it was not until the fourteenth

century that we find this use of
texts,

I

have found no examples of

tional comparative.

Instead,

there was still clearly
tives at this time.
an A^

,

(te

a

de_

Also, in these later

by itself at the front of

larger phrase is always moved.

propor-

a

However,

dialect difference in the proportional compara-

In the

may be mcved by the

a

in most dialects.

Ayenhite of Inwit , we find that only
Be_

Movement rule.

3
a

Q

,

not

If a compared adjective is

involved, rather than moving the adjective, the analytic comparative is
used, with only the more being moved:
(38)

Vor de more dat de guodes byed greate , de more zorged de
enuious
(For the more that the goods are great, the more sorrows
more the
the envious=because the greater the goods are, the
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envious sorrows)
Ayen. p.28.26
(39)

Vor de more det de herte is dene and de
uayer i zuo moche
he yzeyhd the face of Iesu Crist de more
openliche
(For the more that the heart is clean and
the fairer, in
so much he sees the face of Jesus Christ
the more openly=
for the cleaner and fairer the heart is, the
more openly
he sees the face of Jesus Christ)
Ayen. p.88.7

(40)

and de more det he his ysyhd openliche de more he him Inupd
de stranglaker
(and the more that he it sees openly, the more he him
loves
the stronger=and the more openly he sees it, the more
strongly he loves him)
Ayen. p.88.10

For the Ayenbite, we may propose the following formulation of the

Be-Movement rule:
(41)

Be Movement-Ayenbite
W'1

[

de Q

]

W,

]

{!}
1

1

3-4#

2

3

4

6

[2

0

0

6

(!)
In other dialects of the same time or a generation earlier or later,

the Be Movement rule was more general, applying not only to quantifier

phrases, but also to adjective, adverb, and noun phrases:
(42)

Be better dou prayes, de w.yseleere dou thynkis
TThe better you pray, the wisely-er you think)

Hampole XI
(43)

p. 34. 29

For it may fall sumtyme dat de trub.ylyere dat dou hase
bene outwarde with actyfe werkes, the mare brynnande desyre
dou sal 1 hafe to Godd
(For it may happen sometime that the more-troubled (that)
you have been outwardly with active works, the more burning
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desire you shall have to God)
Hampole
(44)

In

32.21

Be lengore dat he dare heng de more ioie
he made
(The longer that he there hung, the more
joy he made)
D'E SEL C.9.65

these dialects, the Q

and the Q within the

Q'

is

in the rule above is replaced by X^,

replaced by

a

variable.

The Ayenbite is the only text that

^

p.

Movement rule.

It is a Kentish text.

I

know of with the less general

The other examples represent

other dialects; the South English Legendary is from the southwest midlands,
Hampole wrote in

a

northern (Yorkshire) dialect, and Chaucer's dialect

was that of London (east midlands).

strictive Be Movement rule was

a

It appears, then,

that the more re-

Kentish phenomenon.

If our proposed explanation for the introduction of d£ in the pro-

portional comparative, based on the morphological similarity of the comple-

mentizer £e and the quantifier

de_ is

correct, then it must be the case

that this usage of de originated in the southeastern part of England (the
area of origin of the Book of Vices and Virtues

)

dialect in which de was still in vigorous use as

beginning of the thirteenth century.
rarely used as

a

a

complementizer at the

Macintosh (1947) noted that daet was

relative particle in the Book of Vices and Virtues

was also still used in this text in for dan de
in this dialect that the complementizer

tifier.

because this was the only

ete

,

etc.

Therefore it

could be reanalyzed as

a

.

Be

is

only

quan-

The validity of the hypothesis that the use of d£ in proportional

comparatives spread from this dialect to others

is

indicated by the fact

that this type of proportional comparative does not appear in the other

dialects until later.
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It is unfortunate that other texts
of the dialect of the Book
of

Vices and Virtues from this same period
are not available, so we
_
cannot
tell

for certain whether de in proportional
comparatives originated here,

or the usage of the author of this work
was simply aberrant.

Supposing this construction did originate

in the southeastern mid-

lands, it seems that when other dialects borrowed
the construction, they

made the rule more general, applying not just to de,
but to
in which de occurred.

became more general.

a

higher phrase

In the southeastern dialect itself the
rule also

Although all the dialects made the rule more general,

they did not all generalize in the same way, as we have seen.

In the

Kentish dialect. Be Movement applied only to quantifier phrases,
while in

others it applied to any
In

section

3
X

with de.

4. 2. 2. 3 it

was noted that it was possible that sentences

in Old English which seemed to be proportional

only swa
al

,

comparatives but which had

rather than swa micle , at the front were not really proportion-

comparatives, but rather, parallel to sentences such as as you sow, so

shall you reap .

We have seen that the type of proportional comparatives

in which micle appeared with swa died out, or nearly did so, before the

proportional comparatives with

de_

entered the language.

If we analyze

the type of proportional comparative with only swa as not involving Swa

Movement, as is entailed by analyzing them as parallel to as you sow, so
shall you reap

,

we must describe the loss of the type of proportional

comparative with both swa and micle as
tional comparatives.

a

loss of Swa Movement in propor-

That is, we must say that the proportional compara-

tive with Swa Movement was replaced by the as you sow type construction.
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in

which the first swa was probably

adverb.

a

complementizer, and the second an

This is rather problematic because it
is clear that the rule of

Swa Movement itself did not die out at
this time in ordinary comparatives
as we have seen.

In fact,

the Swa Movement comparative seems
to have

lingered on even after the Be Movement comparative
replaced the swa-type
proportional comparative.

have found an example of

I

a

Swa Movement

comparative as late as 1493:
(45)

many del i tes as she had in hyr of synnes, soo many
sacrefyces dide she upon hyrself for amendes crFhTr
offences
As_

Tretyse

p. 78. 35

By the non- Micle Deletion approach, then, we would
have to say

that Swa Movement in the thirteenth century must somehow be limited
to

quantifier and adjective phrases with swa which did not modify compared
adjectives or quantifiers.

It is possible that the proportional

compara-

tives beginning with just swa were reanalyzed as being of the as you sow

type due to the increasing obligatoriness and subsequent loss of Micle

Deletion.

However, by the non- Micle Deletion approach it is difficult

to see why de should have begun to participate in proportional compara-

tives on the analogy of swa

.

If swa was not analyzed as a part of a quan-

tifier phrase in sentences such as swa du eldere wex swa du pourere was
(example 21), then why should

de_,

which was clearly not an adverb, even

if it could be a complementizer, begin to replace swa in

a

construction

where one instance of swa must be an adverb?
On the other hand, if we assume the Micle Deletion approach to Old

English examples with only swa at the beginning of clauses which appear
to be proportional

comparatives, the Middle English changes can be account-
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ed for in a straightforward manner.

optional, became obligatory.

With

First,
a

Hide

Deletion, which had been

quantifier phrase consisting only of

swa at the beginning of the proportional comparative,
the proportional com-

parative was superficially very similar to certain
constructions with de
as a quantifier in the upper clause and de as
a complementizer of the low-

er clause.

When the lower clause with de as

a

complementizer contained

a

compared adjective or quantifier, it was possible to analyze
de as bearing
the same relationship to that compared item as swa to a
compared item in
a

proportional comparative.

a

quantifier, instead of

a

In this way the second de was

reanalyzed as

complementizer, and began to participate in

a

process similar to Swa Movement.

Assuming the validity of the hypothesis that the introduction of de
into proportional comparatives was due to

of de on the lines of swa

,

a

reanalysis of some instances

it would appear that the Micle Deletion ap-

proach to the Old English facts is to be preferred to the as you sow, so
shall you reap approach.

When the de-type proportional comparative became common, the pro-

portional comparative with swa was still occasionally found, often in

combination in the same sentence with the

de^

type:

(46)

Vor asemoche ase de zenne is more uoul and more grisl ich ,
de more is word de ssrifte
"[Because as much as the sin is more fould and more grisly,
the more is worth the shrift=because the more foul and grisly the sin is, the more shrift avails)
Ayen. p.49.28

(47)

as moche more as man understondeth & sayth of his merueylous
godenes, soo moche more loueth he & hath Ioye in him
(as much more as one understands and sees of his marvelous
goodness, so much more loves he and has joy in him=the more
one sees and understands of his marvelous goodness, the more

he loves and has joy in him)

Tretyse p.90.5
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(48)

Vor de more det de herte is clene
and de uaver, zuo moche
he yzyhd the face of Iesu CnTTfc
norTopiSTTch—
(For the more that the heart is
ZTeJiTJn/fKi-fJirer so

™ch

he sees the face of Jesus Christ
the more

openWfor the cleaner and fairer the heart
is, the more ODenlv
P
^
he sees the face of Jesus Christ)
Ayen. p.88.7

Note that much appears with as in these
comparatives.

While the

rule of Micl_e Deletion was obligatory
in the early thirteenth century,
it

appears that it died out by the fourteenth
century.

The explanation for

this could be that since the de proportional
comparative was by far the

dominant type of proportional comparative at
this time, when swa was used
in these comparatives,

the distribution of swa was modeled on that
of de.

Since de by this time never appeared at the beginning
of

a

clause without

an adjective or quantifier, swa in the proportional
comparative also began
to appear with a following quantifier (which it had to
have at any rate in

the deep structure).
I

do not know exactly when the Swa Movement comparative died
out.

Examples become considerably rarer once de begins to appear in proportional comparatives.

It seems likely that the replacement of swa_ by de in

the proportional comparative led to the decline and fall of Swa Movement.

Ordinary comparatives with Swa Movement were always much less common than
swa comparatives with deletion, and the proportional comparative in Old

English was the only comparative in which Swa Movement was really necessary; that is, in ordinary comparatives, Comparative Deletion could apply

instead of Swa Movement, but in proportional comparatives, movement was
the only possibility.

Since the proportional comparative was the only

construction in which Swa Movement was really common, it is not surprising
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that when Be Movement replaced
Swa Movement in this
construction, Swa
Movement died out.

A final fact of interest about
the proportional comparative
in
Middle English is that the
complementizer

that frequently appeared
in the

subordinate conjunct of the de-type
proportional comparative:
(49)

& also the more peyne and harme
that a man suffryth for
hys frende the more hys to be bel
oued
(and also, the more pain and harm
(that) a man suffers for
his friend, the more he is to be
loved)

Tretyse

p. 14. 15

^

(50)

The more dat du thynkis and felis de
wrechidnes of dis lyfe
* >U deSir6 de '° ye and de Hste of
1y
q
dS? SlyssISe iy?e
Hampole p.40.35

(51)

Be lenger dat he leuede, de more wikkede he
bicome
B. Brut p.138.31

(52)

For certes, the moore that a man chargeth his
soule with
venial synne, the more is he enclyned to fallen
into
deedly synne
Ch. I. Pars. 360-5

Such examples with that in the semantically subordinate
clause
are extremely common, but we never find that in the clause
containing the

amount which varies according to the other amount.

Examples of propor-

tional comparatives are extremely common in the texts of the fourteenth

century, so we have enough data to feel confident in asserting that it
was not possible to have that in the non-controlling (or main) clause.
In this way. Middle English proportional

of Old English.

In Old English,

comparatives are similar to those

the complementizer (as opposed to the

determiner) swa was only found in the clause which was semantically the

"controlling" clause.

Furthermore, similar facts in proportional compara-

tives obtain in at least one other (modern) Germanic language.

In Modern
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Icelandic, when* the complementizer
used is sem, „ e find
in the first

(

(semantically controlling clause,
but not

a

complementizer

in the second: 3

2” meira ||EL
bordar, (zvi meira (*sem)
t’V
vilttu
1
•Ahe more Tlhat) you eat, the more
(that) you want)

53
>

There

iis

good reason, therefore, to believe
that the clause which

was semanticalTfcy controlling in the
Middle (and Old) English
proportional

comparatives wais syntactically subordinate,
and that the structure suggested for the Did English proportional
comparative, which I repeat here,
is also correct!, for the Middle English
de-type proportional

comparative:

(54)

It
S

couTM be that the second (main) clause

is not

dominated by an

of its own, as in (54), but rather that the material of
the main clause

is generated

immediately under the top

S:

This matter is not crucial here, and

tween the two structures.
in the main

have no way of choosing be-

I

The important fact here is that the swa or de

clause cannot be moved into the complementizer position, be-

cause this clause has no complementizer.

Given Chomsky's hypothesis that

apparent violations of Subjacency, the Tensed

S

Constraint, and the Speci-

fied Subject Constraint are to be explained in terms of movement into
COMP.

That suefi apparent violations were possible in the main clause of

this construction is illustrated by the following example:
(56)

But the more that
I

I

love yow, goodly free, the less fynde

that ye loven me
Ch. Comp. L. 100
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It is not surprising to find such
examples, because similar ap-

parent violations of the constraints are
possible in the Modern English
construction:
(57)

The more Mary flatters Fred, the handsomer
he thinks that
•10

IS#

The surface structure of (56) must be something
like (58):

love

yow

0

loven

me

0

If it is true, as it appears to be, that violations of the con-

straints are possible in this construction, and that there

is no comple

mentizer in the second clause to "escape" through, these facts are prob
lematic for the movement into COMP approach.
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A final word needs to be said about
the placement of the
proportional comparative under S, rather
than S. The
motivation for this is

that as in Modern English, proportional
comparatives could be embedded:
(59)

This is to seyn, that the more that
clooth is wasted
more it costeth to the peple

’

the

Ch. I. Pars. 420

This sentence must have
(60)

a

structure something like (60):

...VP

For a discussion of the proportional comparative in Modern
English,

and arguments that the the in this structure cannot be
to which quantifiers attract, see Andrews

8.3

In this

a

complementizer

(1975).

Conclusion

chapter we have seen how the analytic comparative came

in Middle English.

in

This development is of interest because it seems to

be a clear case of French influence in English syntax.

We have also seen

how the modern proportional comparative with de arose in Middle English.
It appears that the complementizer de was reanalyzed as a quantifier.

bit more about this development will be said in Chapter Ten.

A

We have

finally seen that the fact that there appears to be unbounded movement
in the proportional

comparatives is problematic for Chomsky's hypothesis
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that there are no "unbounded" movement rules,
assuming that one clause of
the proportional comparative has no complementizer,
as seems to be correct
It would be worthwhile to investigate the
characteristics of the pro-

portional comparative in Modern Icelandic, since
this language also per-

mits an overt complementizer only in the first clause
in this construction.
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Footnotes to Chapter Eight
i

'For a discussion of the extent of
knowledge of French among the
S6S and English among the upper classes
in the twelfth and
thirtPP !h
th centuri s > se ® Bau 9 h (1957).
French was the language of the
|:
nnn^ classes
T
upper
in the twelfth century, but in
the early

thirteenth
century England lost Normandy, so the nobles
electing to remain with
9 and » rather than their property in Normandy,
hPn^n to adopt English.
i
began

^

2

I have found one example of
however in the twelfth century:

a

—

proportional comparative with de

Oc aefre d£ mare he iaf heom de waerse hi waeron him
(But ever the more he gave them, the worse they were
(to)
him)
P.C. 1140

from

a

I am indebted to Joan Maling for this
fact, which she obtained
native speaker of Icelandic.
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CHAPTER

IX

CONSEQUENCES FOR SYNCHRONIC LINGUISTIC
THEORY

9.0

In this

Introduction

chapter some theoretical consequences
of the facts pre-

sented in the earlier chapters will be
discussed.

The next chapter will

be a discussion of what the facts have
to offer to the theory of
diachronic syntax; this chapter will be devoted
to the synchronic theory, and

diachronic facts will be considered only insofar
as they help clarify
the synchronic analysis of some stage.

The major portion of this chapter is
cal

a

discussion of the theoreti-

importance of the facts about preposition stranding presented
in

chapters Two, Three, and Six.

I

will argue that these facts indicate that

English had rules of unbounded deletion under identity.

It will

be shown

that the surface filters suggested in Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming)
to
deal with the Old English preposition stranding facts under a movement-

only approach fail on the grounds of both descriptive and explanatory adequacy.

Another filter suggested by Chomsky and Lasnik to replace Bresnan's
Fixed Subject Constraint will be discussed in section 9.2, where

argue that this filter is also incorrect.

I

will

Finally, in section 9.3 the

theoretical importance of the Old and Middle English comparative clause
facts will be reviewed.
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9.1

9-1-1

Preposition Stranding

T heoretical approaches

.

Before discussing the Old
and

Middle English preposition
stranding facts, let us discuss
briefly
ple of theoretical approaches
to pied

a

cou-

piping and its flip side,
preposi-

tion stranding.

-

~ ss—approach

.

As far as

I

know, it was Ross (1967)

who made the first attempt to
describe the preposition stranding
facts of
English within a transformational
framework.
For Ross, preposition strand
ing was part of a larger phenomenon.

Ross was concerned with accounting

for the fact that movement rules
often display some optionality in
how

large a phrase they move into

a

particular sentence.

In particular, Ross

noted that more than one phrase could be
relativized from
( 1

a

sentence like

):

(1)

The government prescribes the height of the
lettering on
the reports.

If this sentence is embedded as a relative
clause with reports as its

head, not only the noun phrase the reports may be
relativized, but also

various other noun phrases and prepositional phrases (Ross's
judgements):
(2)

a.

Reports which the government prescribes the height of
the lettering on the covers of are invariably boring.

b.

Reports the covers of which the government prescribes
the height of the lettering on almost always put me
to sleep.

c.

Reports the lettering on the covers of which the government prescribes the height of are a shocking waste of
public funds.

d.

Reports the height of the lettering on the covers of
which the government prescribes should be abolished.
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Ross termed the phenomenon
of additional material
being dragged

along with a relativized item
"pied piping."
types of pied piping.

Note that there are two

First, a higher noun phrase
may be moved along with

the relativized! item, as in all
the examples in (2).

tion may tag altong, as in

hejs

th e man to whom

I

Secondly,

spoke

.

a

preposi-

Ross, however,

considered that prepositional phrases
were really noun phrases
which began with a preposition probably
at least partly because
,
prepositional
phrases often participate in rules normally
operating on noun phrases.
Ross assigned tube following structure
to sentences like those in
(2), before relativization:
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of

the reports

Of the sentences in (2), (a) is formed by moving NP^, (b) by moving NP^, (c) by moving NP^, and (d) by moving NP^.

Ross proposed to ac-

count for the facts of (2.1) by the following convention:
(4)

Ross's Pied Piping Convention (his (4.80)):
Any transformation which is stated in such a way as to
effect the reordering of some specific node NP, where
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this node is preceded and followed
by variables in the
structural index of the rule, may apply
to this NP or
to any NP which dominates it, as long
as there are no
occurrences of any coordinate node, nor of
the node S
on any branch connecting the higher
node and the specified node.

This is not an explanation, but merely

a

description of the facts,

and as Ross himself notes, this convention does
not account for all the

facts about relative clauses formed on his celebrated
sentence.

As it

stands, this convention will allow the movement of NP's
2, 4, and 6 in
tree (3), giving these ungrammatical sentences (Ross's
judgements):
(5)

a.

*Reports of which the government prescribes the height
of the lettering on the covers are invariably boring.

b.

^Reports on the covers of which the government prescribes
the height of the lettering almost always put me to
sleep.

c.

*Reports of the lettering on the covers of which the
government prescribes the height are a shocking waste
of public funds.

To account for these facts, Ross supplemented his convention

with

a

constraint against moving NP's beginning with

P

(in other words,

prepositional phrases) when they directly follow the NP they modify.
9. 1.1. 2

Bresnan's approach

A new approach to accounting for

.

the facts noticed by Ross was proposed by Bresnan (1976).

This approach

was designed not only to account for Ross's pied piping facts but also
to deal with other diverse phenomena.

approach is

a

The basic ingredient in this new

revised or "relativized" version of the A-over-A princi-

ple first proposed by Chomsky in 1962.

principle, which is formulated as

a

Bresnan's relativized A-over-A

condition relating the forms of trans-

formations to their functions, does away with various counterexamples to
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the old "absolute" A-over-A principle and gives an
account of why pied

piping is sometimes obligatory, sometimes optional.

Because Bresnan's

approach is quiite recent and has not had time to become
generally known,
I

will summarise her article here in some detail.

less technical „

I

To make the discussion

will paraphrase most of Bresnan's formalism in the def-

initions used.

Chomsky's 1973 version of the A-over-A principle
(6)

is as follows:

Chiomsky's A-over-A Principle
If a transformation applies to a structure of the form
where
is a cyclic node, then it
^[... A [...] A

must apply to the maximal phrase of the type

A.

One examiple of the application of this principle would be this:
if a transformation applies to noun phrases, and in a given structure there

are two noun phtrases which fit the structural description of that trans-

formation, and ©ne noun phrase is within the other, only the most inclusive noun phrasse may be moved by that transformation.
pose we had

a

For examples, sup-

transformation like (7) which was to be applied to

ture like (8):
(7)

X

NP

Y

1

2

3

2+1

0

3

PP

np

2

a

struc-
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This structure has two proper analyses
with respect to this transformation.
Either NP or NP could be interpreted
as being term 2.
1
2
But
the A-over-A principle will allow only NP
the more inclusive NP, to
,
be
]

analyzed as term

2.

Bresnan points out that this principle
reduces the

possible proper analyses of
transformation.

a

given structure with respect to

a

given

While the structural condition of the hypothetical
rule

we have been discussing gives two proper analyses
of structure (8), the
proper analysis picking out NP

2

as term 2 is discarded.

that this is not an absolute prohibition against moving

larger node of the same type.

Bresnan stresses
node out of a

a

It only prohibits such movement when the

larger node fits the structural description of the rule.
(7)

Suppose rule

were to have the following structural description instead of that

given in (7):
PP

X

(9)

12

NP

Y

3

4

In this case the rule could not apply to

of (8) assigning

NP-j

NP-j

,

since an analysis

to term 3 would not be a proper analysis of this

structure with respect to this structural description, and the rule

would instead apply to NP

with impunity.
2

Bresnan points out an interesting paradox which Chomsky's formula%

tion of the A-over-A

principle raises.

It is theoretically possible

for there to be more than one maximal proper analysis of
ture for
we have

a
a

given structural description.

a

given struc-

She gives this example:

rule involving the structural description given in (10):

suppose
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ABC

(10)

2

1

3

Suppose further-more that this rule

is

to be applied to this structure:

There arre two proper analyses of this structure
with respect to
(10).

We can assign term

1

to A

2 to B
2>

,
]

analysis "proper analysis 1."

and 3 to

Or we can assign

1

Let us call this

to A
2

to C

r

Let us call this "proper analysis 2."

gives us

ment of

a maxirmal

of C, but not off A.

2

2

to B

,

and 3

]

While proper analysis

assignment of A, it does not give

Conversely, proper analysis

C.

,

a

1

maximal assign-

gives a maximal proper analysis

Thus the proper analysis of A is maximal if and only

if the proper amalysis of C is not.

Bresnam goes on to say that while we cannot define
per analysis

off a

structure for

a

a

maximal pro-

structural description as one that as-

signs maximal values to all the predicates of

a

transformation, we can de-

fine it as one that assigns maximal values to all the target predicates
of the structural description.

The predicates of

a

transformation are

the parts of the structural description and the structural changed

Target predicates are those deleted by the structural change or predicates identical

to something to be deleted; in other words, the predicates

involved in the deletion operation.
I

will skip some steps in Bresnan's article and merely say that
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she eventually replaces the notion of maximal
proper analysis with that

of "r-maximal proper analysis" which defines

a

proper analysis that is

maximal relative to all proper analyses that
agree with that prnppr Anal-

y s es on

context predicates (all predicates which are
not target predi-

all

cates and not included in

a

target predicate) in the transformation.

paraphrase Bresnan's definition,
respect to

a

a

proper analysis

TT

0f a

To

structure with

structural description is r-maximal if and only if
for every

proper analysis of that structure for that rule where
the context predicates remain fixed,

target predicates.

mality" into

a

'Tf

assigns the maximal proper analysis for each of the

Bresnan then incorporates this concept of "r-maxi-

new "relativized" A-over-A principle.

This principle can

be paraphrased as (12):
(12)

Paraphrase of Bresnan's Relativized A-over-A Principle
No transformation can apply to a structure under a given
proper analysis unless that proper analysis is an r-maximal
proper analysis of that structure for that transformation.

Note that by the definition of r-maximal ity, we must fix the context predicates before "maximizing" the target predicates.

It is this

proviso which allows the relativized A-over-A principle to account for
some apparent violations of the A-over-A principle.
Deletion.

Let us consider VP

Bresnan gives as examples the following sentences:

(13)

a.

Frankie will seem to want to leave St. Louis, but
Johnny won't seem to want to.

b.

Frankie will seem to want to leave St. Louis, but
Johnny won't seem to.

c.

Frankie will seem to want to leave St. Louis, but
Johnny won't.

Bresnan gives (14) as the underlying structures for these sentences:
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leave

St.L.

leave

VP Deletion may apply to VP^, VP
2

,

or VP^.

St.L.

This cannot be account-

ed for by Chomsky's A-over-A principle, which, if it applied to VP's at
all

(which it does not because VP is not

the topmost VP,

VP-j

to be deleted.

Aux is

a

cyclic node), would only allow

But under Bresnan's relativized A-over-

A principle, these facts are explicable.
is the target predicate.

a

In the rule of VP Deletion, VP_

context predicate.

By the new princi-

ple, it is only for each assignment of the context predicate Aux that the

target VP must have maximal value.

If we assign the context predicate

Aux to the to before VP 3 , the assignment of the target predicate
VP^ is r-maximal.
the assignment of

VP_

to

But for the assignment of Aux to the t£ before VP 2 ,
\/P

to VP

2

,

is maximal, and for the assignment of Aux
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to wonlt the assignment of VP to VP,

is maximal.

Thus VP Deletion allows

three r-maximal proper analyses of
(14), and hence three possible choices
for deletion.

Bresnan goes on to give applications of the
relativized A-over-A

principle to other transformations, but what
concerns us here is

sort

a

of loophole provided by this principle where pied
piping of prepositions
is

concerned.
In her discussion of pied piping, Bresnan
uses Chomsky's

which breaks down categories into features.
phrases and prepositional phrases form

J

schema

Under this approach, noun

a natural

+noun, while prepositions are -verb, -noun.

class.

Nouns are -verb,

Adjectives and adverbs are

both +verb, so the feature -verb separates noun phrases and
prepositional

phrases from adjective and adverb phrases.
noun phrases or prepositional phrases.
is

such a rule.

Some rules apply to either

The rule forming relative clauses

To capture the fact that pied piping is optional

in this

rule, Bresnan formulates the rule as in (15):
(15)

Bresnan's Relative Clause Formation

NP

_[ Comp

W.

(P)

S

It

[

W

rel

?

W~]
J

X

_ Wj
*

3

4

5

6

7

8

5-6-7

3

4

0

0

0

8

is merely an informal

Formally, the variables are not predicates.

it is stated that terms

"

v
X

2

should be pointed out that this

tation of the rule.

_

1

and 2 must be an NP and

a

I

represenRather,

Comp, respectively,

but what occurs between the second and fourth terms is left unspecified.
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It is the context predicate
P

is

which commands our attention here.

(P)

optional, if the item to be relativized

is

within

a

Since

prepositional

phrase, the preposition may either be treated
as part of the variable U
or as the optional

P

of the structural description.

Consider the struc-

ture (16):

In

relativizing the NP whom , if we assign the optional

structural description to to, the

X*

P

in the

mentioned in the rule can only be

assigned to the NP whom , so pied piping will not occur.
optional, we do not have to assign it to anything.

But since

P

is

Instead, the preposi-

tion to can be interpreted as being part of the variable W^.
PP is also an X, the rule can move the prepositional

And since

phrase to whom .

Be-

cause there are two ways to fix the context predicates, there are two

options for movement.
We can now see how Bresnan's approach accounts for Ross's facts.

Structure (3) has three distinct maximal proper analyses where the predicate

P

is assigned to something.

But where the

there are four proper analyses (one each for

NP-j

P

,

option is not taken,
NP^, NP^, and NPy), bu

rr
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only one which Is maximal, that is, the
one assigning NP
]

as the target.

The reason that there is only one maximal
proper analysis where the

option is not taken, but three where it is
taken, is that when the

P
P

op-

tion is utilized, there are three different
ways of fixing the context

predicate P.

Bkit when the

predicate

P

is not assigned, there is only
one

way of fixing the target predicates, since
variables are not predicates.
And there is oroly one maximal proper analysis for
each way of fixing the
target predicates.

So Bresnan's principle not only predicts
the gram-

matical ity of Ross's good sentences, but the ungrammatical
ity of the bad
ones.

For example, * Reports of which the government prescribes
the height

of the lettering on the covers are inevitably boring is
impossible because
it is an attempt to move NP
2

taken, NP
2

it will

is a

in structure (3), and if the P option is not

non-maximal J.

On the other hand, if P is assigned to of,

be NP^ which is moved.

Bresnan argues convincingly for the superiority of her approach
over the general convention proposed by Ross.

First, her principle

accounts for phenomena not dealt with by Ross's convention, such as options found in VP deletion.

Second, in order to account for pied piping

facts in English other than the relativization facts discussed by Ross,

more than one pied piping convention would be necessary under Ross's approach.

For example. Question Movement exhibits

pied piping fro® Relative Clause Formation (RCF).

a

different pattern of
In

questions, unlike

relative clauses, only PP's, and not NP's, generally move along with the
relativized NP:
(17)

a.

Of which reports did you see the covers?
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b.

*The covers of which reports did you see?

Ross did not discuss the problem of pied piping
in questions.

Under Bresnan's approach, this difference is
explicable.

The Question

Movement rule can be formulated so that the wh word
must be either the
first predicate or the second (the first one being an
optional

phrase to be moved.

This prevents

a

P)

of the

higher noun phrase from moving along.

Third, we have seen that Ross had to supplement his convention
with a

constraint on moving prepositional phrases out of noun phrases.

We have

already seen how the relativized A-over-A principle automatically accounts for Ross's ungrammatical examples.

over-A principle gives

a

Finally, the relativized A-

principled approach to pied piping, while Ross's

convention is essentially just

a

description of the facts.

Nevertheless,

there are some problems with Bresnan's approach as formulated.
9. 1.1. 3

Problems with Bresnan's approach

.

While Bresnan's rela-

tivized A-over-A principle accounts very neatly for many different facts,
there are some problems involved in the assumption that the A-over-A

principle applies to all nodes that meet the structural conditions of
rule, rather than only to nodes of the same category.

a

One problem is

that Bresnan's formulation of the relative clause formation rule, taken
in conjunction with the relativized A-over-A principle, predicts that it
is never possible to relativize a prepositional

phrase out of

a

noun phrase,

since the relative clause rule applies both to prepositional and noun
phrases.

sentences.

We have just seen that this assumption is borne out in Ross's

However, there are cases in which it is possible to relativ-

ize PP out of NP:
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(18)

This is the church of which he is the pastor.

(19)

This is the botul in-contaminated soup of which
he ate
three cans.

Notice that in the cases where this relativization
of PP out of
NP is possible, the preposition is always of.

Nanni

(1976) has pointed

out that other prepositions do not allow relativization of
PP out of NP.
(20)

*This is the porch on which

I

painted the chairs.

This sentence, of course, is perfectly acceptable on the
reading

whereby the activity of painting took place on the porch.

But in this

case, the PP on the porch is not dominated by the NP dominating the

chairs:

the porch

on

The reading which is bad is the one in which the chairs on the porch is a

constituent:

on

the porch

On this reading, what has been painted are the chairs on the porch,

and the site of the painting job is left unspecified.
It seems in general

that PP can be reordered out of NP , just in
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case the preposition involved is of.

must also have a structure in which
tional

But since pastor of the church
a

noun phrase dominates the
preposi-

phrase ((although the structure may not
be parallel to that of
the

chairs on the iporch), the relativized
A-over-A principle, by itself,
cannot account for the possibility of relativizing
the PP with the PP in

pastor of the church .

It is likely that semantic factors
play a large

role in the possibility of extracting PP from NP,
since it is generally

only

a

specific preposition, of, which permits such extraction.

By ap-

pealing to semantic factors, we could probably maintain
the relativized

A-over-A principle in the face of this apparent counterevidence.
ever, sentence'' (20) raises

a

worse problem.

How-

This is that the relativized

A-over-A principle predicts that while (20) should be ungrammatical
(as
it is), a variant of it with £n stranded should be acceptable,
which it

is not:
(23)

*7his is the porch that

I

painted the chairs on.

Again, we are not concerned with the acceptable reading whereby
the painting took place on the porch, but only in the reading in which
the PP on the porch is dominated by the NP containing chai rs .

Bresnan's

use of (P) incorrectly predicts that in general, any object of

a

tion may be relativized, leaving the preposition behind.

preposi-

But the facts

indicate that this is only possible if the relativized noun phrase is not

dominated by another noun phrase (except, as we have seen, when the preposition involved is of).

Bresnan's approach cannot account for this fact,

since with the context predicate

P_

fixed, the only NP in (22) which fits

the structural description of RCF is the lower NP the porch

.

The rule
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should be oblivious to the
higher NP.
lem does not arise if there
is no

P

Notice that this
particular prob-

option, since the A-over-A
princi-

ple (in either its absolute
or its relativized fo™)
will prevent a lower
NP from being extracted
out of a higher one.
It appears, then,
that the
RCF rule should not mention
P as a context
predicate because of the in-

correct prediction this device
makes that any object of a
preposition
may be relativized.
I will
therefore assume that while the
A-over-A
principle is "relativized" to all
proper analyses of a structure
that
agree in all context predicated,
(P) is not
RCF rule.

a

context predicate in the

We might propose that only obligatorily
present context predi-

cates are possible, such as Aux in
the VP Deletion rule.

I

will assume

that the ability of prepositions to
strand in relative clauses and questions in English when the PP is not
dominated by NP is due to the fact

that RCF and Question Formation apply to
both NP and PP in English, and

English simply does not have a prohibition
against moving NP out of PP.

Other languages do have such a prohibition, which
has nothing to do with
the A-over-A principle.

I

will demonstrate in the next section that Old

English had

a

from PP.

will argue that such a prohibition, rather than the relativ-

I

prohibition against the movement, but not deletion, of
NP

ized A-over-A principle, gives the best explanation for the
facts not

only of preposition stranding in Old English, but also for the changes

which took place in Middle English.
A third approach to preposition stranding has been proposed in

Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming).

By this approach, preposition strand-

ing is assumed to be free, but surface filters rule out bad cases of prep-
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osition stranding.
9.1.5.

This approach will be discussed in
detail in section

Since the Old English facts are the ones
which this approach is

most directly concerned with, let us first
review these facts.
9*

1

*

2

Review of the historical facts

.

We saw in chapters Two

and Three that in Old English, preposition
stranding was not possible in
any construction in which there was overt surface
evidence of movement.

Preposition stranding was not possible in Topical ization,
Passivization,

S£ and

se_

de relatives, or questions (either direct or indirect).

Ap-

parent counterexamples to this generalization were seen to be
the result
of a rule of PP-Split which allowed "inverted" prepositional
phrases to

break up.

In

ment, such as

constructions in which there was no overt evidence of move4e_

relatives and infinitival relatives, preposition strand-

ing was not only possible, but obligatory.
In

Chapter Six we saw that in the thirteenth century the first

sporadic examples of preposition stranding in Topical ization, Passivization, Relative Clause Formation (with wh-pronouns) and Question Movement

begin to occur, and preposition stranding became more common in all these

constructions in the fourteenth century.
Any theoretical approach to the phenomenon of preposition stranding in the world's languages should be able to account not only for the

distribution of preposition stranding in Old English, but also the way
preposition stranding changed in Middle English.

Let us now consider

various approaches to preposition stranding and how they deal with these
facts.

I

will first present my own approach to the Old and Middle En-

glish preposition stranding facts.
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9*

1

*

Ihe no-mo vement-out-of-PP approach

3

Since preposition

.

stranding in Old English was only possible
in constructions in which
there was no surface evidence (at least,
overt evidence, such as

which had clearly been moved) of movement,
there

is

a

a

pronoun

straight-forward

way of accounting for the Old English facts
if we assume

a

theory in

which unbounded rules of deletion under identity
are allowed.

We could

say that all the constructions in which
preposition stranding was possible involved deletion, while preposition stranding
was not possible in

movement rules.
Old English had
out of PP.

2

We could account for this distribution by assuming
that
a

prohibition against movement, but not deletion, of NP

The Middle English facts could be accounted for by the loss

of this prohibition.

Such an approach would account for the fact that

preposition stranding began to appear in all rules which by this approach
are the only movement rules at the same time.

In

particular, it would

account for the fact that passives of the sort John was laughed at appear
at just the time when preposition stranding was beginning to appear in

other movement rules.

In

Old English, such passives would not be possi-

ble because of the prohibition against movement out of PP.

But in Middle

English, when the prohibition was dropped, there would no longer be anything to prevent such passives.

No change in the rule of Passivization

itself would be necessary, since this rule applied to the first NP after
the verb.
9.1.4

The relativized A-over-A approach

.

Let us now consider

how the relativized A-over-A principle, as formulated by Bresnan, would
deal with the Old and Middle English preposition stranding facts.

We
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have already seen that the optional

P

context predicate which Bresnan pro

poses as an explanation for the possibility
of preposition stranding
in Modern English makes incorrect
predictions in Modern English.

Now

we will see that the use of this context
predicate does not allow for

a

satisfactory explanation of the Old and Middle
English facts.
As far as the relative clause facts are
concerned, Bresnan's

approach could account for the change from Old to Middle
English.

We

could say that in Old English, the Relative Movement rule
contained no
optional

P_,

so preposition stranding was not possible, because
the rela-

tivized A-over-A principle would stipulate that the PP, being more
inclusive than the relativized NP, must be moved.

We could further say

that in Middle English, the Relative Movement rule was reformulated with
an optional

preposition in the structural description, so that preposi-

tion stranding became possible in this construction.

Although Bresnan's approach could deal with the relativization
facts, it runs into trouble with Question Movement.

This is because by

Bresnan's approach. Question Movement must have always had an optional
P_

in its structural

description, meaning that the historical change in

this rule cannot be attributed to the addition of such
cate.

a

context predi-

To see this, let us consider Modern English Question Movement

briefly.
As we mentioned earlier, Bresnan pointed out that pied piping of

NP in questions is not possible in Modern English.

There are no ques-

tions like (24):
(24)

*The covers of which reports did you see?

To account for this fact, Bresnan proposed that the structural
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description of Question Movement stipulates
that the wh-item

is the first

member of the phrase to be moved:
(25)

Structural description of Bresnan's Question
Movement
w

Q

[

=

1

S

[

wh

W

X

?
2

W ,]

]

3

s'

At the point in the paper where Bresnan
formulated this rule, she

had not yet discussed pied piping of
prepositions, so this formulation

makes no provisions for pied piping or preposition
stranding in questions.

Bresnan later noted that this structural description
needed to be modified

slightly to accomodate preposition stranding, but she did
not formulate
the modified version.
(26)

I

do so here:

Modified Question Movement 3
W

Q

[

=

1

S

[(P)

wh

w
2

X

3—4—5#

[

W

]

3
J

3

S

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

0

0

0

6

S

Note that (P) is both
rule.

a

target and

a

context predicate in this

Consider how this rule will apply to the following structure:

+Q

VP^

NP
he

PP

V

/ \

I

talked

P
i

to

NP
i

+wh

whom
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This structure has two maximal proper
analyses with respect to
the structural description of
(26).

Treating the preposition to as
part

of term 2, only the NP whom is analyzable
as the X of the structural
des-

cription, and Whom did he talk to results.

But if the preposition is

analyzed as term 3, the whole PP is the X, and
To whom did he talk is the
result.

The important thing to remember here is
that the optional

necessary to allow pied piping in questions.
stitute

a

piping.

variable for this

P_,

P

is

It is not possible to sub-

since that would wrongly allow NP pied

This is problematic since Old English also did not
allow NP

pied piping in questions, and therefore the Old English
question rule had
to be essentially the same as the Modern English one.

that since it is possible to analyze
W1

»

a

The problem is

preposition as part of the variable

There is no way to prevent preposition stranding here by the rela-

tivized A-over-A principle alone.

However,

a

simple prohibition against

movement of NP out of PP does prevent preposition stranding here for Old
English, as in Relativization, Topical ization, and Passi vization.
that such

a

Notice

prohibition is not incompatible with the relativized A-over-A

principle, which can still be used to prevent the movement of NP out of
NP and also PP out of NP, if the problems mentioned above in section 9.1.3
can be overcome.

The point is that it is not possible, contrary to Bres-

nan's suggestion, to use the context predicate (P) to explain the variation in preposition stranding in different languages.

Rather, it seems

preferable to assume that some languages, such as Old English, have

a

pro-

hibition against movement of NP out of PP, and others, such as Modern
English, do not.

We shall see presently that some languages may have a
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prohibition against both movement and deletion
out of UP, although Old English had only the restriction against
movement. With this prohibition
for Old English, we can retain

(

26

)

as the Question Movement rule
for Old

English (since the optional P is necessary to
allow pied piping of prepositions), and the fact that

P_

could be analyzed as part of the variable

will still not allow preposition stranding,
since the prohibition against

movement of NP out of PP will prevent this factorization
of

a

structure

from being used.

Another problem with the relativized A-over-A approach to
preposition stranding is the fact that preposition stranding became
possible
in passives at the same time as in other movement rules, as
we have seen.

Since Passivization always applied only to noun phrases, and not to prepositional phrases, the relativized A-over-A principle does not rule out

passives of the sort John was laughed at in Old English.

There is no-

thing to prevent Passivization out of PP in Old English by this approach,

nor is there any way to account for the change in Passivization in Middle

English which connects this change with the advent of preposition stranding in other constructions.

One might suggest that the advent of this type of passive had nothing to do with the greater freedom of preposition stranding in other
rules at this time.

It might be argued that the impossibility of passiv-

izing out of PP in Old English was due to a lack of "compound verbs" in

Old English, consisting of a verb and
unit.

a

preposition which formed

a

semantic

It is true that it is not possible to passivize any object of a

prepositional phrase following

a verb:
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(28)

a.

The play was run through by the
cast.

b.

*The bridge was run through by the
troops.

The object of the preposition must
be the direct object of the
verb, in some semantic sense, in order
for Passivization to take place.

However, this restriction is not really
different from the restriction
that the noun phrase following the verb must
be the direct object of the
verb to be passivized.

For example, when the noun phrase yesterday

follows a verb, it cannot be passivized in English.
(29)

*Yesterday was danced.

It seems, then, that semantic, rather than structural,
considera-

tions rule out passives in which the passivized object is not
in close

enough association with the verb.

Therefore, we may propose that Passivi-

zation applies freely to the objects of prepositions, but semantic factors
rule out some such passives.

While the hypothesis that passives such as John was made

appeared in the language when compound verbs appeared is
the facts do not accord with this hypothesis.
in Visser (1963), who says

ject of

a

(p.

a

a fool

of

plausible one,

This fact was pointed out

391) concerning passives in which the ob-

preposition is passivized:

That the earliest of them date from the fourteenth century does
not warrant the conclusion that before that time combinations
of verb+preposi tional object did not exist, for there are many
combinations in the language before that time which show all
the characteristics of a verb+preposi tional object, e.g. Paris
Ps (Bright) 32,17
on hine blissiad ure heortan [in him rejoice
our hearts/C. L. A. ] ; Elene 959 wundrade ymb daes weres snyttro
[wondered about the man's wisdom/C. L. A. J. .
1

'

‘

It is

1

important to note here that Visser explicitly states that

the verb+preposi tional object combinations he is discussing are ones like
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they laughed at him , and not he sat under
the tree
is simply a prepositional

the verb.

.

wher e under the tree

phrase, and does not behave as the
object of

The characteristics of the verb+prepositional
object combina-

tion which Visser alludes to are such
things as the ability of the combi-

nation to be replaced by
9*

1

*

5

a

simple transitive verb.

The surface filter approach

Chomsky has developed

a

.

As noted in Chapter One,

theory of grammar in which all transformations

are subject to certain constraints, the Specified
Subject, Subjacency,
and Tensed S constraints.

When

transformation appears to violate these

a

constraints, but does not violate the Complex NP or Wh-Island
4
constraints ,
the transformation must involve movement into COMP.

This means that many

rules which have been considered to involve unbounded deletion,
such as

comparative formation and complement object deletion, are to be anal-

yzed as involving movement into COMP, and subsequent deletion of the
affected phrase, rather than controlled, "in place" deletion.
Of themselves, Chomsky's constraints do not disallow unbounded

deletion rules.
X_

and

Y_"

This is because Chomsky defines the phrase "involves

used in the constraints as meaning either that

position X, or, in the case of anaphora rules,

indicating that it is anaphoric to

_X.

Y_

is moved to

is assigned a feature

Thus it is theoretically possible

for a deletion rule to violate not only Subjacency, the Specified Sub-

ject Condition, and the Tensed

S

Condition, but also the Complex NP and

Wh-Island constraints, since by Chomsky's theory these are merely results
of Subjacency.

Thus, it is predicted that there will be an asymmetry be-

tween deletion and movement rules, if unbounded deletion rules under
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identity exist at all.

Although Chomsky's theory does not outlaw
un-

bounded deletion rules, he suggests that such
rules may not exist, since
many rules thought to belong to this class must
be analyzed as Wh-Movement
by his theory.

What does all this mean for Old English?

The question arises as

to whether the de_ type relatives, along with complement
object deletion

and comparative formation in Old English, should be analyzed
as involving

Wh-Movement, as in the se and se de relatives and questions, or
unbounded
deletion.

There are really two questions here.

First, do the construc-

tions where preposition stranding occurs involve unbounded deletion?

Secondly, assuming they do involve unbounded deletion, do the deletion
rules behave differently with respect to the constraints from known move-

ment rules?

With regard to the first question, Bresnan (1976), on the

basis of pied piping facts in Old and Middle English found in Allen (1976),

Grimshaw (1975), Traugott (1972), and Vizzer (1963), argued that the difference in preposition stranding in

de_

and

se^

(de) relatives in Old

English, and that and wh ( that ) relatives in Middle English, demonstrated
that an unbounded deletion rule is needed for the

de_

and that relatives.

Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) replied that these facts did not prove

a

need

for such a rule, since a surface filter could account for the pied piping

facts even if both types of relatives involved movement.

Furthermore,

they assert, even if the de and that relatives involved deletion, these
facts are of no theoretical interest since "no one has the slightest idea"

whether these relatives obeyed the Complex Noun Phrase Constraint and
the Wh-Island constraint.

Let us defer for the moment the question of
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whether surface filters could be used
to account for the pied piping
facts
in the event that these relatives
are to be analyzed as involving
movement,
and consider this statement about the
theoretical

interest of the facts un-

der discussion.

First, it seems clear that even
supposing we cennot deter-

mine whether or not these constraints hold
for these rules, the facts still
are of interest, since if there is no way
to account for them under

a

move-

ment-only approach, we will have established the
need for an unbounded deletion rule which has recently become

a

moot question.

We have already

seen (in Chapter Three) that the de and daet relatives
in Old English can-

not be simple cases of pronoun dropping, since Old
English had no general

pronoun dropping rule, and also because full prepositional
phrases could

delete under identity.

Therefore, if these relatives do not involve move-

ment, they must involve unbounded deletion, since relativization indefi-

nitely far from the head was possible.

Now let us consider the question of whether we can tell if the
Complex NP Constraint and the Wh-Island Constraint held in Old English
(I

limit myself to Old English here because the preposition stranding

facts are clearer in Old than in Middle English).

Chomsky and Lasnik

claim that the fact that no examples violating these constraints have
been found does not indicate that such violations were not possible be-

cause "the relevant structures, are quite rare."
all

However, it is not at

clear why sentences like * The man that John wondered who saw should

be rarer in

a

language which allowed such constructions than ones like

Who did John say that Bill saw , which occur frequently in Old English.

Joan Maling (1977) has noted that in Old Icelandic texts, examples of re-

lativization into wh-questions are found, just as in Modern Norwegian,
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while examples of relativization
into complex NP's

are not found, again

in

accordance with the intuitions of
speakers of Modern Norwegian.
This
indicates that texts of this sort
do faithfully reflect
the possibility
of violating constraints in
the languages
they record.

Thus there is

every reason to believe that if
it was possible to violate
the wh-island
constraint in Old English, examples of
such violations would occur
in the
texts, which are quite rich and
numerous.
While we can never be absolutely certain of whether the fact
that a certain construction does
not occur
in a large corpus indicates
that that construction was not a
possibility
in the

language, there

is

certainly much more reason to believe
that vio-

lations of the wh-island constraint were not
possible in Old English than
to believe they were.

Furthermore, let us suppose for

a

moment that it

was possible to violate the Complex Noun
Phrase and Wh-island constraints
in de relatives in Old English.

This would mean that, according to Chom-

sky's theory, somewhere between Old and Modern English
the relative using
a

particle, which had been

movement relative.

deletion relative, became reanalyzed as

a

a

This seems unlikely, in light of the fact that there

is no evidence for such a change.

to make such a reanalysis?

What sort of data would cause

Therefore,

will

I

fication for believing that de relatives

a

child

assume that there is justi-

in Old English behaved in the

same way as that relatives in Modern English with respect to the Complex
NP and Wh-island constraints.

However,

I

repeat that even if this assump-

tion is rejected, we can still at least demonstrate the need for an un-

bounded deletion rule, because the filters proposed by Chomsky and Lasnik fail to provide the movement-only analysis with an adequate way of
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accounting for the Old English pied piping
facts.

Let us now see why this

is so.
9,1

-

5*

1

Ifr-e-

1oca1

^ter.

Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming)
deny

that the Old English pied piping facts
present any problems for the move-

ment-only analysis of Old English relatives.
facts can be dealt with either by a local or

They claim that these
a

non-local surface filter.

Let us first consider the local filter they
propose.
in the following way:

This filter works

Old English will be assumed to have a rule
which

marks the objects of prepositions with some feature, say
+P.
fer to this rule as "P-marking."
ment.

This rule must apply before Wh-Move-

Then there would be a surface filter ruling out

complementizer if that pronoun is not preceded by
(30)

Let us re-

a

a

+Pronoun in the

preposition:

Local Filter (Chomsky and Lasnik)

Pro
+P

Comp
This filter would allow preposition stranding in constructions

where there was no overt pronoun at the surface, assuming pied piping was
always optional, because when no pronoun was in evidence, there would be
no violation of the filter.
in

jte

So the possibility of stranding prepositions

and daet relatives, infinitival relatives, complement object dele-

tion, and donne relatives is accounted for.

Stranding in pronoun rela-

tives and questions, on the other hand, would be ruled out by the filter.
I

present here a couple of sample derivations to make this approach

completely clear:
First let us consider an Old English

ete

relative with preposition
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stranding:
(31)

ealra dara deoda de ge nu wilniad swide
ungemetlice daet
ge scylon eowerne naman ofer
tobraedan
(all the-gen. people-gen. that you now
will very iiimoderately that you shall your name over extend=all
the peoples
that you now want very immoderately to extend
your name
over)
Boeth. XVIII.

Due to limitations of space,

I

1

p. 42.

24

present the underlying structure of this

example in two parts:

ofer

On the S

2

a

tobraedan

cycle, the relative pronoun daere will be marked +P by

virtue of being the object of
sume

daere
+rel

a

preposition.

Since Chomsky and Lasnik as-

step-cyclic Wh-Movement rule, Wh-Movement will also apply on this
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cycle, moving da ere into the

S

2

cycle, S

complementizer.

At the end of the

S

2

has this structure:
2

(

34 )

Comp
NP

Aux

ge

scylon

eowerne
naman

P

tobraedan

ofer

On the S
1

pronoun into the

cycle, Wh-Movement applies again, moving the relative

complementizer.

The pronoun is then deleted, and

de is inserted into the complementizer, giving this surface structure:

There is no violation of the filter here, since the filter applies at the
surface, and the pronoun is ranoved before the surface.
Instead of just' moving the relative pronoun, it would have been

possible in this structure to move the PP containing the relative pronoun,

yielding daere deoda ofer daere (de).

.

.

,

which

is

also granmatical

.

How-

ever, it should be possible to delete the relative pronoun here, all other
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things being equal, giving the ungrarmatical
daere deoda ofer (de).

Chomsky and Lasnik claim that this possibility
is ruled out somehow by
the principle of recoverability of deletion,
which they do not formulate.
It is quite unclear, however, why the
recoverability of deletion should

have anything to do with this matter, since
such
be quite recoverable.

In the ungrammatical

which could have been deleted is

a

deletion would in fact

sequence given, the only thing

relative pronoun, and there seems to

a

be no reason why the deletion of a relative pronoun
should be recoverable
if that pronoun is not the object of a preposition,
but recoverable if it
is.

Rather, it seems that another local filter will be needed
to rule

out such deletion:
(36)

*

j-p-j

Comp

Now let us consider

a

case where the filter would apply.

The

example must of course be hypothetical, since such an example would be
ungrammatical

.

The following are

preposition stranding in

a

a

hypothetical ungrammatical example of

question and the attested grammatical example

with pied piping on which it is based:
(37)

*Hwaet twaeost du nu ymbe?

(38)

Ymbe hwaet twaeost du nu?
(About what doubt you now=about what do you doubt now?)
Sol .p.85.16

The deep structure for both of these examples would be (39):
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First the wh-pronoun hwaet is marked +P, since it
is the object
of a preposition.

Since pied piping is assumed to be optional, it

is

possible to move only the NP hwaet , giving example
(37), which has this
structure:

The surface filter (30) rules this out.

If, on the other hand,

the PP, rather than just the NP, is moved, we get the grammatical

(38),

which is not ruled out by the filter.
Chomsky and Lasnik admit that the rule of P-Marking is quite ad
hoc.

However, they claim that it is no more ad hoc than proposing two

types of relativization.

Let us examine this claim.

First consider the

fact that while there is evidence from living languages, such as Basque
(see the introduction, section 1.3) that the theory of grammar must allow
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unbounded deltiions which obey the Complex NP
and the Wh-Island constraints, there? is no evidence for the need
of rules such as P-marking.
Note that allowing such rules as

a

part of grammatical theory greatly

increases the power of the theory and the
possible grammars available,

which is the very thing which Chomsky and Lasnik
wish to avoid.
sort of evidence would lead

of such

a

a

language-learner to postulate the existence

rule in his language?

rule violates d,homsky and Lasnik

formations.

me

What

Secondly, consider the fact that this
1

s

own proposed restrictions on trans-

basic motivation for surface filters is to reduce
the

power of the tiheory of transformations by eliminating ordering,
obligatoriness, and contextual dependencies of rules.
ing involves aiHl these devices.

movement, or

eislse

However, the rule of P-Mark-

First, it must be ordered before wh-

the filter would not be able to prevent the impossible

preposition stbranding.

Furthermore, we shall see presently that this

rule must be ordered after Locative Shift (See Chapter II) if the filter
is to permit stranding in daer relatives.

Therefore it is not possible

to claim that this rule applies before all transformations and is somehow

part of the base rules and therefore not subject to the restrictions on

transformational rules.

Secondly, this rule must be obligatory, or else

we would expect some instances of preposition stranding in S£ relatives,
in which case

there would be no need for

a

filter to begin with.

Third-

ly, this rule is contextually dependent, since the context P is a crucial

part of it.

Therefore we see that this filter does not help to restrict

the power of

titoe

as P-marking.

grammar, and in fact adds to it by allowing rules such

Finally, note that Chomsky and Lasnik's approach necessi-
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tates a rule of pronoun deletion in the
complementizer, which is not

necessary under the movement-or-del etion approach,
and possibly
to prevent a lone P in Comp, as mentioned before.

a

filter

Thus, under their

system we need the following:
(41)

a.

P-Marking rule

b.

Filter (30)

c.

Wh-Pro Deletion in Comp

d.

Filter (36) (possibly not)

Under the movement-or-del etion approach we need the following:
(42)

a.

Relative Movement

b.

Relative Deletion

c.

Prohibition against movement out of PP

Note that while it is difficult to imagine how
a

a

child could learn

rule like P-Marking, there is no such problem with the relative deletion

rule in a theory of universal grammar which provides that no ghost Wh-

Movement rules are possible.

If we restrict grammars to allowing move-

ment which is apparent on the surface, which seems

a

reasonable restric-

tion, the language learner must analyze de relatives as deletion.

Similar-

ly, we can easily include a principle to assure that the language-learner

deduces the existence of

a

prohibition against movement out of NP.

We

can stipulate as part of the theory of universal grammar that a language-

learner will assume that his language does not permit the movement of NP
out of PP, unless he hears evidence to the contrary, i.e. stranded prepositions in movement rules.

Such

a

universal principle^ is quite reasonable

in light of the fact that many languages do not permit preposition strand-
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ing.

In any event, such a principle
would also be necessary under
the

filter approach.

The language-learner must assume the
existence of

filter (30) in his language until he hears
contrary evidence, as in
English, if the filter is to be learnable.

Apart from the theoretical arguments against the
rule of P-Marking just advanced, there is another objection
to the surface filter,

which is that it cannot be extended to account for all
the pied piping
facts in Old English.

Before seeing how this filter fails, however,

let us consider how the facts about preposition stranding
in daer rela-

tives must be handled under the filter approach.

The reader will recall that in section

3. 2.

position stranding was optional in daer relatives.

1.5, we saw that pre-

Under the filter

approach, if P-Marking were to occur before the Locative Shift rule, such
relatives with preposition stranding should be ruled out by the filter,

because daer , as the object of

a

preposition, would be marked +P.

might try to account for the possibility of stranding

We

in these relatives

by adding the feature -locative to the pronoun in the filter, preventing

the filter from applying when the +P pronoun in the complementizer was

locative.

However, this solution will not work, because locative ques-

tions, unlike locative relatives, could not strand prepositions in Old

English, as we have seen.

dict that they could.
a

A filter with the feature -locative would pre-

Since the question word hwaer never appeared with

preposition, either before or after it, one might argue that hwaer was

never generated as the object of

a

preposition, but only as an adverb,

and so was never in the position to strand prepositions.

This move would
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also save the filter from another
problem, which is that if hwaer
is
generated as the object of prepositions, every
hwaer question should be
blocked by the filter, since hwaer would be
marked +P and would not be

preceded by its preposition when the filter
applied, because preposition

deletion would have applied earlier.

But it is very unlikely that hwaer

was not generated as the object of a
preposition, since its relative

counterpart daer clearly was, and furthermore, when
locative shift generalized to interrogative locatives in the thirteenth
century, we do find

where with prepositions after it:
(43)

deorewurde dohter hwerfore uorsakestu di sy
(My precious daughter, wherefore forsakest-thou
thy
victory=my precious daughter, what do you forsake your
victory for?)

Mi

St.Jul.69 (Royal Ms)
(44)

Sc dinked euerilc wis man de wot quor- of mankin bigan
(So thinks every wise man that knows whereof mankind began)
G&EX.2407

It is very unlikely that this change was the result of a deep

structure change in the distribution of hwaer .

Rather, the Locative

Shift rule must simply have generalized to wh-pronouns.

The reason for

this change was presumably that at this time, there was no longer

a

clear-

cut morphological distinction between the interrogative and the relative

pronouns, since the interrogative pronouns were beginning to be used as

relative pronouns.

See section 5.4.2 for a discussion of this change.

It seems clear, therefore, that the fact that hwaer could not

strand prepositions, but daer could, is closely related to the fact that
hwaer did not undergo Locative Shift, while daer did.

We can accomo-

date this fact under the local filter approach by ordering the P-Marking
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rule after Locative Shift.

In this way, daer which has
undergone loca-

tive shift will not be marked +P and
so not offend the filter.

If the

rule deleting prepositions before
locative pronouns is also ordered
before

P-Marking, the preposition will always delete
before hwaer, since hwaer
did not undergo Locative Shift, and
P-marking will not apply.

Since P-

Marking does not apply, the filter is not
violated by hwaer questions.
In this way

we account for the grammaticality of stranding

in daer rela-

tives, the impossibility of stranding in hwaer
questions, and the goodness of hwaer questions with no preposition.

Let us run through

sample derivations to make this perfectly clear.

following relative clause with
pronoun daer
(45)

a

a

couple

First, consider the

preposition separate from the relative

:

ymb da beorgas de man haet Parnasus, daer se cyninq
Theuhale on ricsode
(around the mountain that one calls Parnassus, where the
king Deucalion on (i.e. over) ruled=around the mountain
called Parnassus, where the king Deucalion ruled (over)
Oros. p.36.8

Let us first establish that this is a true example of preposition

stranding.

First, it should be noted that Bosworth and Toller do not list

onricsian as a verb (and they do generally list all verbs with adverbial
prefixes).

Secondly, it is clear that ricsian could take prepositional

objects with on:
(46)

On dam dagum rixode Aedelbyrht cyning on Cantwarebyrig
(In those days ruled Ethel bert king in Kent]

Alc.Th.vol.2 p.128.17

Therefore it

is

clear that daer in (45) is the object of on.

underlying structure for (45), ignoring non-crucial phrases, is (47):

The
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on

daer

Locative Shift must first apply, switching the
positions of on
and daer.

Then the rule marking prepositional objects +P
does not apply,

because daer no longer follows its objects.

Wh-Movement then applies,

moving daer into the complementizer, and giving
the surface structure (48):

Since daer is not +P, there is no violation of the filter:
Now let us consider
(49)

a

hwaer question:

Hwar byd donne heora wela?
(Where is then their wealth=where is their wealth then?)
Angl .Horn. XIV. 35

Since beon normally took aet , in, or o£ with an NP to express lo-

cation, we hypothesize
(49):

a

structure like (50) as the deep structure of
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I

byd

P

/ \
NP

i

aet

Locative Shift does not apply, since only
ject to it.

j
hwar
-wh_

locatives are sub-

Preposition Deletion does apply, being obligatory,
and there-

fore P-marking does not apply, since hwar no longer
follows

after preposition deletion.

a

preposition

Hwar then moves into the complementizer,

giving this surface structure after subject-verb inversion:

hwar

byd

heora wela

The important fact here is that even under the filter approach,
it is necessary to order Locative Shift before the relati vization rule.

The only alternative is that daer is simply an exception to either the
pied piping convention or the filter, which would be quite uninteresting
and leave as a coincidence the fact that preposition stranding only oc-

curs in relatives in the very case where a noun phrase can separate from
its preposition in a simple sentence also.

Now that we have seen how the filter works, let us see how it runs
into problems when we try to extend it to facts about pied piping in con-

structions other than relatives and questions.
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First, let us consider Topicalization.

As we have seen, preposi-

tion stranding in Topicalization
was not possible in Old English,
except
when the object of a preposition was
a pronoun which could
invert with a

preposition and separate from it.

Chomsky (forthcoming), noting
that

Topicalization behaves in the same way with
respect to the constraints as

—"Movement, proposes

a

to his theory that all

Wh-Movement.

new analysis of Topicalization to
accomodate it

constructions which behave in this way
involve

It should be noted here that Old English
Topicalization al-

so apparently violated the Specified Subject
and Tensed S constraints

(see section 2.1), so Old English Topicalization
must be analyzed in the

same way as the Modern English rule.

In

Chomsky's analysis,

which appears to have been moved to the front of
zation is actually generated in
a

new node S.

a

a

a

phrase

sentence by Topicali-

special topic position before I, under

A wh-pronoun is generated in the place where the topic

appears to belong in the sentence, and is then moved into the complementizer and later deleted.

Under Chomsky's approach, the deep structure

for (52) would be (53):
(52)

Ac das ding ic spraec to eow
(But these things I said to you)
Ale. P. IX. 18

+wh
eow
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The reason for the new node

S

is that it is possible to
topical ize in ero

bedded sentences, as in (54):
(54)

Harold retorted that his subscription to
Linquistic
2
Anguish he would never cancel.
,

This was also possible in Old English:
(55)

..de wende daet him ne mihte nan werod
widstandan
(who thought that him not might no army

.

withstand=
who thought that him, no army could withstand)

Ale. S. XXVI. 29
(55)

fordam de him nan man done godcundan geleafan ne
taehte
(because that him no man the divine faith not taught=
because him, no one taught the divine faith)
Ale. S. XXX. 12

According to Chomsky, such sentences have the following structure:

If Topicalization is to be analyzed in this way, the local filter can-

not account for the fact that pied piping was obligatory in Topicalization.

Consider

a

hypothetical ungrammatical Old English sentence with

Topicalization and preposition stranding and the attested sentence with
pied piping upon which it is based:
(58)

* 9aes lichaman life

,

de langsum beon ne maeg, swincad menn

swide for
(59)

For daes lichaman life, de langsum beon ne maeg, swincad
menn swide
(For the body's life, that long be not may, toil men great-
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ton°greatly)

fe ° f the b ° dy * Which cannot
be lon 9> men
Ale. P. VI. 145

To derive (59), the prepositional phrase
which appears at the

beginning of the sentence is generated in the
topic slot, and Wh-Move-

ment applies, after which the wh-pronoun is
deleted.
is

The problem here

that there appears to be no way to prevent
just the NP daes lichaman

life from being generated in the topic spot, with
pronoun in the sentence.

a

corresponding wh-

The wh-pronoun would be marked +P by P-Marking,

but it would delete before the filter applied, since
the filter is

a

sur-

face filter, which means that the filter would not be
violated, and the

ungrammatical

(58) would result.

The only way the filter could rule out

preposition stranding in topicalization by this analysis would be if
the

filter applied before pronoun deletion.
reasons.

But this is impossible, for two

First, Chomsky and Lasnik explicitly state that such filters

must be limited to the surface level.

Otherwise, the power they add to

the theory, and the resulting possible grammars, would be tremendous.

Secondly, such

a

move would undo the work the filter

is designed to do.

If the filter applies before pronoun deletion, there is no way to allow

preposition stranding in

4e_

relatives and other constructions in which

"ghost" Wh-Movement is assumed to have applied.

Therefore, the local

surface filter fails completely to account for the facts about pied piping
in Topicalization, under this analysis of Topicalization proposed by

Chomsky.

Another problem with this filter is that it cannot account for
the fact that preposition stranding was not possible in passives.

Note
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that it is not possible to revise this
filter to deal with the passive

facts, because the Comp brackets are
an essential part of the filter.
It is these brackets which express
the fact that the +P pronoun must
be

preceded by a preposition for the sentence to
be grammatical.
brackets are removed, there is no way to express
this fact.

If the

The filter

cannot simply be revised as (60), since this
would rule out all preposi
tional phrases:
NP

(60)

+P

That the passive facts should be dealt with by whatever
accounts
for the other pied piping facts is indicated by the fact
that preposition

stranding became possible in passives at the same time as it was
becoming possible in other constructions involving movement, as we
have al-

ready seen.

Now that we have seen the problems involved in postulating

local

a

surface filter to deal with the Old English preposition stranding facts,
let us see how the non-local filter proposed by Chomsky and Lasnik fares.
9. 1.5. 2

The non-local filter

.

Chomsky and Lasnik proposed

a

non-

local filter as a possible alternative to the local filter we have just

discussed.

This filter makes use of the trace theory of grairmar and is

formulated by Chomsky and Lasnik as follows:
(61)

*[wh...Pt] where

t^

is

the trace of wh

It should first be noted that this filter must be revised in two

ways if it is to work at all.

First, we need brackets around

that they constitute a prepositional phrase.

Pit

to show

This is because in Old
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English, as in Modern English,
there are intransiti ve
prepositions or
7
particles:
(62)

9a eode Petrus ut & bvt.prlirp

St. Luke 1383

(63)

9a ahof Paul us u£ his heafod
(Then raised Paul up his head=then
Paul raised his head
up)
Blickling p. 187

(64)

9a eode he aweg unrot
(Then went he away unhappy=then he went
away unhappy)
St. Mat. 1093

(65)

Gif munuc inne on his heortan eadmod bid
(If monk within his heart humble is=if
a monk is humble
within, in his heart)
Ben. p. 31 .2

(66)

9a abraed Petrus bealdlice his swurde, and
gesloh heora
anum daet swidre eare of
(Then drew Peter boldlFhis sword, and struck
them-gen. one
the right ear off=then Peter drew his sword boldly,
and
struck off the right ear of one of them)
Alc.Th.vol .2 p.246.22

As it stands, the filter would wrongly rule out the
possibility of

relativizing, topical izing, or questioning an NP which happened
to follow
one of these intransitive prepositions.

Labelled brackets must be used

(67)

to express the fact that the configuration in (61) is bad only if
the

trace is bound to the object of the preposition.

Secondly, since the

stranded preposition, when there was one, nearly always preceded the verb
in Old English, we need to allow for material

after the trace, giving

this revised filter:

Revised Non-Local Filter
* [wh.

[Pt] .

. .

PP

. .

]

where

t is

the trace of wh
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This filter works in the following way:

when

a

noun phrase is

moved, it leaves a trace, which is indexed
and "bound" to the noun
phrase
of which it is the trace.
This filter prevents any wh-word from
binding
a

trace in

a

prepositional phrase.

Before seeing some problems with this filter,
let us consider
its

theoretical status.

Chomsky and Lasnik suggest that it may be
possi-

ble to limit all surface filters to being local
filters, which would be
a

desirable result.

a

very powerful device, greatly increasing the class
of possible gratimars.

A non-local filter like the one under discussion
is

Chomsky and Lasnik wish to restrict transformational theory,
and conse-

quently the possible grammars of

a

language, by eliminating rule ordering,

obligatoriness, unbounded deletion rules, etc.

However, it seems clear

that as noted in Bresnan (1976b), the power taken away from one part
of
the grammar is added to another part under Chomsky's theory, here in
the

form of

a

non-local filter.

Bresnan notes that the filter needed for

the Old English facts makes crucial use of variables and labelled brackets,

which are devices which Chomsky has argued should, not be allowed in transformational theory.

Therefore it is not at all clear that

a

theory which

must permit non-local filters is in any way more restrictive than

a

theory

allowing such devices in transformations, but dis-allowing non-local filters.

Now let us consider some problems with this filter.

First, it is

immediately apparent that this filter runs into the same problem with
Topical ization as the local filter, under Chomsky's formulation of this
rule.

Assuming Chomsky's analysis, it would be possible to generate

a
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simple NP in the topic position, corresponding to

a

wh-word within

in the sentence, and move the wh-word into the complementizer.

a PP

Since

the wh-word is deleted before the filter applies, there is no longer any

wh-word binding the trace after the stranded preposition, so there should
o

be no violation of the filter.

It is, of course, impossible to revise

the filter as (68), since this would wrongly rule out preposition stranding in

jte

relatives, etc. under the assumption that they involve Wh-

Movement:
(68)

*...

[

Pt

]

PP

The only way a non-local filter like the one under consideration

could deal with the preposition stranding facts in Topical ization would
be to abandon the hypothesis that Topical ization is literally Wh-Movement,

and postulate instead that it moves into the complementizer, in

ent slot from the wh-word, as discussed in footnote

8.

a

differ-

Under such re-

vised assumptions, the non-local filter would have to be revised to deal

with any NP leaving

a

trace after its preposition, rather than just wh-

words:
(69)

Non-local Filter-Final Revision
*...NP...

[

Pt

]

...

where t is the trace of NP

PP
If a variable is included before the NP, as in the above formula-

fact
tion, this filter will also now deal with the Passive facts, and the

Passivizathat preposition stranding became possible in Topical ization,
same time.
tion, Wh-Relativization, and Question Formation at the

ever, there is a problem with this filter.

How-

The reader will recall that
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preposition stranding was generally possible
case the topical ized item was

a

pronoun.

in

Topical ization just in

The local filter was able to

deal with this fact by ordering P-Marking
after P-Shift.

filter does not have recourse to such devices.

However, this

By the trace theory,

it is assumed that the rule of P-Shift
involves movement of the NP, which

leaves a trace after the preposition, whence it
was moved.
is then topicalized after P-Shift and PP
Split,

violated.

Let us consider

(70)

a

When the NP

the filter (69) will be

sample derivation.

and him com daet leoht to^ durh paules lare
(and him came that light to through Paul's
teaching=and
him, the light came to through Paul's teaching)
Ale. S. XXIX. 18

The underlying structure would be (71):

to

Assuming P-Shift leaves
have the following structure:

a

trace,

g

him

durh

paules
lare

after P-Shift and PP Split, we
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(

72 )

Topical ization will move the NP

jvun

into the complementizer, and

Subject-Verb inversion^ applies:

Since the NP

hijn

binds

t_,

the filter should wrongly rule out this

sentence.
A similar problem arises with Locative Shift.

rule also leaves

a

Assuming that this

trace, daer relatives with preposition stranding should

be impossible, for similar reasons.

I

know of no reason why Locative

Shift should not leave a trace.
Of course, one might be able to handle these facts

in a

mechani-

cal way by adding features and angle brackets to the NP in this filter

to provide that if the NP is a pronoun, it is -locative and -personal,

meaning that only non-locative relative and question pronouns, along
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With full noun phrases, violate the
filter.

However, such

a

move would

greatly increase the power of the theory
by allowing angle brackets

in

filters, and would furthermore have
absolutely no explanatory value,

but would merely be a statement of
the facts.
ls no reason wh y locative and
personal

manner.

By this approach, there

pronouns should behave in this

On the other hand, under the assumption
that these very items

separate from their prepositional phrases by an
independent rule, which
seems to be necessary in any case to explain their
behavior in simple

sentences, these facts fall out automatically.
I

would like to comment briefly here on Chomsky and
Lasnik's

assertion that these surface filters actually give

a

more principled ex-

planation for the facts than the assumption that the rules which
strand

prepositions in Old English are deletion rules.

They claim that if Old

English de relatives were subject to the same constraints as Wh-Movement
but involve deletion, we will have to make the ad hoc stipulation that
this rule obeyed the Complex NP Constraint and the Wh-Island Constraint,

since "there is no compelling evidence, to our knowledge, that any deletion rule meets these constraints, and it is well known that some do not."

However, as already noted, Basque does present compelling evidence for
a

deletion rule obeying these constraints, since the Basque relativiza-

tion rule cannot be analyzed as Wh-Movement.

Furthermore, as far as

I

know, the deletion rules not obeying the constraints which they allude to
all

involve the deletion of specific lexical items, such as relative or

personal pronouns in languages having free deletion of pronouns, and do

not involve deletion under identity.

If we postulate that not only move-
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ment rules, but also rules of deletion under identity, obey
the constraints,
and that where there is nothing on the surface which
appears to have been

moved, there is no movement, but deletion, 11 the assumption
that all rules
in Old English which allowed preposition stranding are deletion
rules

follows naturally, since in just these rules there is no surface evi-

dence for movement.

Such assumptions, as noted in Maling (1977), would

allow us to reduce the abstractness of syntactic derivations.
9. 1.5. 3

Typology of proposition stranding in the Germanic lan-

guages as an argument against the filters

.

Joan Maling (1977) has point-

ed out that there seems to be "a direct correlation between the develop-

ment of preposition-stranding and the prior existence of

relative clause

a

construction with invariant complementizer in the Germanic languages."
She concludes that preposition stranding seems to occur in some languages,

such as Old English and Old Icelandic, in exactly those constructions

where there is no surface evidence for movement, and that this

is un-

explained by any theory which must analyze all these constructions as
involving Wh-Movement.

Let us see how this filter approach would deal

with the typology of the Germanic languages.

First let us get an over-

view of preposition stranding in the Modern Germanic languages.

Swedish has an indeclinable relative particle som
means as in comparatives.

,

12

which also

It can never be preceded by a preposition,

and preposition stranding is possible in these relatives:
(74)

Jag kanner inte den person, som ni talar om.
(I know not the person that you talk about)

(75)

Mag

kanner inte den person, om som ni talar.
*(I know not the person about whom that you talk)
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The interrogative pronouns are also used
in relative clauses, in
which

case pied piping is optional:
(76)

Den nya eleven, om vilken jag talade,
var ocksa dar.
(The new pupil of whom I spoke was also
there)

(77)

Den nya eleven, vilken jag talade om, var
ocksa dar.

Pied piping is also optional in questions:
(78)

Med vem talade du?
TwTth whom spoke you=with whom did you speak?)

(79)

Vem talade du med ?

It is also possible to strand prepositions

in Topical ization and certain

passives in Swedish:
(80)

Johan talade jag med
(John spoke I with=John,

(81)

Med Johan talade jag.

(82)

Man talade om honom.
(One talked about him)

(83)

Han talades om

I

talked with)

.

(He tal ked-passive about=he was talked about)

Similar facts obtain in Norwegian:
(84)

Det var mannen (som) jeg snakket til.
(That was man I talked to=that was the man (that)

I

talked

to)
(85)

Hva taler han om?
(What talks he about=what is he talking about?)

However, in Norwegian pied piping has become impossible, and pre-

position stranding has become obligatory, according to Haugen's Beginning

Norwegian

.

Haugen says, "only in older written usage does one occasion-

ally find a sentence like Om hva taler han .

lative pronoun has disappeared.

.

Also, the use of the re-

According to Haugen,
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Corresponding to English who, whom,
which and that whpn thpcc
are used as relative
oH^ord som
...in oTder written usage one also
finds der (only as’s'UbTect)
as well as the interrogative
hvem hva hvilken and hvis.

pron^sTT&e^nly
,

I

,

have no data about passives and Topical
ization in Norwegian.

The facts in Danish are also similar:
(86)

en mand pa hvem man kan stole
(a man on whom one can rely)

(87)

en mand hvem man kan stole £a

(88)
(90)

en mand som man kan stole £a

(89)

*en mand £a som man kan stole

(91)Faroese,
In

(92)

(93)

Her er madurin, sum hann eitur eftir .
(Here is man, that he called-passi ve after=here is
the
man that he is called after)
Hvflnn

(94)

we find the following:

tosi eg v id?

(Whom talk

I

with=who am

I

talking with?)

Men ti_ doydi hann ikki av.
(But that-dat. died he not of=but that he didn't die of)

Maer bleiv ofta flent at
(Me was often laughed at=I was often laughed at)
.

Hann flenti at maer .
(He alughed at me)

Lockwood's grammar gives no examples of pied piping and does not mention

whether it is possible.
In

Frisian, diar "there, where" is used as an invariable relative

particle, and preposition stranding is possible with it:
(95)

(96)

At as'n ding, diar arken degel ks brukt.
(That is a thing that everyone daily uses=that is
that everyone uses every day)
Hu wiar det'r am me di kinning, diar di ual

fertelld?

a

thing

praster fan
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that hen With the king that the
old priest of
^
tol^d-how was that
with the king that the old priest
told
In

particle.

contrast to these languages, Dutch has no
invariable relative
Instead, the demonstrative pronouns die (for
masculine and

feminine nouns) and dat (for neuters) are used as
relative pronouns.

After prepositions, the interrogative pronoun wie

is

used (except if the

object is neuter, in which case it must be waar and
invert with the preposition).

It is not possible to strand prepositions in
Dutch relative

clauses, except when the pronoun waar , which, as we have
seen, inverts

with its preposition, is used.
3. 1.1. 5,

These facts are discussed in section

so the examples are not repeated here.

The important thing to

remember here is that in Dutch, as in Old English, the locative
pronouns
could separate from their prepositions not only in relative clauses and

questions but also in simple sentences.
Like Dutch, Standard German, which has no invariable relative

particle, allows no preposition stranding in ordinary relatives and
questions:
(97)

Der Mann, mit dem ich gestern gesprochen habe...
(The man with whom I yesterday spoken have=the man with
whom I spoke yesterday...)

*Der Mann, dem ich gestern mit gesprochen habe...
(98)
(101)
German also has Locative replacement and Locative shift:
(99)

(100)

Er sprach von der Sache.
(He spoke about the matter)
Er sprach davon.
(He spoke thereof=he spoke about that)
Von wem sprechen sie?
(Of whom speak they=of whom do they speak?)
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(102)

Wovon sprechen sie?
(Whereof speak they = of what do they
speak?)

Unlike Dutch, however. Standard German does
not penult the locative pronouns to separate from their
prepositions in simple sentences:
(103)

Davon sprach er.
(Thereof spoke he=about that he spoke)

(104)

* Da sprach
er von .

Since we attributed the preposition stranding in
locative relatives in Dutch and Old English to the ability of
locative pronouns to

separate from their prepositions in simple sentences, we
predict that

in

German, preposition stranding will not be possible in locative
relatives
or questions.

This prediction is borne out:

(105)

*Wo sprechen sie von?

(106)

Die Sache, wovon er sprach...
(The matter, whereof he spoke=that matter of which he
spoke...

(107)

*Die Sache, wo er von sprach...

Riemsdijk (1975) has suggested that the ability of locative pronouns in Dutch to separate from their prepositions

is due to an automatic

consequence of the structure of the prepositional phrase after Locative
Shift has applied.

By his analysis, the rule we have referred to as Loca-

tive Shift Chomsky-adjoins the pronoun to the prepositional phrase, with
the noun phrase leaving a trace, giving this derived structure:
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er

NP

P

waar

I

t

etc.

Riemsdijk's explanation for the Dutch facts is that extraction
from

V

is not permitted in Dutch.

As it stands, this restriction will

However, Riemsdijk revises this

prevent extraction from structure (108).

restriction to prohibit extraction from

T

only when the extracted item

is dominated by the category immediately dominating the head of the PP

(that is, the preposition).

not dominated by

P^

Since in (108), the NP to be extracted is

which immediately dominates the preposition, ex-

traction of this NP is possible.

Thus, under this approach, it is the

Locative Shift rule which makes locative pronouns in Dutch available for
extraction, because it Chomsky-adjoins the pronoun to

P.

differSince the preposition stranding facts are only slightly

ent in German, one would hope to give
in these two languages.

a

similar explanation for the facts

However, in German the Locative Shift rule does

extraction.
not make the locative pronoun available to

Therefore, by

the Locative Shift rule
Riemsdijk's approach we must claim either that

adjoining the NP to the P, or else
in German must be different, sister

mentioning nothing about immediate
the constraint must be different,

domination.

In the

one would prefer
interest of language-learnability,

data in the two
rules, which yield similar
to have the Locative Shift
in German and Dutch.
languages, have the same formulation
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There are also difficulties with attributing
the difference to
the presence or lack of the stipulation about
immediate domination in the

particular language.

In this case

learner assumes the existence of

a

we cannot postulate that the language

constraint or

part of

a

a

constraint

(in this case the immediate domination stipulation)
unless there is

positive evidence to the contrary.
is, the lack

In this case,

negative evidence, that

of extraction after Locative Shift, it

is necessary for the

language learner to deduce that his language does not have the
rider

about immediate domination attached to this constraint.

ferable to restrict the theory by hypothesizing that
deduces the absence of

a

a

It would be pre-

language learner

constraint only by positive evidence.

At any

rate, the stipulation about immediate domination is totally ad hoc, since

there is no independent evidence that it is necessary.

One might just as

well postulate that extraction is possible because the pronoun precedes

the head, etc.

Therefore it seems preferable to assume that Dutch and

German have the same formulation of the Locative Shift rule and the same

constraint against extraction from PP, but that German lacks the PP-Split
rule.

Remember that in Old English, at least, there

is some independent

evidence for a PP-Split rule, since adverbs intervene between pronouns
and their prepositions even when there is no evidence that the pronoun
has been moved.
In

conclusion, it appears that an indeclinable relative particle

is a necessary precondition for preposition stranding in relative clauses,
in the Germanic languages at least, as noted by Maling.

It is easy to

see how this fact could be accounted for by the assumption that some lan-
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guages have relativization by deletion or
movement, and that others have
only relati vization by movement.

If we postulate that whenever
there is

no surface evidence for movement in
relatives, deletion is involved, it

follows that the languages with no invariable
relative particle have only

movement.

We can further postulate that Proto-Germanic
had

against movement out of PP.

a

prohibition

It may also have had a similar prohibition

against deletion from PP, but this prohibition was liable
to be dropped,
because deletion of an entire PP was generally impossible
due to recoverability of deletion. 14

In the languages which had relativization by

deletion, the relaxation of the prohibition against preposition
stranding by deletion led to a similar relaxation of the prohibition
against

stranding in movement.

In the other languages, since there was never

deletion relativization, preposition stranding never developed.
Now let us consider how this typology might be dealt with by the

movement-only approach.

Assuming that the non-local filter can be amend-

ed to work, we might postulate that Proto-Germanic had this filter.

of the Germanic languages did not have

a

Some

pronoun deletion in Comp, that

is, the languages having no invariable relative particle.

Note, incidentally, that by this approach it is accidental that
the languages which have only pronominal relatives, such as Dutch and

German, have no pronoun deletion rule, while the languages which have
an invariable particle, such as English and Swedish, do.

Under the ap-

proach advocated in this thesis, however, this typology is predicted,
since relatives like He's the man

I

saw are assumed to be the result of

the deletion (or non-insertion) if only the complementizer, rather than
»
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deletion of both

complementizer and

a

a

pronoun.

Deletion of

a

pronoun

in Comp is assumed not to exist, and
since there is no relative
comple-

mentizer in the languages having only pronominal
relatives, there are no
relatives without overt markers.
Be that as it
may, in the languages

which had the pronoun deletion rule, preposition
stranding was sometimes
possible, since if the pronoun deleted, there was
no violation of the
filter.

The presence of preposition stranding in some
relatives led to

the eventual

loss of this filter in these languages.

It appears, then, that the movement-only approach
can account

for the typology of preposition stranding if we assume

However, there is

a

a

surface filter.

Germanic language which does not quite fit into this

typology, namely Yiddish.
give

a

Let us see whether the filter approach can

unified explanation for the Yiddish facts and the facts in the

languages already discussed.

Yiddish,^ like English and the Scandinavian languages,

has an

invariable relative particle, identical to the complementizer vos:
(109)

Der yid vos ikh ze iz basheftikt.
(The man that I see is busy)

(110)

Es iz a glikvos er redt khinezish.
(It is a good (thing) that he speaks Chinese)

Yiddish, however, does not allow preposition stranding

in vos

(113)
relatives,
just as it prohibits it in pronominal relatives, questions.

Topical ization, and Complement Object Deletion:
(111)

*Dos is der yid vos ikh hob geret mit
(This is the man that I have spoken with)

(112)

*Dos is der yid vemen ikh hob geret mit

.

Dos is der yid mit vemen ikh hob geret.

.
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(114)

Mit vemen hostu geret?

(115)

Vemen hostu geret mit?

(116)

*Zi iz interesant tsu redn mit
(She is interesting to taHTwfth)

(117)

(fyf im farloz ikh zilch
TOn him depend I=on him,

I

depend)

*Im farloz ikh zikh oyf .

(118)

Notice that neither the local nor the non-local
filter discussed
here can account for the lack of preposition
stranding in vos relatives
and complement object deletion in Yiddish, if
these constructions are to

be analyzed as involving movement.
a

Lowenstamm (to appear) has argued for

movement analysis for these relatives.

is no pronoun

17

The problem is that since there

on the surface in these relatives, neither filter
can

rule out preposition stranding in this construction.

There is, of course, another surface filter which could be used
to rule out such preposition stranding:

(119)

*

P

[

t

]

PP

Assuming that

vos_

relatives and Complement Object Deletion in

Yiddish involve movement, this filter will rule out preposition stranding in these constructions, as well

as in those with overt movement.

There are two objections to this filter, however.

First, Chomsky and

Lasnik noted that all the filters they discussed had to do with the com-

plementizer system, and suggested that it may be possible to restrict
the theory so that surface filters can only affect phrases in the comple-

mentizer.

Without such

a

restriction, the device of the surface filter

becomes extremely strong, and all sorts of filters become possible.
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greatly expanding the number of possible grammars
for

a

language.

Second-

ly, one would hope to give a unified explanation
for these facts and the

other facts discussed.

By the filter approach, the Yiddish facts
must

be accounted for by a filter very different from
the one needed for the

other Germanic languages.
Now let us consider how the movement-or-deletion approach could

account for these facts.

Under this approach, we can postulate that the

language learner assumes that his language has

a

restriction against

both movement and deletion of NP from PP, unless he hears positive evi-

dence to the contrary.

If he hears evidence only that this prohibition

does not hold for deletion, he assumes that movement, but not deletion,

out of PP is prohibited.

On the other hand, if he hears evidence

against both restrictions, he simply drops the assumption that his language has any restriction against extraction from PP.

We can then say

that while the presence of an invariable relative complementizer is

necessary condition for the development of

a

a

deletion relative and there-

fore preposition stranding in deletions, it is not

a

sufficient condition

for the development of preposition stranding in deletions.

In

Yiddish,

the strong form of the restriction against extraction from PP has been

kept, while in the other Germanic languages which have developed dele-

tion relatives, the deletion proviso of this restriction was first dropped,
and after that, the movement proviso was also abandoned.

proach provides

a

Thus this ap-

unified explanation for the pied piping facts in the

different Germanic languages.
To summarize the findings of this section, we have seen arguments
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against analyzing de relatives and other Old
English constructions in

which there is nothing on the surface which
appears to have been moved
as involving movement.

We have seen that two surface filters
which have

been proposed to deal with the Old English pied
piping facts fail on
the grounds of descriptive and explanatory adequacy.

seems completely hopeless.

The local filter

The non-local filter might be made to work

with sufficient tinkering, but such

a

filter would add undesirable power

to the theory of grammar, and at any rate, it appears
that such

a

filter

could not capture the relationship between PP-Split and
preposition

stranding in locative relatives.

Furthermore, we have seen that the

surface filter approach to preposition stranding fails to give

a

uni-

fied account for the preposition stranding facts in the other Germanic

languages.

9.2

In

Filters and the Fixed Subject Constraint

this section

I

will

discuss the theoretical importance of some

of the facts (other than preposition stranding facts) about questions
and relative clauses which have been presented in the earlier chapters.

We will see how these facts bear on the question of whether Bresnan's

Fixed Subject Constraint should be reformulated as

a

surface filter.

We saw in Chapter Three that in Old English it was possible to

question or relativize the subject of
mentizer.

a

clause, leaving an overt comple-

We noted that this is not possible in Modern English:

(120)

a.

*Who did he say that left?

b.

*He's the man who Fred said that left.
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repeat here

I

(121)

a

few examples of such sentences in Old
English:

Mine gebrodra, ne lufiga ge disne middangeard
de ge qeseod
daet lange wunian ne maeg
(My brethren, not love you this world that
you see that
long last not may=my brethren, do not love
this world
that you see can not last long)

—

Ale. Th. XL. p.614
& of

(122)

dam ilcan bocum tyn capitulas, da ic geond stowe
awrat & ic wiste daet swidost neddearflecu waeron,
sealde
ic him
(and of the same book ten chapter, which-f.a.p. I passageby-passage transcribed and I thought that most needful
were, gave I them=and I gave them ten chapters of the
same book which I transcribed passage-by-passage and
thought were most needful)
Bede p. 278.

(123)

Ac hwaet saegst du donne daet sie forcudre donne sio

ungesceadwisnes?
(But what say you that is wickeder than fool ishness?=But
what do you say is wickeder than foolishness?)
Boeth.XXXVI.8
Such examples are quite common and occur in virtually all texts,
so there is little possibility that these are simply performance errors.

The restriction against extracting the subject of
a

complementizer is present is not limited to English.

a

clause when

This phenomenon

was studied in various languages in Perlmutter (1968), who suggested

a

language-specific surface filter ruling out any non-imperative

con-

taining

a

subject.

S not

The details of Perlmutter's analysis which allow him

to analyze a subordinate clause without a complementizer as not being an
S need not

concern us here.

An alternative solution was proposed in Bres-

nan (1972), who suggested a language-specific constraint (the Fixed Sub-

ject Constraint) against the extraction of

a

subject adjacent to

com-

a

plementizer.
Recently, Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming) have suggested

a

new
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approach to accounting for these facts,
which

1

will refer to as the

Fixed Subject Constraint" facts, although
this constraint may not be
the appropriate way to account for
them.

Chomsky and Lasnik propose

a

universal surface filter to account for these
facts:
(124)

*[ that

[

e

]

]

except in the context

,

NP

[

NP...

]

NP

A few words of explanation about this filter
need to be said.

First, the NP containing e is to be understood as
the trace of the ex-

tracted NP (which, being next to the complementizer, must
be the subject
NP).

Secondly, the exception clause is included to allow the
relativiza-

tion of a subject when the head of the clause is adjacent to
the comple-

mentizer in Question, as in the man that

1

eft . ^

Thirdly, Chomsky and

Lasnik assume the filter to be universal because they feel that it would
be unlikely that such a filter could be learned, so it must be part of

the universal

innate knowledge of the language learner.

The that in the

filter must of course be understood to represent similar complementizers
in all

languages.

Chomsky and Lasnik note that some languages appear to violate
this supposedly universal filter.

They claim, however, that all languages

which appear not to obey the filter are languages which have subject pronoun drop rules, such as Spanish.
also can delete traces.

They propose that subject drop rules

In this way,

the traces of extraction of sub-

jects next to complementizers are eradicated, meaning that the filter
is not violated in these languages.

Since Chomsky and Lasnik*

s

account of the Fixed Subject Con-
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straint facts depends crucially on
having

a

correlation between

a

language's

pronoun drop rule and its allowing violation
of the Fixed Sub-

a

ject Constraint, the existence of

a

language not obeying this constraint

(or filter), but also not having a subject
pronoun drop rule, would be

counter evidence to their analysis.
such

a

language.

We have seen that Old English was

Fortunately, there is also similar evidence from
some

living languages that there is no necessary correlation
between pronoun
drop rules and disobedience to the Fixed Subject Constraint.

Modern

Norwegian, Icelandic, and (at least) one dialect of Dutch 19
allow such

extraction of subjects, but do not have pronoun drop rules, as we
saw in

footnote 4 to Chapter Three.

Therefore, Chomsky and Lasnik's surface

filter cannot be the correct explanation for the facts about extraction
of subjects next to complementizers, at least on

9.3

a

universal level.

Comparative Clauses

We have already discussed some of the theoretical importance of
the facts about Old English and Middle English comparative clauses in

Chapter Eight.
discussion

a

However, it is appropriate to review and expand upon this

bit here.

One fact of interest was that the Old English compared adjective

with

ra_

cannot have been derived from

ma_ +

adjective.

There is also no

reason to postulate an underlying ma in the Old English equivalents of
too tal

1 ,

etc.

Since the fact that more alternates with er in Modern

English comparatives is basically

a

historical accident, there is little

reason to assume that the latter Modern English construction is derived
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from the former.

The language learner, of course, does not
know that

the more he hears in front of adjectives was
borrowed from French, so
it is logically possible that he would analyze
more and er as having

the same deep structure.

However, there is no

priori reason why two

a

constructions with the same meaning should have the same deep
structure.
Since er seems to have been just

a

suffix in Old English, there is no

reason why it could not still just be
A fact of great theoretical

had

comparative movement rule

a

(

a

suffix, rather than

determiner.

interest is the fact that Old English

Swa Movement).

interesting facts about this rule.

a

There are

a

couple of

First, Swa Movement moved the af-

fected item before the swa which we have been calling the complementizer

of the comparative clause.

This fact is of interest because it shows

that this second swa must have really been

a

complementizer, and not

preposition introducing the comparative clause.

a

Chomsky and Lasnik

(forthcoming), on the other hand, argue that Modern English than and a£
in comparatives are not complementizers.

have

a

rule moving something out of

tion in a higher clause.
a

a

It would be extremely odd to

clause to the front of

a

preposi-

On the other hand, there is nothing odd about

rule moving something to the front of

S.

Secondly, we have seen that Swa Movement cannot be responsible
for many comparatives, particularly those in which only

missing, because Swa Movement could not move

a

a

determiner

determiner alone.

is

To

postulate two rules of Comparative Movement, one to account for the Swa

Movement cases and comparatives in which

a

whole

another to account for comparatives in which only

X

3

has disappeared, and

a

determiner is miss-
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ing, would certainly be worse than postulating

a

rule of Comparative

Deletion and another rule of Swa Movement, since
it would be odd to have
two movement rules which were so similar,
especially when there is no

overt surface evidence for the existence of
20
miners.

9.4

a

rule moving only deter-

Conclusion

One would not wish to base

a

theory of (synchronic) syntax sole-

ly on evidence from a dead language, because of the lack of
negative

data, the fact that some instances of

takes, and so on.

a

construction may merely be mis-

However, as one is studying the history of

a

lan-

guage, it is necessary to make hypotheses about the structures found in
the various stages of the language, because without analyses of the dif-

ferent stages, no interesting description of the changes can be given.
In so far as the facts of the various stages support or present prob-

lems for the synchronic theory, these facts may add to the weight of

evidence in living languages for or against
a

particular analysis of

a

a

particular theory.

construction at one stage may make

a

Also,

change in

that construction in another stage more plausible, and indirectly support
a

theory which forces that first analysis.
The facts presented in this thesis are brought forth with the

hope that they may help in the development of
syntax.

a

theory of diachronic

However, the facts that we have found also bear on questions

of synchronic theory.

In particular,

the facts brought out here sup-

port a theory which permits unbounded deletion under identity.

Further-
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more, we have seen that it does not seem
possible to eliminate obliga-

toriness, contextual dependency, and ordering of
transformations.

There are many other constructions not covered,
or merely touched
on, here whose histories would undoubtedly make
contributions to the

evidence for or against various theories.

For example, Chomsky and

Lasnik (forthcoming) have proposed surface filters to deal
with the

peculiarities of infinitival constructions, such as the fact that
no pronoun may appear in an infinitival relative unless it

preposition which has been pied piped.

It seems

is the

object of

a

likely that an investi-

gation in greater depth into the history of various infinitival con-

structions would show whether such
in a natural

a

filter approach could be extended

fashion to account for the changes which have occurred with-

in these constructions, such as the advent of subjects with infinitives

and questioned infinitives.

It would also be useful

to trace the history

of such things as the development of preposition stranding in movement

relatives in other Germanic languages to see if the proposed explanation
given here for the change in Middle English (that is, the new similarity

between free relatives and wh-movement relatives) holds up for other
languages.

When parallel, but independent, changes have taken place in

related languages, we may hope to narrow down the possible reasons for
these changes by noting what conditions the different languages had in
common, and how they differed, at the time when

a

given change took

place.
In

the next and final chapter we will discuss the changes we have

seen from a diachronic point of view, and make some tentative remarks on
the types of changes which may be expected in syntax.

Footnotes to Chapter Nine

It is important to note here that variables are
not predicates
under Bresnan's system.
2

We will see in section 9. 1.5. 3 that in some languages,
there
may be a prohibition against both movement and deletion out
of PP.
The
approach to preposition stranding by means of a prohibition like
this
extends well to the other Germanic languages, as we shall see.
3

I have altered Bresnan's rule (in addition to_the
modification
under discussion) to move the wh-word to the front of S, rather than
into the complementizer.
This is not relevant here.

4

Under Chomsky's approach, the Complex NP and Wh-Island constraints
are not separate constraints, but manifestations of the Subjacency
Condition.
However, it is useful to refer to these constraints to
distinguish the facts they were originally intended to account for from
other facts having to do with Chomsky's constraints. When I say that
a transformation does not violate the Complex NP Constraint, therefore,
I
mean merely that the transformation does not extract things out of
Complex HP's, and am not necessarily endorsing the idea that the Complex
NP Constraint is the appropriate device for capturing this fact.
5

By "unbounded deletion rules," I mean unbounded deletion under
identity , in contrast with deletion of specific items, such as relative
pronouns in languages which have free pronoun drop rules.
Chomsky and
Lasnik (forthcoming) suggest that deletion rules are very limited and
apply after other transformations.

^To be more precise, this principle should provide that the language allows neither movement nor deletion of NP out of PP, unless evidence to the contrary exists. This provides for the fact that in some
languages, preposition stranding is impossible in both movement and deletion constructions, while in others (such as Old English) it is possible only in deletion, and in still others, such as Modern English and
the Scandinavian languages, it is possible with both types of rules.
For further discussion, see section 9. 1.5. 3.
7

Strang's (1970) claim (p.275) that verb+particle combinations
were practically unknown in Old English is an exaggeration^ Her statement is based on Kennedy's (1920) study of verb-adverb combinations in
In the first 3-0 lines of Beowulf , Kennedy found only five
English.
examples of the verb used with a separate adverbial modifier, as opposed
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to twenty-five examples of verbs with
inseparable prefixes. However it
should be noted that any construction which
appears five times in 300
lines of Old English poetry cannot be
considered rare. What this does
tb tverbs with inseparable prefixes were
much more common than
^
verb particle combinations, but this does not
mean that the latter
construction was rare.
It is true, however, that this
combination is
much more widespread in Modern than in Old English.
f 1 ? ™ ak(: tbe Til ter work here, one would have to abandon the hypothesis that Topical ization involves Wh-Movement, and assume
instead that
the topic is generated in the sentence and then moved
into the complementizer. This would entail having a three-place complementizer,
with
a slot for the wh pronoun, a slot for daet and de,
and a slot for the
topic, since the fact that topical ization occurs in subordinate
clauses
shows that the topics and wh-words cannot occupy the same position
in
the Comp:
.

While the topic must follow daet , the wh-word must precede it,
as attested by se^ de relatives in Old English and whi-that relatives and
questions in Middle English.
Note that under this analysis, the facts which are explained by
the wh-Movement analysis of Topical ization, such as the impossibility of
topicalizing out of indirect questions, can no longer be explained by
the fact that the slot which the topic must move into is already occupied.
Instead, one would have to stipulate that no movement into either
slot in comp is possible when one slot is already filled.
9

As proposed for the Dutch version of the Locative Shift rule in
Riemsdijk (1975).
For details of P-Shift and Locative Shift, see sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively.

Subject-Verb Inversion was optional in Old English after Topinoun phrase, but was not possiThis is similar to Modern English
ble when the subject was a pronoun.
However, when an adverb or negative paraway ran John vs. * awa.y ran he
ticle was fronted in Old English, Subject-Verb inversion nearly always
occurred with both pronominal and full NP subjects.
cal ization when the subject was a full
.

^We would not want this "no ghost" principle to rule out all
deletion of things which have been moved. For example, we saw in Chapter Four that micle must be deleted in some cases after being moved.
However, in the case of Micle Deletion, there is overt surface evidence
for movement, because swa remains, and it is furthermore clear in these
cases that swa has not moved by itself, because the underlying structures
would be ungrammatical. We might propose that no construction may be
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i

" volvin 9

™vement when

all

overt traces of movement are
*t
Such a principle would allow Micle
Deletion but nrnhlhiJ ,

Wiling
lacking.

movement ana ysis of relative clauses
pronoun’on Jhe sSrflce
This principle would furthermore impose
obligatory deletion of an Pn *moved item (as opposed to deletion of part
of
iS Se ^lovemen
nalysis of tough sentences, which never
have overt pronounsa.
*Mary is pretty at whom to look at.
b.
Mary is pretty to look at.

wWTo

UK «

U

in Maling

lnC1Ple ° f
(1977)!'

"

recoverabil it >' of movement" is suggested

12

I
am indebted to Joan Maling for helpful
discussions about
pied Piping in the various Germanic languages.
I
am also grateful to
'; saet En ? Jl f0r "^formation about Swedish, and to Annie Zaenen and
Anke de nRooij for facts about Dutch.
_

_

13

The node "Spec" is a specifier node which Riemsdijk
assumes,
and is not important here.
_

14

However, we have seen that in Old English, a full NP
could be
deleted by Relative Deletion just in case it was identical to
a PP of
which the head of the relative was the object.
15

I
have suggested that the timing of the loss of this prohibition in English is due to the new similarity in Middle English of
ordinary pronominal relatives to headless ones, which could always have
stranded prepositions.

am very grateful to Jean Lowenstamm, a native speaker of an
I
eastern dialect of Yiddish, for help with these facts.

^Lowenstamm presents convincing arguments that vos
mentizer, rather than

a

is a comple-

pronoun.

1

Bresnan allows for such relatives by formulating the Fixed Subject Constraint to apply only when the complementizer in question is not
mentioned in the structural description of the rule extracting the subject.
Since RCP mentions the complementizer next to the head of a relative clause, the man that left is allowed.
i

q

Chomsky and Lasnik (forthcoming) claim that Perlmutter is simply wrong in asserting that Dutch does not obey the Fixed Subject Constraint.
Chomsky and Lasnik's claim about Dutch is based on information
However, other native speakers do allow
given by a native speaker.
violations of the Fixed Subject Constraint, but still have no subject
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pronoun-drop rule.
It seems clear that there is a
dialect split in
c h here, particularly since the native
“^
speaker who supplied Chomsky
d nlk wltl thelr .' "formation has
other systematic differences with
]
Annio Zaenen,
7
Anme
the native speaker wno has supplied me
with most of my facts
That Icelandic also permits violations of
the Fixed Subiect Con
.

1

by

^ very

3

Andrews!
20

Pr ° n ° Un dr0P rule ’ Wa$ P ° inted out t0
me

By overt surface evidence, I mean a pronoun
which appears
on the surface, for example.
By Chomsky's approach, the fact that
a
construction behaves in a certain way with respect to
the constraints
is indirect evidence of movement, but it
would of course be circular to
simply assert that only movement rules behaved in this
way, so any rule
behaving this way was a movement rule.
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CHAPTER

X

TYPES OF CHANGES DISCUSSED

10.0

In this

Introduction

concluding chapter we will review the types of changes

noted in this study and speculate on what they have to say
about dia-

chronic syntax in general.

major questions.

First, what role does reanalysis play in syntactic

changes, and what brings
data he hears is

mar?

When

a

We will be particularly interested in two

a

a

reanalysis about?

Second, how far beyond the

language learner willing to go in constructing

child generalizes a rule, for example, how sweeping

a
a

gramgene-

ralization will he make?

10.1

Review of the Major Changes

Let us now review the major syntactic changes which have been

noted in this study.
(1)

The following is

a

list of these changes:

Changes Noted in this Study
a.

Changes in relative clauses and questions
by daet in relative clauses

1.

The replacement of

2.

The replacement of the demonstrative pronouns by
the interrogative pronouns in relative clauses

3.

The generalization of Locative Shift and Locative
Replacement to wh-pronouns

4.

The loss of the first swa in free relatives

5.

The replacement of the second swa in free relatives

ete
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by daet
6.

The reanalysis of swa and ever in
free relatives
as part of the wh-pronoun

7.
9.

The spread of that in subordinate clauses;
the advent of wh-that

8.

The loss of the prohibition against movement
out of

The advent of questioned infinitives and
infinitives
with subjects
b.

It

Changes in comparative clauses
10.

The advent of analytic comparatives

11.

Micle Deletion becomes obligatory

12.

Replacement of swa by de in proportional comparatives

13.

The loss of Swa Movement

would be helpful at this point to review the explanations pro-

posed for the various changes, and how these changes tie in with each
other.

We will first review the changes in relative claused and ques-

tions.
10.1.1

Changes in relative clauses and questions

.

First we will

consider the replacement of de by daet in the relative clause system.

As

we have seen, this change falls into the category of simplification, in-

volving the generalization of one complementizer to all positions

in

which

an overt complementizer is found, replacing the old system of two dif-

ferent complementizers.

simplification.
a

Various factors conspired to bring about this

First, daet was originally used as

a

complementizer in

wider range of constructions than de, making it, rather than d£, the

logical candidate if either of the complementizers was to generalize.
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Secondly, daet could always appear in
relative clauses with neuter
heads,
since it was also the neuter nominative and
accusative singular form of
the demonstrative pronoun.

As grammatical gender declined,
daet came

to be used with all non-human heads, and
the demonstrative pronouns lost

much of their case and number marking, meaning
that daet was now more

widespread in relatives than before, which made it
easier for its use
to become even more general.

It seems, then, that the replacement of

de by daet was due to a combination of the homophony of
the demonstrative

pronoun daet and the complementizer with

a

general trend towards simpli-

fying the complementizer system.

Another change in the relative clause system, the replacement of
the demonstrative pronouns by their interrogative counterparts as rela-

tive pronouns, led to further, far-reaching changes in relative clauses
and questions, as we have seen.

As we have noted, it is not exactly

clear why this change took place.

The Germanic languages generally seem

to be susceptible to this particular change.

ble reasons for this.

There are

a

couple of possi-

First, the interrogative pronouns are generally

used in these languages as indefinite pronouns, and as such appear in

free relatives, which gives them

clause system to begin with.

a

foot in the door in the relative

Secondly ,the relative and interrogative

structures have syntactic and semantic similarities.

They involve simi-

lar movement rules and have similar semantic interpretations as logical

operators.

In Old English, there was the further factor of the loss of

case marking in the demonstrative, but not the interrogative, pronouns.
We have seen that although this may have been

a

contributing factor, it
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cannot be the main reason for the replacement
of the demonstrative pronouns by their interrogative counterparts,
since similar replacements
took place in other languages, such as German
and Dutch, when the inflections of the two sets of pronouns were entirely
parallel.
One of the side effects of the generalization of
wh-pronouns
to relatives was the general ization of two rules formerly
involving only

demonstrative pronouns. Locative Shift and Locative Replacement,
to the
interrogative pronouns, both relative and interrogative.
that this change, which must also be regarded as

a

It seems clear

simplification, since

it is best described in terms of the loss of a feature in

a

couple of

rules, was due to the new morphological similarity of the interrogative
and relative pronouns.

This is

izing beyond the data he hears.

a

cse of the language learner general-

Although the first generation of speak-

ers to generalize these rules never heard interrogative pronouns or even

wh-relative pronouns in these constructions, they generalized to this
usage from the fact that they heard non-wh-relati ve pronouns (the demon-

strative pronouns) in these constructions.

Since both interrogative and

demonstrative locative pronouns were used in relatives at this time, the
language learners generalized rules involving demonstrative relative pronouns not only to relative wh-pronouns

,

but to all wh-pronouns, ignoring

the fact that it was only relative pronouns they had heard in the Locative

Shift and Locative Replacement constructions.
The loss of swa_ before the wh-pronoun in the free relatives was
a

very simple change which was probably brought about by the phonologi-

cal weaking of swa in some dialects, but it nevertheless had far-reach-
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ing effects.

It led to the optional

replacement of the complementizer

swa in these relatives by daet, since
without swa in the head, there

was no need for swa in the complementizer.

This replacement further

led to the complete loss of the
complementizer in the free relatives,

since daet could normally be deleted in relatives.
Two other changes in the free relatives, the
reanalyses of swa
and ever as part of the wh-pronouns, were gradual
ones.
are interesting because they indicate that

a

These changes

particular lexical item may

be analyzed in two different ways by the same speaker,
even in the same

construction.

As we have seen, in Chaucer's time both swa and ever
ap-

pear to have double analyses.

Swa was originally a complementizer in

the free relatives, but as we have seen, it was being replaced by daet
in Middle English, on account of the loss of the first swa in this
con-

struction.

With swa no longer being required as

complementizer in

a

free relatives, and with the increasing use of daet in this construction, there was less reason to analyze swa as
fore.

In

a

complementizer than be-

Chaucer's time, it sometimes behaved as

a

complementizer, being

separated from the wh_-pronoun by other material, and at other times behaved as part of the wlv-pronoun, co-occurring with daet , and not being

separated from the complementizer.

Similarly, ever began as

a

purely

temporal adverb, but lost its temporal meaning and began to migrate to
the front of the sentence in the free relative construction.

Appearing

at the front of the sentence, it was often adjacent to the wh-pronoun,

and could therefore be analyzed as part of the pronoun itself.

In

Chaucer's works, ever sometimes appeared before daet in free relatives.
and sometimes after it.
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The interesting thing about the
reanalyses of swa and ever
is
that at the time when a new generation
of language learners began
to
use these items as part of the
wh-pronoun, they did so in defiance
of
the fact that there was evidence in
the data they heard that
this was

not the correct analysis of these words.
was

a

There was evidence that swa

complementizer, because whenever the relativized
item

relative consisted of more than just

a

in a free

pronoun (as in what man , for

example), the swa would not be next to the
wh-pronoun, but would follow
the entire relativized phrase.

Nevertheless, it was considerably more

common for the relativized phrase to consist only of

a

pronoun, in

which case the proper analysis of the swa was not clear.
With ever , the reanalysis involved two changes.

First, it was

reanalyzed as part of the relativized phrase, rather than as
part of the

relative clause.

This was brought about by the fact that it always

occurred at the beginning of the relative clause.

When there was no

complementizer, it was possible to analyze ever as part of the relativized
phrase, since it was adjacent to that phrase.

This reanalysis took place

despite the occurrence in the language learner's data of free relatives
with complementizers, which made it clear that ever was

lower clause.

a

part of the

The second part of the reanalysis of ever was the change

from occurring after the entire relativized phrase to becoming part of
the wjv-word.

This is similar to the change with swa

.

Again, examples

in which the relativized phrase consisted of more than just a pronoun

clearly indicated that ever belonged after the entire relativized phrase.
We saw that the spread of daet in subordinate clauses was due to
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a

number of factors.

First, daet was always used in certain
types of

relative clauses and later generalized to all
relative clauses.

Second-

ly, daet replaced de not only in relative
clauses, but also in the sen-

tential complements of prepositions.

Phonological weakening reduced

da (when) to de, which was in turn replaced by daet
.

replaced by daet in free relatives.

Finally, swa was

These changes led to

in which it was simpler to allow daet in all

a

situation

sorts of subordinate clauses,

rather than to try to follow complicated rules for its distribution.
The loss of the prohibition against movement out of PP we attributed to the changes in the free relatives and headed relatives which

made the two types of relatives so similar to each other.

Because these

constructions were so similar, and because preposition stranding was
possible in free relatives involving deletion,

a

reanalysis took place

whereby preposition stranding became possible not only in wh-relatives,
but also in questions. Topical ization, etc.

constraint, is similar to rule loss in
rule loss in one way.

This change, the loss of a

However, it differs from

a way.

Rules are presumably lost when there is no longer

strong enough evidence that they exist.

But

a

constraint of this sort

probably cannot be learned, so we must assume that it
some form.

is a universal, in

We have hypothesized that this constraint is lost not when

there is merely no evidence that it exists, but rather when there is

positive evidence that it does not exist.

Concerning the advent of questioned infinitives and pronominal
relatives, we have had little to say.
changes is that they may be

a

One interesting fact about these

case of foreign influence in

a

language's
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syntax.
10 -

1

*

2

Changes in comparative clauses

ytic comparative in English
French influence.

.

The advent of the anal-

is another change which we attributed
to

It is interesting that the influx of analytic
compara-

tives did not completely drive out the indigenous synthetic
comparative.

Instead, the two types remained in free distribution for

a

while, and

then the modern roles for the two types developed, with the synthetic

type used for short words, and the analytic for longer words.

Other changes in comparative constructions were language-internal
changes, as with the switch from optional to obligatory Micle Deletion.

The new obligatoriness of Micle Deletion meant that swa nearly always

appeared alone at the beginning of proportional comparatives.

It was

hypothesized that this fact, combined with the phonological identity
of the

used in quantifier phrases and the complementizer de used in

certain constructions, led to the reanalysis of certain instances of the

complementizer de as
of

a

quantifier phrase, bringing about the substitution

for swa in proportional comparatives.

Since the proportional com-

parative was the construction in which Swa Movement was the most common,
and since these comparatives no longer employed swa
a

,

the evidence for

rule of Swa Movement became very sparse, leading to

a

loss of Swa

Movement.

10.2

Discussion of the Types of Changes

Let us now summarize the changes noted by type, and consider

briefly their importance for

a

theory of diachronic syntax.
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10 * 2,1

Summary of types.

The changes we have seen fall
into

five major types, although some of the changes
can be regarded as fitting
into more than one category.

For example, some instances of
reanalysis

also involve simplification.

The five types of changes just alluded to are as
follows:

generalization or simplification, (2) reanalysis,
(3) rule loss,

(1)
(4) a

switch from optional ity to obligatoriness, and (5) changes due
to foreign
influence.
The changes which may be regarded as instances of generalization

or simplification are the replacement of de by daet in relative clauses,
the subsequent spread of daet through the subordinate clause system, and
the generalization of Locative Shift and Locative Replacement to the wh-

pronouns.

The replacement of the demonstrative pronouns by their inter-

rogative counterparts in relative clauses may also be regarded as

a

type

of generalization, since interrogative pronouns were always used as

relative pronouns in free relatives.
Two clear cases of reanalysis involve the swa and ever in free
relatives.

In these cases,

pronoun.
items in

Both of these were reanalyzed as being part of the relative

a

we have the reanalysis of specific lexical

specific construction.

The reanalysis of the complementizer

de as a quantifier phrase in constructions superficially similar to pro-

portional comparatives is another reanalysis of

a

particular lexical item.

It is also possible that whole constructions, rather than just specific

lexical

items in constructions, may also be reanalyzed.

The change in Micle Deletion is the only case we have seen of an
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optional rule becoming obligatory.
gat °ry rule becoming optional.

We have seen no examples of
an obi 1-

We have also noted only one
example of

rule loss, the loss of Swa Movement, which
was brought about by other

changes which severely reduced the evidence
for this rule.

We have

also noted one case of the loss of a constraint,
the constraint against

movement out of PP.

In this case, the loss was occasioned
not by the

lack of evidence for such a constraint, but by the
apparent presence of

positive evidence against this constraint (that is, the
possibility of
preposition stranding in some free relatives, and the similarity
of this

construction to ordinary relatives).

We have seen no examples of rule

addition.
We have attributed the advent of the analytic comparative and
the

generalization of Question Formation and Relative Clause Movement (in

a

less general form) to infinitival phrases to French influence, since no

language-internal reasons for these changes seem to exist, and since
these constructions are parallel to French constructions.

It is some-

times claimed that French influence did not go beyond the level of the

word in Middle English, and if it is correct to attribute these two
changes to French influence, we must discard the idea that there was no
lasting French influence in English syntax.

Examination of further con-

structions which seem to be due to French influence should help us get
an idea of the limits of foreign influence in the syntax of a language.

As a hypothesis, we would expect syntactic influence only when the two

languages had

a

good deal of syntactic similarity to begin with.

The

changes which we have attributed to French influence were not changes
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which brought about radically new
constructions in English.

More and

less were always used to compare nouns,
as in more men , so
extending
this construction to adjectives was
not too difficult.

English always

had a Question Movement rule, so extending
Question Movement to infinitival phrases was not too drastic.

Some changes do not fit neatly into any category
mentioned.

The

loss of the first swa in free relatives seems
to have been the result

of phonological weakening.

The resulting replacement of the second
swa

by daet in this construction represents a change
only in the language

data, rather than a change in the grammar.

The rules stayed the same,

with swa as a determiner, demanding swa as a complementizer,
and daet

inserted as the ordinary relative complementizer.

because of

a

9aet was not inserted

change in the rules of complementizer selection or insertion,

but simply because the determiner swa was no longer present.

However,

swa did sometimes still occur as the complementizer in free relatives,
so one change in the rules of selection of complementizers did occur at

this time.

The complementizer swa could optionally be selected for in

free relatives instead of daet .

10.2.2

Implications for

a

theory of diachronic syntax

.

Let us

conclude with a few observations on the contributions the changes discussed in this thesis might make towards developing
change.

a

theory of syntactic

Such a theory would hopefully help us predict, among other

things, what sorts of simplification to expect in syntax.

Under what

conditions does simplification take place, and how extreme may we expect

generalization and simplification to be?

Related to this question is
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the question of when we should expect
ly,

a

reanalysis to take place.

Final-

in searching out the roots of syntactic
change, we need to concern

ourselves with the question of how much evidence

in his data the language

learner must hear to insure that he will analyze

a

tain way.

construction in

a

cer-

Related to this question is the matter of how far beyond

his data the language learner is willing to go.

Some language changes

involve the construction by language learners of

a

not account for precisely the data they hear, but

grammar which does
a

grammar which may

be a simpler one than that needed to correctly account for the data.

One thing which we have seen in this study is that while simpli-

fication may be an important force in syntactic change, it seems that

simplification may need

a

catalyst.

For example, consider the extension

of Locative Replacement and Locative Shift to wh-pronouns, which we have

analyzed as the loss of the feature +demonstrati ve in these rules.

This

change could logically have come at any time in the history of English.
However, the fact is that it came at just the time when the interrogative
pronouns were beginning to be used as relative pronouns.

The language

learner now heard both hwaer and daer as locative relative pronouns.

There was no necessity, logically, for this fact to cause the language
learner to generalize Locative Shift and Locative Replacement to hwaer ,
but this is what happened.

It is striking that this simplification

took place in spite of the fact that the language learner presumably never

heard hwaer participating in these rules (except perhaps in free relatives).

The fact that one relative pronoun

(

daer ) was subject to Locative Shift

and Locative Replacement was sufficient to cause

a

relative pronoun
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which alternated with it (hwaer) to also
become subject to these rules.
It

is

interesting that the real interrogative hwaer
began to participate

in these rules at precisely the same
time when relative hwaer did.

might have predicted that first relative hwaer
would be used

One

in Locative

Shift and Locative Replacement, because relative daer
was, and then these
rules were simplified to include interrogative hwaer
on the analogy of
,

relative hwaer .

But instead, the rules were generalized at once to

both uses of hwaer , relative and interrogative.

A possible reason for

this is that to formulate Locative Shift and Locative Replacement
to ap-

ply to both interrogative and relative hwaer resulted in simpler
rules
than to formulate them to apply only to relative hwaer .

The latter al-

ternative would require rules which applied to either +relative or +demon-

strative locative pronouns (since non-locative daer , her , etc. still participated in these rules), while the former only required the rules to
apply to any locative pronoun.
A similar simplification involving both the interrogative and

relative uses of the wh^pronouns is the generalization of daet to the

complementizer position of both headed wh-relatives and questions.
there was

a

catalyst in this case.

Again,

The combination wh-that did occur in

free relatives, due to changes which took place in these constructions,
plus daet was spreading into other sorts of subordinate clauses.

seems likely that the language learner, hearing daet with

a

It

wh-pronoun in

free relatives, generalized the daet insertion rule to any subordinate

clause beginning with

a

wh-pronoun.

Again, one might expect an inter-

mediate stage here, with wh- that first occurring in headed relatives, due
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The influence of free
ret; relatives,
relativp^ anH
,
and thnn
then generalizing
to indirect
questions, but this is not what
happened.
•

•

•

In trying to fix the limits
of diachronic simplification,
it is

instructive to compare the Middle
English wh-that with the Old
English

--

U

the headed

WaS suggested in Chapter Two that
in preliterary Old
English

sede relative developed

from the "he who" sort of
relative

in which the demonstrative
pronoun was the head of the relative
clause.

This is parallel to the development
of wh-that in headed relatives
from

free relatives.

There is

a

striking difference, however, between
the

Old and Middle English facts.

In Middle English, that did not
remain

confined to just relative clauses, but spread
into indirect questions
at the same time as it appeared in headed
wh-relatives.

possible that in Old English, when

It is logically

began to cooccur with

in headed

s^e

relatives, it would also cooccur with interrogative
pronouns in indirect
questions.

In fact, a

slightly simpler grammar would result if de could

be inserted in all subordinate clauses, rather than
just in relative

clauses.

However, de did not generalize to all subordinate clauses, as

daet later did.
in

The difference seems to be due to two factors.

First,

Middle English the relative and interrogative pronouns were morpho-

logically identical.

This meant that wh- that in free relatives could

easily lead to wh-that not only in headed relatives, but also
tions.

in ques-

On the other hand, in Old English the interrogative and relative

pronouns were quite distinct.

Although it was logically possible for

the language learner to generalize from

se^

were not similar enough to cause such

drastic generalization.

a

de to wh-de, the pronouns

Second-
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ly, in Middle English, that had become the
all-purpose complementizer.
In

Old English, de retained

a

distinct role as

a

relative complementizer,

making it less likely to generalize to indirect questions.
By comparing such similar, but somewhat different,
changes in

the same language or in different languages, we may hope to
gain an un-

derstanding of how far the language learner is willing to generalize
be-

yond the data he hears.

One factor which, from the facts discussed here,

seems to play an important role in simplification is that of the morph-

ological identity of two lexical items.

Besides the generalization of

Locative Shift and Locative Replacement and the spread of wh- that , we
have hypothesized that the morphological identity of the pronouns used
in free relatives with those used in headed relatives was crucial

the loss of the prohibition against movement out of PP.

in

It was proposed

that because preposition stranding was possible in free relatives in

which the wh-pronoun was the head, it became possible in ordinary relatives, which because of the new use of wh-pronouns as relative pronouns,
along with changes in the free relatives, were now superficially quite

similar to these free relatives.
While morphological identity seems to play an important part in

syntactic change, we would not expect such identity alone to be enough to
cause

a

simplification involving morphologically identical items or to

cause one such item to be reanalyzed as syntactically identical to the
other.
cal

In the case of the wh-pronouns, we have morphologically identi-

items which also share some semantic and syntactic similarities.

seThey both participate in similar movement rules, both may be treated
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mantically as logical operators, etc.
in

We have seen, however, one
case

which the morphological identity of two very
different items syntacti-

cally and semantically led to the reanalysis of one
as being like the

other, if our analysis of the replacement of swa by de
is correct.
ever, in this reanalysis of the complementizer de as

there was

a

a

quantifier phrase,

circumstance which made it reasonable to regard de as

in this construction.

Because swa

,

How-

a

QP

which was similar syntactically and

semantically to de, occurred at the beginning of the clause in proportional

comparatives, it was reasonable to analyze

clause as the determiner of

a

die

at the beginning of a

quantifier phrase when there was

adjective which could be analyzed as being modified by the de.
a

a

compared
If such

construction with swa did not exist, we would expect this reanalysis

of complementizer de to take place.
To summarize the most important findings of this study, from the

point of view of developing

stand out.

a

theory of diachronic syntax, two facts

First, the morphological identity of lexical items plays an

important role in generalization and reanalysis.

Even when two construc-

tions still clearly have distinct analyses, as with free versus headed

relatives, the identity of the pronouns in these constructions caused
them to be treated in the same way with respect to preposition stranding
and that insertion.
way.

Furthermore, even questions were treated

in the same

Secondly, it seems clear that reanalysis may come about even when

there is evidence in the language learner's data against the new analysis
of a construction.

While one might reasonably propose

tactic reanalysis which stipulated that

a

a

theory of syn-

construction would be reanalyzed
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only when the evidence for the earlier analysis
had disappeared (through
rule loss, for example), such a theory fails
in the face of the reanalyses

of swa and ever as being part of the indefinite
relative pronoun.
both cases, there was evidence against such an
analysis.

In

However, the

fact that these items were frequently juxtaposed with
the pronoun out-

weighed the fact that there was evidence (in cases where
they were not
juxtaposed) against their being part of the relative pronoun.

It is also

interesting that competing analyses of swa and ever appear to have
existed in the grammars of the same speakers.

It

may be that such competing

analyses are an intermediate step in reanalysis.
clear that

a

At any rate, it seems

theory of syntactic change which allows for

a

new analysis

of a construction only when there is no longer evidence for the old anal-

ysis will be inadequate.

Our theory must allow for

a

certain amount of

initiative on the part of the language learner not only in simplifying
rules and dropping rules, but also in reanalyzing structures in ways ap-

parently not forced by the data.

How much the evidence for the older

construction needs to be depleted before

a

new analysis may appear is an

open question.

These remarks are all tentative, being made on the basis of only
few changes.

a

The analyses of the changes discussed here are, of course,

only as good as the analyses of the individual stages.

Many more careful

studies of changes in constructions in different languages will be nec-

essary before we can develop

10.3

a

true theory of diachronic syntax.

Concluding Remarks

Whatever the meerits of the particular analyses and explanations
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of changes proposed here,

I

hope to have demonstrated to the
reader at

the least that interesting syntactic changes
have occurred in the history

of English, and furthermore that it is possible
to analyze these changes

and draw interesting conclusions for linguistic theory
from them.

How-

ever, it is my feeling that although interesting and important
work can
be carried out in a large corpus, the final

key to understanding syn-

tactic change will come from the study of language acquisition and
studying syntactic differences between generations in living languages.

Through

such study we may hope to discover how much people's grammars change

through their lifetimes, and in what ways, exactly what the relationship
is between the data the language learner hears and the grammar he con-

structs, and other questions of this sort.

With texts, it is impossible

to tell for certain what the nature of the data of the language learner

was, because of the time-lag between changes in spoken and written lan-

guage and the interference of stylistic conventions.

The texts may be

used in conjunction with the study of currently occurring changes to de-

velop

a

theory of syntactic change.

It is my feeling that too little is

known about the specifics of syntactic change to attempt more than
general theory at this point.

a

very
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APPENDIX
I.

Some Old English Morphology
A.

Nouns

a-stems
Mascul ine
Sing.

Neuter

Nom.

daeg "day"

scip "ship"

word "word

Acc.

daeg

scip

word

Gen.

daeges

scipes

wordes

Dat.

daege

scipe

worde

Nom.

dagas

scipu

word

Acc.

dagas

scipu

word

Gen.

daga

scipa

worda

Dat.

dagum

scipum

wordum

PI.

o-stems
(feminine only)
Sing.

PI.

Nom.

giefu,-o "gift"

lar "lore"

Acc.

giefe

lare

Gen.

giefe

lare

Dat.

giefe

lare

Nom.

giefa,-e

lara,-e

Acc.

giefa,-e

lara,-e

Gen.

giefa,-ena

lara,-ena

Dat.

giefum

larum
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i

S.

P.

-stems

Masculine

Neuter

Feminine

N.

hryre "fall"

sife "sieve"

daed "deed"

A.

hryre

sife

daed(e)

G.

hryres

sites

daede

D.

hryre

sife

daede

N.

hryras

sifu

daede

A.

hryras

sifu

daede

G.

hryra

sifa

daeda

D.

hryrum

s

i

f urn

daedum

weak declension

S.

P.

Masculine

Neuter

Feminine

N.

noma "name"

eage "eye"

tunge "tongue

A.

noman

eage

tungan

G.

noman

eagan

tungan

D.

noman

eagan

tungan

N.

noman

eagan

tungan

A.

noman

eagan

tungan

G

nomena

eagena

tungena

D.

noman

eagan

tungan
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radical consonant declension

Masculine

Feminine

N.

monn "man"

boc "book"

A.

monn

boc

G.

monnes

bee, boce

D.

menn

bee

N.

menn

bee

A.

menn

bee

G.

monna

boca

0.

monnum

bocum

Note

:

This is by no means a complete account of the nominal

declensions, and length of vowels, which plays

a

role in deter-

mining the presence or absence of certain suffixes, has been
ignored.
B.

Adjectives
strong

Mascul ine

Neuter

Feminine

N.

god "good"

god

god

A.

godne

god

gode

G.

godes

godes

godre

D.

godum

godum

godre

N.

gode

god

goda,-e

A.

gode

god

goda,-e

G.

godra

godra

godra

D.

godum

godum

godum
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weak

Masculine

Neuter

Femini

N.

goda

gode

gode

A.

godan

gode

godan

G.

godan

godan

godan

D.

godan

godan

godan

plural -all genders
Nom.

godan

Acc.

godan

Gen.

godena

Dat.

godum

Pronouns

C.

personal

First Person

Sing.

Dual

PI.

Nom.

ic "1"

wit "we two"

we "we"

Acc.

mec, me

uncit, unc

usic, us

Gen.

min

uncer

user, ure

Dat.

me

unc

us

Nom.

du "thou"

git "you two"

ge "you"

Acc.

dec, de

incit, inc

eowic, eow

Gen.

din

incer

eower

Dat.

de

inc

eow

Second Person
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Third Person

Masc.

Neut.

Norn.

he "he"

hit "it"

heo, hie "she"

Acc.

hine

hit

heo, hie

Gen.

his

his

hire

Dat.

him

him

hire

Fern.

Third Person Plural (all genders)
Norn.

heo, hie

Acc.

heo, hie

Gen.

hira

Dat.

him, heom

demonstrative

S.

Masculine

Neuter

Feminine

N.

se

daet

seo

A.

done

daet

da

G.

daes

daes

daere

D.

daem, dam

daem, dam

daere

pi

Note:

ural- all genders

Norn.

da

Acc.

da

Gen.

dara, daere

Dat.

daem, dam

The demonstrative pronouns also served as definite articles

and also as relative pronouns.

The masculine and neuter demonstra-

tives also had instrumental forms: either e^, don

maculine and neuter

,

or

for both
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interrogative
Mascul ine

Neuter

N.

hwa "who"

hwaet

A.

hwone

hwaet

G.

hwaes

hwaes

D.

hwaem, hwam

hwaem, hwam

I.

hwi

,

hwon

hwi

,

hwon
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Abbreviations of Texts

A&M="0f Arthur and of Merlin," ed. Macrae-Gibson.
A.Riwle= Ancrene Riwle , ed. Day.
A. Wisse= Ancrene Wisse

,

Line no.

Page and line.

ed. Tolkien.

Page and line.

Alc.Gr.=Alfric's grammar, ed. Zupitza.
Ale. P. -Pope

s edition of Aelfric's homilies.
arabic numerals=line no.

Roman numerals=no. of homily*

Alc.S.-Skeat s edition of Aelfric's lives of saints.
of homily; arabic numeral s=l ine no.

Roman numerals=no.

Alc.Th.=Thorpe's edition of Aelfric's homilies.

no., page and line.

Vo'l.

Angl .Hom.= Angelsachsische Homilien und Heilgenleben
no. and line no.

Ayen.= Ayenbite of Inwyt , ed. Morris.
B.

,

ed. Assmann.

Homily

Page and line.

Brut=Brie's edition of the Middle English Brut. Capital letters refer
to Brie's abbreviations for the MSS.
If no capital letter, the
MS is MS Rawlinson (the first volume of Brie's ed.).
Page and
1

ine.

BT=Bosworth and Toller Anglo-Saxon dictionary, found in bibliography
under Toller.
Further abbreviations are found in the preface to
the dictionary.
Bede=0E version of Bede's Ecclesiastical History , ed. Miller.
subsection, page, and line.
Bel .=Bel four's collection of twelfth-century homilies.
no.

Section,

Homily and line

Ben.=Benedictine rule, ed. Schroer.
Beo.="Beowulf >" ed. Klaeber.
B1 ickl

Line no.

ing=Blickling homilies, ed. Morris.

Boeth.=King Alfred's Boethius
and line).

,

ed.

Bright=Bright's Anglo-Saxon reader.

Page (and line).

Sedgefield.

Section, subsection (page

Page and line.
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CP-King Alfred's translation of Gregory's Pastoral
Care (Cura Pastoral ic)
ed. Sweet.
Page and line.

*

Ch. -Chaucer.

Abbreviations of his works are those found in the
Tatlock
and Kennedy concordance.

Chad=Life of St. Chad, ed. Napier.
Ex. -Exeter book, ed.
fol low "Ex. "

Line no.

Gollancz and Mackie.
Line nos.

Names of individual poems

Exam.= Exameron Anglice , ed. Crawford.
Gen & Ex. -Story of Genesis and Exodus, ed. Morris.

Line nos.

Gower C.A.="Confessio Amatis" of John Gower, ed. Macauley.
Jesus MS=MS Jesus College, Oxford

E

29, in Morris' Old English Miscellany.

K.

Serm.=Kentish Sermons, in Morris' Old English Miscellany.

L.

Brut=Layamon

L.

Brut (0tho)=0tho MS of Layamon's Brut, 50 or 75 years later than earlier
MS.
Ed. Madden.

Lyd.R&S=Lydgate'
M.

Brut, ed. Madden.

's

s

Line no.

"Reson and Sensuallyte," ed. Sieper.

Halgan Rode= Legends of the Holy Rood , ed. Morris.

M.0EH=Morris

'

Old English homilies.

Volume, homily no., page and line.

I, ed. Vinaver.
Ma1ory= The Works of Sir Thomas Malory , vol
Page and line.
als refer to sections.
.

Mart.=0E martyrology, ed. Herzfeld.
3

Roman numer-

Page and line.

0E=Three Old English Prose Texts, ed. Rypins.

0ET=01 d English Texts, ed. Morris.
by Morris.

0rm.= 0rmu1um , ed. Holt.

Further abbreviations are those used

Line no.

0ros.=King Alfred's Pros i us

,

ed.

Sweet.

Section, page, and line.

0wl&N.="The Owl and the Nightengale," ed. Stanley.
P.

C.=Peterborough Chronicle, ed. Clark; also Earl and Plummer.
of entry.

By year
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SEL=South English legendary, ed. Horstmann.

Sol.=King Alfred's translation of St. Augustine's
"Soliloquies
Ed. Carnicelli.
St. Guth . -Li fe of St. Guthlac, ed. Gonser.

"
'

Section and line.

St.John=Gospel of St. John, in the West-Saxon gospels, ed. Grunberg.
Line no.
Also Chapter and verse in parentheses.

St.Jul.=The life of St. Juliana, ed. D'Ardenne.
St.Kat.=The life of St. Katherine, ed. Einenkel.

Line no.
Line no.

St.Luke=Gospel of St. Luke, in the West-Saxon gospels, ed. Grunberg.
Line no.

St.Marg.=Life of St. Margaret, ed. Mack.

Page and line.

St.Mark=Gospel of St. Mark, in the West-Saxon gospels, ed. Grunberg.

Line

no.

St.Mat.=Gospel of St. Matthew, in the West-Saxon gospels, ed. Grunberg.
Line no.
Also Chapter and verse in parentheses.

T.Wohunge= 9e Wohunge of Ure Lauerd , ed. Thompson, No. of piece and line
no.

Tretyse= Tretyse of Loue , ed. Fisher.
V&V= V ices and Virtues

,

ed.

Holthausen.

Page and line.

Wulf.=Homilies of Wulfstan, ed. Bethrum.
Wulf .N.=Homil ies of Wulfstan, ed. Napier.

Page and line.
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Notes on the Texts Examined

An asterisk following the title of

a

text indicates that that

text has not been fully, but only partially, examined for
the purposes
of this study.

The abbreviation EETS indicates that the text in
ques-

tion is a publication of the Early English Text Society.

Unless other-

wise noted, all EETS volumes listed are publications belonging to the
original series of EETS publications.

Those of the extra series are

indicated by the abbreviation EETS ES.
all

the manuscripts containing any work.

which the edition used in this study
briefly.

No attempt has been made to list

Rather, the manuscript upon

is based is

mentioned and described

For further details of any manuscript or information about

other manuscripts containing any work, see Ker's catalogue.
Ker,

I

Following

have indicated the approximate dates of manuscripts, when no more

accurate date is known, by the half century.

S_.^

,

for example, indicates

that the manuscript belongs to the first half of the tenth century.
S.X/XI indicates that the manuscript is from the end of the tenth or the

beginning of the eleventh century.

The notation S.X med indicates that

the manuscript belongs to the middle of the tenth century.
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I.

A.

Early Poetry
1.

Beowulf .

MS British Museum, Cotton Vitellius
Composition 700-50.
Ed. F. Klaeber,

S.X/XI.

B.

Old English

A. XV

ff

94-209

1922.’

2.

Exeter Book
MS Exeter, Cathedral 3501, ff. 8-130.
S.X-2.
Ed. Gollancz, 1895 (first volume) and Mackie,
1934 (second*
volume).
Miscellaneous poems.

3.

Vercelli Book
MS Vercelli, Biblioteca Capitolare CXVII. S.X-2.
Miscellaneous poems.
Also contains prose, listed below. Ed.
Krapp, 1932.

.

.

Prose and Later Poetry
1.

Works of King Alfred
a.

.

Boethi us
King Alfred's translation from Latin of Boethius'
De Consolatione Philosophiae
MS British Museum, Cotton
Otho A.vi., ff. 1-129 (damaged by fire). S.X med. Supplemented with Bodleian 180 (2079), S.XII-1. Ed. Sedgefield,
1899.
.

.

b.

Orosius
King Alfred's translation from Latin. MS British
Museum, Additional 47967.
S.X-1.
Supplemented with MS British
Museum, Cotton Tiberius B.i (containing the account of
Othere's and Wulfstan's voyages). S.XI-l-XI-2. Ed. Sweet,
.

1883.
c.

King Alfred's translation from Gregory's
Pastoral Care
890-7.
Ed.
Bodleian, Hatton 20 (4113).
Regula pastoralis
Sweet, 1871-2.
.

.

d.

2.

King Alfred's Version of St
Ed. Carnicelli, 1969.

.

Augustine's

"

Soliloquies

.

Other tenth-century compositions (and earlier prose)
a.

b.

Oldest English Texts . A collection of the earliest manuscripts,
mainly charters and wills, ed. Sweet, 1885.

Three Old English Prose Texts. Three prose texts in MS
British Museum, Cotton Vitellius A. XV (same MS as Beowulf).
S.X/XI.

Ed.

Rypins

,

1924.

*
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c.

Bl ickling Homilies
Tenth century collection of
sermons »
belonging to a private collection,
c.971.
Ed.
.

Morris,

d.

Ver celli Homilies
S.X-2.

3.

.
Ms Vercelli, Eiblioteca
Capitolare CXVII
Parts edited by Forster, 1913.

——

e.

Parker Chronicle. The oldest manuscript of
the Anglo-Saxon
chronicle. MS Cambridge, Corpus Christi College
173.
S.IX/
X-XI-2.
The entries from 892-1001 are thought^to
be’ nearly
contemporary with the events they describe. The
remaining
entries (up to the year 1070) were written in the
eleventh
and early twelfth centuries.

f.

Bede s Ecclesiastical History
The translation into AngloSaxon of Bede s Latin history. Main text, MS Bodleian
Librarv
Tanner 10. S.X-1. Ed. Miller, 1890.

g.

Martyrology
Fragments of a ninth century Anglican manuscript
exist, but best MS is British Museum Cod. Cotton Julius
A.X, a West-Saxon transcript of a Mercian MS. S.X-2.

.

.

Works of Aelfric, Abbot of Eynsham (late tenth and early eleventh
century composition)
a.

Homilies- first series. Main MS, Cambridge, University Library
Gg.3.28.
S.X/XI.
Ed. Thorpe, 1844.

b.

Homil ies- second series.

c.

Lives of Saints.
Main MS, British Museum, Cotton Julius, E.7.
S.XI in.
Ed. Skeat, 1881-1900.

d.

MS Cambridge University Library Gg.3.28.
De Temporibus Anni.
S.X/XI.
Ed. Henel , 1942.

e.

The Heptateuch

f.

Exameron Anglice
Bodley Hatton 115

g.

A collection of Aelfric's homilies
from many manuscripts, ed. Pope 1967.
For a description of
not only the manuscripts edited in Pope's collection, but
all the manuscripts with Aelfric's homilies, see Pope's comprehensive introduction to this collection.

A translation of the first six books of the
Bible, at least partly by Aelfric. MS British Museum, Cotton
Ed. Crawford, 1922.
Claudius B.iv. S.XI-1.
.

.

Aelfric's Old English Hexameron. MS.
Ed. Crawford, 1921.
- (1075-1100?)

Aelfric's grammar of Latin for English
Grammar and Glossary
S.XI in.
JGhn's College 154.
St.
Oxford,
MS
speakers.
.
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Zupitza, 1880.

Ed.

4

d t0 Wulfstan

t
’

5.

6.

of''York 1003-23

>

Bisho P of Worcester and archbishop

a.

Canons^^Edgar.

b.

Ho milies
A collection of homilies attributed to
Wulfstan
found in various MSS, edited by Napier 1883, and
Bethrum
1957.
Main MSS are Bodleian, Hatton 113, 114 (5210,
5134),
S.XI (3rd quarter), Cambridge, Corpus Christi College
419+421,
S.XI-1, and Cambridge, Corpus Christi College
201, pp. 8-160
167-76, S.XI med.

Ed.

Fowler, 1972.

MS.

Junius 121 and CCCC

.

Miscellaneous eleventh century manuscripts,
a.

West Saxon Gospels . The West-Saxon version of the gospels.
Main MS, Cambridge University Library Ii.2.11.
Ed. Grunberg,
1967.
The gospel of Saint John also edited from this MS by
Bright, 1904.
Referred to by abbreviations for the individual gospels.

b.

Rule of St. Benedict
MS Cambridge, Corpus Christi College
162, pp. 139-60, S.XI-1.
Translation from Latin. Ed.
Schrder, 1885-88.

c.

St_.

d.

Be Domes Daege .
Ed. Lumby, 1896.
College 201 S.XI in.

.

Guthlac . A translation of the Latin life of St. Guthlac.
A fragment of this is found in the Vercelli book, but best
complete MS is Bodleian, Cotton Vespasian D.xxi, ff. 18-40,
S.XI-2.
Ed. Gonser, 1909.
Cambridge, Corpus Christi

Twelfth century manuscripts containing copies of works of eleventh
century (or earlier) works
a.

MS Bodlean Laud Misc. 636, S.XII med.
Peterborough Chronicle
A copy of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle made in the early twelfth
century, with contemporary original additions in the midEntries up to year 1121 are in the same
twelfth century.
hand and ink, and entries 1122-31 are also probably by this
The entries from 1121-31 are more or less consame scribe.
The entries from 1132-54 are made by another
temporary.
Also edited as MS E in Plummer,
Ed. Clark, 1970.
scribe.
.

1899.
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b.

Chad
A translation of the life of St. Chad
from Bede's
Ecclesiastical History
MS Bodleian, Hatton 116 (5136)
S.XII-1.
Nearly all the articles in this manuscript
are
copies of Aelfric's homilies, so it seems likely
that this
piece was also composed much earlier than the date
of this
copy.
Ed. Napier, 1887.
St.

.

.

c.

Morris' 12th and 13th Century Collection
Items IX and X
in Morris
first volume of Old English Homilies, 1868, are
from MS Lambeth 487, S.XII/XIII. These items are transliterations of Aelfric's homilies.

d.

History of the Holy Rood
A twelfth century copy of the cross
legend, composition as early as beginning of the eleventh
cent.
Article 12 of MS Bodley 343(2406), c.1175.
Ed.
Napier* 1894.

e.

Belfour's Homilies
A collection of twelfth-century transliterations of earlier homilies, some of which are known
to be compositions of Aelfric.
MS Bodley 343 (2406), c.
.
1175.
The items which are copies of Aelfric's homilies are
very faithful to Aelfric's syntax.
Ed. Belfour, 1909.

.

.

.

II.
A.

Early Middle English

Twelfth Century
1.

2.

Manuscripts of the twelfth century containing twelfth century
compositions.
a.

Most of the homilies in this collection
Warner's Homilies
are copies of Aelfric's homilies, but item XLIII, the only
one used here, is a translation made about 1100-50 of a
Latin sermon. MS Vespasian D.xiv, 1125-50. Ed. Warner, 1917

b.

Peterborough Chronicle. All the entries were made in the
twelfth century (see 1.6. a), so the entries for years in
the twelfth century are more or less contemporaneous. Most
of the interpolations are also from the twelfth century.
Also edited as MS E in Plummer, 1899.
Ed. Clark, 1970.

.

Early thirteenth century manuscripts containing works of late
twelfth century composition
a.

MS Trinity College B.14.52, ^
Several MSS:
Poema Morale.
I.6.C above),
1200, ed. Morris 1873; Lambeth MS 487 (see
c
Also Ureisun Louerde & Homilies.
ed. Morris 1868.
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b.

0w1_ and N ightengale .

MS Cotton Caligua A.ix.
Kentish rhvme *
but Southwest Mid. forms. MS first half
of thirteenth
century, composition 1189-216.
Ed. Stanley,

^

1960.

3.

c.

Morris

1

in 9 1ish Homilies of the Twelfth Century (volume
MS Trinity College B.14.52.
c. 1200, composition ?c.
1175., mainly West Saxon. See 2a. above.
Ed. Morris, 1873
-

ZT.

^4

Early thirteenth century manuscripts containing
works of thirteenth
century composition
a.

Layamon's Brut
A lengthy chronicle of England in verse.
MSS:
MS Cotton Caligula Aix, 1200-25, Southwest Mid!
dialect, and Cotton Otho C.xiii, about 50 years later.
Southwestern dialect.
Composition c.1205.
Unless specified,
all examples are from the earlier MS, designated by 'L.Brut'.*
Examples from later MS are designated 'L.Brut(Otho) . Both
MSS ed. Madden, 1847.
.

Tv/o

'

b.

Book of Vices and Virtues
MS Stowe 34, c.1225, composition
c.1200.
East Mid. dialect.

c.

Ormul urn .
Lengthy religious poem, composition and MS both
c.1200. Northeast Mid. dialect.
Ed. Holt, 1878.

d.

Katherine Cycle
All found in Bodley 34, c.1200, composition
Some also found in other MSS. West Mid.
c.1200.

.

.

1.

St.

Katherine

2.

St^.

Juliana

3.

St_.

Margaret .

4.

Hal
ed.

5.

Sawle's Warde

i

Bodley 34, ed. Einenkel, 1884.

.

Bodley 34, ed. D'Ardenne, 1961.

.

Bodley 34, ed. Mack, 1934.

A diatribe against marriage.
Meidenhad
Cockayne, 1866.
.

.

Bodley 34,

Bodley 34, ed. Morris 1868, item XXVIII.

e.

Ancrene Wisse. A rule for nuns. MS Corpus Christi College
Cambridge 402, 1225-50. Comp, early 13th, c.1200. Language
Ed. Tolkien, 1962.
identical with Bodley 34.

f.

Independent version of the Ancrene Wisse
Ancrene Riwle .
Ed. Day,
MS Cotton Nero A.xiv, second quarter of 13th.

.

1952.
g.

Wohunge of Ure Lauerd

.

MS Cotton Titus D.xviii, c. 1220,
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comp, early 13th.
1868, item XXIX.
h.
•

4.

Lofsong Lefdi
Morris, 1868.

.

Ed. Thompson, 1958.

Also ed. Morris

*

MS Cotton Nero A.xiv (see II. 3. f above)
Also Lofsung Louerde.

Ed

Later (mid or late) thirteenth century manuscripts containing
thirteenth century compositions
a.

Genesis and Exodus
An East Midland rendering of the story
of Genesis and Exodus into verse, c. 1300, comp. c. 1250.
Ed. Morris, 1865.

b.

Bestiary . MS Arundel 292, mid 13th.
Mid. dialect.
Ed. Morris, 1872.

c.

Kentish Sermons.

.

Comp. 1200-50.

MS Bodleian Laud 471, 1250-1300.

East

Ed.

Morris

1872.

5.

d.

Jesus MS
MS Oxford, Jesus College E 29 c. 1276, comp, probably after 1244. West. Mid.
Ed. Morris, 1872.

e.

Harrowing of Hell and Nicodemus
not later than 1250.
West Mid.

.

.

MS Digby 86, c. 1280, comp,
Hulme, 1907.

Ed.

f.

South English Legendary
A collection of lives of Saints from
many manuscripts. Oldest MS is MS Laud 108, 1280-90, comp,
earlier.
Southwestern dialect. Ed. Horstmann, 1887. Other
MSS (early 14th century) ed. D'Evelyn, 1956-59.

g.

A collection of various ME pieces
Miscellaneous collection
from different MSS, ed. Hall, 1930.

.

.

Fourteenth century manuscripts containing compositions of the
late thirteenth or early fourteenth century
a.

Arthour and Merlin
East Mid.
century.

b.

Harley 2253.

.

c.

Verse, MS Auchinleck, 1330-40, comp. 13th
Ed. Macrae-Gibson, 1973.

A collection of poems found in MS Harley 2253,,
MS is West Mid., but many of the poems were origin-

1325.

ally composed in other dialects. Composition mostly thirEd. Brook, 1958.
teenth century.
c.

d.

Handlyng Synne. Verse, translated from French. MS British
Museum Harley 1701, c. 1360, composition a. 1303. LincolnEd. Furnivall, 1901.
shire.

Ayenbite

.

Dan Michel's Ayenbite of Inwyt

,

original manuscript
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translated from French in 1340.
Ed. Morris, 1867.

Kentish.

British Museum

e.

Havelok
Verse, MS Bodleian Laud Misc. 108, 1310-20. MS
East Mid., but composition Northeast Mid., perhaps 1275-80
Ed. Skeat, revised ed.
Siam, 1915.

f.

Rolle

*

.

Various works of Richard Rolle of Hampole, who died
MS Cambridge Dd V. 64, 14th century.
Northern.
Only piece from this MS used here is "9e forme of liuying."
Other pieces by Rolle are found in a later MS, MS Lincoln*
Cathedral, Thornton, c. 1430, ed. Perry, 1866. The syntax
of the later MS does not appear to differ significantly from
that of the earl ier.
.

in 1349.

6.

Later fourteenth century works
a.

Chaucer
Only the Canterbury Tales have been fully examined
here, although other examples have been taken from the Tatlock and Kennedy concordance. MS Ellesmere. Ed. Skeat, 1389.

1900.

7.

b.

Brie's Brut
A later chronicle of England, compiled from
many MSS, ed. Brie, 1906. The first volume of Brie's edition is taken from MS Rawlinson B.171, c. 1400. Composition, 2nd half of the fourteenth century.

c.

Wicl iffe

Only the Apology for Lollard Doctrines has been
examined here. MS Trinity College, Dublin C.5. Fourteenth
or early fifteenth century. Wicl iffe lived from 1320-1384.
Ed. Todd, 1842.
.

Early fifteenth century
a.

b.

8.

.

Only his Reson ajid Sensuallyte has been examined
Lydgate.
Lydgate was born in 1371. Ed. Sieper,
MS Fairfax 16.
here.
1901.

Brie's Brut. The second volume of Brie's edition is taken
Brie's MS B is MS Cambridge,
from fifteenth century MSS.
Corpus Christi College 174, beginning 15th.

Later fifteenth century
a.

(see
Brie's Brut. The remaining MSS used in Brie s edition
fifteenth
6.b. ancTTTb. above) are from the middle or late
century.
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b.

c.

Printed.

°?^
£n?riL
’o “lake, 1973

Translated from French in 1493.

loop of Curtesye and the selections printed
have been examined here.
Book of Curtesye.

h s
;

1477-8, ed. Furmvall, 1932.
d.

Only the first volume of his Morte d'Arthur
has been
”
examined here. Ed. Vinaver, 1947.
,
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